
PART II.

PRACTICAL LOCH FISHING.



CHAPTER XIV.

The Evolution of Loch Fishing : A History of

Negatives.

Herodotus with that charmingly simple faith in human credulity,

which always distinguishes the true historian, describes in a certain part

of his marvellous work a primitive, but none the less perfect, kind of fly-

fishing practised in the remote period with which he is dealing by

certain of the dwellers in that land of marvels—Africa. On translating,

whether by the aid of a crib or otherwise, this portion of the works

of the father of history, the average schoolboy who' knows anything

about rods, other than the kind advertised by Solomon, permits him-

self the luxury of a chuckley and if a rude boy puts his tongue in his

cheek, raises the digital finger of his right hand tO' his nose and by an

exercise of his comparative faculties, that does him more credit than

the facial and manual exercises first mentioned, dubs Herodotus the

father, not merely of history, but of the fish story. Though this mention

of fly-fishing by Herodotus may thus make the unskilful laugh, it has

the effect of making the judicious think. The result of such con-

templation usually is that Herodotus is hailed as a sort of Darwin of

historical evolution, or in other words, as a very keen observer who' has

noted many things that might have escaped the eye of one less richly

endowed with what we now-a-days term the journalistic insight and

intuition. Herodotus may not have seen all he says he saw, but seeing

something resembling what he described, he grasped intuitively what

the Scottish pundits would have termed, its " infinite potentiality " and

evolved from his inner consciousness with the aid of a prophetic eye

playing on a few isolated facts the theory and practice of fly-fishing

as time was destined tO' perfect it*

This dipping intO' the future a good deal further than the average

* Other and equally ancient authorities could be quoted to the same effect—dubious

save by implication.
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human eye can see is no doubt a characteristic of all writers capable

of grasping the infinite posse that is in every esse, and on the same

principle it is highly probable that when Watt kept his eye on the

lifting lid of the kettle, he saw not a little iron vessel in sore travail,

wrestling with the giant force that was within it, but thousands of tall

chimneys belching the black wealth of smoke, trains annihilitating dis-

tance in every land, steamers ploughing every sea, and this great giant

made the slavish minister of man's will. The ancient legend of the

genie confined in pots only, I suppose, tells the same lesson when one

comes to comprehend its true inwardness.

There is, however, a reverse side to the picture of great men con-

templating the future with the eye that can read the potentialities of

the apparently little facts of the present. Great men, and little men

who are their feeble imitators, are equally apt to read the past in the

light of the knowledge of the present, and hence to produce such

a priori history which, if interesting reading is obviously to a very

large extent a fine example of the greatest of all assumptions

or in other words, of the speculative inference. We admit and

accept as true history that which is the result of comparative

method of inquiry. If, for example, comparative philology shows by

an analysis of the root ideas of certain words that a people, whose

story is otherwise lost in the mists of a hoary antiquity, were a pastoral

people, we accept that evidence, in the absence of more direct proof,

as sufficiently convincing to make the inference possible, and perhaps

probable. If some enterprising antiquary—and one word of a dead

language is, we know, sufficient to cause a " rise " of antiquaries, dis-

covers a milk pail amongst the regions which the alleged pastoral

people are said tO' have inhabited, then we sup the lacteal fluid from it

with " Aiken Drum's lang ladle," and the comparative method of en-

quiry sets all the purely a priori gentlemen by the ears and registers a

very great triumph indeed. Still when all is said that can be said,

there is just as much vulgar incredulity in this world as vulgar credulity,

and the number of people who' stand, doubt and examine would, if

marshalled in battalions, probably form as large, if not a larger army,

than would those persons of simple faith who accept the marvellous

with all the avidity with which tarn trout take the fly, simply because

it is the marvellous and appeals tO' that deep-seated love of the sensa-
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tional and the unusual which is one of the mysterious weaknesses of

human nature, largely taken advantage of by the American press.

Nevertheless, to hark back tO' Herodotus, the fact that he mentions fly

fishing at all i^ a great fact, which not only speaks aloud for the antiquity

of the practice if not the art of fly fishing, but also largely justifies those

a priori writers to whom I have already referred. Of these writers the

chief is Scott. The fact is interesting because in the endeavour—and

I admit that my researches have been both hastily conducted and mostly

on the surface of the wonder^l land of literature—to trace the history

of loch fishing in books, the earliest recorded reference which I found

occurs in the " Fair Maid of Perth." Now Scott we know was not an

angler ; the fact is writ large in those few passages in his works in which

he refers to angling. For example he makes Darsie Latimer use a plum-

met to sound the depths of a stream—a thing no- Scottish

angler ever does—^and enables the trusty henchman of Vich

Ian Vohr to take a sea-trout in a Perthshire lake—a triumph

no angler would accord even to such " a pretty man.'' These and many

other angling solecisms in his works might, it is true, be pardoned ini

any other writer than one who- lived in that chosen home of the angler,

the region where the silver Tweed ever makes gladsome music in the

ear, who- wandered in the romantic valley of the Yarrow and stood by

the shores of lone St. Mary's lake with his great contemporaries that

were anglers, who saw the chain of lochs that grace the Trossachs as we

have never seen them, who could remember to record in the finest war

poem in our language that the leaping trout of Loch Achray " lay still,"

before the pealing of the banner cry of hell, and who stood upon the

shores of Loch Coruisk, when the proud Queen of Wilderness could still

remember the rude homage of Cormac Doil, and yet failed to chronicle

in lofty rhyme the fish that peopled its virgin waters. But if Scott were'

^ot an angler, he was assuredly a great antiquary, steeped to his very-

fingers in the legend that is history, the history that is romance of

those deserts his magic wand has made blossom- like the rose. We may

rest assured, therefore, that if Scott made Simon Glover angle in Loch

Tay and fish that lake from a boat, he did so because he had some solid'

ground for believing that in the days of the good King Robert, lake

fishing was actually a sport—^primitive no doubt, but still a sport—as.

well as one of the many means whereby the hunter of the day in the wid-
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est sense of the term, supplied by the family or tribal larder.*

JBy parity of reasoning, if he fails to enter into details and

to chronicle the lures used or describe the flies, it is probably because

he would have felt precisely the same lack of confidence, had he been

•compelled to describe the lures employed by and the general modus

operandi of the loch fisher of his own day, or even of the Tweedside

angler with whom he must constantly have been rubbing shoulders.

It is instructive at this point to note, if the comparison of very small

with very great things be permissible, that writers, who are at least

sufficiently devoted to angling to know something of its mysteries, would

certainly not have failed to chronicle the angling methods of Simon

Glover in Loch Tay in the fourteenth century—an age when the sword

was ostensibly mightier than the pen, and the spear was more often

grasped than the rod, whose history is written in blood and whose

monuments are forgotten graves. So to chronicle the methods em-

ployed and the lures used might, it is true, have involved the writers in

a priori and speculative angling history. On the other hand it is not

improbable that angling intuition, which I take it is in this connection

the re-building of the past by the light of the present, might have enabled

a writer blessed with a little imagination—^that best of handkerchiefs in

a game of blind man's buff with the facts of history—^to fashion a nar-

rative of such plausible probability that, in the lack of proof to^ the con-

trary, it would secure a ready acceptance by the credulous half, or

-whatever be the proportion, of the world. For example, a few years

ago I attempted in a small story called " The Angler Hermit " to fill in

some of the blanks left by Scott in the picture of Simon Glover fishing

in the virgin waters of Loch Tay. The story, I may mention, is sup-

posed to be told by a Scottish angling clergyman of the older school

who " prefaces it with " a long and learned preamble on the antiquity

of everything (manifestly based on the te«t " There is no new thing

under the Sun "), in which the reverend gentleman as a divine has

striven sore with the very old Adam within him as an antiquary, and

mixed heathen superstition with Christian precept and fairy lore with

the Gospel according to St. John in such a manner that only his utter

* Scott says that the recreation of the Highlanders of that day were fishing and

hunting while their trade was war. He does not condescend upon details in the case of

the first mentioned though he describes '

' hunting matches.

"
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incomprehensibility can tiave saved him from an interview with the

Assembly.

The story is introduced under the following circumstances. I was

fishing with a certain parson on a very stormy spring day in a Perth-

shire loch. Finally we are driven before the wind to seek shelter in

a spot which is thus described. " It was indeed a calmly tranquil spot

in which we found ourselves, a sort of cradled bay with an extremely"

narrow er>trance. Overhead and outside roared the storm; we could

hear the sough of the wind through the firs above and see them bend-

ing to the blast and tossing their arms wildly before the gale; could

mark the flying clouds and the drifting snow and spray that flew over-

head in blinding masses ; but underneath a hanging cliff all was as calm

and still, if not quite so warm, as if a July sun had been pouring its rays

on a glassy lake with the mountains shadowed on its calm surface. A
gentle shingle and a pier rudely fashioned made landing easy, and we

made our way by a somewhat precipitous and twisting path up the

cliff-side towards where a rivulet leaped sheer some feet in a crystal

cascade from, the summit of an abutting rock. Arrived; there, we

entered a roomy cavern with an inner and an outer cave, the latter

much overgrown with trailing brushwood. Its floor was composed of

rock and sand, and from it there welled a spring of pure cold water

bubbling up through the bed. Its superfluous waters found their way

to the adjacent burn by a course which seemed almost artificial, and no

doubt to some extent was. Here and there on the walls crosses were

carved, ancient memorials, intermingled with names that were evidently

the work of visitors of a more modem and less religious kind. A rude

stone bench fashioned from the wall ran up one side, and somehow, I

know not why, one could not help feeling that it had once been inhabited,

and had a story."

At this point the following dialogue occurs and as it repeats in

somewhat different words and possibly puts in another light my pre-

vious remarks on the probable antiquity of fly fishing and loch fishing, I

need offer no further apology for quoting it.

"This is the Angler Hermit's cave," said my friend; "the dwelling

of the first angler I have ever heard of; he lived and flourished nearly

500 years ago.''

" Perfectly possible,'' said I ; " Scott is my authority, besides, a kind

of fly-fishing as old as the Pyramids is mentioned by Herodotus."
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" Herr Dotus, is't,'' said Donald, who was, or pretended to be, some-

what deaf ;
" anither bit German body I'll be thinkin'. If he kens nae

mair aboot fishin' than Herr Bratvurst wha' was here last year I'll no be

thinkin' much o' his opeenion onyway. A wee bit feckless body was the

Herr wi' blue glasses and an owergrown held ; he was aye howking and

slashing in the wames o' the fish—and few eneuch they were—and

wasting time running after butterflies and a' manner o' fleas—^Effie Mer-

rals, or some sic name he ca'ad them by—talking a kind of .jargon that

was neither English, nor Latin, nor his ain outlandish gibberish—a kind

o' far awa' cousin of the kindly Scots tongue spoiled by ower muckle

foreign air. Herr Dotus, I wouldna' fash ma thoomb for all the crood

of such bodies. Oor Jock could ding them a'."

" Herodotus,' I said, " not Herr Dotus, nor any other ' Herr.'

"

" Oh, Herodotus—^why did ye not sae sae—^the chiel wi' his Greek

blethers. Oor Jock kens him fine. He's college leamt, and reads bits;

frae him whiles o' an evening, and a muckle lot o' trash it is. Jock says

he was the faither o' history; the worse for himi then, says I, for he

maun be the faither o' lees. Faither o' history, indeed ; maybe he is,

but if so he doesna' ken his ain bairn."

"What do you say tO' Scott, then? He makes people angle just

at this very period."

" Whatna Scott ?" said Donald, who evidently had not heard my
previous mention of the great writer's name, " Tam Scott, the lang

pedlar wi' the langer tongue, or Willie wha' teaches the bairns at the

Brig doon bye. The yin is a fine bletherer about silks and satins and

pirns o' worsted an' buttons and sic like trash that are guid eneuch for

the foolish womankind, but I never heard that he kenned muckle aboot

the thread of history, and as for the ither, he minds aye the book ; he

can drive the A.B.C. into a bairn wi' the tawse, and tho' he's aye in the

past, it's little he kens aboot it or onything else."

" Sir Walter Scott," I said.

" Oh, Wattie, is't," said Donald with the grand air of a man who

would have called the great Napoleon Nap over the first, and Nappy

over the fifth tumbler ; " ah, he was a man. If he said it, enough said

;

it maun be so."

" Well, well," said my companion, interrupting, " to-night you shall

read all about it in a manuscript of an old minister of the Parish, who
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died when last century was young, and long before Waterloo was lost and

•won."

After certain other matters have been explained not revalent to the

•question in hand, the supposititious manuscript referred to proceeds to

fill in as follows the blanks in the picture suggested by Scott's creating

of an angler out of Simon Glover.

" About his origin and the relationship of the lad to him, the Hermit's

lips were ever sealed, and there was not a man dtired ask him, in part by

reason of the stem glance of his steel-grey eye, that bespoke him a man
of courage and action, however peaceful his present life, and one prompt

to resent such idle curiosity, by the whole physical force Of his giant

frame amd sinewy limbs, and in part by reason of the awe, amounting

almost to superstitous dread, in which he was held. So far he might

have been forgotten, as many such hermdts were, men who had turned

from war to lead an ascetic life for reasons known to themselves, had

it not been for one outstanding peculiarity. He was devoted to the

chase, but more particularly to the catching of fish, great and small,

•which he had so elevated intO' an art as tO' win for himself the title in

those days of the Holy Fisher, now changed through the course of time

into the legendary name of " The Angler Hermit." According to the

gossip current in my youth his skill in angling fell but little short of

that of our most accomplished modern professors of the gentle an

though his mechanical contrivances for the capture of fish, particularly

rods and flies, were necessarily lacking in that exquisite finish, that

.admirable equipose of lightness and strength which distinguish the

masterpieces of our day, when the art of rod-making has apparently

achieved its goal and is incapable of further development.* ' His rod

-was made, as I have heard, of two pieces, sometimes of stout yew, of

-which wood were the bows, sometimes of the hardy ash, the pieces be-

ing joined together by wire or stout thongs of leather

It was both polished and stained, according tO' the story current in

my youth, while the rings were of a construction peculiarly cunning,

lying out stiff from the rod by means of a bridge-shaped wire, and not

^complete circles like those of the present day, that hEing pendant sheer

from the rod itself, and are ajit at times, I admit, to wear the line and

jrevent its true and rapid passage through them when the line is heavy

*A wise prophet the parso.i !
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and swollen with moisture and a great fish is fighting for his liberty

in a flooded stream: I have also by much inquiry discovered that,- ac-

cording to the legend, his top ring lacked also the chaste and rounded

symmetry of that which adorns my rods, and was fashioned after the

style of a pulley, and depended somewhat below the line of the rod

when held in a horizontal position. As to his reel or pirn, this was,.

I believe, of great size, though the legend is obscure on the point, and

constructed of woo1d, and must have been somewhat cumbersome andl

ill to guide, especially in wet weather, or when by the chances of ang-

ling it had become immersed in the water and swollen from the contact.

The lines which he employed were framed of silk, brought with himi

from Spain, the secret of whose manufacture must have died with him,,

for it is unknown tO' modern times. The most curious of all his angling

furniture was, however, his lures and the substitute for gut which he

employed to fasten them to his line. On this point the legend is most

emphatic.

Soon finding that the salmon frequenting the lake would not take-

any of the flies (about which I have been able to- gather nothing), and

could not be persuaded to look at any lure such as worms or a dead bait

of young trout or the like,' he devised a most ingenious lure fashioned

after the shape of a young trout, and painted and coloured in such

exquisite style (this art, I take it, he must have acquired in his youth ini

some monastery at the same time as he mastered reading and writing) as

to deceive anyone, and certainly the salmon and trout frequenting the-

spreading waters of the loch. This lure he trailed behind his light

curragh, and many a lordly s"almon and great trout fell by its allurement

to his prowess. In these old days, as all or most men know, artificers in

steel had great skill in the fashioning of all manner of things made

therefrom, fine hauberks of rings and the like, and in

this craft the Hermit was skilled, for he fashioned steel wire of such

exceeding fineness and small links, made with great cunning that it

vied with the web of the spider at once in firmness and in strength

for the web of the spider is for its girth the stoutest thing that is spun.

or made.

The pastime of angling he followed with such devotion as seems to-

me only justified by its apostolic origin, for certainly I should lose some-

what in the eyes of my flock of my humble reputation for sanctity were
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I to devote so much time and energy to a pusuit which many of my more

seriously-minded parishioners would regard as unbeseeming in one

devoted to the service of God, though I believe that more may be learnt

of Him and His ways by the riverside and amongst the mountains and

the lakes than ever our words accomplish even in such few inspired

moments of lofty thought as the sinful nature and frailty of humanity

permit us to enjoy. No doubt, however, in those days his prowess in.

and devotion to the chase added to rather than detracted from the

reverence in which he was held. Apart from angling, to which more

legitimate branch of sport he was most addicted, the venerable Hermit

had many other cunning means for the capture of fish. The use of

the spear, water burning, and of the net were of course understood of

the people, but one ingenious method which he introduced I must men-

tion, of driving fish until they congregated in one pool, and fell easy

and terrified victims to the spear and net. He caused them tO' secure

two or three dead otters, and these being properly guided by thongs

were made to^ appear at the neck of pools and in the verisimilitude of

the live animals to hunt the dubs, so that the fish, in terror of their

foes, left them and were crowded into one p>ool fenced with nets where

they fell easy victims.* This sport, being better understood and more

in keeping with their instincts, was much loved by the people and won

him great credit, which was not diminished when, having captured

several young otters, he trained them very cunningly to hunt the pools

in lieu of their dead relatives just as a pack of terriers will hunt the

cairns and rocks for the fox in spring time."

Further than is set forth above I did not venture intO' the dangerous,

regions of the a priori, if the latter portion of what I have just quoted

can be fairly termed a priori matter at all, seeing that it is certain that

people took fish from lakes from the very earliest times, and that in

this aspect lake fishing is as old as the lakes themselves. If, therefore,

a professed angler and a dabbler in the literary pleasure of angling-

writing, did not dare to complete the picture of the Angler Hermit^

who is only, qua angler, Simon Glover turned hermit with a few qualities

tacked on, it is scarcely fair to condemn Scott for failing to condescend

on details, which, if they had been as accurate, as those he usually is

* Lord Loudon once informed me that he had either seen or heard of, I forget which

this method of poaching being actually put in practice in Scotland.
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able to command of the habits and customs of the forgotten peoples whom

he lias made to live again in ti.e manner in which they lived, would have

been intensely interesting and particularly valuable to anyone endeavour-

ing to trace the rise of loch fishing—particularly with the fly. As it is,

I am forced to confess that the history of loch fishing has never been,

,and probably never will be, written without indulging in speculations,

which, however interesting, are not 'facts and are largely a priori infer-

•ences. However the fact that fly fishing is as old as Herodotus and

was practised long before his day on the Nile, and that Scott gives the

weight of his authority to Simon Glover angling in Loch Tay in the

fourteenth century, together warrant the assumption that loch fishing,

after a sort, is as old as lochs.*

By the time of Queen Mary, that is to say by the sixteenth century

—

for we may afford to ignore all the a priori fly-fishing monks of the

monastery ponds—'we begin tO' reach a period in which fly-fishing in

lakes, as well as in rivers, seems tO' have been a recognised sport. Yet

it is no easy matter to find any authoritative utterance as to the methods

employed by O'ur angling ancestors to wile the loch trout to his doom.

Jamieson will wax, as is his wont, extremely learned, if not indeed

pedantic, on the derivation of the word loch and its cognate terms lough

in Erse, laug in Icelandic and sO' on and after pointing out that it is of

the same root as the Latin lacus, will finally ask you to believe that it

is derived from lavo " I wash." He will quote Barbour

" Between a louchsid and a brae."

.and "the loch of cair" mentioned in the " Palice of Honour," but on

loch fishing he is dumb. It is true that his silence may be discreet,

for when he does mention angling, it is to explain that it is derived from

the Teutonic anghelen meaning to sting and hence to angle or fish.

The connection between this learned 'reference and fly-fishing is not

clear, until one is informed that the l^ind of stinging implied by

anghelen is that of bees and hence by imp'lication of all flies. "Rod-

. ding-time " looks but it is not a more hopeful reference for on searching

deeper one discovers that it is only spawning time and, therefore, an

* It is a remarkable fact that fly-fishing is now practised on the Nile, and loch fishing

s a possible sport in the Holy Land.
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obvious corruption of redding-time, the very season when all save the

black fishers of old and the triangle-wielders of to-day

" Hang in idle trophy near

The basket, fishing rod and spear."

•—^a,trilogy that has the sanction of Scott for its classic lack of sport-

ing appropriateness.

Nor is Boswell more fruitful of light of the proper kind on the myster-

ious darkness in which the history of loch-fishing is enshrouded. He
speaks of " lochs, as they call them, or arms of the sea which flow upon

all the coasts of Skye " and dismisses them otherwise with the same ease

as Johnson emptied his '' crowning dish of tea." One and all appear

to have a most serious objection to dilating on a subject in whose

exposition they are not calculated to shine and even Jamieson declines

to hold further debate on the subject of the lister, than to dismiss it

as a spear for killing fish and what is more instructive as a word without

a root. I find, it is true, a reference in P. Arroquhar: Dumbarton

Statistics , Act III., 434, to^ Loch Long in which it is stated of this

arm of the sea " the fish that frequent Loch Long are cod, haddock sea,th,

lythe, whiting,- flounders, mackerel, trout and herrings.'' As the only

trout recorded by Colonel Thornton as coming from Loch Long turned

out on inspection to be whiting, it is obvious that this very ancient refer-

ence is not worth following up.*

The search for facts as to the mode of fishing employed on our British

lakes is, indeed, a vain task and the lack of interest shown by some of

our leading sporting antiquaries is truly lamentable. Strutt, for example,

absolutely refuses to jo'in issue with the subject of angling and thus

.summarily dismisses it :
" But with regard to the latter (fishing) I have

not met with any particulars sufficiently deviating from the present

methods [these after the manner of his tribe he itakes for granted and

does nqt describe] of taking fish to claim a place in this work."t Pride of

of place is accordingly denied them and one is forced to turn elsewhere

* Colonel Thornton tells an amusing story with regard to these whitings. His land-

lady, when the Colonel came in hungry after a day on Loch Lomond, held a lengthy

.debate as to the respective merits of the trout of Loch Lomond and Loch Long with the

object of deciding whether a dish of trout from the former or one from the latter should

figure on the supper table. Finally, by way of clinching the argument, she produced the

JLoch Long trout. They proved to be whitings ! This explains the reference.

t P. 38, Sports and Pastimes, Hone's edition, 1845.
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for even such small rays of light as here and there illumine the dark-

ness in which the history of loch fishing appears to be impenetrably

enshrouded, unless one boldly adopts the a priori method and lights the

lamp of speculation.

I have said that in the time of Queen Mary, or in other words in the

sixteenth century, loch-angling appears to have been a recognised sport,

followed, however, if one is to judge from the single reference tO' it in

literature dealing with the period, only by " the wise and noble." Scott is

once more my authority, and as his references are of some personal

interest as well as germane to^ the subject, I wUl quote them verbatim.

They occur in the "Abbot" and the anglers are Roland Graeme and

George Douglas. Scott makes Roland Graeme, when in a temper, say

" I will speak with George Douglas when' we go a-fishing," which is a

concession for him to make inasmuch as it shows that fishing was then,

as now, the cure for all ills, and Scott, as will presently appear, was no

great friend of the pastime.

The picture of loch fishing in the sixteenth century does not, however,

continue for long to present such a pleasing exterior. It is recorded of

George Douglas that he " in his usual mood of silence sat in the stem of

the little skiff which they used on such occasions, trimming his tackle

and from time to time indicating by signs tO' Graeme, who pulled the

oars, which way he should go." Now though the sorting of tackle has.

been known to lead to loss of teroj>er, yet it is in the main a genial, as

it is a congenial pastime, and most of us had we had Roland Graeme,,

the page of one of the most beautiful, most interesting and cleverest

women of all time and fresh from her presence, as our gillie on Loch

Leven would have assumed our most pleasant smile and thought our-

selves the very button on fortune's fishing cap. These immortals of

fiction never are and never have been opportunists, and the chance, like

all the leviathans, is lost and Scott treats the angling as of secondary

importance. We shall presently see how Queen Mary with her womanly

tact and insight better appreciates the possibilities of the situation,

which seems forced on Scott simply because the scene of his story is

laid on an island on Loch Leven—a lake not tO' be thought of apart

from trout.

Let us, however, resume our seats in the boat beside Graeme and

Douglas. On doing so we will hear the latter utter words pregnant
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with meaning. He says :
" But row towards Saint Serf's island—there

is a breeze from the West and we shall have sport, keeping to^ windward

of the isle where the ripple is strongest. We will speak more of what

you have mentioned when we have had an hour's sport." " Their fish-

ing was successful though never," says Scott, " did twO' anglers pursue

that silent and unsocial pleasure with less of verbal intercourse."

There is perhaps no reference in literature more pregnant than this

of internal proof of the personal predelictions of a great writer.

Scott betrays what his own feelings are towards the pastime of angling

with a clearness that is all the more convincing because it may have

been unconscious. Possibly it might not have carried the same weight

had he not specialised it to the proprieties of the drama he is unfolding

and made it personal to the characters of his actors. " That silent and

unsocial pleasure " is as Scott would himself have said, as pregnant as the

" expressive nod of Lord Burleigh's head." One may well exclaim on

reading these lines O Tempora ! O Mores ! O Noctes Ambrosianae I

Scott missed one lesson learned by the contemporary suggested by the

last phrase tO' the full, ahd it is sad tO' think, when one regards the

possibilities which lay in' angling had Scott learned to love it, the liter-

ary treasures his magic would have won from mere and stream, that

there may have been, indeed was, a missing link in the chain of sweet

affinity that bound the poet of nature tO' the land of the mountain and

of the flood, who' called it not vain that fountains taught

'

' Their rushing wave

To murmur dirges o'er his grave."

Nor would this conclusion be influenced by a story of Sir Walter told

by the Hon. Mrs. George Edgecumbe and recalled by the death of that

lady in Florence while these pages were in the Press. Mrs. Edgecumbe

was a daughter of Sir John Shelley, and one of the Sussex Shelleys of

whom, the great poet must ever remain the chief. She knew Sir Walter

well, and early in the twenties visited Abbotsford with her father. Scott,

as it happened, was at that time " busily idle " writing "The Talisman,"'

and one morning after breakfast retired to add a chapter or twO' to that

wonderful work. While he was writing—and no doubt, more suo, was

scattering the sheets of his copy all over the floor of his library—Sir

John Shelley returned " radiant from the Tweed, whence he had landed

a magnificent salmon." At once, according to Mrs. Edgecumbe, Sir
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Walter rose, " the Talisman " quite forgotten in what seemed the far

more important task of weighing the salmon for which purpose the

whole party descended to the kitchen. Arrived there, Sir Wklter ad-

justed the scales and noted the weight with a dignified solemnity which

Mrs. Edgecumbe never forgot. And nO' wonder. Scott weighing a sal-

mon fresh from the silver stream of his beloved Tweed was a sight at

once for gods and men. If, however, the story is intended to imply

—

.and there is no escaping from the conclusion so plainly suggested—that

the salmon, as a fish taken with rod and line appealed to Scott as an

angler with more irresistible force than the building of " The Talisman,"

it is a conclusion quite opposed to the internal evidence of his works,

to his known predelictions and to certain recorded facts as to his angling

knowledge. The story merely confirms what we aJl know that Scott

was a courteous gentleman and an admirable host who threw aside the

work in which he was immersed' because he saw with that intuition of

;the " perfect gentleman " that to appear interested in the salmon would

be to please his guest and add a fresE glow to the joy of the triumphant

angler. Sir Walter was Pleydell and I feel assured that he viewed the

salmon, as that herO' of High Jinks would have viewed it, not only,

that is to say, as a fish in situ giving him an opportunity of displaying

his innate courtesy and kindness of heart but also' as, in prospectu, a

very worthy inmate of the " kettle." Scott, as the apostle in romance

of diners and drinkers, always dwells with a wealth of detail on the cook-

ing and eating of fish which is in strange contrast to his curt, fragment-

ary and often wholly erroneous descriptions of the methods employed for

their capture other than by illegal or non-sporting means.

We may, therefore, not only set the general evidence of his works

against the implication of this story, but may reduce it tO' a merely

i;iteres'-mg tour de force, by recalling the fact that we owe the Waverley

novels, according to Scott's own story, to his one day going to a drawer

and while searching amongst the lumber of papers, there consigned to

the dust of old oblivion for some tackle for a friend, discovering the

discarded manuscript of Waverley. An angler would only have looked

in such a drawer for tackle for a foe, presuming any angler, much

m.ore the genial Wizard, could have an enemy. In any case no angler

would have been under the necessity of searching in such a place for

tackle, nor would anyone acquainted with the first principles of practical
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angling have ventured to offer gut that had lain in such a receptacle to-

any brother of the guild even as a dernier ressort. We may take it,

therefore, that Scott's general attitude towards angling was if not to the

" North side of friendly," then certainly one of uninterested indifference,

while his knowledge of it, in the absence of all interest in it, was merely

superficial.

Yet beneath the surface we may find the reason for this.lack of love

of a sport that is essentially the sport of a lover of nature as Scott must

have known, unless Walton spoke to him in vain as the representative

angling son of the Great Mother who most of all men has mingled fishing

jargon with the sweet words of the most natural of all philosophers, the

wise man who takes the lessons of little things from the things them-

selves. This manifest lack of love of angling may always have

existed in Scott, but I venture tO' think that his prejudice became a

rooted dislike after he had edited the edition of Franck's " Northern

Memoirs " published in 182 1. Now Franck was a practical angler who

could afford, qua angler, tO' call Walton a " muddler,'' but otherwise he

is an intolerable bore and his " wise saws '' and philosophising make him

as inferior to- Walton as a writer—a philosopher of nature—^as Walton

was inferior to him as an angler. Had Scott edited an edition of Wal-

ton, and never been forced to conn with laborious care the pages of

Franck, who is only interesting to the practical angler and lacks the

root of the matter which might have wooed Scott from indifference to

interest and from interest to love, we might have ranked him amongst

the immortals that have made angling the stepping stone tO' higher

things. Yet ever between Walton and Scott, stood the bogey Franck

in all his terrors. If Walton could not woo him to love the rod, no

one could, Walton who more than any man that ever breathed the

larger air realised the FalstaiBan ideal of babbling of green fiields, who

was one of the very few that have truly read the books in the running

brooks and has left as a last and best legacy to anglers the inspiration

to ri.se above the mere killing of fish to feed the very breath of nature

in every breeze that shakes the humblest flower in the meadow, the les-

sons that open in all their sweetness and light with each returning dawn,

thai fall with the golden rain of noon, that in myriad form lie cradled

in the massed fantasy of evening cloudland, that rise with the rising

moon until even such a stem land as a rock-strewn island of the West
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becomes silver-studded in the soft blue radiance of a summer night.

Viewed under the inspiration of the first angler that read the great book

of many chapters the lily is wiser than Solomon, its array still more

splendid than the purple and fine linen of the king.

It is a vain dream now to think of what Scott might have done for

angling had he fallen under the spell of Walton and not the practical

disillusioning influence of Franck. My present task would assuredly

have been easier, for Scott would with his wizard power have found

those very facts in the history of my subject, which I have to seek in his

pages and would have given us a perfect, instead of that impeTfect, pic-

ture of loch fishing in the sixteenth century of which I now take up the

thread. It will be observed that Scott makes Douglas speak favourably

of the island drift on Loch Leven and from this we may infer that it

was not without repute in his day. He shows, however, that he did

not know much from personal experience of Loch Leven when he makes

Douglas speak of the West wind as favourable, though it must be ob-

served that Loch Leven trout have had not a few changes of mood in

their time and that as a generalisation the favourable character of a

West wind is absolutely justified.

Nor does Scott refuse us some further insight intO' the fishing know-

ledge or angling beliefs, as I fain would persuade myself, of the i6th

century. He thus proceeds " With the peculiar tact and delicacy which

no woman possessed in greater perfection she (Queen Mary) began to

soothe by degrees the vexed spirit of her magnanimous attendant. The

excellence of the fish which he had taken in his expedition, the high

flavour and beautiful red colour of the trout, which have long given

distinction to the lake, led her first to express her thanks to her at-

tendant for so agreeable an adjunct tO' her table especially upon a jour

de jeune ; and this brought on enquiries intO' the place where the fish

had been taken, their size, their peculiarities, the times when they were

in season and a comparison between the Loch Leven trouts and those

which aire found in the lakes and rivers of the South of Scotland. The

ill-humour of Roland Graeme was never of an obstinate character. It

rolled away like mist before the sun, and he was busily engaged in a keen

and animated dissertation about Loch Leven trout, and sea-trout, and

river trout and bull trout and char, which never rise to a fly and par,

which some suppose infant salmon and herlings, which frequent the Nith
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and vendisses which are only found in the Castle-Loch of Lochmaben."

But here be it observed the raison de'etre of this concession to

angling mtrudes again and Queen Mary grows sad because as the lakes

and rivers of her kingdom were enumerated " imagination cheated her,"

and she ceased to think of fish, but of her share in the misfortunes of

"the hapless Stuart race." No' doubt if we knew the truth Scott got

his information from some member of that jovial crew of good fellows

who never left a " tappit hen " behind them when the Vendisse Club

dined under the shadow of " the royal towers of Lochmaben.'' In any

case the dissertation such as it is throws no more light on the methods,

gear and flies of the loch fisher in the time of Queen Mary than do any

of the previous generalisations. Interesting as Scott is—and still more

interesting, alas, as he might have been, he was merely at the best, as

fae says, in the preface to Franck's " Northern Memoirs," quoting John

Richards, " No fisher, but a well-wisher of the game." Still we may as-

sume that he had a better authority even than the work referred to for

suggesting to the mind the existence of the art of loch fishing not only

in the days of Queen Mary, but also' in those of her ancestor Robert II.

He leaves us, it is true, toi fill in the picture for ourselves, because he

lacked all personal interest in the antiquarian research which he was bet-

ter qualified to carry through to a successful issue than are the majority

of the dwindled sons of the little men of to-c3ay—of which majority

parva pars sum. In thus leaving us to our own devices and presenting

us with one authoritative fact—^the fact that loch fishing was practised

hundreds of years before the Loch Leven Angling Association was

registered as a company, or before a Loch Tay landlord hailed the

Sassenach as an itinerant gold mine—as a basis for an a priori filling in

of the picture by the inferences of evolution—^he has given the fancy

free play and the imagination a most excellent jus spatiandi. We may

go back tO' our ancient ally Herodotus, that down the long array of

years where the shadows frown from the twilight forest of the rods of

the centuries, holds up to our view in the dim light the first fly that

stained with parti-coloured hues the white radiance of the faith of fish

in man as like Nathaniel without guile and we may evolve from the

simple study of this progenitor of the " Jock Scott," this common an-

cestor of " Red and Teal " and " Zulu," and every species of fly that

swims and floats, hplds the mirror up to nature or breaks the entomolo-
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gical angler's heart, the history of the thirty centuries which

angling man has from father to son failed to hand down. We may infer

that loch fishing as now practised always was practised, mutatis mutan-

dis, for there is no new thing under the sun, but only a constant chang-

ing and developing of the old order- From the primitive willow rod

and bait, we would pass to the primitive rod and the natural fly ; from

the primitive rod and the natural fly, to the primitive rod and the

artificial fly, if indeed the primitive rod and the artificial fly were not

contemporaneous. We will, however, find but little in general and re-

latively less in special literature to aid us in arriving at the true facts

of the evolution. If we take up Franck's " Northern Memoirs," we will

find not only that there is no direct reference to loch-fishing as a separ-

ate art,* but further that for the most part, he assumes that his readers

know all about the antiquity of fly-fishing in general as an art and desire

only such practical details as he can impart of how it is pursued in

Scotland which he describes as " a legible fair draught of the beautiful

creation dressed up with polished rocks, pleasant savannas, flourishing

dales, deep and tO'rpid lakes, with shady woods immerged with rivers and

gliding rivulets, while every fountain overflows a valley and every ford

superabpunds with fish." No doubt had Walton undertaken the North-

ern tour instead of Franck we might have had " from the good old man

who had so true an eye for nature, so simple a taste for her most in-

nocent pleasures and, withal so sound a judgment, both concerning men

and things," a better picture of the Scotland of the days of Cromwell

as her natural beauties and the lessons of her lakes and rivers caught in

the one case, his eye and, in the other, filled his Arcadian imagination,

but it is highly probable that we should have had the same historical

silence, th6 same taking for granted of the commonplaces of knowledge

which, traditional in those days, are now almost a sealed book.

Even Colonel Thornton comparatively recent as was his " Sporting

Tour" is not half so explicit as is Franck. He does not even con-

descend to tell us as does the rival of Walton tO' " remember always to

* Sir Herbert Maxwell, M. P. , to whose kindness I was indebted for the use of aa

excellent copy of Franck's rare book, told me that it contained no reference to loch

fishing. Strictly speaking this is both accurate and inaccurate, and my observations, as

above, represent the facts. Franck's experience of Scottish lakes, Loch Lomond

excepted, was unlucky, and for this lie had to thank a certain witch.—Vide the chapter

on " Pike Fishing," supra.
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carry your dubbing-bag about you ; wherein there ought to be silks of

all sorts, threads, thrums, moccado-ends, and cruels of all sizes and

variety of colours ; diversified and stained wool, with dog's and bear's

hair ; besides twisted fine threads of gold and silver : with feathers from

the capon, partridge, peacock, pheasant, mallard, smith, teal, snite,

parrot, heronshaw, paraketta, bittern, hobby, phlimingo, or Indian-flush

;

but the mockaw, without exception, gives flames of life to the hackle.

. . . Should any man, under the pretence of an artist, remain

destitute of these prenoted qualifications, proclaim him a blockhead

;

let him angle for oisters."

The " angle for oisters " is good, and were it not ironical from my
personal standpoint, I, for that very " word," could forgive Franck all he

has omitteu to state and all he might have learned but, as it is, it is

riot easy to forget that he stood beneath a tree of knowledge that did not

bear forbidden fruit and failed like so many of his compeers tO' taste

its apples and leave behind him a legacy that would now be precious

to the curious student of pastimes. Finally, as I have already said,

Colonel Thornton's " Sporting Tour " though abounding in descriptions

of loch-fishing, makes nO' reference to its antiquity, and if the truth be

told not only throws no light on the history of methods, but also leaves

his own methods dubious when of a character which, according tO' our

standard, could enable us with a clear conscience to call them sports-

manlike. The Colonel used largely what we call trimmers, and he

dubs fox-hounds presumably as a salve to his sporting conscience.

Once he speaks of " my favourite black fly," but he does not describe

it, while he almost invariably 'refers to the " rises '' he secures while

trolling. He had marvellous sport in Lbch Lomond—even though in

his day the Leven was already beginning to be polluted—and in other

lakes and clearly indicates that the sight of a rod in the Highlands last

century, when yet Inversnaid held a garrison, was a familiar and well-

understood sight. Yet if a bit of a poacher—^from our point of view—

'

Colonel Thornton is not a Captain Grosse and his evidence only proves

a negative ; it shows that the art of loch fishing was not new. There

we may leave it for within the past fifteen years, still more within the

past thirty the science and art of loch fishing has altered beyond recog-

nition. Like all other departments of angling, it has advanced with the

rapidity of the times. With improvements in gear have come corres-
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ponding advance in methods, until loch fishing is now both a science

and an art. How this evolution and revolution have been accomplished

may be judged by the succeeding pages.

The ancient worthies whom I have consulted have, it is clear, failed

"to throw much light on what is admittedly a difficult subject to elucid-

ate. They have for the most part contented themselves with making

us feel that we have been born either before or after the golden age of

.angling, judged merely from the tables of the slain. Possibly there

were such fish in Loch Lomond in the days of Colonel Thornton, as

perch that weighed " 7lbs. 30ZS. or thereabouts,"* possibly baskets of 58

trout with a best fish of six and a half pounds, could be killed in its

spreading waters and possibly there was some necessity for printing the

word " fly ' in italics when it is stated that it was used
;
possibly five sal-

:mon from 41 tO' plbs. could easily be killed in the Leven both in

the days of Franck and of Thornton
;
possibly also it was necessary to

•explain to English readers of the latter period that whisky was " a spirit-

uous liquor, extracted from oats." For these days of vanished abund-

.ance and of touching innocence I make nO' moan, but I dO' permit my-

self the luxury of raising a wail of regret to shiver to the tingling stars

that the Antiquary did not find a fish hatchery of Roman construction

on the Monkbarns boundary instead of a putative castrum of doubtful

value and that Edie Ochiltree did not unearth the rod of a Roman

instead of that long ladle which once called AOcen Drum lord and

master. I might then have achieved something more definite as to the

evolution of loch fishing than a mere history of negatives.

* P. 43, Thornton's Sporting Tour. The Colonel gives this big fish a. variety of

weights which only correspond in all being between 71b. and 81b.



CHAPTER XV.

The Loch Fisher's Outfit.

The "American Breeder and Sportsman " in reprinting a series

of articles which I contributed on the subject of loch fishing to an

English sporting weekly, gave as its reason for doing so the great

increase in the number of anglers who prefer the quiet and peaceful,

and in some aspects, the luxurious catching of trout from a boat

to the rough-and-tumble work by the riverside. It at the same time

paid me the possibly undeserved' compliment of calling my remarks

authoritative, and as applicable to American lakes as to those Scottish

lochs to which they were primarily intended to refer. In those articles

I found myself naturally compelled to refer to the loch fisher's outfit,

.and as my remarks on the subject appeared, in common with the rest

of the articles, to have a cosmopolitan interest, and a measure, at

least, of cosmopolitan value, I need scarcely make any further apology

for a chapter dealing with matters that are assuredly somewhat dry and

with questions that may well resolve themselves into problems in taste

.usually solved in terms of the individual angler's idiosyncrasies.

At the same time every little counts in angling, and it is just as

important that the loch angler should secure, if possible, the best type

of boat suitable for his purpose, as it is that he should use the flies

most suitable for the water he is fishing.

It may here be stated, that for reasons which a subsequent chapter

will reveal, two anglers should never fish from the same boat save

under the most exceptional circumstances, and hence there is no

necessity that a boat for loch fishing should be large, provided it is

:seaworthy, of sufficient beam and depth to be stable, and is otherwise

sufficiently roomy to give greater freedom of movement than the

limitation to "coughing and sneezing" implies.

Presuming that the loch fisher from a boat fishes alone the proper

length of boat is one of some twelve feet. It should be sufficiently
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light to be easily rowed, turned, and generally manoeuvred and trans-

ported from loch to loch, and yet, at the same time, as already stated,

of sufficient beam to be steady, and of sufificient strength to resist

not only the buffets of the deep, but what is more important, the

frequent and generally unexpected impact with sunken rocks and

gravel banks.

Rowlocks will, in all cases, be found much better than tholepins, for

the oars can be turned in towards the boat, and allowed to rest with

much less risk of their slipping overboard. The oars should be

made fast when practicable, and a rest aft into which they can fit is

desirable, if not absolutely necessary. A locker aft will be found

extremely useful, while the boat should have both painter and anchor-

if the angler must drift on stormy days—a proceeding which, however,,

I hope to show to be not only unnecessary but even unadvisable..

There are three other important matters which should in no case be

overlooked, a spare oar, an iron-shod staff of considerable length—a.

boathook will do—to clear away weeds should a fish get into them, and

the angler not know how to get him out, and, above all, a broad board,

to run from gunwale to gunwale, on which the angler can comfortably

sit, and from which he can comfortably cast. To fish standing up

cramps the angler and is theoretically wrong, for he sees too much of

the fish. Moreover, on a clear day, in clear water, with the sun at the

angler's back, loch trout, though they do not mind a boat, are apt tO'

come short when the shadow of a man is thrown across the fly.

Were certain advantages, of which quickness of movement and ease

of propulsion either ahead or astern are the chief, the only features oF

a good loch boat that had to be considered, I should have no hesitation

in recommending a "double-prowed bark" as the ideal vessel, but mere

" fore-and-aftness " is not everything. Room, and hence a measure of

comfort, are as important factors in successful fishing, as is the standard

of comfort in social content. Hence a roomy square-sterned boat

is undoubtedly the best, provided it fulfils those other requirements

which I have indicated. Collapsible boats have, of course, their

advantages, but I speak from personal experience when I say that it is-

perfectly possible to secure for loch fishing a light boat that can be

transported to any loch in Scotland, either deserving or necessitating

the use of a boat. I am at the same time reminded by the mention of
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•collapsible boats of one of the strangest blendings of assured comedy
and possible tragedy that ever occurred on a Highland loch. Many
years ago my venerable angling friend, the Rev. F. Simpson, of Foston

—a typical Yorkshire sportsman who could at 86 ride as straight to

hounds as any man in the Broadacres—had one of those very

collapsible boats which he used both on the Islay and Jura lochs. He
was in the habit of regulating its rate of drifting— on the good old

plan—by throwing out a stone attached to a rope made fast to one of

.the thwarts. An Islay and "very Hielan" keeper borrowed the boat one

day and duly prepared his sea anchor. Instead, however, of fastening

the rope to the thwart, he made it fast to his foot. As he subsequently

upset the boat in the middle of the loch my reference to a comedy

that might have ended and nearly did end in a tragedy will readily be

understood. As most of us have more sense than to commit de facto

suicide after the manner of this sapient Highland keeper, collapsible

boats, if not wholly desirable, nevertheless have their occasional uses.

Though we may land many trout in a river—and even in a loch

when angling from the shore—without a landing net, it seems scarcely

necessary to point out that in boat fishing a net is an indispensable

adjunct. It is true that I have heard of a certain Colonsay keeper who

had the knack of lifting trout of a pound and a pound and a half into

the boat by a careful, but unconscious study of the laws of kinetics and

resultant forces, but as I never met this wonderful Celt and only

heard of his method " second hand," the landing net so far as the loch

fisher from a boat is concerned, may still be suffered to hold an

honoured place in the catalogue of fishing requisites. It is a much

more important adjunct than one might, on a cursory consideration of

its status suppose. There are landing nets and landing nets. Some

nets are only fit to catch minnows, and many are only adapted for the

pursuit of the butterfly. Cheap nets are, moreover, an abomination,

though there are some nets which unite utility with little cost. On the

whole, however, if the angler be wise he will avoid the false economy of

purchasing cheap goods as carefully as he must avoid using too small a

net in loch fishing. In the first place every loch holds the possibility

of a monster fish, and may not. only be a very Triton amongst the

minnows, but may also be lost by being asked to finish his days by

.slipping into a net several sizes too small for his dignified, venerable,
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and portly person. That there are such giants even in lochs holding;

as a rule, only small trout, experience is ever showing, and, amongst

many examples which could be quoted, the one which occurs to me
most readily was the capture of a trout of nearly gib in weight in a loch

where his brothers ran as a rule about 20z and were, no doubt, made

painfully aware of the fact when Goliath was out on a cannibalistic:

cruise.

In the second place a big net is just as serviceable for little fish as

for large, and, moreover, can be used for all purposes from salmon

fishing down to tarn fishing. Since one really good landing net can,

thus be utilized for many purposes, it is obviously the part of the

economic man to provide himself with an all round article of this

description. In the third place cheap nets do not endure long ; most,

of them are apt to shrink ; many of them are not made of strong;

material but are easily torn, while the rings with which they are

adorned are usually of poor metal and so contrived as to their joints

that the careless hand of a gillie or the well-meaning hand of a servant

—her ignorance wins her this saving grace of distinction—can break:

them in two. Finally most cheap landing nets do not fold themselves

away in such a small space as do the dearer and in every way better-

quality of nets. A landing net for loch fishing should be deep and

made of non-shrinkable material ; it should be at least of what is called,

grilse-size and their is no objection to it being salmon size, while it-

should be fitted to a very long handle, as long a handle as is used by

some roach fishers. The handle cannot be too strong, but it should.

not at the same time be too heavy, for reasons which I shall state wherL

. dealing with the landing of fish, but which may here be summarised.

into the dogma " the angler must land all his own fish, big and little."'

I should perhaps hesitate to recommend any particular type of net,,

made by those very ingenious gentlemen, the fishing tackle manu-

facturers, who have not only responded with marvellous technical skill

to the advance in scientific angling, marking the past decade, but have

also as practical anglers turned their own experiences on the river to-

such profitable account that they have been largely responsible for the

very advance to which I have referred. Palmam qui meruit ferat and

if I did not think that the landing net, called by Messrs. Hardy Bros.,,

of Alnwick, the " Collapsing," was the best net for loch-fishing on the:
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market I should hesitate to say so. The curious part of the matter-

is that this net is not intended specially for loch-fishing, but I have

found it so admirably adapted for that purpose, possessing, as it does,

all the qualities that make for greatness in a net, that I have no-

hesitation in awarding it pride of place amongst the various landing,

nets at present obtainable. One of its leading features, apart from

the qualities already enumerated, is the leather thong which unites its.

two extremities and holds the net in position. Fish I find slip over this

into the net with great ease, while the possibility, always present in nets

with metal rims, of broken barbs is practically avoided not only by the

small surface presented by the thong, but also by the sides being

made of wood. For many years I used a net which I had specially

made that was simply, so far as its ring was concerned, a mere barrel

ring fitted with a net. It had sharp edges, and as such nets are still on

the market and are excellent in every respect save in so far as they cut

and fray the gut, their use is not advisable. I have dwelt at length

upon the landing net, because it is one of those adjuncts apt to be

dismissed as of very secondary importance, whereas, on the contrary, it

is to the loch-fisher a part of his equipment of such paramount

importance that it often makes all the difference between a good day

and a bad day. This difference as I interpret it, does not consist in

the number of fish slain, absolutely considered, but in the number of

fish killed relatively to the opportunities offered and the difficulties

overcome.

If fish are lost that should have been killed, simply because the

angler uses an unsuitable net, then he has a bad day if he slays

hecatombs of fish ; if, on the other hand, he kills only a few fish, and

" has to fish " for them and does not lose them through, inter alia,

using an indifferent landing net, then he has a good day, though he has

only half a dozen fish to show as the spoil of his labourious but ever

instructive and pleasurable hours on the lake.

With waders, baskets and other impedimenta of that nature, the

writer on loch fishing has no concern. To speak of them would be

wholly irrelevant, for the boat once you are in it, is, so to speak, a

fortress and not an army on the march. It is, of course, true that in

the case of the loch fisher who angles from the shore, basket, waders,

&c., are of the same importance as they are to the river fisher, but.
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ihat very fact excludes their discussion as subjects not special to

the lake.

I pass, therefore, to the great and vexed question of the proper rod

to use in loch fishing for trout, as distinct from the rod to use for

salmon and sea-trout in boat angling. In treating of the rod, I can, of

<;ourse, only condescend upon generalisations and lay down certain

rules which experience has suggested ; between the limitations these

rules suggest the angler can, of course, please himself, for it is axiomatic

that use is everything in a rod, and that the dictates of what appears to

be the custom are on the last analysis, really the declaratory laws of

individual strength, whether that strength is expended in casting,

.striking, playing, or landing, and exemplifies mere muscular endurance

•of wrist and back, a lack of scientific delicacy of touch in handling, or,

.an intuitive appreciation or otherwise of the proper application of the

vis major both in time and circumstance. One might, on this subject,

wax extremely learned if not obscure, by pointing out that the choice of

.a rod necessitates as great a regard being had to the psychological as to

the physical differences in anglers, since it is obvious that the im-

patient angler who lacks self-restraint and is ever keen to be " into a

fish " in the angling sense and not after the fashion of Jonah, must

have a different kind of rod, and indeed different gear generally, to the

:self-contained angler whose deliberate actions are all based on the

principle that the consummation of angling art is to extract the last

" foot ounce" of strength out of the gear at his disposal. It is equally

-clear that the strong man, if he be also the skilful man, can use a

"heavier weapon with greater ease than the man of weak wrist and frame

that cannot endure laborious hours. To discuss these problems would

obviously be not to generalise but to particularize, and hence I avoid

the debatable aspect of the rod question, by laying down the rule that

no angler, whatever his strength or weakness, physical or mental or

both, is or can be justified in using any but a light single-handed rod of

a maximum length of 1 2 and a minimum length of 9 ft. 6 in. for loch

fishing for trout with the fly. It is, of course, but natural that loch

fishers, following the march of angling as a progressive science daily

imposing higher standards of sportsmanship on its votaries, by render-

ing the use of gear proportionate to the size of the quarry, and of lures

Ihat by reason of their imitative character are necessarily instructive
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lessons in the life of river and lake, part of the unwritten constitution of

its code of honour between man and trout, should some years ago have

abandoned the use of those ponderous weapons which most of our

angling fathers used, and which, by their power, rendered the playing

•of a pound fish no sport at all, and by their sullen irresponsive stiffness

compelled the use of tackle fit to drag Leviathan himself from the

deep. Yet there is nothing more remarkable in the history of angling

than the rapidity with which this reform was accomplished, unless

indeed it be the stubborn conservatism of purpose with which certain

of the older school of anglers continued to use those mighty two-handed

weapons between which and the graceful single-handed rods of to-day

there is the same difference, whether in strength, bulk for bulk, or in

:skill in use, as there is between the two-handed sword of Wallace and

the keenest scimitar that ever called Damascus its birth place or the finest

single rapier that ever flashed back the lightning of personal war in the

hands of a master of fence.

Even my young recollection extending over an "intelligent" period

of more than 30 years has not to strain itself unduly to remember the

"other" days, and remember them too with reverence, for the old dogs,

if they refused, mqire suo, to learn new tricks, were wonderfully skilful

manipulators of the ponderous weapons with which use and wont, con-

joined with the bliss of ignorance, had made them familiar. Probably the

loch-trout of these days were fish of simpler faith, with less keen sen-

.sational powers of discrimination
;
possibly they were actuated by a

sense of chivalry and suited their latter end to the circumstances

of the hour. In any case there is no doubt that they were killed,

.and killed too in a style which, according to the lights of that ruder

.angling age, was considered in keeping with the standard of sportsman-

. ship.

As Poquelin's doctor changed the position of the heart, so we have

changed the standard, and it is part of the code of angling honour to

use weapons and gear directly proportionate in size and strength to the

quarry to be captured. By this reform we have gained far more than

we have lost, for we have made sport assured by acknowledging the sense

of proportion just indicated. Nay more. We have turned a toil into

a pleasure, for it is possible with the rods of to-day, not only to kill fish

.that our fathers would have looked at in helpless despair, the while they
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whistled for a breeze with the fervour of the sailor who prayed to Saint

Antonio, but also to take such a joy in the mere act of casting, im

watching the graceful sweep of the lissome rod, the gossamer curve from'

the wrist-delivered under cast with which the flies and gut ascending:

high fall as gently as the snowflake on the river, that the mere killing of

fish becomes an accessory and not a necessity. It is true that the old

angling Adam, that best heritage of the flood, does sometimes cry aloud

for blood, but as a rule, thanks to our modern appliances and the-

scientific longings that gave them birth—that acquired appreciation of the-

wisdom of adapting ourselves to the conditions and not waiting for the-

conditions to alter until they suit our purpose and render its accompHsh-

ment an easy task—it never happens in practical loch fishing that the

circumstances are such as to render the taking of fish an impossible feat..

The methods whereby all conditions can be made the slavish ministers-

of our will, do not fall within the scope of the present subject, for the art.

of casting with a rod in a loch is obviously a different thing from the-

choice of a rod to use. At the same time, the value in use, to quote an-

economic phrase, of a rod will naturally wholly depend upon its all

round excellence—its power that is to say not only to throw a line far

and fine, but to get one out in a strong wind, when working up against

the wind. It is obvious also that a thoroughly good loch-rod nmst

have considerable holding power and in a word must possess most of the-

all-round qualifications that go to make up a good rod no matter what:

sort of fly-fishing may be indulged in.

So far as length is concerned for general loch trouting I have but-

little hesitation, taking all the circumstances into consideration, and the

possibilities of giants, in fixing eleven feet, as the best length of rod for

loch fishing for trout. At present I use a Hardy " Hotspur " which is

the best rod at the price I know. At the same time all our better-

known rod-makers, such as Foster, of Ashbourne, whose steel-ribbed

rods make, I gather from the experience of friends, admirable loch-rods,,

uniting power with delicacy. Burrow of Preston, Cummins of Auckland,,

and amongst Scottish builders, Robertson, of Glasgow, turn out rods,

for loch fishing that leave but little, if anything, to be desired.* Rods-

*Araongst other Scottish rod-makers the name of R. Anderson & Sons of Edinburgh,

deserves honourable mention. The Messrs. Anderson and Mr. Robertson are experienced

loch fishers and know exactly the sort of weapon required. It may here be explained that.

a twelve foot rod possessing the necessary qualifications—lightness and strength—is the:
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are a lottery and though cheap rods are as a rule to be avoided, yet

occasionally one picks up a weapon cheap that proves in use to be as

good and faithful a servant as the highest priced rods. I had such a

rod in use for many years. It was an American built cane and though

I killed with it among other fish upwards of 80 trout between 2^1bs.

and lolbs., it was as good a rod when the last fish was landed as it was

when it received its baptism of fire on a big day when 8^j4\hs. of sea-

trout yielded themselves victims of its prowess.* The rod may, there-

fore, under the generalisation already indicated be left to the discretion

of the angler, though I would offer this advice to all those who lack

confidence in their own discretion or are bewildered by the plethora of

choice. In the first place, your rod must not exceed your powers of

endurance, since continuous casting is the first essential in successful

loch fishing. In the second place go to a good maker, trust him and

do not grudge the initial expense, for a good rod should last a good

angler all his days, even until the " night cometh " when no man may

angle but when all hope still to pursue that pastime of the immortals.

Finally there remains the reel and those important adjuncts casts and

flies. The last of these three subjects and to a certain extent the

second I am dealing with separately, but the first may be summarily

dismissed. Precisely the same individul pecularities in the angler, the

degree that is to say with which he uses vis major, must be recognized

as are recognized in the choice of a rod, under the proviso always that

rod and reel must balance and be otherwise proportioned the one to

the other. The two essentials therefore in reels for loch fishing are the

balance and the check. As to the latter, sudden and unexpected rises

are of frequent occurrence in certain kinds of loch fishing, and in many-

cases they lead to quick and forcible striking, which again often results

in a breakage or a break away. Now, though I shall revert to this

best all-round rod, since it is unnecessary then to use a different rod for brown and sea-

trout and the risk of loss of skill, which the change for a time inevitably entails, is thereby

avoided. I have never used the " Hotspur" (11 feet) for big fish in weedy water, but in

12 days killed with it, inter alia, 93 trout from i^ to z|lb. , securing every fish risen on six

of the days in water in which reeds and weeds both occur.

* I never had occasion to use the second top of this rod, which owed some of its

power to the fact that I had one of Robertson's (Glasgow) patent steel rod-tips added to

it—a most excellent contrivance ; it adds to the casting and holding power of a rod to a

marvellous degree. The rod in question killed in my hands 456 sea-trout, weighing-

628^1b. ; 789 brown trout, weighing 454^1b. ; and was, as stated, as good a weapon after

landing these fish as when I made my first cast with it.
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matter, yet it may be pointed out that the proper way to strike, if one

must strike at all, varies with the angler. If he is self-controlled,

deliberate and cool, he should not strike from the reel, but should keep

the line fixed with his forefinger and strike from the point of pressure.

A " hard-striker," on the other hand, should strike from the reel, which

should therefore, in his case, be a reel of easy-running action—such an

one, in fact, as is used in " dapping " in lochs with the natural fly. A
stiff winch should always be avoided, while the ideal and scientifically

correct reel is .a happy medium between the two.

Forty yards of line is quite enough for loch fishing from a boat,

whether for brown or sea-trout, however large the fish. The reason for

this I will state when speaking of playing the fish and enlarging upon

my method of doing so.

I do not presume to offer any advice on the subject of lines, but will

content myself with saying that while lines for loch fishing may vary

in "size" with the strength of the wind and the height of the wave, yet the

angler should always have at his command a line suited for the finest

class of fly fishing and adapted for use during those periods of dead

calm and bright sunshine, when loch-fishing yields its highest joys and

becomes, in the truest sense, a branch of scientific fly fishing.

It is obvious from certain obiter dicta as well as from the whole tenour

of all that has been already said, that I regard the observance of pro-

portion between quarry and gear as not only the criterion by which the

sportsmanlike angler is to be judged, but also the standard by which

his skill is to be estimated, his pleasure is to be measured,* and his

success apportioned. There are, however, in loch fishing certain

circumstances, to wit, the conditions of wind and wave, and the

strength or weakness of the light, which must be regarded as modifying

to some extent the application of this general rule. A fair fishing

ripple is precisely the same to the average loch fisher as a properly

coloured water is to the average wet-fly fisher in a river, while a whole

gale and in some instances a dirty loch—the two conditions are in

some lochs invariably, and in others occasionally, conjoined—may be

taken to correspond to the conditions prevailing in a river in full, but

*I have amongst my happiest memories, a fight on a ten foot greenheart, made by
Robertson of Glasgow, which endured for about 15 minutes and led me over a mile of

storm-tossed water. The fish was a 6ilb. sea-trout.
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not unfishable flood. It is the custom of some anglers, having regard

to these varied conditions, to lay down the rule that the strength or

stoutness of the gut should vary with the amount of wind and wave

and the discoloured state of loch. Exceptis excipiendis I accept the

rule, which is one, I find by reference, that I have myself laid down in

different articles dealing with this very subject. The exceptions referred

to are important. The first and, perhaps, the chief, is that the moment

the observation of this rule panders to the fear of the fish certain

anglers show, and whenever and as soon as it sacrifices the principle of

proportion, on which I have already laid so much stress, it should be

thrown down the very wind that gave it plausible birth, and on the

other hand, when the strength of the wind renders the playing and

landing of fish more difficult or necessitates harder, wilder, or more

frequent striking, to the degree that it does or appears to do so, and to

that degree only is an angler justified in increasing the strength of his,

tackle. By observing this rule within a rule he preserves that principle

of proportion on which, under easy angling conditions, the claim of

loch fishing to be a branch of scientific fly-flshing rests.* There are, it

is true,'circumstances under which one is justified in throwing morality

to the winds, and in adopting a thorough-going utilitarianism. We may
desire to kill a great bag of fish, or we may desire to kill a few fish

quickly, say during a short rise on a difficult day, or on the last day of

One of those all too short angling holidays which are the oases in the

desert of work-a-day life that is not wholly eye-wearying. On the same

principle we could, however, use an "otter" or a net, or even con-

descend to the lowest of angling Infernos and troll with the minnow.

I consequently hold that it is best to adhere strictly to the rule of

proportion without any right or left hand deflections from the straight

path, and to fish with tackle varying in fineness with the size of the fish,,

and with his natural allies that lurk beneath and above the water such

as tall reeds, sunken roots and kindred foes of the angler and friends of

the fish. These, of course, have their uses. They add to the

difficulties, and, from the sporting point of view, increase the charms of

any lake. A similar exception might also be made in the case of lakes.

holding large fish. The finer the tackle one uses the better is the

* Personally, I use an x fine Hercules cast, and this quality of gut is the proper quality

both on moral and expedient grounds.
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chance of success, while it is obviously a greater triumph and is

assuredly a greater pleasure to give the fish the advantage and make

Tip by skill, what one has sacrificed in strength. I deal with the

question of flies in seperate chapters, but as part of the angler's outfit

I may recommend the "Stuart" tackle box—figured at the end of this

chapter—made by Mr. W. Robertson of Glasgow. It holds sufficient

tackle for a month's fishing, and is, in every way, a most convenient

receptacle. If made of a horse-shoe shape, its excellence would,

however, be considerably increased, as its only present defects are its

rather sharp edges and slightly inconvenient shape otherwise.

It will also be observed that I have omitted all mention of that

important functionary the gillie or boatmen. I ' have done so of set

purpose. Many gillies, if questioned as to the most important item in

the loch fisher's outfit, would answer in stentorian tones of emphatic

assurance "the gillie." Nor would they blow their loud-voiced trumpet

-without just cause. The gillie is a factor of such immense importance

that I devote a seperate chapter to a description of the general

merits he should possess, to detailing some of his peculiarities by

personal reminiscences of individual gillies, and to demonstrating

generally his power as the autocrat of the lake, to make or mar

sport for those who. North of the Tweed at least, never are the

boatman's patrons.

THE "STUART" TACKLE BOX.



CHAPTER XVI.

The Virtues and Vices of Gilliedom.

A weird land, that is usually wind-vexed, given over to the hush and

silence of a deep calm ; overhead a blue sky with only a faint line of

saffron clouds, where the eye bids farewell tO' the ocean, and sea and

sky are one ; at our feet the loch, its smooth surface reflecting the grey

hills, patched with heather, that rise all round its rocky shores, innocent

of ripple from side to side for even the leaping trout to-day lies still ; on

•every hand rock and the gleaming waters of a thousand tarns ; over all

the hus:hed silence of heat-wom nature, broken only by the occasional

Jhoarse croak of a raven far up amongst the cliffs of a scathed ben, at

once the monarch and senior of them all. The lowing of the calves,

pent in the fold out in the field by the machar land, no longer comes in

plaintive petition on our ears, for their mothers are resting up the loch

side among the boulders ; to sight and smell they are alike lost, and the

calfish mind is oppressed and the long drawn " luig " is silent on the

hillside. Even the insatiable lambs^ with their constant crying after

wandering dams—that libellous bleating which sO' unjustly reflects on

the maternal instincts of sheep—^is to-day stilled; while the honk of

the geese on the seaboard, which in its crude harshness so' aptly sug-

gests at once their vigilance and veteran toughness, startles not the

ear. Silence and quiet rest on all things, save for the hoarse challenge

of the raven, and the thunder of old ocean on a western beach.

In all its length the lake lay wind-vexed, its waters tempest tossed into

mighty waves for so small a sea, in which the somewhat frail and un-

seaworthy craft in which we had braved the perils of the deep seemed

in dire danger of being engulfed, while across it there tore in mad fury

SL winter gale, with clouds of flying spindrift here traversing it with the

hissing rage of hail, there twisting and twirling in spiral form like an

Aerial maelstrom under the fierce squalls of cyclonic strength that ever

and anon burst with threefold force from the glens. Overhead the
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grey storm-clouds drove in angry chase with rifts between their torn and

ragged edges through which a greeny-blue sky looked coldly down;

the great hills white to' their far summits, save where a rock showed

swart or a mountain torrent wound its snake-like length down their sides^

now stood out in dazzling brilliancy as the clouds lifted, and their

peaks cleared, now loomed ghostly white through the veil of flying

snow, and anon vanished in the greyness. of some fiercer and darker storm

cloud that wrapped them round ; to its far shore, which showed a line-

of twisted black, where the snow lay not, stretched the lake, a dull cold

grey with patches here and there of colder blue, everywhere fleeted

with white, marking where the waves roared towards the rocky shores..

When you have looked on these varied pictures and realised the

angling conditions they imply you will at once admit without parley the

importance of the gillie, not only as a stout ally who' must pull at th&

straining oar when the wind " doth speak aloud," but as the friend that

must share with you the companionship of nature, your comrade at

once in the stricken fields of elemental war and the piping times ot

peace when nature sleeps and her noisy forces rest with her.

In the former character a gillie of steady sobriety, that yet does not

scorn the " cheerers " when the blood of John Barleycorn is shed at its

proper season wisely and well, a man of stout frame inured to each dire

inclemency, a William of Deloraine of the lake to whom July's pride

and December's snow are alike, he is as necessary tO' yO'ur spiort as rod

and tackle and the lake itself. Scotland rears many such men, who can

row from morning tO' evening, who' in all their actions in a boat display

that steady skill, that enduring physicalism which only a healthy life

and a diet of oatmeal can give. On the other hand the hills of the

North look down on cocks of a very different feather, that are only good

boatmen in the tap-room,- when inspiring bold John Barleycorn has made

them in their own fancy what they might be in reality, but men on the

lake to whom angling spells whisky, a foolish generation and as feeble

as fain. Happily the days of these drouthy " die-hards " appear to be

numbered, though not a few still exist, the scorn of the fate which they

have so often tempted. In such a gale on a loch as I have described

they are worse than useless and positive Jonahs—not a source of strength

and security, but of weakness and danger.
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Nor on the social side of the question which the other picture pre-

sents do they shine with any greater splendour. Their ideas, angling:

and otherwise, are narrowed to the compass of a single thought and with

them custom has become such a second nature, that, enshrouded as

they are in an impenetrable consen'atism rendered the more tenacious of

its effete notions by the mist of whisky through which all reforms and'

all ameliorations in methods are viewed, they regard all departures from '

the time-honoured lazy, traditional, non-reflective methods of loch fish--

ing as invasions of their rights justifying surly service, as burdens not

to be endured without special reward, golden and liquid, and as irp

themselves a ridiculous waste of time and energy which might be much-

more profitably employed.

Contrast these creations of the pint-pot and a lazy life, these long--

shoremen of our inland seas, with the alert and keen Celt in his primitive-

simplicity—^at once a child, a gentleman and a student of nature with ai-

mind as healthy as. his body, poetic as the child of nature must be,,

simple yet profound in all his thoughts of the Great Mother, simple be--

cause he has none of the acquired knowledge that is dangerous, profound-

because he has drunk deep of the purest spring with the thirst of a-

commoner of the larger air, a gentleman, because in him respect for

others and self-respect strike the golden mean,—^these are the qualities

that make for greatness in a gillie, not merely as a companion when

angling is a serious business, but when the rod is laid aside and fishing

gives way to musing on the death of kings. Gillies of this ideal type-

are by no means uncommon. When found they should be bound to-

the finder by ties of personal regard and a community of interest, not",

merely in the pursuit of fish, but in the world of wondrous mystery antf-

mighty thoughts that lies within the compass of the smallest lake.

Such gillies, and my old friend and companion Neil Campbell, of

South Uist, is typical of the class, are not merely good servants in the-

angling sense; they are men worth kno-wing and worth studying, who-

unite in themselves a readiness to learn, a keenness that is catching,,

with the power, by the very charm, and quaintness of their thoughts and'

language, of turning a good day into a bad, and of keeping " the heart

aboon " when it is sorely tempted to let the pessimism- of unrewarded'

effort hold it in bondage and the stubborn sulkiness of unrequited zeal

take the place of patient hope. And if they have this social qualityr
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which Dugald Dalgetty thought a good trait in a horse, they have also

that sense of discipHne and of training which enables thena, on the one

hand, tO' obey orders with unquestioning implicit fidelity, and on the

other to act in an emergency, when nO' order is issued, with that clear-

ness of judgment and cool self-control which drilled experience of the

hurly-burly of fishing battle confers. Many gillies that are men of

sober life and robust frames still lack the brain of ice that can think

lOr act in an emergency for itself and seem devoid of the intuitive knack

—which may be cultivated—of always doing the right thing at the right

anoment. They lose their heads in crises and though obedient and

willing in all save the supreme moments, yet fail when the desperate

iissue between the mighty opposites hangs in the balance. A momentary

loss of head, of confusion of ideas in a desperate pass, when the fate of

.a battle between man and fish hangs in the balance and a stroke of the

ffight oar instead of the left may mean the yielding tO' the fish a position

of strategic importance that can or may never be re-won, is obviously a

iatal defect in a gillie which is probably natural and can only be driven

•out by the mind-strengthening force of education.

When I come tO' deal with the actual fishing of a loch, with the rais-

ing, hooking, playing and landing of fish, for the gillie though he should

not use the net, nevertheless plays an important part in the final death-

.scene, what I have said on the qualities of good and the characteristics

•of bad gillies will have a deeper significance than it appears to possess

when read only by itself.

I cannot, however, leave such an important factor in successful loch

fishing without expressing in more concise and possibly in clearer

language the imperative necessity of securing the services of a man

possessing as many of the good qualities enumerated as your varying

field of choice permits of. A gillie that is willing to work and tO' do

as he is told and does not assume the position of mentor, critic and

dictator is obviously on practical grounds the sort of gillie whO' will

enable you not only to put your best mechanical skill in practice, but

also tO' exercise that intelligence in all you do which is the essence of

good tactics in angling war and one of its chief joys as the contemplative

recreation of the man of action with a keen and alertly opportune eye.

A gillie who is sober and reliable, of stout physical frame and as

skilful as he is strong, is obviously the kind of man one should search
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{for with a keen eye, and when found bind to oneself with the bonds

•of mutual interest.

Finally in selecting a gillie you must study the man as well as the

imachine, the mind as well as the body. A surly or stupid, or lazy, or

drunken gillie will, if you once choose him be as surely your enforced

companion in what will prove durance vile even on good and a very

inferno on bad days, as will the cheerful, intelligent, willing and steady

gillie be your co^mrade alike when you are under the feet of fortune or

ithe very button on her cap. Such men are the unpaid jesters as well

as the paid feudal retainers of the over-lord of the lake. Their quaint

conceits, the play of 'their untutored fancy, their optimism, the inspira-

tion of their experience, their stories of mighty deeds done, of great bat-

tles fought in the water off the very rocks beside which your flies are

jfaJling, some legend of a great fish that ranged the shore under those

very boughs, by these and other charms they ensure success "by the

arenewing of the hope that sustains effort.

Their obedience tO' orders, their power to think and act for them-

selves, only when silence gives consent, and even to cover a blunder

render them allies of the very first importance and certainly warrant,

when united with the other attributes detailed, the assumption by the

gillie of that pride of place which the only intelligent and self-willed

portion of the angler's auxiliaries, that can make or mar his success, is

entitled to occupy. Example^ is ever better than precept, facts than

theories, just as wisdom is never taught by the penalties paid for im-

personal folly. I, therefore, quote some instances of the practical effects

following the attendance of good and bad gillies.

My first sample of the degenerate boatman was a native of and

dweller in the sporting county of PertK. He was a fine type of his class,

and was, I may say, engaged in a Dutch market, for he happened tO' be

the only available man in the district on the day on which I enjoyed the

privilege of his advice and manual services. He was in appearance a

sort of Andrew Fairservice, and he had all that worthy's superiority of

manner and none of his mother wit. He had tO' be primed with two

stiff cheerers before he would consent " tO' gang," and he had also to

•be provisioned otherwise " with a bottle." He objected to walking to

the loch and dropped broad hintsi about "most gentlemen driving."

Finally in great ill-temper he set forth, and we reached the lake. He
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had, however, taken sundry nips en route and by the time we werer

afloat his ancient brain was out on a loch of its own—^floating about iii

whisky. He kept up a constant chatter of drivelling nonsense, and.

passed through all the stages from familiarity tO' respectful love, and;

from obsequiousness which did not fit him to an assertion of independ-

ence that became him' even worse. As a result fishing was at a discount,,

and when finally he tumbled overboard with a splash* that awakened',

the sleeping echoes, I had very serious doubts as to my proper duty

under the circumstances. Fate had clearly indicated her will; it was

but retributive justice that the trout should pick his bones; on the-

other hand, death in a Highland lake was too noble an end for this,

product of civilisation. I, therefore, took my revenge by saving him

from the fate of a Celtic Clarence. He went ashore after drinking the-

rest of his bottle a wetter but not a wiser man, and rolled home dowii

the road like a whisky and water cart. Comment on such a case is-

superfluous.

My second example was also a native of the same county. He was not

quite such a venerable physical ruin as the first, but he was an, even

more seasoned toper in a special sense. He drank all the whisky he-

could come by in summer because it was hot, in winter because it was-

cold ; in spring because it was alternately hot and cold, and in autumn,

because the corn was ripe and bread and brandy were alliterative cousins^

My experience of him began and ended in the winter solstice of the bot-

tle, and extended over two days. His voice first broke in on my ear

from the taproom where he was waxing eloquent under the influence of

his second " morning " and proclaiming himself a sort of Highland'

cousins of Grace Darling and Isaac Walton rolled into one. As the-

co-urage inspired by these morning cups evaporated in the course of

our drive to the loch, his eye never left the luncheon basket, and his-

fears rose as his spirits—^natural and acquired—fell.

Finally when we emerged from the shelter of a friendly wood at the

foot of the loch and wild stormy grey clouds came rushing up on th&

wind, a thick snow shower obliterated the hills, and reached us withi

* The manner of happening was this. Our worthy had, with a bland smile, suffered

the boat to drift too close to a wall built sheer from the loch side and rising above deep-

water. He rose to shove off, but, unfortunately, placed the oar in a crevice of the otAer-

wall. The rest was, more or less, silence.
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"Sblinding force, he boldly declared that it was " 0000" cold " and dived in-

;ito the basket. He annexed his bottle and by the time the storm had

cleared was sufficiently restored to draw my attention to the glorious

.sight the loch presented. The great' hills on either shore were white

to their far sunamits, save whete here and there some steep rock, on

which the snow could not lie, showed swart against the white ; above

storm clouds were scudding before the wind, while away in the distance

.another shower was gathering to the attack. At our feet lay the lake,

its calmer portions a dull greyish black against the white, with a fringe

•of dark shore on the lee side, its stormier portions a mass of foaming

waters, with waves crested as white as the snow that lay around, and

the spindrift whirling across it with a demoniacal glee, as if -the spirit

-of the storm were in the hissing spray. While, however, I was drinking

;in the majestic, this untutored child of nature was busy imbibing

" Mountain dew " with the result that when we did get afloat, we were

.speedily reduced to the condition of a mere runner before the gale,

the while our Highland Bacchanalian sang snatches of song. In the

• end I had tO' put him ashore with a ten mile walk home before him

ithat may have made him slightly sober.

My share in the day's work was a stern row back tO' the

starting point and my spoil was nil. He turned up next day smiling and

was engaged of malice afore-thought, for it is not constructive murder

in the legal sense tO' suffer a drunken boatman toi cease tO' exist—on

Sir John Ramomy's plan—by the temptation he affords fate. It was a

1 bleak day that had dawned grey and cold and damp. The rude wind

still howled and tore with mad fury over hill and dale, but it no longer

carried snow on its rushing wings, but something infinitely worse—sleet.

It seemed the height of winter-end madness to venture forth on such a

' day, but I was inured to " each dire inclemency," and revenge is sweet.

The horse, as we drove up tO' the lake, seemed to regard me as the

Rev. Bide-the-Bent did Capt. Craigengelt, as past praying for, and

ploughed along without any head shaking, but with that swinging motion

which horses adopt when facing a storm. The loch we found more

stormy than ever; the prospect was even more cheerless than the day

before ; there was no- longer the grand vista of water and the hills tower-

'.ing in white majesty; the landscape was blurred and indistinct; there

>was nothing but mist, grey clouds, cheerless water, and the sleet-laden
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air. But my friend had a cure for pessimism. He had '' gotten a job,"'

and with it credit and a bottle of the biggest belly possible. He was

suffered to " gang his ain gait," and as he was more interested im

whisky than in loch water, when he was sufBciently " glorious " he was-

again deposited some miles from hame which he did not reach until the

next morning. He was effectively cured for some little time and if he

ever again passed from the condition of ebriolus or half seas over tO' that

of ebrius or as drunk as the Baltic, it was not because I failed to make-

him a homeless inebriate, in a sense not intended by the Act.

My next experience of this class of boatmen was, I regret to say, ore

Loch Leven. I arrived by the loch side on a glorious August evening

—^one of those nights which are inspirations, when the splendours of

the dying day defy description. There was that hush over nature which

shows a response of all her parts to the mood of the whole. The lake

itself was glassy calm, but I secured a boat and began fishing. It was

only, however, when I suggested toi my boatmen the possibility of

catching fish by casting over the " odd " trout that were rising here and

there that I discovered their glorified condition. They bad, it would

appear, consumed their allowance, and if they had iiox supplemented

it, it must have been a liberal one. They maintained^—possibly under

the spur of a thirst which only the loch could in the meantime quench—
that tO' fish under such circumstances was absurd, and clenched their

arguments with so many surly and uncomplimentary criticisms—^but

thinly veiled—^that fishing was almost hopeless. I did kill four or five-

trout, but might have killed many more had the knights of the oar not

had their thoughts fixed on the tap-room. I refrain from further com-

ment, though I drew down on myself glances of scorn by sternly order-

ing one of the men tO' put down my rod—a favourite one—which he

had taken up for a cast as if he and not I were the an^er and owner;

I record this instance with regret, but it is an undoubted fact that ont

too many Scottish lochs the joy of angling is marred by experiences,

such as I have described.

Of a different type, but still a bad type is the autocratic, dictatory

boatman, given tO' laying down the law, simply because most of his-

customers—^one dare not use the word patron North of the Tweed

—

are content to place themselves in his handsi and not only accept, but

seek his advice as to flies, tackle and methods generally. Now the
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whole duty of a good boatman is only to offer advice when it is askedi^

to keep his tongue under control, to obey orders implicitly without-

questioning or reasoning why, and to develop the bump of locality, and
know every nook and cranny, all the lies and holds of fish and the banks;

and shallows that are not obvious to the eye of even the most experienced

of anglers unacquainted with the particular loch on which he follows,

his interesting and instructive occupation. Now the boatman in my
mind's eye, was a very excellent man off the loch at all times, an admir-

able gillie for a tyro when on it, and most accomplished when he chose-

to do exactly what he was told to do. He was, however, so accustomed

to having his own way and so used to the role of a dominie of the mere,,

that, on the one hand, he would rarely condescend toi do anything save

in the way he was used to do' it—^that is in the easiest way for himself,.

and, on the other, invariably shouted " There he is," when you rose ar

fish and gave such irritating directions when playing one, as to render

cool and deliberate striking or abstention from it impossible, and proper

mastery a hopeless task.*

Such gillies are not irreclaimable. Once gain their respect by a;

show of skill and they will develop new traits and become, at least when

out with you, faithful servants who respect your methods as rational,

even if revolutionary, and yield a ready obedience tO' all your orders-

It is, however, a pleasure to turn from the contemplation of such

gloomy pictures of the night-side of gilliedom to its brighter aspects as

seen through the haec olims of happy memory—of days spent with

Highlanders that still preserve the best traits of a race of natural gentle-

men and have been tutored in the school of modem practical angling.

Such graduates had angling minds that were tabulae rasae when they

took their first lessons in the art and being simple " biddable bodies
"~

free from prejudice and totally lacking the wrong sort of self-importance,.

make as good gillies as they make soldiers. I cite only one case of

their prowess. I had been fishing without reward and putting all the;

wiles at my command in practice and was casting without hope, but

still cheerfully, for my companion at the oars, had been answering-

questions in that quaint way peculiar to the Celtic thinker speaking

English in Gaelic idioms, when suddenly by the reeds, and within half

a foot of their shelter a giant fish loomed slowly up through the water,.

* The fault of this class of gillie is that they treat all the world as pupils.
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and quietly took my fly. Trained tO' preserve silence even if a kelpie rose

and was hooked, my gillie's prattle ceased. He sat with the silent,

. alert look of a disciplined soldier waiting for the word of command be-

fore acting. It was a " tight " place but two words were sufficient.

Keeping a steady strain on the fish whO' hung as big sea-trout will hang
" before making his first charge, the boat was round and in the reeds in

.a second. The strain was towards the reeds and the fish went out,

clearing their outlying sentinels and no more. What followed was

simple ; it was the emergency that showed the man and only three or

. four four short, sharp words of command had been uttered. I was

the general and he the army and our intercourse was dropped for the

. discipline of angling war with the enemy in touch. Under such cir-

. cumstances a self-willed, undisciplined, prejudiced, conservative, did-

. actio, disobedient gillie would probably in the first place have startled

• me into missing the fish by an impatient strike, or failing that would

have hesitated to act or have disobeyed orders, with the result that

I should have bidden a long farewell in the reeds to greatness, as per-

.. sonified in that fish.

I need quote no more modem instances ; the principle is the same in

. all and the result of the application of that principle does not vary.

I cannot, however, leave the Highland gillie without giving some in-

stances of his excellent social qualities as a companion framed to

' keep the angling heart from being bowed down. I do' so with the

.apology toErse, Cymric, and North of England boatmen contained in

the explanation that if I knew them as well as I know their Gaelic

brethren, no doubt I should chronicle such of their sayings as can

. compare with the inimitable quaintness of language with which the

Highland gillie clothes what are the merest commonplaces when robbed

., of their " philological kilt."

Before chronicling a few of these quaint sayings I would point out that

the popular belief that humour cannot cross the Tweed in a northerly

. direction would be more fully justified by the facts of the case if it

were added that humour cannot cross the Tweed without the border

river absorbing its moisture and leaving it dry. The Scots as a race are

more caustic of tongue than they are of thought, and their wit as some-

thing more often thought than expressed—^well or ill—'does not neces-

,
sarily indicate their feelings. At the same time its leading charact-
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eristic is eminently national in its ironical, and at times, satirical depth,

the mere superficiality which distinguishes cockney chaff being as un-

known as the blunt down-rightness of Lancashire and Yorkshire is ob-

noxious to the Scot. Highland humour, however, is a thing apart from

Scottish humour, and divides itself into several classes. Highlanders

.have, in other words, a " cosmo'politan " wit and a native wit, the latter

being essentially racial, and for that reason fartciful, since the Celt of

.all the races that have made the British people of to-day is imaginative

.and poetic and hence artistic in the best and fullest sense of the phrase.

Apart from this peculiar genius which is independent of expression and

belongs to the domain of thought before it finds utterance, there are

itwo kinds of Highland humour—^as distinguished from wit—or of " funny

things " said in the Highlands. One is dependent for its humour on

the fact that the idea is conceived in terms of Gaelic idioms and ex-

pressed in English; the other is purely adventitious and depends for

its laughter-provoking power on the speaker's plentiful lack of know-

ledge of the English language. Such a form of humour as the last is

no doubt displayed by every one struggling tO' express his thoughts

-in a language with which he is imperfectly acquainted, but in the High-

lander it is more quaint, more characteristic, often more pregnant, and

^sometimes more dignified—the word is used advisedly—^than in any

other race with whom I am acquainted.

Some samples of the last kind of humour that have fallen within my

.observation may best illustrate its efficacy as a factor in the gaiety of

nations, particularly those that angle and whose spirits must be kept to

the casting point.

Faring across one of the loch-studded islands of the West with a

young gillie, since prematurely gathered tO' his fathers, and now sleeping

peacefully with the surge and thunder of ocean on a western beach as

his requiem, I pointed toi a certain loch, and asked if there was any

;bum cO'ming out of it. " Na, na,'* replied the gillie, " there's nO' bum

;

there's only a smaal river." This is exquisite when you come to analyse

it, and contains a most tempting philological problem on which the

iingenious can exercise their leading faculty.

This use of the word " smaal " (Anglice small) suggests yet another

-peculiar use of the same, which is equally rich and rare. At a certain

Aotel two gillies were seated side by side at breakfast. They did justice

N
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to the good things provided in a style that Dugald Dalgetty or Dandie'

Dinmont would have admired. Herrings formed the staple article of

their breakfast, and on one of them showing not so much signs of being"

satisfied as of bashfutoess at the extent of his meal, the other thus en-

couraged him tO' greater deeds of " herring-do.'' " Have another herring,,

Donal, you've only had nine and wan of them waas a smaal one." That
" smaal one " is a leviathan when it gets its due.

Still another " sniaal " story is worth repeating. Fishing one day

with the Neil Campbell I have already mentioned, Neil, who was always,

keen on what he called " doing funs " in the intervals of bad angling,

days began to enlarge upon his domestic and financial affairs. " I was.

buying a sheeps," he said, " from Mr. MacLean the other day, and!

he waas a very kind man and waas only asking four shillings for it."

" Four shillings !" said I, '' why, Nei'l, what kind of a sheep cam

you get for four shillings ?"

" Well, well," said Neil, it waas not a very big sheeps whatever chust
""

(and here he cudgelled his brains), " chust as big as a smaal young;

dog."*

I leave to the anti-vegetarian fancy this problem in the mensuratiom

of puppy mutton.

The same gillie could rise to higher things and yet use the " smaal
""

idea. ' Fishing with him one day in a doch from which another loch with

two anglers and their gillie in the boat were visible, Neil surprised me-

by saying with most pithy scorn, " Three mens in a boat and one smaal

trout." The explanation of his acquaintance with Jerome's book was

simple. The anglers in question had read long extracts from it tO' him

in idle moments, and as the humour was to him, incomprehensible, and

their baskets small, Neil had conceived a fine Highland scorn not merely

of the anglers, but of poor Jerome, whO' had done nothing to deserve-

this setting of the heather on fire.

When on the subject of size, it may be mentioned that your High-

lander is a bit of a natural philosopher in the ordinary as distinguished-

*This reply illustrates the truth of Solomon's dictum that " there is no new thing

under the sun." Herodius {Book IIL, cap. cii.) expresses a similar idea. He says—" In

the vicinity of this district (Pactycea) there are vast deserts of sand, on which a species of

ants is produced not so large as a dog, but bigger than a fox. " Pliny, it may be men-
tioned also speaks of these ants, which he says are of the colour of cats and as large as the-

wolves of Egypt. The triple coincidence is curious.
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from the applied sense of the phrase. Driving home one day my driver

and my gilhe began to theorise on the stocks and stones plentifully

scattered about. Out of compliment to me—'though a Highlander by

descent—^their remarks were couched in English.

" I'll be thinking," said the driver as we passed a pile of rocks great

and small, " that stones will be growing just like other things."

" That's just because they'll not be all being the same size, Kenneth,"

said the sapient 'Neil.

" Not at aal," said Kenneth, " it's chust because some will be stoppin'

growin' and others will be keepin' on."

" Well," said Neil, " if it was stopping growin' only just look at Ben

Koinnich. If I was growing like that I would be chust as big as a mile

high, and the Ben's aalways been there." This cogent argument for

the presumptive eternity of geology may be presented to Lord Kelvin
,

as a proof that all natural philosophers do not differ from the hammer-

wielders.

It will be observed that the humour—^if it fully deserves that descrip-

tion—of the foregoing is not wholly unconscious. Perhaps that of

the following story is equally dubious. A certain well-known surgeon

was thus addressed by a gillie, known as " Red Donald."

" I'll be hearing that you'll be a grate dochtor.''

" Well, Donald," replied the amused but gratified chirurgeon, " I make

enough at my profession tO' keep myself."

After a pause Donald continued insinuatingly, " Now I'm sure,

dochtor, it will be two chemists shops you'll be having."

" I'm afraid not, I'm afraid not,'' said the surgeon, hurriedly and a

little hurt.

" Dod man you'll get them yet," was the consoling remark of the

unabashed Donald who was either unconscionably innocent or equally

unconscionably and consciously ironical.

That the gillie can be consciously caustic is illustrated by the follow-

ing: I once unintentionally touched the racial pride of my gillie by

asking innocently why it was that when I had distributed certain small

gifts amongst the old women of the parochine, they had invariably used

some strange English out of their very slender stock in which the

words ''goot woman" were the only intelligible phrase. He replied

with an excess of politeness, " Waas you wearing your kilt at the time ?"
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The irony, sarcasm, or satire of this is better understood when one con-

siders that I had implied by innuendo that the venerable ladies were

confirmed beggars and had picked up their only English phrase by a

series of mildly predatory and usually successful forays on the wives of

Lowland farmers' in the district, whose presence was more or less

resented' as a reflection upon the indigenous agriculturists. Its irony is

further emphasised by the fact that for some reason or other High-

landers rather despise Highlanders-bom, whO' by the chance of cir-

cumstance have either forgotten or can speak but little of their native

Gaelic—a predicament in which I happened to stand.

Of a wholly different class of humour are the following stories, which

are entirely dependent for that quality upon the adventitious fact that the

heroes of therai did not know Sassenach.

A certain keeper of one of the Southern Hebrides astonished and

"wholly disgusted a Southern angler by informing him that "his guts

were rotten," but changed his frown of disapproval intO' a smile " con-

foundedly loud " by looking up' at the sky and declaring that he ex-

pected " a shower of milestones.'' He meant hail stones, and if they

had fallen in the Brobdignagian form indicated they would, nO' doubt,

have co'me in handy as tombstones in a country 'that combines rockiness

with thrift.

It would puzzle a student of idioms to know why a gillie should use

a phrase like " 'What'll I can dO' now." But there is no doubt about

the strength of its despairing inquisitiveness to express the last argument

of a keen gillie on a bad day. Equally pregnant was the phrase of a

gillie who was travelling " cabin " with a steerage ticket. 'When re-^

quested " to go forr'ad," he said, " I'll go,, but I'll no be put." That sums

his race up. Of powerful, almost poetical descriptive phrases, the gil-

lie who said of the rise of a salmon, " Mon, he chust came up like a

naked man,'' would be hard to beat, though the following story illustrates

this power more amusingly. In describing the playing of a big fish

when out with a friend to^ whom I had " lent " him the previous day, a

certain famous gillie used the following original and graphic phrases,

" Och man, he first rushed away—oh as far as yon " '(pointing to a dis-

tant loch) then he came back growlin' like— > and tumin' the stones

over with his nose.'' The phrases are so magnificently expressive that the

man who even thinks of a dog fish in their presence should suffer the
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fate of Morris and be thrown into a Highland loch with a stone at his.

heels.

The blank in the foregoing which stands for what the reporter called

a " cursory remark " reminds me of a wholly incomprehensible practice

of mixing things sacred and most profane in which the gillies of a

certain Roman Catholic island of the West indulge in moments of

supreme excitement. I was never more surprised in my life than when,,

during the mighty burst of a great fish far out intO' a stormy loch in the

gathering dusk

—

a, fish that ran straight away from the shore for loo

yards in a piping gaJe and appeared to be a demon trout—^my gillie

dancing about on the shore behind me kept shouting " Holy ——

"

using the most sacred of names and " Holy " using the most lewd

of expressions in alternate breaths following up both ejaculations with

the strangest medley of Gaelic and English, curses and prayers, it has

ever been my lot tO' hear. " Wit " of that kind can be thought and

expressed.

Highlanders are not given to making puns and I can recall only one

instance, and that a doubtful one, of an apparent pun.

Neil Campbell, already noted, had been out with two anglers whc^

had indulged in a big lunch and a " solemn tankard " as that phrase is

understood in gilliedom'. " They waas mens," said Neil, " very found for

(fond of) their meat and drink, but they waas puttin' too much Angus-

Stuart in their whuskey. I waas havin' a tartan head every day

whatiffer."

Mention of " whatiffer " recal'Is something that the same gillie said

which might have emanated from a much " smarter " source than the

gillie is supposed to be. As it also proves that the gillie is, like the Dugal

Cratur, not such a fool as "his English *' would sometimes make him

appear to^ be, and as many think him whO' do' not know him I will

give the story. He had been twitted by a party with whom he was out

on the use of the phrase " whatiffer." The party made it appear that

he did not use the expression. They further said that it was de rigeur in

a gillie and part of his duty to, use the phrase to- amuse his " patrons,"

(a Thames phrase, which would not suit the haughty Highlander), add-

ing that the Sutherlandshire gillies never failed tO' come up to Expecta-

tions in this respect and to provide " sport " of this kind. Now Neil

did habitually and naturally use the phrase and he saw at once that
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the Sassenach, was chaffing the Gael. He said nothing but thought a

great deal and avoided the expression, until it slipped out, whereupon

he promptly added to the " It was a good fush whatiffer," the saving

clause, " as the Sutherlandshire gillies say." It was an undoubted High-

land victory. The Sassenachs were fairly beaten at their own game

and Culloden became Prestonpans.

These stories from real life may be fitly concluded with an alleged

Highlander's prayer for whose authenticity the writer cannot vouch,

,but which aptly illustrates the Gaelic line of thought. The prayer is

,said to have run as follows :
—" Oh, Lord, send us rivers of whu&key

and worlds of snuff and a breat and a cheese as big as a Ben Lomond,

and bless the Macintoshes, the MacPhersons and the Caumills and

make them all lords and dukes and to mine ain 'sel be' the glory. Amen."

This explains why the angler never kills any fish and why the gillie tells

liis next customer after he has left you, " I killed a fine fish off that

point last week.''

Before, however finally dismissing the Highland character I may point

out that a great deal has been written since the publication of Steven-

.son's "Kidnapped," Munro's "John Splendid," and Cobban's "The

Angel of the Covenant," on the subject of Scott's conception of it in its

•various manifestations in high and low life. Possibly the critics who

liave praised the latter-day painters have in their desire tO' do them

justice done an injustice to the Old Master—the Great Wizard who

inspired them. Scott's Highlanders of the " Dugald Cratur " type have

been condemned as exaggerations and as mere casual sketches thrown

into the canvass with that sublime indifferences which Characterises

genius when dealing with subjects not calling for its highest efforts or

with characters dwarfed by mOre engrossing figures in the great whole.

Yet after all even the " Dugald Cratur " is true to life and is the gillie of

to-day as I have attempted to pourtray him and as the English sports-

man knows him when he penetrates intO' the few lone places of the North

-which the railway has not tinged with its character-destroying cosmopol-

itanism and reduced to the dull level of the ever-growing plain of life.

Your Highlander is a blend of natursd courtesy that shades of into the

pride of all mountaineers—^the pride than can be led not driven, the

independence born of living in regions of natural sanctuary, of hospital-

ity that is the product of the indigenous inhospitality of rude rock and
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barren hill-side, of prompt ire, the hereditary trait of a race who have

suffered wrong, the breath of whose nostrils was battle, whose hand

was ever on the sword to win back the spoil from the spoiler or take

revenge for wrong in a wrath nursed tO' warmth in the upland solitudes.

Yet withal a simple man, steeped in the philosophy of stocks and stones,

.the poetry that is amongst the lonely hills, the rythm that is in the

temptest's breath, the solemn dirge of ocean on a Western beach, the

superstition that is nature-born in a land of lone moors and sedgy tarns,

.given over to the past—a land repeopled by a thousand legends only

with the dead and the mysteries of life—^the unknowns that are terrible

in animal and spiritual existence. Those whO' know the gillie as he is,

.know him tO' be all this—a " Dugald Cratur " in English, a philosopher,

poet and man in Gaelic. " The Dugald Cratur " must be judged rather

.by his deeds than by his words. By that standard he is not a literary

creation of a casual kind, but the progenitor of the Highlander of his

own class. " John Splendid " and " Allan Breck " are non-existent

types. Our interest in them is not a living but an historical interest,

when they are viewed in their broadest aspect, and it is very doubtful

whether Vich Ian Vohr and the dapper little robber of the Perthshire

•cave are not truer in some aspects to time and circumstances than are

the more recent creations. The critic cannot forget that Rob Roy was

scarcely cold in his grave when Scott was born ; that he knew men who

knew Rob Roy; that the Highlands he described were de factO' the

Highlands of his day, and that Loch Coruisk, to quote only one ex-

Jimple, was the Eoch Coruisk of Cormac Doil when Scott invaded its

solitudes and drew inspiration from the chief seat of the proud Queen

of Wilderness. Scott's style is fo'r the most part so simple and direct

that readers in an age in which a certain literary mysticism is supposed

to give depth* are rather apt tO' dismiss sO'me of his less carefully drawn

•characters as superficial. There could be no- more profound error in

•criticism. It is a safe presumption that Bums wUl outlive Browning

in the great heritage of transm.itted thought that is the common poss-

ession of all ages, of all men and of all climes, yet Bums, judged by the

.standard of style, is the most direc-tj and simple of all poets—great phrase-

"Scott never committed the fatal error of mistaking Edinburgh schoolboy " English
"

-for the Scotch of the time of Rob Roy. Nor did he confound the confusion of tongues by

mistaking a mere oddness of expression (or philological and archEeological accuracy in

<3ialectical dialogue. If he had done so, "Ivanhoe" would be unintelligible.
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maker though he be—^whose verse appears on the surface, at least, t^

appeal only to the feelings, while Browning, ignoring the lessons of the

last analysis, seems to appeal tO' the intellect only, and tO' those emq^

tions which are metaphysical and are supposed to be at war witk

' the baser nature," the very aspect of our nature which in the hands of

Bums proves that " love is heaven and heaven is love." So is it with

many of the characters of Scott ; they are so simple that they appear

too natural, and are occasionally, therefore dismissed as unworthy of hisi

genius by reason of an inequality of delineation that exists only in the-
\

Critic and not in the character. To' me his Highlanders are the High-

landers of to-day, the Highlanders I love and to- whom my heart will

ever warm, until, to quote the phrase of the great Argyle, " it is cold in

death."



CHAPTER XVII.

The Philosophy of the Fly.

A fly contains the essence of a thousand philosophies. To cover all'

that it suggests, simple compound as it is of fur and feather, of tinsel

-

and steel, would be to range over the whole field of philosophy, tO'

exhaust physiology, essay the sublime heights of pyschology, run-

through the whole gamut of human feelings, and preach a thousand

sermons that are in running water or hidden in the mysterious bosom of

the lake. To the angler a fly epitomises by suggestion every problem-

that has ever vexed human ingenuity with reference to fish, their modes

of life and, if we may dare say so, their habits of thought, since in-

these later days, there are said to swim in our rivers^ and possibly in

our lakes, fish that are called educated trout.

It seems strange, but is nevertheless true, that such a matter-of-fact,-

prosaic congeries of fur, feather, tinsel and steel should in a measure be

able to revive the old difference between the Idealistic and Sensa--

tional schools. Yet if one considers for a moment what reasoned

memory in a fish means, it becomes clear that if a trout is to be'

credited with the'power to discriminate by means of the images of

memory, or in other words, by association of ideas between certain

flies that are and certain flies that are not imitations of nature, and-

between certain flies, whether imitations or otherwise of nature, that

behave naturally and others that behave unnaturally, the problem of the^

proper fly and the proper manner of working it, becomes at once a

sort of semi-psychological, semi-physiological question of an extremely

intricate and interesting kind.

If man, a conscious being, sensible, to use an ignoble word, of his-

own thoughts and a student who can study himself through himself, is-

unable to separate his physical appetites from his mental powers, and is^

not only bewildered as to the origin of sensations proper and thoughts

proper, but is even incapable of a dogmatic cataloguing by differentation^
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of each, how can we hope to lay down with any degree of scientific

exactness the dividing line between a presupposed mind and an

ascertained matter in such a non-responsive, subtle, mysterious, un-

companionable animal as a fish ?

No authority, indeed, who recognizes the limitations even of

speculative thought, would dare to dogmatise, so far as man is con-

•cerned, on the point where knowledge due to sensation ends and

that due to man's power of abstract conception and non-sensational

.acquisitiveness begins. The reader is dependent on his eye, the

hearer on his ear, the thinker on knowledge acquired through both

these sensational media which bring the raw material to that factory the

brain, itself a physical mystery, whether it registers the lowly sensation

•of a mean appetite gratified, or thinks, in what are vaguely termed

moments of inspiration, through all its convolutions of grey matter the

thoughts of God Himself. Genius we know is itself not a thing apart

from the material home in which it dwells, but is the result of the

proper and regular application of brain muscularity to the problems of

life, whose solution it translates into the language of art or of literature,

or, in fine, into that tongue which commands the senates of the world

and of all time. The physical aspect of intelligence or, in other words,

the physical conditions which determine brain power cannot be over-

looked,*whether one discusses its manifestation in a Socrates or a

Shakespeare, or in a mammal of the tertiary period, or in a hand-

reared or wild trout of to-day turned forth to enjoy or born in the

freedom that is the joint heritage of all commoners of water.

If, therefore, we are to judge of intelligence by the size and structure

of its physical source, the brain, it is, I am afraid, a sternly sad duty to

write that animal the fish down an ass, strictly and literally, and ir-

respective of the Dogberry vein. This of course is the fish's misfortune,

.and not his fault, though the 'H&o-Imitatlonisti and ultra-Scientists of the

.angling world would fain have us believe that " reading and writing

'

in the troutish sense " are the gift of nature." Nor need one pity the

Purist as he lies impaled on the horns of the dilemma to which this

attitude necessarily gives birth. The Purist lays down a rule "No
trout in certain streams is or should be killed save with the dry fly."

The principle, on which the rule permitting the use of the dry fly only

rests, is an assumption that the casting of a dry fly is the most difficult
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and, therefore, the most " sportsmanlike " method which the angler can

-adopt. Admitting the accuracy of this assumption, the inevitable

-conclusion is that it is easier and pro tanto less " sportsmanlike " to kill

"trout by other methods—wet fly, minnow, worm—than with the dry fly.

If, therefore, educated trout can be more easily killed by methods, ex-

hypothesi, coarser, and requiring less skill, on which horn of the dilemma

will the Pharisaical type of Purist choose to rest? Will he admit that

his exclusive rule is a mere arbitrary enactment based on an ascetic

<abtsemiousness savouring in its worst aspect of sophistry, pedantry and
hypocrisy, and when most favourably interpreted, capable of being

•construed into a categorical imperative not justifiable even from the

-absolute standpoint and wholly unjustifiable considered relatively to

the feeding habits of the omnivorous trout ? Or will he admit that the

.advantages of education are exaggerated because the education itself is

.an assumption not warranted by the facts of trout-life? If he will

.accept the theory which I am developing he may escape both horns.

If he is prepared to admit that the special topographical environment of

clear water and the mood of the fish—the result of a specialised or

.temporary condition of environment—creates, in the one case, a

isensational fear of, and in the other, a sensational aversion to, all flies

which he can present for acceptance, then he sacrifices nothing of that

rskill which the all-round angler is willing to admit that he displays in

placing and floating a fly over a fish in a natural, masterly, and

•convincing manner. I will shew in a later chapter that not only do the

loch trout of certain lakes holding large fish " smut,'' " bulge," " tail,"

and reject flies after "inspection," but also that sea trout, who cannot

be educated, display as much cautious cunning, as much diffidence of

•approach, as much apparently reasoned initial doubt and final rejection

of a fly after examination, as the most educated fish that ever gave the

dry fly man some ground for regarding the Test and other streams of a

rsimilar character as watery universities.

Now it is extremely hard on those writers who are always using that

ill-advised phrase '' educated trout" thus to have to deprive them of the

merit of having turned out pupils who do them so much credit ; but

there is no escaping from the physiological truth that,, though water on

the brain is a common enough thing in land animals, much brain in

animals that live in water is absolutely unknown. To speak of the
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cunning of a sea serpent would, in fact, be to argue oneself a fit and',

proper person to act as historiographer to the Horse Marines, or to fill,

the situation of war correspondent to an American paper. Fish are not.

intelligent animals, though they have pronounced habits of sensational

growth founded on their appetites and on what excites those appetites.

I must not, however, be misunderstood when I appear to thus,

undervalue the intelligence of fish. To declare that they are without

reasoning power " after a sort " would be to reduce the fish of the chalk

stream to the level of the fish of a Highland burn, to attribute to the"

greedy little fish of some upland tarn, whose shores are rarely trodden,

by the foot of man, above whose waters no rod ever flashed back the

sunlight, the same cautious fastidiousness shown by the great trout of

some difficult lake, as the phrase " difficult " is used by the President,

of the Transvaal Republic.

That there is some difference must be admitted. It is, in fact,

impossible to read the many books and articles published on the art of"

dry fly-fishing without the conviction being borne in upon one that all.

dry flymen believe that the introduction of the dry fly has acted upon

the trout of England as a sort of compulsory education act. Purists-

do not hesitate to give a list of the streams in which the trout are said,

to like " their fly cocked " just as if they were speaking of a human

epicure who would only eat trout, if he were wise, after it had been.

" green kippered."

The effect of modern methods upon the trout and, indeed, as " Red.

Spinner " has suggested, but whether in irony or deadly earnest I am.

unable to say, upon the " flies " of to-day has certainly been some suchi

reductio ad absurdum as I have indicated. The probability is that the:

trout of certain streams have from time immemorial not been specially

easy to take,* and so far as the philosophy of the fly admits of statement;

I will here venture to propound what appears to be the truth.

I am not prepared to deny that Master Trout has advanced with the-

times in certain waters, but I am quite ready to maintain that the

angler is for him merely an ignotum pro terrible, and that the trout of

much-fished fine waters no more associates the angler's fly with a

known and reasoned danger than does the trout of a stream across

whose virgin waters no rod has ever glanced. Such a sweeping assertiorx

* Colonel Hawker only chronicles his successful days on the Test.
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iis not, of course, intended to be literally interpreted. It merely assumes

.a position which marks the opposite extreme to the attitude taken up

by the " educated trout " school of anglers. Both views, like most

. extreme opinions, state a half-truth. It is, however, easy to see that the

whole question of association of ideas in fish is a difficult problem,

.since it involves another problem, whose main difficulty is one of

definition, the difference, to wit, between what we are pleased to term

instinct and what we arbitrarily call reason. I presume that man, even

.in his highest individual developments in the highest developed races,

is a mixture of animal impulses or instincts and rational restraints upon

-.their indulgence, whose equipoise is virtue, the source of all wisdom,

of all prudence, of all forethought, which bids him avoid this or that

.folly on moral as well as materia.1 grounds, and which induces him to

.advise his fellow-creatures, in any particular matter, " to the contrary
"

^or otherwise. This, after all, is the sort of moral utilitarianism which

.sums philosophy up .when it does not dash its hoary old head against

those barrier-problems on which finite thought has hurled itself in vain

.ever since time bridged one of the unfathomable abysses of eternity.

Such a consideration must give us pause, for it necessitates the

.question : Is it possible to conceive of a fish, whatever be his vexed

opportunities of associating things with the ideas they convey, rising

-above the animal impulse to take what is good under the influence of a

reasoned conclusion that the thing taken is bad for him on ascertained

.and formulated grounds of material damage if he gives way to the

natural impulse and animal instinct ?

The school who believe that super-educated trout exist will, however,

.almost go the length of giving in adherence to such a doctrine as this

^question answered in the affirmative would imply. They will maintain

.that no really " educated trout," say the fish of such a stream as the

' Test, will ever again take the fly as they did in the days of Colonel

Hawker, a worthy who seemed able to catch them by the dozen, and

. even throw a fly from horseback with success. In this they will speak •

accurately. When, however, they assert that the reason why the trout

in the Test are shy is because they know a wet fly imitation from the

- real article, and are rationally afraid of a thing they understand and can

•define and associate with danger, I confess a desire to smile and a

yearning to ask why such trout take the deceptive dry fly at all,
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admittedly imperfect imitation as it is, if they are so superlatively acute-

and suspicious?

In reality the assertion covers as I have said a half truth, for it is a.

truism of observation that something unusual, the ignotum of th&

proverb, has far more terrors for all animals than what one might term

a natural danger, or one arising through some agency to which they are-

accustomed. The sound sense of such a theory of animal nerves is-

most acceptable and in strange contrast to the difficulty many observers-

feel in bringing themselves to take anyone seriously who attributes to-

the trout a rigid, rational examination of a fly, though it is not hard to-

conceive of a fish being blindly and, irrationally afraid of something out

of the usual about a fly. None of us know what impressions remain

on the tabula rasa of the troutish brain, but they seem nevertheless-

to have some sort of power of association, which appears to be more:

physical than mental, even admitting the materialistic aspect of alll

thought when regard is had to the strange relationship of mind and

matter.

Fear of a small unusual thing is perhaps more due to " nerves" than

to lack of courage. I tried an experiment of this kind with a lion..

The great beast looked at me with majestic calm. I flashed a white

handkerchief from my pocket, and he gave as startled a leap as the

average old maid on the mention of mice or " firearms." On this-

analogy it has always appeared to me that the putting of a trout down

is due more to nervous excitation than to any actual fear, much less

fear of a rational kind. It is with regret, amounting almost to positive^

aversion to the task, that I feel myself compelled at this point to utter-

a protest against the hypocritical assumption of angling virtue and the

unwarranted arrogation to themselves of angling superiority in skill and

in knowledge, which certain Purists have of late displayed. This-

hypocrisy and arrogance are so wholly opposed to the latitudinarian

spirit of angling toleration that the Purists referred to have only them-

selves to blame if such truth as really underlies their contentions, and

the much useful information as to the habits of fish and of their insect

and other food contained in their dogmatic assertions are alike dis,-

regarded by the older school of anglers and dismissed as " new-fangled

and absurd fads." If a more modest and less superior and dogmatic

tone were adopted, I feel assured that the most conservative of angler^,
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would give the dicta of even the ultra-Purist his careful consideration

with the result that the false being rejected by a process of reasoned

elimination, much that is useful and much that is true would be added

to the knowledge of fish and their ways that is of common and equal

value to both schools of angling thought.

Certain Purists have, however, formed themselves into an exclusive

society, in which mutual admiration, hypocrisy, sophistry, pharisaicism,

and dispraise of the barbarian are strangely blended with the

:

exercise of mechanical angling skill of the highest kind, a minute

and painstaking study of entomology and of the habits, moods

,

and humours of trout under certain conditions of existence. This

Order has produced a sort of angling aristocracy self-elected to

the highest place, but absolutely without a title to that proud

eminence whether founded on the right of might or on the special

deeds written on the face of difficult waters—deeds which all other free-

men under the Great Charter of the angling kingdom would willingly -

recognize. Everything that is not " the thing " is condemned by the -

Purist as " stale, flat, and unprofitable," and all anglers who are not

members of the society are mere ignorant barbarians, the scoff of
the scoffer, the " publicans and sinners " of this new-created world of

angling Pharisees that " thank God they are not as these men." Note

how some of them treat the " reasoned fear " which I have mentioned,

.

and which led me unwillingly to enter this protest against the usurpation

by the oligarchy of all the high places. One of them will tell you how

he happened on a small grayling feeding in a clear place on tiny flies

.

of a particular colour. He assumes the " smutting " grayling and

narrates how he failed to kill him, not because his skill or his gut were

at fault, or because the water was clear and the conditions against the

most consummate mechanical precision and power to deceive for doom,

but simply because he did not possess a fly of exactly the same colour

as the flies on which the grayling was feeding—and this though the

difference in the hue must be minimised by the bell of air surrounding

the lower portion of the tiniest fly when in the water, and may only be

perceptible when the fly is submitted to microscopic examination—two

facts to which the same Purist will be certain to draw your attention

when desirous of emphasising another phase of his superiority to the

ordinary angler. Another of his irritating assumptions of virtue is the
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.affected and hypocritical manner he adopts towards any trout under

3lbs. He pretends to despise all fish under that weight. Now though

I own to having no love for small fish and confess that the catching of

100 loch trout running three to ilb. gives me but little pleasure

. compared with the joy afforded by the capture of half-a-dozen big fish

—whether these are difficult to raise and hook or difficult to play and

land, or both—yet it is for me not a matter of congratulation but of

- the very keenest regjet that, having drunk too deeply of the blood of

giants, I am grown blase and have lost a joy of life similar and akin to

the sweetest memory of a man's angling career—the memory of those

rare nights of excited and exulting anticipation, when we lay awake in

the places of youth and listened to the steady pattering fall of rain

which promised a spate on the morrow in the burn, and a full creel of

small fish with, mayhap, a leviathan, and in moments of the greatest

.. optimism a two-pound sea trout fresh from the sea as the highest top-

gallant of expected joy.

Another of the Purist's phases that is widening the breach, is the

trait which makes him tell the world that all patterns save his own were

rejected by rising fish. He will excuse his failure by declaring that we

now " hackle " our flies too heavily, and will make his lack of success

, a theme for singing the praises of one of the guild and for declaiming

on the prodigies of skill his " brother " would have performed had he

. enjoyed the opportunities of the dies irae he describes, in the expecta-

tion, of course, that the said " brother " will in turn take up the

trumpet and sound a similar note of high-swelling praise. Another and

; still more startling phase of the Purist's assumption of superiority is

shewn by his claim that he is by the use of the dry fly making a high

. order of intelligence hereditary in trout,* a process of education which

will no doubt eventually result in some angler showing trained trout at

one or other of " the halls," going through a performance illustrating

the raising, hooking, and landing of fish grown grey in cunning. All

this one may, perhaps, forgive the Purist. When, however, he carries

. science to the verge of pedantry and tells us that we have no business

* One would have thought that, by parity of assumption, a cod hook in the gullet

would have been a much more educative argumentum ad piscem than the prick of a tiny

fly or the sight of a fly not quite accurately dressed, and lacking something of the real

. Simon Pure. Punch's irate angler who threw his fly-book in with the words " choose for

yourselves," was sketched with prophetic eye. The hour has come and some of the men.
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as sportsmen to use a certain fly because it is not an imitation but a

deadly fancy, and that trout will not take an imitation because it

is scientifically and . microscopically imperfect, we resent his autocratic

dictation, doubt his sincerity, and are inclined to ask very pointedly, do

trout travel not merely in schools, but live, move, and have their being

in aquatic universities ? How is it that we find an ultra-scientist

admitting that a fancy fly like the Pink Wickham will often prove fatal

to a trout or fish feeding on tiny flies beyond human imitation, unless,

indeed, a pike scale laid flat on a tiny 000 hook can be called an

imitation of the pin point " smut ? " On the last analysis, however,

the use of any kind of fly is justifiable, provided one employs it in a

sporting way on gut just sufficiently fine to make the conditions of the

contest between man and fish equal, or rather in favour of the fish.

I yield to no man in my admiration for the skill of the "dry-fly"

angler ; no one can value more highly than I do the light which he has

thrown on angUng entomology; though I hold the Pharisee of the

school in scorn, I have made this protest against his exclusive arrogance

much more in sorrow than in anger.

To resume, however, the line of thought which the phrase

" reasoned fear " in relation to the rejection of a fly by a

trout suggested, it may be pointed out that one consideration

leads to another in a question of this kind, and it may here

be observed that if the dry fly " sails " down the stream just

as the natural insect does after hatching out in the water, and so

appears to the trout natural by reasoned inference, why should a trout

take presumably by the same process of reflection, a wet fly dashing

about the stream in a manner in which no fly does dash, much less the

half-drowned or wholly dead insects the wet fly is supposed to represent?

It is all a matter of education, says the " dry fly " angler. I regard it,

on the other hand, as a question of irrational impulse due to the

sensation either of existing hunger or of hunger stimulated by the sight

of an appetiser in the person of the little dainty object. The difficulty

of arriving at a satisfactory conclusion is as difficult as solving the old

problem of the Idealists and the Realists. - The observations do not

agree. At one time trout will only take imitations of natural insects

behaving naturally, at another they will only take-these same imitations

behaving unnaturally, and at yet another time -under the same limita-

o
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tions as to behaviour they will only take an obvious lusus naturae in

the shape of a gorgeous fancy fly.

This last aspect of the question is certainly in favour of the Sensa-

tional explanation, yet the " association of ideas " difficulty remains.

That association of a kind exists no one disputes. It is nowhere better

illustrated than on the Matlock Bridge length of the Derwent in

Derbyshire; There trout rise in front and behind and all around the

noisy passage of trippers' boats through the river. In rivers along

whose banks run much frequented paths the fish show no great fear of

a human being on the banks. For these reasons of a similar and

parallel kind, I venture to think that it is because a thing is unusual that

it alarms a trout. Such a proposition involves a very nice distinction

between reasoning memory, which is due to association and abstract

conception, and unreasoningmemory, which is merely physical suggestion

of neurotic and optic origin. Still it is not impossible to quote further

examples of apparent association of ideas in trout, the association, it

must be observed, being due not so much to abstract conceptions of

danger as to its direct sensational suggestion or, in other words, to

similar sensations awakening similar impulses. Conversely it may

appear that an overmastering sensation or appetite may drive all natural

caution or fear out of a trout. In an earlier chapter I gave two

examples of this apparent overcoming of the terrors of the unknown by

the pleasures of the known, and amongst the examples of apparent

association of ideas in fish and of the exercise of the mnemonic

faculty now to be quoted another and still more striking example of a

similar " mental phase " will be found.

On a certain Derbyshire canal, along whose banks I was in the habit

of frequently passing, I observed on several occasions that, though pike

and other fish lying in the shallows would suffer a barge to go noisily

past them, with the rope swishing and dashing on the water, and the

horse crunching the gravel on the bank above where they were lying, yet

that whenever my footstep—without the accompanying noise and

tumult of the barge—grated on the gravel path the fish instantly scooted

from the shallow to the deep—a tremulous wave marking their rapid

course, as a sort of index of their fearful haste to be gone. Why the

fish should have acted thus I have never been able to satisfy myself.

As a matter of fact, the barge was infinitely more ominous of danger
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(the canal "bargees" being notorious poachers) than the tramp, not

of one, but of a thousand foot passengers. Yet it was of the latter that

the fish were afraid. Those who believe in the reasoning power of fish

will at once say that the barge, with its concomitants, was an every

hour occurrence, to which the fish had got used, while the occasional

foot passenger was, on the contrary, an unusual sight, which, therefore,

had upon the fish the invariable effect anything strange has upon

animals. While prepared to admit that this explanation is very

probably the correct one, it may be just as well to examine the bearing

of an analogy drawn from a different sphere of animal life. I refer to

.the behaviour of grouse on stooks, premising, however, that there is no

•comparison between the intellectual or brain power of a bird and a fish.

Grouse, when feeding on stooks, no matter how wild they may be on

the adjacent moors, will much more readily suffer themselves to be

.approached by a man driving a horse and cart coming to lift the

.sheaves, than by a solitary individual advancing on foot, whether he is

.or is not armed with a gun being quite immaterial. Now, whether the

indifference to the approach of the horse and cart is due to previous

.experience of the innocence of their intentions, or to the fact that the

power to grasp the idea of a horse, a cart, and a man is beyond the

intellectual capacity even of the grouse, the fact remains that a walking

man causes far more alarm to grouse amongst the stooks than would a

Jubilee procession of carts proceeding quietly and in a normal and

ordinary way without shouting and noise. A similar remark applies

to that most suspicious and most wary of birds—the wild goose, which

is so superior to the grouse in intelligence that if the latter know where

the butts are, and occasionally regulate their line of flight accordingly,

the former can tell you the names of the shooters.

A wild goose can assuredly be much more easily approached on pony

back than on foot, while I have frequently literally kicked them up out

of potato patches in spring, and have approached within a few yards of

them when loch fishing from a boat. It would, therefore, appear that

there is nothing which an animal, consciously or unconsciously, regards

with more dread that a man, pure, simple, and unadorned in the sense

that is applicable to my present subject. He comes in his most

questionable shape when he comes in his simplest guise without

disguise, and it is an undoubted fact that animals are more afraid of
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man than they are of other animals, even of those who prey upon them

habitually. This leads me to the conclusion that my friends the fish of

the canal were irrationally more afraid of a human footstep, because

ominous and solitary, like the single knock of Cromwell upon the door

of the Woodstock Inn, than they were of the noise and tumult of

passing barges. That there is safety in numbers seems to be a rule

that animals unconsciously apply.*

I will give another illustration of this apparent association of ideas,,

which came under my notice in a certain stream on the "West coast of

Scotland. The stream in question was a mixed one, a stream, that is

to say, containing salmon, sea trout, and trout, and ran through a rich

and fertile country. One day, when idling on a bridge over it, and

gazing down in a deepish hole below, I happened to throw into the

water a bit of some bread with which I had been regaling the hens in a

neighbouring yard. The salmon naturally paid no attention to it, but

as it was being carried down stream and gradually disintegrated to float

away in detached pieces, a trout tried it, and finding it good, speedily

swallowed it, while several of his fellows, attracted by his actions, swam

up and attacked the minute particles of bread that had been detached

from the main piece. On observing this, I sent down another piece,,

and at once the trout that had eaten the first piece and found it good,,

made a dash for it, followed by many of his fellows. He failed,,

however, to secure it, for a fish higher up stream, evently grasping the

situation, flashed up and underneath the bread, seized it, and thus-

became the bread-winner, just as the first fish with a boiling rush

swirled up for his prey only to find -it gone. As it happened, the gain

of his friend was no loss to him, for I at once got a large supply of

bread and tried a number of experiments with the pellets..

Fiirst of all, I made a handful of bread pellets and threw them in.

This caused no particular excitement, as there had been some consider-

able interval between my throwing of the first two bits of bread and

the deluge of pieces. When, however, one fish began to feed, a sort of

bread riot arose. The feeder began dashing first at one pellet and then

at another, gobbling them up like a greedy hen (hungry hen is a mis-

nomer, for hens are always hungry), and making hay with a vengeance

* This peculiar trait is often attributed to the inability of animals, to count—the

conception of number being an abstraction of which certain animals are said to be:

incapable. The statement as to the mutual fear of animals is a generalisation.
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while the sun shone. This roused his fellows to emulation, and, as I

have said, a sort of bread riot ensued. The sea trout joined in the

scramble, while a perfect armada of ducks set forth from some reeds,

where, like a Spanish fleet of to-day, they had been lying hid from

mortal ken, to investigate the cause of the excitement agitating the

fish world. Now ducks are supposed to eat live fish, and the trout

should therefore have been afraid of the ducks, and should have left

to them the remnants of the feast. As a matter of fact the trout cared

"not a wag of the tail" (which I venture to think is a phrase of the

Lingua Trutta) for the ducks, but would dash up under their silly

noses, or rather beaks, and would snap up a morsel just as it seemed

certain to be translated into duck. Single pellets dropped at intervals

would be followed by a rush of all the fish and the ducks towards the

morsel, and the splutter which fin and feather made in their endeavours

to be there first was very human. The salmon, however, were quite

indifferent. They lay low and gave no sign. By keeping up the

practice of feeding for a few days one had only to stand on the bridge,

and if no trout were visible they would soon begin to appear, while a

few pellets seemed to draw the fish from both above and below the

bridge. Now all this would seem to point to a certain amount

of power of associating a man with bread to eat, and to argue a

limited kind of ability to form an abstract conception founded on a

very materialistic form of sensationalism. I desisted from feeding for

a couple of days, and the charm ceased to work. The sensations were

no longer excited, and the association between my presence on the

bridge and bread to eat became practically non-existent. There was

no memory apart from the appetite gratified, which is precisely what

one would expect in an animal without a brain cortex and a fish is the

only vertebrate without one.* This experience naturally tended to

confirm the position that your trout can only associate ideas through

the direct excitation of his senses.

Now though the facts I have already adduced are of the very

greatest importance when one comes to state a philosophy of the fly

based on the Sensational theory of fish life, yet there are other facts

which one cannot afford to ignore and which may very well be of as

great moment in proving that the trout, if carnivorous, is also omni-

vorous, and an optimist of the first, as he will be of the last, water.

* This view is now pretty generally accepted as anatomically correct.
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It must, indeed, have often struck even the casual observer . of fish

and their habits that the lures employed by anglers for their capture are

frequently of a singular and anomalous kind. The purists who would

debar all save " dry fly " men from the category of scientific anglers

maintains, as we have seen, with a rigid exclusivism that his lure, the

dry fly dressed and made to sail in imitation of the real insect in form,

colour, and actions,' represents the highest form of angling art, because

it deceives the trout*by holding the mirror up to nature. Yet even his

aim is to find what will " kill." His pride is to deceive the trout to its'

ruin, and to record in history writ on many waters the rise and fall of

salmo fario who have, in very human fashion, been persuaded that what,

appears to be good really is as good as it appears to be. The first

and final criterion of his philosophy is that the imitating of nature is

such a sincere form of fldttery when applied to trout, that it and it

alone can lull to sleep the suspicions of the trout and make him rise

obsequious through one- deceived sense to the safe gratification of

another. Yet it must be observed that the natural law, in the popular

sense, underlying the one title in the declaratory constitution of his

angling kingdom, though apparently in accordance with facts, is in

reality opposed to them. The purist does not recognise the trout's

multiform appetite, but simply one manifestation of it. If one were

to dare in a dry fly stream, acting with a fuller recognition of the same

principle of natural law, to deftly present other food than a cocked

ephemerid to the troutish notice, your purist would abjure this applica-

tion of his principle as an outrage on nature—a caricature, if you will,

and not an imitation and faithful picture, of what to the trout is natural

food, though it never drops from nature's table into the ready mouths

of the least fastidious children that her broad bosom nurtures.

This apparent paradox is a truism. There is not a fish that swims

which has not its natural food, yet there is not a fish that swims which

is not omnivorous. Experience* shows that this is true of all fish, from

the cod that will swallow a bunch of keys or a bunch of mussels to the

salmon, who with all his ocean strength dashes through the green and

swirling tides in pursuit of the dainty herring or falls an ill-advised

victim to a red and boiled prawn, threading an unnatural course

through the depths of some slow-gliding pool in a manner no prawn,

dead or living, has ever been known to do, since the first progenitor of
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all anglers threw out his line in the virgin waters of the young world.

This forgotten hero, whose name I have ascertained was A. Priori, must

assuredly have developed ideas of his own in the matter of lures.

Possibly he may have sat shivering in his cave, if a trout fisher, when

the sullen East hurled forth its blastfe to shake the primeval forests, and

dull skies of leaden hue sent his heart instinctively down into where

his boots should have been. No doubt he discussed with Mrs. A.

Priori and all the Minor Hypotheses the comparative merits of flies

dressed with megatherium fur and pterodactyl feathers, and of those

dressed with a mastodon body and ichthyosaurus scale. Antedeluvian

historians are silent on the point, and as it was countless aeons before

the American Press Age, when this primeval angler exercised his

wiles, to declare that he did all these things would be to palm off a

changeling on that sorely tried mother, necessity.

One may, however, feel assured that the most primitive and least

observant of anglers, whether in fresh water or in salt, would soon

discover that though fish, after the fashion of their human captors, like

some things better than others at all times, and prefer particular things

at particular times, yet are in the main omnivorous. Your fish is, in

truth, a first-class optimist and materialist rolled into one, whose

philosophy is summed up in the comfortable phrase, " Whatever is, is

good to eat." A fish, in fact, resembles the hero of a very long story,

which I shall endeavour to compress into brief compass. An angler,

wearied and hungry, arrived at daybreak at a lonely Highland hostelry.

He ordered breakfast as a matter of course, and the good wife said,

" Whaat will you hev ? " " Ham and eggs,'' said he. These, however,

were not to be come by, and the excuse given was a plausible one,

wound up by "but say what you'll hev, just say what you'll hev." The

angler suggested all sorts of things, each suggestion being less pre-

tentious than its predecessor, but each was met with a negative and an

excuse, crowned with a bold " but say what you'll hev, just say what

you'll hev." In despair he at length asked for some whisky. Then a

look of stern reproach came into the landlady's face, and in rebuking

tones she turned on the Sassenach and said, "Why did you no' say

what you'll hev ? " and then tripped off and brought him a liberal

measure of whisky, which, as a matter of fact, was all there was in the

house.
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Now the fish is in a precisely similar predicament to the hero of this

story. Salmo fario may prefer the troutish equivalent to ham and eggs

for breakfast, but if he is hungry and there is nothing better (or worse)

to be come by than what corresponds to whisky, why he will have

whisky. The main thing is that he wants and will have something.

The recognition of this principle involves the deplorable conclusion,

as a general axiom, that the trout which rises to a. floating fly, thrown

far and fine over him as he lies in clear water, takes that fly on precisely

the same principle as a blundering bonito or assinine albicore, rises and

seizes a rag-adorned hook bobbing in and out below the dolphin-striker

of a vessel ploughing the tropical seas. This primitive lure consists

merely in a bit of white rag tied to a big hook " busked " straight ori to

a stout quarter-inch rope. This is fastened to the martingale below the

flying jibboon in such a way that when the vessel rises with the lift of

the sea the rag jumps out of the water and bobs in again as the vessel

falls away, and thus resembles a flying fish disporting itself in the

creamy, yeasty foam spurned in endless lines of white from the plough-

ing stem. Such a crude lure is essentially an ocean fly, and is exactly

analogous to the " dry fly " because it imitates nature, the flying fish

being fond of playing in this kind of way about the forefoot of a-

vessel, a fact that is well known to the bonito and albicore, fish that

take their quarry, from that quarry's nature,, with all the dash of a

" rainbow."

What applies to very primitive flies applies also to very primitive

" spun " lures, and surely it is not more anomalous for a bit of rag to

represent the fly than it is for a patent log to pose to the shark as a

phantom minnow. Personally I have never killed a shark in this way,

nor have I ever seen one seize a patent log,* though I have often

wondered why they did not do so. My venerable friend; Mr. E. L. Layard,

whose long and honourable career in the diplomatic service in southern

regions has given him a very wide experience of the fish of tropical

seas, assures me that sharks do take patent logs, and in a private letter

cites one experience in particular during a voyage on board one of our

old-time frigates, in the course of which several patent logs were

* I have frequently observed sharks swimming just behind patent logs, and remember
catching one such swimmer with a bit of " spun " pork. He took the latter at once and

gave rare sport.
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—

New Zealand Spinning Lure, made of wood, lined with shell cut from the

"Haliotis" or "Venus Ear" shell. Length, 3^ ihch
;
greatest width, =Jth inch ; depth,

^ inch. Curved so as to spin. Barb and point made of human bone, tied to the shank

with native thread. This hook had a fringe of feathers round the base of the bend.

2.—Soi-OMON I.5LAND HooK, made of tortoise (i.e. turtle) shell, softened so as to

bend by a process, known to the natives, which makes the hook very strong. It is 3^

inches long by i inch broad, and has a piece of pearl shell cut so as to resemble a fish

" busked" on to the back. It must have been an attractive lure for the hook and pearl

fish are scratched with teeth marks.

3.

—

Solomon I.slands Lure.—The shank is made of a kind of jade, a pale yellow

and semi-transparent stone. The point is formed of bone and has no barb, while the hook

is eyed—after a sort, the hole or " eye," being drilled by means of the mid-rib of a cocoa-

nut leaf rubbed between the hands and fed with fine sand and water, after the stone has

been heated and a drop of cold water has caused scaling by the sudden cooling. The
"feather" in this case is a tuft of hair, and the length of the hook is 3^th inches, and its

diameter ^ inch.

5.—This represents one-half of a Spinning Lure, 5 inches long, made on the Fiji

native plan. The other half was bitten in two and carried off by a fish.

4 and 6.—These are specimens of (i) South Sea Island and (2) Cevlon Tackle.
Both, it will be observed, are cunningly "guyed " so as to relieve the strain.

It may be mentioned that these hooks and lures are now rare and have been super

seded by "trade" hooks.

Primitive Lures .4.nd "Flies."— Sketched from the originals.
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Tuined by the sharks ! Nor is this ' all that Mr. Layard's name
suggests by way of illustrating the question under discussion by

those many examples which the world of fish affords, with that happy

analogical latitude is one of the charms of speculative "anglology."

I have mentioned the primitive angler and his lures and have spoken

of him with respect as Mr. A. Priori. There is no necessity so to

<iescribe him. Thanks to Mr. Layard's kindness the hooks and lures

•of the primitive angler lie before me, or at least the hooks and lures

that were used by certain South Sea savages before the white angler

discovered them. These hooks and lures are as instructive as they are

interesting. Some of the former are on the cross-thorn principle,

^till used on our South-East coast by anglers " ledgering " for

flounders, while others are exquisitely carved in mother-of-pearl

.and bone and are in every way efficient eyed-hooks ! The lures,

iowever, are more interesting. They are as truly imitations of fish,

the material out of which they are carved being bright mother-of-pearl,

.as the most up-to-date of imitation spinning baits. Moreover, they are

constructed to spin, and are swivelled and otherwise singularly "well

.adapted for their purpose. A few of them suggest " flies " of a

primitive kind, and all are, as I have said, singulary suited for the

end they have in view, namely by their resemblance to something

•edible, to tempt fish to their doom. When to this similitude to food in

.situ, is added the life-like resemblance to food which they bear in

motion, I am back again at my starting point and can only repeat that

.the dictum, whatever is is good to eat, really explains all the

apparent anomalies in fish lures, even though some baits are

natural and some are unnatural. A worm, a dry, fly of suitable

pattern, a May-fly, a caddis grub, are all natural baits when naturally

presented, and fish take them, and die, I hope, with a clear con-

science and in the knowledge that their appetite, if it has shown

them to be greedy, has not proved them as foolish as fain. Present

these lures unnaturally, and they are no longer natural baits,

just as joints of beef and mutton do not, outside of a Drury-lane

pantomime, grow in kitchen gardens on cabbage stalks. Wasp

^rub is another natural bait, so long as it does not swim up

stream, and is most natural when it drops off a tree, while the same may

he said of a young frog when it hops off a bank with a hook in it.
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What, however, of a prawn boiled and prepared, that salmon often take-

with avidity, of bullocks' pith and brains, so fatal to your winter chub,

of cheese paste, loved of the same, of creed wheat that tempts the-

September roach to his doom, of the prepared bread paste of the Lea
" poler," of cherries and boiled potatoes for carp, of prawn and anchovy

paste and of that cross between a cow's tail and an old wife's red

" mutch " called a pike fly, and other lures of an anomalous and un-

natural character ?
' They are all taken because they either are or

appear to be good to eat and are merely quoted because they are in-

structive analogies.

What then is the final conclusion to which all this points in the case

of trout ? The answer to that query may be thus summarised. A trout

does appear to, associate danger more readily with some things than

with others, and this in itself argues a certain power of reasoned

memory, which is strange in an animal said to possess no brain cortex

—the alleged seat of mnemonic power. As, however, a trout's vigilance

is differentiated by its sensations in being, by its appetites, impulses, and

instincts, in the broadest and narrowest sense of these terms—and'

varies far more with habitat and the altering conditions of existence^

such as high or discoloured or low and clear waters, lake or stream, in

the same fish than it does in the fish of different rivers, a trout's

education is not a question of reason but of sensation, and is dependent

for its degree upon those circumstances which appeal to the sensational'

in fish.

If this final conclusion can be held to be justified by the facts I have

adduced and the analogies I have utilized from fish life in general, then'

the philosophy of the fly may be said to be based on general or

eternal principles which may vary in their realization according to the

special circumstances of their realization. One is forced to recognize-

that circumstances make a difference in the sensations produced by

certain flies whether this difference be due to the mere external

appearance of the fly or to its mode of motion. By this philosophy of"

the fly alone can we not only evade acknowledging the existence of

educated trout in the fullest sense of the term, but can at the same time

attribute the apparently educated condition of the trout of certain

waters to a perfectly intelligible cause. The theory, moreover, in no-

way derogates from the claim of dry fly fishing as practised to be;
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considered the highest development of angling art, since it accords to-

the floating flyman the task of betraying the most superlative dexterity

in avoiding the giving of a trout alarm through his sensations under

circumstances which are most Hkely to make him see an ignotum pro •

terrible in every shadow and something unnatural about every fly..

Nay more. It not only preserves, when the conditions alter, the

optimism of the trout in the matter of food, but admits all anglers-

with the fly, each in his degree and the loch fisher with the rest,

within the sacred circle of the elect. Finally, it emphasises what

appears to be the trend of thought on the subject, namely, that

the fact that trout occasionally in some waters, invariably in others,,

take small moving objects, which as truly and sometimes as nearly

imitate aquatic insects as do the most exact imitations of

true flies, is a sufficient justification for the use of flies, framed

in imitation of such insects, being termed scientific angling.

As the loch fisher with the fly almost invariably, but not exclusively,

uses such imitations and uses them, as I shall presently show, in am

even more natural kind of way than does the stream angler, it is

obviously of some moment in the settling of an old-standing, but always

"sportingly-waged," strife to have this point settled and the mutual con-

cessions which it involves amicably granted. Of the philosophy of the

fly, as I have stated it, it can at least be affirmed that it is not a

philosophy based either on exceptions or on observations narrowed to-

a restricted field. It is broad-based on a recognition of the eternal

principles of fish life not merely in the stream and lake but in the wide

waters that wash the world ; and while thus a philosophy of limitless

range, it is declaratory and realises that within the narrower waters of

rivers and lochs, certain circumstances must be recognised, if the laws

formulated are to bear a declaratory character and do justice alike to-

the skill of the far and fine school who tempt trout to their doom on

the shallows of sun-lit waters by holding one kind of mirror up to

nature and the loch fisher who on the broader, darker, and deeper

bosom of the lake holds up another but not less true mirror to nature,

as he must read her, to reflect the moods of her children and catch the

inspiration of those lessons that have won for angling the proud title of

the contemplative man's recreation.
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The Philosophy in Practice.

The practical application of the philosophy of the fly as stated ob-

viously involves, as the theory is a compromise, a reco'gnition of the dual

character of " flies," of " flies,'' that is to say, as we know them either as

imitations of known ephemerids* or known aquatic insects, or as fancy

iJies that resemble no insect, aquatic or otherwise. If, thereforei one

takes any series of loch flies and determines tO' use that series, the list

•of flies thus chosen will, in terms of the sensational philosophy of the

fly, divide itself intO' three varieties of flies, which may be classified

under the following heads :
—

'

I.—^Flies that represent "flies" in the popular sense.

2.—^Flies that represent aquatic insects.

.3-—'Flies that represent " hybrids " in the popular sense, and may be

(a) Fancy aquatic insects.

(b) Fancy " flies."

(c) Fancy hybrids with so'me of the features of both.

Now it is obvious that on the last analysis the distinction drawn em^

braces only two varieties of flies and that for purposes of angling classi-

fication, it might be sufficient tO' divide flies, into surface flies and sub-

aqueous flies.

The value in use of such a division becomes clear when one con-

siders that it secures a classification for angling purposes of flies that

may and should be used as " first dropper," or " bob " flies, flies, that is

to say, that can be fished high, and flies, that are second, third, or

tail flies, which may and should be fished deep. It may be observed

that the sensational theory of the fly in its practical application really

amounts to the laying down of the axiom that the more natural or

imitative a fly is, and the more natural the manner in which it is brought

under the notice of a trout, the less likely is that trout tO' be alarmed

by the necessary discrepancy between the appearance and movements

* The phrase is used in its popular sense.
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of the most cunningly contrived and cleverly presented imitation and the-

real Simon Pure. This is the general principle underlying the theory

which admits, in accordance with the irresistible deductions drawn,

from angling experience, that trout take and always have taken imita-

tions of " flies that fly,'' made tO' behave in a manner in which they

never do' behave or, in other words, in a most unnatural manner. Dead

flies or half drowned flies do not swim up stream or sail either in the-

eye or close to the wind in a lake, but nevertheless we know that both

in streams end lochs trout take our winged messengers of death, whose-

vitality thus displays itself in a triumph over the grave. The explana-

tion given of this apparent inconsistency in troutish behaviour is that the-

drowned or dead flies are not taken for the flies we intend them to be

taken for, but for aquatic insects of an indeterminate and by us, if not

the trout, an unclassified kind tO' which, by the motion we impart, we

give a deceptive character. As this explanation is fully in accordance

with the sensational theO'ry of the fly, which attributes an optimism' tO' the-

trout in the matter of food summed up in the dictum " whatever is, is

good tO' eat," and only assumes as a condition precedent tO' its exceptions

a ro'using of sensations that run counter tO' the main impulse, it must be-

accepted as wholly satisfactory.

As I have' already observed, however, to return to the main classifica-

tion of flies, the endeavour of the practical angler must be to confine

his varieties of flies, as far as possible, to imitations of natural insects-,

and flies, while the principle on which the use of these flies or insects-

must be based is that they must be made to act as naturally as possible—
aquatic insect imitations being worked low, and " fly '' imitations being

worked high.

When out on a loch the most careless observer cannot fail to have-

been struck by the fact that all flies oo the water, whether dead and

drowned, or half drowned, or merely held prisoner in its grip, necessarily

travel down wind. Though this fact is thus writ so very large on the-

water of all lakes, there is no truth that has been sO' largely disregarded

by the loch angler who is content to accept the traditional methods, and

does not seek to elevate his sport intO' an art and a science and, there--

fore, pro tanto enhance the pleasure tO' be derived from the pursuit

and the study of his pastime. Of so' great importance do I esteem the-

recognition of the simple fact just cited that I have no hesitation in^.
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attributing any success I may have achieved as a loch fisher to a recog-

nition of the principle involved as a modifier of my methods and as

one of the bases of my general plan of campaign. Strictly speaking all

loch flies that are imitations of flies and not imitations of aquatic in-

sects should be worked down not up-wind, whereas by most anglers they

.are worked nearly up-wind irrespective of their imitative character.

When a " cast," as usually happens in actual angling, carries imitations

.both of aquatic insects and of flies, the degree of departure from the

natural motions of the lures is obviously not so great, and can by the

. exercise of care be reduced to a minimum by varying the working of the

" flies," so a,s to recognize the proper principle of motion that should be

.applied to each kind of lure. I shall, of course, explain the application of

this principle when dealing with " casting " and the various methods of

_ fishing different varieties of lochs. At present I merely state the theory of

, my plan so far as it is necessary to the elucidation of the princi^ples

.regulating the selection and use of certain flies for loch fishing.

Now, it is obvious that if our aim is tO' limit our list of flies as far as

. is possible tO' flies that are imitations of natural insects which fly over

- or swim in the lake, or in a word are eaten by the trout, it is clear that

we must choose " flies " that occur in nearly all lakes. Now the most

co'mmon water insects are the fresh-water shrimp (strictly speaking a

crustacean), and the various varieties of water beetles, though the latter

from an actinic point of view may be under normal circumstances, classi-

fied for practical purposes as embracing only one variety. Whether

loch fishers have or have not been actuated by any definite purpose in

the matter, whether they have consciously or unconsciously given prac-

tical recognition to the sensational theory of the fly, it is certain that in

making the " teal and red," or " teal and claret," or " teal and black," and

the " heckum peckum^ " standard loch patterns, they have shown a wise

discretion of choice worthy of the most deliberate and reasoned applica-

tion of the lessons of observation tO' practice. Familiar as are these pat-

terns, theirs is the familiarity of long use that should breed not contempt

'.buc respect, for they are essentially imitations of the natural food of the

trout, and even in lakes where the shrimp is not found, the " teal and

red," under the exception I have already noted and which applies with

equal truth to many wet flies when used in rivers, can still claim

to be a natural imitation of a darting insect which the trout takes for
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what it appears to be,, something alive and of the insect order, and
therefore good to eat. Both flies, however, should be used in a natural

manner, and as both represent aquatic insects, in the sense I have

;already explained, they should obviously always be used as tail flies—
or at the worst as third droppers, the ideal position for both on the

same cast being " teal and red " as tail, and " heckum peckum " as the

fly next tO' it.*

So firm is my faith in these two patterns, so- assured am I that, fished

in their proper position and in a proper manner, they are the twO' most

-deadly loch flies in existence, that if I were condemned tofhe hard lot

•of angling for loch trout from AprU to September and were sentenced

to six months hard labour on the lakes that lie between Windermere in

•the South and the lochs of Ultima Thule in the North, and between

^Loch Leven in the East and the Wilds of Connemara in the West, and

further were ordered by the court tO' restrict my flies tO' twO', I should be

content with " red and teal " and " heckum peckum." Nor would I keep

the court waiting for a decision. My choice would be instantly and

finally made. There is, of course, a tendency to mistake the most

taking fly for the fly that being most often in use is most often pre-

.sented to the trout when in a taking mood, and therefore very naturally

kills most fish. But this possible fallacy is not illustrated by the loch

fisher's most faithful servants the " teal and red " and the " heckum

peckum." They kill occasional trout when other flies kill none at all

and in lochs where large trout only are found and one has to wait,

for a feeding fish, as the dry fly man has to wait, there

are no flies which tempt tO' their doo^m more " marked down " and

specially angled for trout than do the two> flies in question. Nay more.

The- latitude, which the sensational theory of the fly admits, is well

illustrated by another excellent quality these flies possess. When loch

trout are on the move, or in other words are questing under the over-

mastering impulse of hunger or superabundant life and activity, they are

naturally not very particular in the matter of flies, so long as in pattern

*The " Heckum Peckum '' as it represents a corixa—an insect which can and
sometimes does fly, and one which is under the necessity of coming to the surface to

breathe, may, of course, be fished rather higher than the
'

' teal and red."To sink and
-raise it is to " move it " naturally, for when the corixa is coming up to breathe it is, like a

seal, in its most defenceless state—a fact which the trout may well know. I presume

that the reader is aware that a corixa with a broken oar is quite helpless. This note refers

-only to uninjured corixae.
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and size they are fairly reasonable. When, however, the fish are either

not hungry or lethargic and are not on 'the move or are keeping low a

fly of great visibility under ordinary conditions of lighl^ will often tempt

them to rise, when a fly that is not visible and is, therefore, not a

temptation cannot afford the predisposing cause necessary tO' produce-

the desired effect. As both the " teal and red " and the " heckum

peckum " have this quality of visibility, even in this aspect they are-

better flies than any other patterns. Their proper dressing will be found

iti the list of loch flies set forth in the course of this chapter.

Though I have thus sung the praises of these two' patterns, it is-

obvious that they very far from exhaust the list of indispensable pat-

terns of sunk flies which the angler should possess.

Angling is such a complex subject that whenever one appears to have-

completed a fairly satisfactory general survey of a particular item, some-

after-thought arises. In this case the rule holds good, and I may

here mention a peculiar habit of loch trout suggested by the two- flies

with' which I have been dealing. In some choice and quiet comer of

a lake on one of those glorio'us summer days when, loch fishing not only

affords its highest joys,, but also' demands the greatest measure of skill,.

I have frequently observed that feeding trout, while ranging up and

down, like ceaseless sentinels and vigilant warders, some yards of shore

under the shady boughs, now and then sucking in a specially tempting

fly amongst the hundreds at their disposal, will nevertheless almost al-

ways take an artificial fly as presented and invariably show a marked pre-

ference for, an active keenness with regard to, such a fly that is in strange-

contrast to- their lazy indifference tO' the rich feast spread on the bo-unti-

ful table of nature. When one attempts to solve this mystery of mood,

the light that comes illumines the old and reveals new beauties in ang-

ling not as the art of killing fish but as the science of those stepping

stones to higher things. The trout, this warder of the mere, that stands-

spear in hand keeping his ceaseless watch and ward over .the stronghold

of the stout fin, the choice pasture won by the might of lithe activity and'

the courage of blue blood, illustrates in every phrase of his mood the

psycholo-gy of desire—.the lust of nations and the striving of man against

man and of roan with himself. The easy morsels that lie to his hand

are not worth taking, in part because custom has staled their variety, in"

part because they are already the spoil of his spear and bow, in part
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because nO' rival can dispute possession." But this darting lively trio or

quartette that suddenly sweep across his ken as he moves with stately

motion to and fro,, these may be the spoil of another and are themselves

a challenge to the Alexander of the lake—^an object of temptation be^

cause novel, an object of desire because the sword jnay flash over their

mastery, the red maze of rival war have to be trodden before they are

made captive of the appetite that has led the trout prisoner. If Aristotle

had been an angler, he might well have been a wiser man. But even

the angler pure and simple, whO' throws all lessons of his art to the

winds save those that enable him to bring trout down toi the grave with

blood has in this trait of trout a very instructive object lesson. The

fish obviously takes the moving, lively, artificial flies- simply because

they are lively or life-like, and are behaving in a natural or tempting

manner. It is an old trick of the scientific sea-trout fisher with the

fly in lochs to take advantage of this peculiarity and when fish are rising

short, as I shall show when dealing with that aspect of my subject, a

little extra movement deliberately and carefully imparted to the fly will

often convert a merely inquisitive fish of a particular type intO' a taking

fish.*

It must not be supposed that because I have thus devoted so much

space to singing the praises of the " teal and red," and the " heckum

peckum' " as imitating the shrimp and one of the corixae, these two flies

exhaust all that is excellent by way of imitation in soi called " flydom."

On the contrary, though there are no flies which equal them in all-

round excellence and invariable deadliness, there are just as many flies

which may be used with effect on lochs as there are flies which can be

and axe used with excellent results on our rivers. I do' not desire, how-

ever, to involve myself in a discussion of the admittedly intricate prob-

lem whether flies fished wet that are imitations of .flies that fly are or axe

not taken by the trout for imitations of the flies which they are intended

to imitate. The sensational theory of the fly evades that speculative

issue if it does not satisfactorily explain the reason why trout take

certain imitations of flies behaving in a way the originals never behave.

The avidity with which trout take such flies varies with their

mood, and it is very possible—and indeed probable—^that a rise of the

*This trick of the trade is also useful when large fish are coming in hesitating fashio.i

3n a palra and the rise isas long-drawn as that of a dimpling dace.

P
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natural insect of which the fly used is an imitation merely acts as;

a predisposing excitation of appetite and occupies as surface bait an

exactly analogous position to ground bait. That this is true of the

loch, a series of experiments I made during the past two seasons en-

abled me to establish to my own satisfaction. On a certain lake whichi

contained only large and well-fed fish, three particular varieties of flieS).

to wit, the green drake, the grey drake, and the red ant were specially-

abundant. The former, as sometimes happens, were present in greatest:

abundance during the pride of the day. When a special burst of fly

would rise like a yellow snowstorm and go fluttering down the breeze

and the lake was covered with these proud Argosies and flaked with their

wrecked predecessors, occasionally a rise of trout would follow. Dur-

ing such a rise, it was, however, the exception and not the rule for the'

fish to take a green drake. As a matter of fact during such rises I killed

all my fish on a large zulu fished very high. Similarly when the loch

would, owing to a sudden squall or some other reason, be suddenly

sown with a cloud of red ants that distributed themselves over its sur-

face, the fish would again be excited to rise, by the suggestion of food,

th-ough but few of the flies would be actually taken. During such a

rise most of the fish I killed were taken on the " teal and red " or "heckumi

peckum," or indeed on the " sunk " flies I happened to be using, but few

or none were taken on the " bob " fly.* In the evening, however, wheni

the grey drake came out at a period of the day corresponding with the

general feeding time of the trout, that fly was taken by every trout that

rose, and was not only the predisposing cause of the rise by the idea of

appetite it suggested to the trout, but was the very object of that ap-

petite, which nothing else oould satisfy. The inference I drew from)

this experience, after it had been repeated sufficiently frequently to

show that it was a rule and not an exception that I was observing, was

the very natural one, that when trout are merely excited to feed by a

rise of a certain fly not 'co-incident with their natural feeding time, they

will, at least in lakes, take any fly and will take that fly best which re-

* This view has been slightly modified by iny experience while these pages were ini

the Press. I had not at the time referred to designed the Red Ant, whose dressing

is given. This June, however, during a rise of "Alders,'' I kjUed 8 trout (laflb.

with the " Red Ant." The rise was confined to a calm spot and was entirely produced by
"Alders." It lasted some three-quarters of hour, and was so localised that not another

rise was seen that day on the loch. For some further remarks on the points touched on,,

vide the chapter on '

' Moods of Loch Trout.

"
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sembles most closely in movement the fly that is the predisposing cause

of the " move.'' I use the phrase " move " advisedly, for to set a trout

in motion, or in other words, rouse him from his lethargy, is to wake him

up to a sense of the presence of fqod or of the fly

—

a. fact that may result

in his being tempted tO' his doomi. On the other hand I came to the

conclusion that when the feeding hour of a fish has arrived—and it is

to be presumed that appetite has its seasons in trout as in other animals

and may suit itself tO' the oppwrtunities of its gratification—and a rise

of a particular fly occurs, then that fly is almost exclusively taken by

the trout and is the proper fly to use.

It follows, therefore, from these observations of what are facts of

nature—and the conclusion is absolutely in accordance with the sensa-

tionaJ theory—'that unless the fish are feeding on a particular fly tO' the

exclusion and rejection of all other flies and forms of food,, then any

fly will kill, providing it is not too outrageous a lusus naturae, while its

deadliness will vary, first with the degree of its divergence from or

adherence to the mode of motion of the predisposing fly, and secondly

the mode of motion of the fly which it is supposed to imitate. Even

when it imitates no living thing in appearance, the mode of motion re-

mains still of the same importance, as certain considerations already

' stated conclusively show.

I do not, as I have already indicated, propose tO' discuss the wider

problem of why trout take imitations of natural flies behaving unnatur-

ally. It is enough toi know that they do' take them, and take them loo

in terms of the sensational theory because they appear good to eat, and

the hungry trout, mistaking themi for what they are or appear to be, does

not stand and examine.

To return, however, to the imitative aspect of loch flies, it is obvious

that save under abnormal conditions and when fishing for small and

ever-hungry fish, the fly that imitates the natural food of the trout wili,

when naturally worked, not only kill the greatest number of fish and

.secure the largest and presumably the most cautious, the best fed and

most fastidious specimens, but will also tend tO' the production of a

more scientific and instructive style of fishing with higher ideals and

more scientific aims. A system of fly-selection that reconciles the

utilitarian in results with the scientific in ambition is obviously a satis-

fying system because it hits the golden mean and combines, as it were.
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the pursuit of geology with the discovery of gold nuggets by way of

reward for the virtue displayed. It is on this principle that I now sub-

mit a list of loch flies with their dressings, which I have divided into

flies that are. tO' be used as first droppers and files that are to be used

as second, third or tail flies. The latter are either imitations of natural

aquatic insects on which the trout feed or are flies that might be aquatic

insects on which the trout would feed were they like the famous sky-blue

horse removed from the categpry of the lusus naturae. The former are

either imitations of flies found on all waters, or are merely winged

creatures that represent themselves and may appear tO' the trout tO' be

good to eat. Finally certain of the flies are patterns selected merely for

their visibility and power to tempt when all other patterns have failed.

" SUBAQUEOUS " FLIES.

1. Teal and Red. Tail, three or four long strands of red cock twice or

more the length of the main fly ; body, red silk or red wool ribbed

with silver ; wing, teal finishing with a black tip ; hackle, red furnace

dressed to fall close under the fly lengthways.

2. Improved Teal and Red. The same as the above without any tail,

but with some long purple strands dressed just to overlap the teal

wing.

3. 'Heckum Peckum. Tail red cock, body same as teal and red ; hackle,

red cock; wing, greeny-black feather from mallard, as glossy as

possible.

4. Improved Heckum Peckum. Same as above, body greenish herl of

peacock. This is not a fancy fly.

5. The Crow Zulu. Tail, red ibis; body, black ribbed with silver;

hackle, black ; wing, blue crow, as burnished as possible.

6. Woodcock and Red. Same as Red and Teal, save for its woodcock

wing.

7. The Tadpole. This fly must be dressed on long shanked hooks of

the " Salmo Irritans " type. It is simply an imitation of the tadpole.

My dressing is a thick hackle at the head of the hook, bunched so' as

to resemble the tadpole, and two long strands hanging loose, and

either a silver or a hurl body. It is, in one sense, a fancy " fly " and

its use is only recommended as a last resource. It is certainly a

more sporting lure than a trolled minnow.
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8. The Cardinal. Tail, red ibis ; body, red ibis, ribbed with silver or

gold ; wings, red ibis ; hackle, furnace.

9. The Red Stuart or Improved Cardinal. Tail, golden pheasant ; body

all silver; wings, red ibis; head, peacock hurl; hackle, red ibis.

Another variety (dressed very small) is : tail, red ibis ; wings and

hackle, red ibis ; head, peacock hurl ; body, half silver, half peacock

hurl, the silver being next the head.

10. Any of the flies usually used in river fishing as wet flies.

DROPPER FLIES.

1. The Zulu. Tail, red worsted or Indian crow; body, black silk, silver

ribbed ; hackle, black, with a suggestion of green.

2. March Brown. In all its forms.

3. Cow Dung Fly (cinnamon and gold). Wing, landrail; body, all

gold ; hackle, yellow. The " all gold " is better in lochs than down

or wool.

4. The Blue Upright as usually dressed.

5. Black and Silver. Wings, coal black ; body, all silver ; tail, golden

pheasant.

6. The Red Ant. Body, red silk ; legs, red hackle ; wings, blae, dressed

one pair at the head, the other pair at the tail of the fly. The second

pair may be reversed ; this dressing gives the appearance the fly pre^

sents on the water.

7. Any fly that is used in rivers in its season and occurs in lochs, in-

cluding the Grey Drake, dressed with Egyptian goose wings and a

yellow silk black-ribbed body, or staw, and the house fly* which the

black and silver fairly imitate.

While I was engaged on this chapter I was naturally interested to-

note that the " Field " with that great journalistic insight which char-

acterises the editing of its angling columns, had instituted a sort of

plebiscite of favourite flies. The voters were limited to three flies, and

amongst loch flies selected apparently as first choice the claret and mal-

lard. I quote the words of the article answering the result of the plebis-

cite, premising that the authority of the voters is not stated—a matter

of moment, for in angling witnesses must be weighed not numbered.

*For the dressing of this and other patterns, vide the list of sea-trout flies in a later

chapter.
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"Next coming to loch flies, the feature of the discussion was the

almost unanimous opinion that in loch fishing the well-known claret and

mallard held much the same position as the Jock Scott did in salmon

fishing. The opener of the discussion recommended a claret and mal-

lard for general use, a zulu, owing tO' its strong contrast of colour, for

very dark days or dark peat-stained water, and a rather lightly coloured

red bodied palmer for clear water, on bright, breezy days. The next

speaker said the best loch flies were the teal and red and the zulu.

This was followed by a recommendation tO' use the mallard and orange,

the claret and mallard, and the March brown. One who had had some

experience in Norway spoke of the value in that country of the teal and

Ted, the March brown, and the coachman. It was interesting to note

how several of these experienced fishermen gave evidence of their faith

in local patterns, while others declined to allow them any special virtues,

alleging that the local patterns often arose from the limited resources of

the local fly-dresser, who wO'uld, if he could get nothing better, dress

his body with a bit of wool torn from the nearest hearth rug or carpet,

a:nd, if needs must, make a black wing from a rook or crow. This sug-

gestion of using black wings may seem far fetched, but, as a matter of

fact, black is used in. a few fairly wellrknown patterns, and local anglers

-who have to study economy often dress their own flies in this fashion.''

It will be observed that claret and mallard does not occur on my list

for the simple reasons that I have never found it a specially attractive

fly for brown trout, though an excellent sea-trout fly, that it is an

imitation of nothing unless a very incorrect one of a red ant (this position

is not specially important save in the sense already indicated) and finally

that after comparing the results obtained by using it and the other

patterns to which I have given preference, those other patterns enjoy a

most pronounced ascendancy. The second point that strikes me in

this up-to-date expression of what is presumably popular opinion is the

preference given to dark flies for use in dark waters and on dark days,

and the recommendation that bright flies should be utilised on bright,

breezy days and for clear waters. It is totally opposed to my experience

on lochs which tallies with that of Franck, gathered by a study of

salmon rivers. Franck, who may fairly claim to be the first of all

tourist-anglers, recommends a dark fly for bright day and, by impli-

cation, for bright waters and a bright or gay fly when the day—and
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presumably the water—"is promiscous and dark occasioned by smooty

and discoloured clouds."* Franck, it is true, is not referring to lochs, on

which his experience was singularly unfortunate and in which he seems

only to have fished with set lines, but to rivers, so that his evidence is

of more archaeological and analogical interest than practical value. At

the same time as he was a keen observer—ihis descriptions of salmon

-when spawning and of the places he visited are wonderfully accurate—the

fact that he differs on this point from most of the modem authorities on

salmon fishing is not without significance. Had he been writing of

Jochs, the opinion he states would have been entirely in accordance

with the lessons which experience has taught me. I leave the subject

at this point to resume it a little later and pass tO' the next thought sug-

gested by the extract from the " Field " which I have given. I ami

struck by the fact that no reference is made in the choice of flies to the

season of their use and presume, as I am warranted in presuming,

that the reason for this omission is to be found either in the fact that a

season enduring from May tO' the end of August is assumed, or it is taken

for granted that the angler will find that season in loch flies is a matter

of no moment. I scarcely pause to examine' this statement—^as I shall

shortly be referring tO' the question of season as it affects loch flies, but

will content myself with pointing out that whichever alternative be

adopted as the explanation, the result is retrogression, a lowering of the

scientiflc standard in loch fishing and a consequent loss of much of its

inner charm. Finally I am struck by the opinions expressed on the

subject of local flies. These may be summarily dismissed. Local flies

are mostly legacies of chance successes with nondescript flies on abnor-

mal days, when the fish have been so keenly mad for food, so bent on

seizing all that moves and appears to be good to eat, that they will rise

at a bit of wood or a piece of cork in the eagerness of rivalry to be there

first. Moreover it is impossible in the matter of local flies to ignore

the well ascertained fact which I have so frequently mentioned, .that

trout do not always stand and examine, and even in rivers habitually take

wet flies that are abnormally unnaturgj because being imitations, they

utterly depart from the natural habits of those imitations. It is on this

.analogy a safe presumption that local patterns are taken by the fish on

what may be termed the omnivorous principle already explained in

* Northern Memoirs, p. 158, et seq.
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dealing with the " Philosophy of the Fly." The fallacy that urrderiies.

faith in local patterns is, I may say in concluding this lengthy digression,

the self same error which underlies the advice of the guide book, " trout

are- partial to a grey wing and a red body," or some other imaginary

" favourite " fly. There is no' such fly as a specialised favourite fly. In

lochs all flies that are favourites are general favourites, though it may

happen that on certain lochs a fly becomes a favourite with a reputation;

simply because the trout are ready risers or because tradition having

assigned an attractiveness to a certain fly that fly is most used and has,

therefore, most opportunities of finding the trout in a taking mood and

hence of adding to its hereditary fame as a killer. It is on precisely the

same principle that a Trentside salmon angler, if such a being still ex-

ists, whO' has killed one salmon in the course of his career from boy-

hood to old age, will declare that the spinning, bait with which he

secured that sample of the rari nantes in gurgite vastoi is the one and

only lure of that nature worth using for the king of fish by the man of

experienced wisdom.

I have already indicated—and th& list of flies submitted not as ex-

clusive killers, but as those my experience has justified makes it doubly

clear—thait the ideal cast consists of a shrimp imitation as tail fly, a

corixae imitation as second fly, and an ephemerid imitation as "bob"'

fly, or as it is called in England first dropper. From this it would ap-

pear that I prefer tO' use three flies tO' four. The inference is natural

and it should be pointed out that the use of four flies, though a matter

on which the angler can please himself, is nevertheless not a practice

that prudence justifies in the majority of lochs. It certainly adds but

little to the basket on lakes frequented by large fish and is positively

disadvantageous in such lochs, if something abnormal in the way of

rises should occur. It but rarely happens that four trout of any

size rise at once and it still more rarely happens that when they

do, all so time their rise by chance, that all are hooked. On the first

occasion on which I ever fished that large fish pond, Loch Leven, I rose

four trout at once, but hooked none. On another occasion, however,

when angling in a certain Hebridean lake I rose, hooked, and landed

four fish from ^Vo. to ij^lbs., but the incident was exceptional and

my success was largely due to good luck. As a third example—though

jn mentioning it I am intruding on the very distinct art and science of
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sea-trout fishing in lochs with the fly—I rose a shoal of sea-trout-

and hooked, when using three flies three fish all over 3lbs. I landed

only one and had' no control over the fish at all simply because their'

antics were so extraordinary that I could scarcely hold the rod for merri--

ment. Had I been fishing with four flies I should have hooked four,-

and had I been fishing with six flies, six fish would have established a

temporary connection. They were lying off the mouth of a burn done:

in by the shore. It is, therefore, not desirable to use four flies, event

on the low ground that one fish at a time is the most satisfactory fish-

ing. There is, however, an exception to this general rule. 'Wheri-

fish a.ie not rising there is a possibility of four flies proving nore attrac-

tive by force of numbers than three—providence on such days being ow
the side of the big battalions. Finally it is obvio'us that in weedy and

reedy lochs the chance of fouling is increased by the use of four flies,-

vrhile there is a much greater risk of your hooking another and smaller

fish when playing a large one and thus losing more than you gain by the

addition of a fourth lure to your cast. On the whole, therefore, three"

flies, under the exception noted, appear tO' be the best number tO' use,

at least in lakes boasting fish of a good size. These flies, as already

noted, should, in terms of the general principle on which loch fishing

with the fly is based, occupy a position in the cast determined by the

character of the real or imaginary insect—swimming or flying—^which

they represent. The bob or first dropper fly will obviously present the

most marked departure from the natural condition under which such

flies are presented by nature tO' the trout. It is, of course, true that

many flies that fly, I use the phrase for the sake of clearness, go skim-

ming over the surface of the; water kissing it here and there. Such flies

are, I believe, known as " flutterers '' in Ireland and possibly in certain

localities out of the Sister Isle. It is true also that trout will rise at

imitations of such flies. 'When they do so, however, it is usually only

during a short season or, as already indicated, when their natural feed-

ing time coincides with the placing on the board of this parti-

cular form of food. Presuming, however, that the skilful angler'

could imitate the fluttering insect—^flies with automatic wing*

and mechanical interiors fitted with machinery being the

obvious triumph towards which the imitative evolution is tending—or'

could when working its cunningly made presentment impart to it the--
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dancing motion, there is no doubt that large baskets would result. He
must, however, impart the appearance of life to the aquatic insects

'that are its attendant harbingers of doom,—subaqueous things that

move and live, being, as a rule,* more tempting to the trout than dead

"dwellers beneath the waves—and, therefore, his " bob " fly must more or

less adapt its movements tO' those of the other two and, on the whole,

tmuch more important flies. At the same time it is not wholly impos-

sible to sacrifice a little of the effectiveness of the deadly twain, for the

sake of the fly that is supposed to imitate the surface insect in form

:and colour and, as far as possible in movement. Obsen'e what that

; movement is. A fly floats on a loch. It is not alternately sucked under,

hurled to the surface and 'twisted round and round in the eddies as it

'is in a river. It may, it is true, be occasionally overwhelmed by a wave

when these run high or it is drowned and waterlogged, its least attrac-

Uive condition within my observation to good loch trout on normal days.f

-Its general motion is steadily down wind in its direction and undulat-

ing in character. It corresponds- in fact to the onward motion of the

"waves, and responds to the impulse of the wind. Sometimes it is true

its motion exactly corresponds to that of a vessel hove tO' some six points

"Off the wind. It lifts tO' the rise and fall of the sea, and while making

-leeway appears to be fighting against the force that is driving it to lee^

ward. This is, perhaps, more pronounced when the wind is blowing

• straight up and down a loch, in which case the direction of the wind and

of the waves will not exactly correspond, the waves deviating from the

true direction of the wind by a point or two' to the " shoreward," toi

: invent a new compass term. In any case it is obvious that the appear-

-ance you desire tO' give to your bob fly is that of a fly floating in the

proper direction and behaving in a natural manner, so that if it is

• amongst half a dozen of the real Simon Pures floating through danger

to death, it will appear to be one of the doomed. This may be draw-

ing too: fine a distinction, but it is nevertheless in accordance both with

the morality and utilitarian expediency of loch fishing, and even in

the assumption that the former is arbitrary, the latter is necessarily

declaratory, because based on the facts of observation and experience.

*An injured minnow is, perhaps, one of the exceptions indicated by the saving clause,

" as a rule.

"

f Vide on this and kindred points the chapter on "The Moods of Loch Trout."
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ZHitherto none of the ordinary flies—^whether floating or wet, and I

2iave experimented repeatedly with the former—^have fully adapted

-themselves to the requirements of the effect desired to be produced.

-In the course of writing this chapter, however,, I received from Messrs.

-Allcock a dozen specimens of flie^ called " Baker's patent dapping flies,"

which appear to me to contain the solution of the difficulty and to fur-

..nish the kind of artificial fly desired. Mr. Baker's ingenious contrivance

.is primarily intended as a dapping fly, and I presume for use in rivers,

'but it appears to me that flies, built on a similar plan and of a similar

pattern, will prove the most deadly first dropper flies that were ever

used in that position on lochs containing trout worth catching, not only

for their size and quality, but also for their " play " and fastidousness.

The hook (the fly is not dressed on it) may be very. small as it is

passed through the body of the fly which can be moved in any direction

.and will, therefore, in a loch respond to the motion of the waves.* If

thrown well up wind in a light breeze or adlowed to diift down wind under

.a carefully controlled restraint, as the boat is kept moving slowly up

wind—^in a manner I shall have tO' describe when dealing with casting-^

•or, if, in a word, used in such a way as to represent as nearly as pos-'

sihle the natural movement of the fly as circumstances will admit, this

ingenious invention will, I feel certain, solve the difficulty I have in-

tdicated.

Mr. Baker's fly contains precisely the idea that has

often shaped itself in my mind when actually fishing

and noting the defects of both floating and wet flies used alternately in

the vain endeavour to secure the imitation of nature desired. I cannot,

iSiowever, pursue further the purely imitative or quasi-imitative application

'Of the philosophy of the fly as stated in the preceding chapter, and must

pass to certain other aspects of the question. I have already pointed

out in several passages that precisely in the same manner as, and not

to a greater degree than, river trout take the fly that are imitations of

natural flies behaving in an unnatural manner, so loch trout take winged

flies made to act as only subaqueous insects act. This fact justifies a

iew observations on the use of loch flies in general. In the first place I

have already incidentally mentioned the question of season as affecting

jiossibly the expediency, and certainly the morality of selection. It is

* I found on actual trial that the flies raised many fish but were rather poor '

' hookers.

"
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obvious that if the loch fisher is to keep before him the scientific and

pro tanto^ the instructive ideal at which modem fly fishing, in its moral

aspect, aims, he cannot afford to wholly neglect the suiting of the flies-

to the season, sO' far as it can be said to affect the reasoned use of his-

lures. The degree tO' which it wUl do' so, depends, it is clear, upon the

duratioii of that season, so that in certain lakes in.

which the 'trout cease rising to- the fly after a

certain date the question wUl be of less moment than in other

lochs in which the trout are in condition as early as March and as late-

as September, and continue to take the fly with most admired regularity

for nearly one half of the year. As I have seen loch trout rising in Islay

in December—a sight that must be still more common in Rum andf^

Colonsay—^it might even be said that t];iere are lakes in which short of"

a close season and the cowardice of conscience the angler might be-

forced to unite a study of summer with one of winter flies. .The con-

sideration, in its serious aspect, is not, however, one peculiar to the-

lake. The seasonal aspect of flies is common to lake and river and'

just as on the river sO' on the lake certain flies, of which the Marcb

Brown is the chief, appear, so' far as effectiveness is concerned, to be-

always taken, and hence tO' be always in season, though naturally they

are more deadly at their natural than at their unnatural period. I have-

already indicated that in lochs trout do not always take most keenly

flies that are in season, and that they frequently take other flies acting

somewhat like the flies in season, when the latter merely occupy the posi-

tion of appetisers or suggestive and predisposing agents. Finally I

have said that within my observation the fly in season is most deadly

at the natural feeding hour of the trout, particularly wh^n a rise of that

fly and the feeding time correspond either by chance or by reason of

their occupying the position of cause and effect. The size of the flies-

used, or, to speak correctly, the size of hook on which the flies are-

dressed is obviously a matter of some importance. Most anglers use-

too large flies and it is difflcult to see why the size should be made, as.

often happens, to vary with the size of the lake for natural flies and'

aquatic insects of the same species are the same size in all lakes, while-

the size of the wave can be a consideration of no- moment in

lakes in which trout take the " fly " in all its forms at all, or, in other

words, feed on the insects, winged or aquatic, which we intimate. Th&
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"biggest wave that ever rolled will not prevent a trout seeing the smallest

fly that ever floated ; in fact, if use goes for anything the eye-sight of

trout accustomed to stormy waters should be proportionately keener than

that of trout in calmer waters whose waves do not " bury " the prey.

Nature, as we know, is an ideal economist and soon enables animals

to develop organs as well as instincts necessary to' the sustaining of

.their being. Fish at great depths are black and blind; those kept in

•darkness are either purblind or blind. Possibly this difference in visual

^ower does not exist in trout ; but of this we can fed certain that any fly,

however small, can be seen and that its visibility depends more upon

Its colour than its dimensions. We tntay, therefore, dismiss the dictum

that large flies should be used in large lakes as meaningless so^ far as

their attractiveness tO' the trout is concerned. It may, of course, hap-

pen as in the case of certain Irish lakes that the trout, when large, rise

only during a brief three weeks or so, when, that is to say, the May fly,

or whatever name it may receive, is on the rise. I confess tO' a

strong desire—^which the exigencies of daily journalism will never, I am
afraid, suffer me to gratify—to- visit one of those lakes and tO' tempt the

fish on calm nights with very small flies. No doubt my efforts would

-result in failure, but if the lessons of the fish pond go for anything, they

'teach conclusively' that your big fish is not a gross but a very dainty

feeder when food is abundant and rich, and once in condition, will pick

and choose only such morsels as suit his fastidious palate. I presume

that lake trout which rise to the natural May-fly make that carnival

the poor man's Christmas of their year—a period supposed by the poet

to cheer his heart for a full twelve months. For the remaining eleven

months and one week; I presume that they eat something even if in

July's pride it be only something dainty. That is the rub. Patience

might kill traditional belief. There are in Scotland a few, but not

many, lakes holding good fish, in which, though there is no carnival, it

is popularly believed tO' be next to useless tO' fly-fish after a certain

period, generally the middle of May. There being nothing in the

•environment of such lakes to justify the local belief which was apparently

based merely on the traditional tenets of the district anglers, who

prefer, I may mention,, trolling -with the natural minnow to fly fishing,

I set myself on two or three occasions to trying very small flies on one

•of these lakes. As it never does yield big baskets, I soon satisfied my-
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self that the local idea was wrong, and killed some trout up to 3lbs. knd?
'

rose one very large fish of between 5lbs. and 61bs. to judge from the

full view of him. I had. There are obviously, therefore, traditions not-

only as to the trout of certain lakes not taking the fly at all or only dur-

ing a certain season or only of a certain size, to wit large, tO' which it.

is just as well not to give any adherence until experiment has verified,

their accuracy. I do not refer so much to some of the Irish lakes^

which have presumably been satisfactorily tested, as to certain Scottish^

lochs and to the flies used upon others, whose season is not in doubt. I

am a firm believer in small flies and have invariably killed my best

baskets by using very small flies in those very lakes, for which large-

flies are locally and generally recommended. The larger the fish and the-

more plentiful the feeding, the smaller should be the fly, is a very safe-

maxim, to which there may no doubt be some exceptions, more appar-

ently satisfying than really so, when all the circumstances are analysed,

attending the capture of a heavy basket on large flies. Big fish do not

want a big mouthful on waters where the fly is plentiful, but big fish,

may take a large fly on waters where the fly is scarce and variety is a

presumptive desideratum. Personally I never use a fly dressed on a

hook above No. 1 2 on the Limerick scale, and cannot conceive why any-

larger hook should be used for ordinary trout, unless, of course, one is.

comipelled tO' imitate a large natural fly, in which case necessity justi-

fies the abuse. If salmon will occasionally take trout flies* when they

reject salmon flies ; if the largest fish in our rivers feed on " smuts," mere-

pin points incapable of human imitation, even, when dressed on a 000

'

hook, and big sea-trout will take finely dressed flies on No. 14 hooks,,

it is obvious that the trout one can reasonably expect to catch in the-

majority of our lakes dO' not need a large fly and are, in fact, usually

angled for with flies that are two large. I presume that many anglers

regard not merely the " raising" but also the " holding" power of hooks'

as a determining factor in the size of the fly to be used, but again I

reply that if I can kill 3 trout weighing iSj^lbs. in. 385^ minutes of

actual fishing in a loch in a dead calm, casting over rising fish withi

flies on No. 13 hooks, it is obvious that there is not much amiss with

their holding power, especially as one of those fish happened to be a'

* The largest salmon ever captured with the fly on Loch Lomond was, I believe,,

killed by Mr. Hamilton Maxwell, on a trout rod and a trout fly.
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lolb. fish. And even if there were, it is clear that if sport is tO' be^

determined bj the difficulties overcome and by the handicap allow--

ance the angler is willing to give the fish,, then the smaller the fly and

'

the finer the tackle the greater is the sport. I confess that short of

'

the pleasure of being in the haunts of nature and studying her life, I ^

can find but little joy in killing some dozens of 3 tO' the lb. fish on 1

ordinary loch tackle, unless there be a chance—^and this is one of the-

charms of lake fishing—of some leviathan coming to avenge his brethren,

and win or lose an Homeric comibat. The angler who desires qua.

angler to drink the cup of loch fishing that is most intoxicating will

.

angle with fine tackle both in lakes where fish are lai'ge and stiff and in i

lakes in which they are large and natural obstables are fairly plentiful.

He will not sacrifice thereby expediency at the shrine of morality. He -

wi'l not only kill more fish, once he toasters the difficulties, but he will

also derive an incalculable increase of pleasure from the chivalrous

.

combat. Non cuivis adire Corinthumi and the best hope of winning it

.

is to suit the tackle to the conditions of the lake of small and " easy"'

trout. Let your rivals continue tO' kill their hecatombs, if they can,

by the " slashing " methods of strong tackle. They are learning no--

tliing and advancing to no ideal. Use small flies and fine tackle;

master the delicate art of the vis major ; study the fish and their habits

.

and watch the life of the lake and let science carry the long names

.

down the wind so long as you know the things themselves. Later you

may take up the delightful task of knowing the insect world by name-

as well as by sight and in any case you will at the least have reft

from the loch one of the joys it can give and be none the poorer.

Finally, there remains the question of colour in flies, which, as I have

frequently indicated, is a more important factor in producing visibility

than size. On the colour of the material used to manufacture flies, the

ethics of loch angling have not, apart from the imitative and hence in- -

structive aspect of the fly question, placed arty very severe limitation. It

is Justifiable to use any imitation of any known insect, winged orotherwise.

When these imitations fail then the ingenious can devise lusus naturae

that might be ferae naturae. Most of the grayling flies used in the

North of England belong to this class and custom has so justified their

use, that though some of them, such as " Bradshaw's fancy,'' are con--

fessedly called fancy flies, yet all of them are standard patterns. In
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lochs the use of such flies is not only justifiable but even occasionally

radvisable.* Such a fly is the improved Cardinal, called iyy some tackle

makers the " Red Stuart " by reason of the fact that in its improved

form I gave it a new lease of life. With this fly in various sizes it is

possible to kill salmon, sea-trout, chub, dace, grayling and lythe and

saithe. I have killed all these fish with it and once came as near killing

'.a. grey mullet as inducing a fish to come up and: examine a fly may re-

•present. It is, however, a better sea-trout than brown trout fly. Its

.-attractiveness appears tO' be due to its colour and it does best in dark

'lochs on dark days and in the evening. I prefer it dressed with a silver

fbcdy, and both for brown trout and salmon the peacock hurl addition

'is desirable. It is not, however, a great salmon fly, but it has more

raison d'etre than the all black and all white flies used by a certain

.rsalmon angler and also salmon slayer in the north, unless tradition has

rtiequeathed an untruth. The quality in fancy flies in loch fishing is

visibility, and they are of service mostly on bad days or when trout are

in a peculiar humour and the angler is puzzled.

Finally, I would point out that there is a tendency in Scotland to

/dress loch flies far too " rough." Such flies are more attractive to sea-

, trout than brown, and they are, .moreover, apt tO' be soft and easily

reduced to shreds. Fine bodies are much to be preferred for brown

trout and are almp'St as necessary in some lochs as small flies and fine

gut. Some further points in connection with flies will occur in the

course of the next chapter dealing with the moods of loch trout—

a

subject that admits of a good deal of speculative discussion and one,

therefore, of more than usual interest.

* It is, of course, quite possible to use the dry fly in loclis, but as it can only be of

-service in a calm or at the most in a very gentle breeze, amounting to little more than a

ripple, any remarks on its employment may be left over until I deal with loch fishing in a

.jcalni; It. may, however, be stated that the dry fly can only, as a rule, be of service on the

loch, as on the river when fish are rising, and that on no occasion have I ever been

.compelled to use the dry fly to kill- a particular fish. Its use is thus not necessary, and is

..only justified because it varies the sport and affords an interesting experiment.



CHAPTER XIX.

The Moods and Humours of Loch Trout.

In our degree we all track with fresh feet the ancient mazes, and

of no subject for thought can it be said with greater truth than of

angling that it is difficult to decide where facts end and speculative

inferences begin to reign. The reason of this is not far to seek.

Fish are still as truly the masters of their own mysteries fenced by the

inviolable world of waters and the elemental fiat of Nature's procul este

as they were before ichthyology essayed to penetrate the secrets of the

wondrous life that lies beneath the deep and of which a single drop of

v/ater is the epitomised reflection. Some light has, it is true, been

thrown by the generous lamp of modern science on much that was

dark in the world of fishes, but the inner mysteries, the secrets of

moods, the marvels of growth, the multiform shapes, the variations in

colour that put even the rainbow's flitting form and changing hues

to shame, these are still, so far as exactitude of scientific definition,

of known cause as distinguished from effect, are concerned, a specu-

lative heritage for the heirs of the ages. We see, it is true, much that

is obvious in the running brook, but we scarcely see it with the clear-

ness with which the geologist has preached the sermons of stones. He
assumes an infinity and through all the years that have rolled down the

steep descent of time can win no summit that is not a rock of faith set

above the mists of reason. He studies effects that time has waxed

old to produce and stands on the one firm spot amidst the roar of chaos

watching the evolution of order by steps he can trace but of the date

of whose foundation stone, he can affirm nothing. The student of fish,

on the other hand, has to study an order that is without a key to its

growth save those inferences from facts, which are themselves vague

and often speculative. The geologist can in a word be inductive ; the

student of fish is almost wholly the slave' of deduction and his premises

are largely assumptions. So true is this that it is difficult to decide

Q
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whether fish problems or the facts of fish life are like puzzles of which.

the component parts can and must be made to fit or are mere kaleido-

scopes that illustrate the beauty of the ever-changing yet perfect sym-

metry of all the designs of nature, of which we appear to catch the

truth only to find that by a sudden and subtle movement of her forces,

the whole aspect of the picture she presents has altered. So' far as the

world of fish is concerned, it is certain that though anglers, each in his

own humble way, have observed many facts of fish life that would in

all probability have escaped even hundred-eyed science, the true " all-

seeing cycle " of to-day, yet that by far the deepest mysteries of moods

and their natural retro-action on habits remain yet to be discovered.

It is true, as I have already shown, that environment as the chief

moulder and the prime maker of appetites, is a very excellent and very

safe guide to- certain habits,, but even environment, studied in all its

aspects, is scarcely able as a didactic agent to solve all the problems of

piscine phychology or to- assign to every mood its proper material cause.

All the truths yielded by a study of environment are mere generalisations,

generalisations, it is true, of incalculable importance, but still generalisa-

tions. We know, for example, that in a good environment—in a lake

over which each day the horn of plenty is emiptied, lusty trout of fastidi-

ous appetite will be found. That is the generalisation. But this truth

hardly aids us in solving the mystery of mioods within moods, or why

a,t one hour these same fastidious trout appear tO' have lost their leading

characteristic and at another appear to have acquired a double measure

of the abstinence of the epicure, and to- have assumed the virtue of an

asceticism that strikes a balance with the equal heaven of which trout

are ithe heirs.*

Yet we are not wholly without some dim light to illumine these dark

places of speculation. The fish-farmer has in a measure come tO' our

aid. He has verified, as most of us had assumed, that trout are, like

other animals, most excellent barometers and respond with all the readi-

ness of an aneroid near the centre of a cyclone, tO' those subtle at-

mospheric changes of which we finer animals, being more mind than

matter, are for the most part wholly unconscious, unless, indeed, nature

* I killed in June, 1899, a very fine trout with a huge horse-leech in its mouth. It

took an ordinary fly. An hour or two later, had he survived, this trout would have been
'

' smutting " as his fellows were.
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has vouchsafed us those most undesirable of personal weather bureaus,

rheumatically-inclined limbs.

Fish-farmers have, in fact, so far solved the problem of moods in

one of its aspects that they have been able tO' lay down the general rule

as absolutely true of fish in captivity, and therefore, ex hypothesi, true

of fish in a state of nature that in cold weather fish do' not feed with

the same degree of avidity as they do in fine, warm, genial weather.

The " common sense " of this rule is obvious. Nay, more. It, is so

consistent with the sensational theory as to- the feeding habits of trout—
moods are specialised habits—^that it is necessary to point out

the correspondence of the rule and the theory. Trout feed in terms of

the theory when there is a predisposing cause—an excitation suggesting

and creating appetite, which according tO' the moral leanings of

the observer, may either be called a tonic or an appetiser. They feed,

hov/ever, with the keenest and most absorbing appetite—^then the over-

mastering impulse—^when times of hunger co^incide with times of plenty,

when, that is to say, not only is there a desire to "feed independent of

the suggestion of food, but the predisposing cause that is the sug-

gestion is also present. Now in the longest and most natural period for

cold weather to occur, namely winter, there is, as a rule, but little of

the material predisposing cause in evidence, or, in other words, food is

scarce. Nature^ being provident, has out of this specialised environ-

ment, evolved a mood or habit, for the line of demjarcation between the

two is not clear, and has endowed trout with the faculty, common to

all animals similarly situated, of doing without. When, therefore, the

season of food comes round and heat,, the handmaiden of summer

spreads the board with all manner of delicacies, plentiful as luscious,

born of sunshine and caloric, the trout, following the same wise econ-

omic provision of nature, eat their fill and soon leave behind all traces

of the lean abhorred monsters that were their winter-selves. Winter,

however, leaves some traces of the habits of its environment. When the

•cold winds blow and the sullen East or the biting North hurl forth

their blasts and a winter sleep falls on the life of food, when each living

thing even the most minute as well as those that he who runs may

see, feels the chill that arrests all motion, that kills the joyous life of

the sun-dance, and ends the fluttering from' fastness tO' fastness, the

trout with the surface sugge.stion gone, gladdens no more our hearts
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with those rings of swirling yellow eloquent of feeding fish, but becomes

either a sulker in the weeds or beneath the stones or a questing hunter

seeking his prey in its lairs and hiding places.

How true all this is to the facts of nature as we find her it seems

scarcely necessary to prove by examples and yet experience on this

point is so instructive that one cannot afford to ignore it. The value of

such experience to the practical angler is that he can find a definite

cause for his lack of success and can moreover replenish his stock of

hope by studying the effect of temperature on fish. If cold, as a rule,

" puts fish down " then he finds his consolation in the fact ; if any

change for the better in the weather will put fish on the rise, then he

has his new source of hope. That both these conclusions are justified

the following experiences will help to prove.

One April day, in 1890, I was fishing Milton Loch, in South Uist.

The wind when I commenced operations was N.E., moderately strong

and cold. As it fell away the sun grew hot and strong, and the trout

began to- show all over the loch, but they would not take my flies. Sud-

denly it fell calm, or nearly so. At once they began to take, and,

when a gentle breeze from the west sprang up, they took greedily for

the ten minutes or so during which it lasted ; every cast I got a fish or

a rise. Shortly, however, the cold grey north-easter asserted its sway,

and not a fish would move. This is only one of many instances; but

could any proof be more conclusive? The joyous burst of sunshine

seemed to reach the hearts of the trout, and made them anticipate

delicate morsels in the shape of flies ; while, when the grey north-

easter swept once more over loch and moor, its cold and cheerless blast

bred despair of delicate and toothsome fare in the troutish breast, and

hence they kept tO' the bottom, because there was but little to be ex-

pected and no' suggestion of food on the surface.

There are, however, no rules without exceptions, and as it is the ex-

ception that must give us pause whenever we are apt to wax vain glorious

over our triumphs as readers of the riddles of troutish moods. Two of

these exceptions may here be noted amongst many that might be cited.

In Loch Guirm. in Islay one April day I fished for several hours on the

weather shore where the water was clearest and the sand had npt been

stirred up by the strong wind that was blowing. A day of ordinary ang-

ling duration yielded me some eight trout and about seven o'clock, as
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the wind was chill and blowing strongly and the sky was clear, hard and

cold, I thought it the part of wisdom tO' seek the seclusion of home.

A certain curiosity made me cross the loch and enquire of a party of

three rods who had, in defiance of the traditions of the loch been fish-

ing the lee shore, how they had fared. I found them in the midst of

a. most abnormal rise of fish, for everywhere, in spite of the cold night,

the hard sky, the biting wind,, the drumlie loch and the absence of

flies and hence of any predisposing cause, trout were rising with such

keenness of purpose, such abandonment of appetite that I added 42

fish to my basket in an incredibly short space of time. It was not

fishing, but slaughter, and all that was required tO' kill fish was a meas-

ure of mechanical accuracy in striking, playing and landing them. Now
read merely in the light of its own apparent facts this experience would

appear to be directly O'pposed to the experience first cited and the

generalisation of moods which it illustrates. On the contrary, when

all the circumistances of the case are stated, it is only at the best a

modified exception to the rule. The day in question was the end of a

phenomenally long and a particularly hard winter, and in its warmier

periods had really been the first day of spring and the harbinger of many

fine, genuine spring days worthy of the best traditions of that season of

hope. No' doubt though human bodies did not respond to the coming

life of the revolving year that was in the air, yet the barometric persons

of the trout nobly answered the subtle invitation and the great rise was

thus not only .the prologue to the omsn coming on, but also., as that

prolc'gue was felt by the life of .the lake in general, the result of an

awakening of the old appetites by material suggestions of the coming

feast as unseen by the eye only studying the surface of the lake, as the

approaching climatic change was unfelt by the body which should have

been that eye's watch tower.

Sometimes, however, great rises occur without my apparent reason

at all, during which all the trout in certain parts of the lake seem, quite

mad, for they boil and spume o.n the surface with fierce boisterous rises

and yet are not feeding and will take nothing. I saw last year two

.such commotions—^they appeared to be battles—on a certain lake which

holds only large fish.- On the first occasion there was a steady curl on

the water, but there were no flies. Suddenly, however, when I was fish-

ing in shore I observed straight out from where I was casting a great
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many of these spluttering rises which gave the loch in that quarter the

same appearance on a small scale as a shoal of saithe or lythe might

have done. They appeared, to my fancy at least, to be engaged in some-

thing very like a battle, because two or three rises would follow in quick

succession near the same place, and they appeared to be caused by

different fish. The presence of an otter also occurred to me as a

solution, but I did not see the tell-tale head appear once, though I kept

my eyes fixed on the spot. The very next day I fished the lake, I saw

a similar sight, but the rise was closer in shore, and so' many fish were

moving that had they been rising at the fly or for feeding purposes, I

should certainly have killed some of them. .As it was none of these

fish paid the slightest attention to my flies, and when I went right in

amongst them appeared to move off a bit and renew the fierce rising

with .which they made the water boil again. It occurred tO' me at the

time that for som,e reason or other a number of the fish had been

rendered in a bellicose mood and that I had witnessed a battle royal

without being able tO' see the details of the fight.

An actual trout duel which I witnessed during the ensuing September

confirmed this opinion. The stream in which the duel took place is in

part artificial, and the portion in which it was fought is fenced off so

that the fish cannot escape. IntO' this fenced portion, over 2,000 trout

of different kinds—rainbows, brown trout, and L'och Leveners—^and

varying in size from ^Ib. tO' i J^lbs., had been put some months before.

The duellists were two' of these fish. One was a female brown trout,

and the other was a female rainbow, a species that has a great reputation

as a fighter at certain seasons. I first noticed the fish through a fierce

commotion and turmoil very similar but on a smaller scale to what I

saw on the loch, that was going on in the smooth water just above

where an artificial waterfall marked " the torrent's smoothness ere it

dash below." On approaching the hurly-burly of the waters, the cause

of their troubling became clear. The female rainbow was at that

moment making a series of determined onslaughts upon the other lady

trout, who, to prevent the charges getting home, was displaying the

agility of an indiarubber fish, whUe watching for a chance to adopt the

excellent tactics of changing a retreat into an attack.

Presently there was a lull in the battle, and both fish, as if by mutual

consent, paused for breath. They lay p^arallel to one another, about
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.six inches apaxt, as neai the surface as they could get, and as close to

the barrier as possible, presumably with the object of having their re-

spective rears protected. In this, as will presently appear, they showed

themselves masters of tactics and wonderfully intelligent generals—

especially for animals who are supposed to possess no brain cortex, and

hence no memory, in the strict sense of the phrase. Suddenly Mrs. Brown

Trout swept swiftly round to- the rear of Mrs. Rainbow, and made a

series of lively dashes and little grabs at the point where the tail joins

the body—^technically known as the wrist. Mrs. Rainbow was, how-

ever, equal to the occasion. As Mrs. Brown grabbed, Mrs. Rainbow's

head went down and her tail up.

Then suddenly changing defensive into- offensive tactics, she swept

round in her turn and delivered a series of vicious attacks on Mrs.

Brown's rear, which compelled that fish to fly and circle round until

the water foamed again. For over an hour the same tactics were pur-

sued, the bouts varying in viciousness and fierceness according to the

duration of the rest between the " rounds,'' when each fish, so to- speak,

retired to its comer to recover its wind. At last I went right down on

the fish and tried to- separate them with a stick. It was of no avail.

TJae rtiO'ment they were left to themselves they were at it again as hard

as ever. Darkness finally shrouded this curious duel, but as the shades

of night fell Mrs. Rainbow seemed likely to be the victor, for Mrs.

Brown's attacks were growing less frequent and more feeble, and she

scarcely ever dared to leave the vicinity of the barrier which protected

her rear.

It may be mentioned that for animals thus tO' lose all their sense of

caution and of fear at the approach of man when the battle rage is on

them is nothing new. A case of twO' king-fishers who were fighting so

fiercely that they suffered themselves tO' be caught by the hand was

recently reported in the South of England, while, robins, blackcock,

capercailzie (shyest and most wary of all game birds), pheasants, and

other birds frequently exhibit the same warrior scorn for man when

engaged in battle with their peers in plumage and rivals in love.

Here then was a practical example of what must often occur in the

loch and give the angler the mistaken idea that he has seen a feeding

fish rise or many feeding rise according to the number of the combatants

and the extent of the battle. The bellicose mood is obviously not one
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to be desired, for during its continuation the fish are intent only on.

pummelling one another and have not the slightest interest in flies or

anything else of an edible nature. It has only one possible advantage.

It may be the means of demonstrating tO' an angler the presence of fish

and on a bad day the sight of fish, whether one can catch them or

not, acts as a renovator of hope and an inspirer of further effort.

"

Nor will the loch fisher fail to occasionally encounter examples of

trout that physicalise the moods or habits, called " bulging," " tailing,"

and " smutting." It is however, a most exceptional circumstance to

find the trout of lochs, peopled for the most part by fish- of a small

size, displaying either of these three irritating, but extremely interesting

phases. On the other hand in lakes abounding in large fish—^and the

number of lakes in which all the trout, from the angler's point of view,

are large fish, is very limited—it may, with approximate truth, be

stated that the trout display all three moods with even greater frequency

than do- the fish of the majority of rivers occupying the same position

on the scale of angling waters. It is, in fact, such a common occurrence

to find large loch trout rising and either not feeding or feeding on

" something " which the angler cannot match, that in certain lakes,

any of these three moods may more truthfully be described as a habit

—a permanent trait of regular occurrence which varies only in the

degree and intensity of its display. Of the " bulging " trout—a trout, that

is to say, feeding on the nymphae of certain flies, before they reach the

surface, the loch fisher need not have the same respectful fear as the

" dry fly " angler. The reason is not far to- seek. The loch-fisher fishes as a

rule with his flies sunk and if he uses certain patterns, he must neces-

sarily present to the trout subaqueous food. For example, if the trout

be feeding—and the false " rise '' is always localised to- certain reaches

and is never universal—^on May flies on their way to the surface, a sunk

May fly will sometimes take fish, though on an average of occasions

the " red and teal," and the " heckum j>eckumi " are, even under such

circumstances, by far the most effective flies. Another and much more

irritating form of " quasi-bulging " I have already described. It occurs

vvithO'ut any apparent predisposing cause but, differs from the true

" bulging," in so far as there is no remedy for its tantalising effect. It

is interesting tO' watch and affords ample scope for much pleasing, but

scarcely profitable, speculation. It may happen at any period of the
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'day, but is of most frequent occurrence, a short time before the begin-

ning of the evening rise in lakes in which that thrice-glorious event is

of certain occurrence.

I have seen occasional examples of both the true and the false " bulg-

ing " even in lakes holding comparatively small fish, and have already

recalled one of many Hebridean instances of the former, during a change

of a very light wind from North-East to West and just before a burst

of sunshine warmed water and moor lying in shivering greyness beneath

a sullen dome of leaden hue. Of " smutting " trout, again, not only

will the lake fisher meet with many examples in lochs holding only

large fish which are in the habit of rising to the fly, but he will also

find that, as in the river, sO' in the lake, the raising of such fish is possibly

a matter of chance and assuredly a feat only tO' be accomplished by the

•exercise of unweared patience and the steady trial of one fly or of many

flies. So far as I am aware,, no' satisfactory explanation has ever been

given of why trout suddenly develop an exclusive love for small pin-

point flies and resolutely decline to look at any other kind of fly

—

artificial or natural. Our leading entomolo'gical anglers, especially

those who' study fish in clear shallow water, must have more and better

•opportunities of observing the cause and effect of fish moods than the

•mere student of fish in lakes can have—even though the education of

the latter has not been confined tO' lochs, but has extended over rivers

of the North and of the South. It is, therefore, a somewhat remarkable

fact that the chalk-stream angler has been content to state the facts

•of this mystery of mood, without attempting tO' solve the problem under-

lying these facts. In attacking this and' kindred questions, the best

plan appears to be to throw all prejudices toi the winds and to give full

play to the imagination—which is merely reason in a fancy dress. Act-

ing on this plan I proceeded on the hypothesis that the " bulging " trout

. and the " tailing " trout are the fathers of the " smutting " trout, or,- in

'other words, that " bulging " and " tailing " are the preliminary stages to

" smutting,'' the causes which produce the effect known by that in-

•elegant, but expressive term. Now " tailing " fish are necessarily less

frequently observed in lochs than in rivers, for the very simple and ob-

"vious reason that lakes are deeper than rivers. Theyi are quite as numer-

ous, however, even if one does not see them save in shallows

.and by reed beds. In the absence of direct ocular proof there is, how-
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ever, the internal evidence, which an autopsy reveals or the extemat

evJdence which trout, as a rule, are willing to aflford by ejecting food

after canture. The field of my investigation was purposely limited to a.

single loch, not only because in a matter of this kind the lessons of one-

lake are necessarily the generalisations one would have tO' deduce from

a study of many lakes with their unavoidable, even if only apparent^

exceptions to the rule inferred from the noted cases, but also- because-

a study of large trout in a good environment of easy plenty and of"

large trout only, so situated, could result in any light being thro-vra on»

a mood, that presupposes and must presuppose the existence of the-

conditions outlined as necessary to- its production and display. It may

happen, and under certain conditions will almost invariably happen,,

that even smallish loch-trout, say fish averaging three to- the pound,

will refuse every known lure, but I can recall no lake in which smalL

trout when on the rise display the malignant " recusancy " of the-

" bulger " or the " taller '' or the " smutter " in lakes and rivers holding;

large and well-fed fish.

Taking the " tailer " first, I endeavoured to record as many instances-

as the big, fastidious fish would permit, of days on which it was ob-vious

by an examination of the food ejected or contained in the gullet or

stomach that the trout had been feeding on shrimps, snails, tadpoles^

and even horse-leaches ! Having noted during the day the nature of

the food contained in, or ejected by, the trout, obviously the next

step in the process of confirmatory observation was to note whether or

not on such days '' smutting " characterised the only assured rise of the-

day—'the evening rise—^and to what degree the " smutting '' responded

to the degree of " tailing " which had been indulged in—presuming that

the intensity of the latter feeding mood could be roughly estimated.

One example of recent occurrence may suflSce to illustrate not only the-

connection between the cause—" tailing "—and the effect—" smutting
""

-^but also the process of confirmation tO' which the hypothesis was.

subjected.

In June of the present year in the lake selected for experimental pur-

poses, I fished diligently on a certain day from 9 a.m. until 3.30 p.m.

without a rise, and I saw only occasional fish break the surface in the

shallows. These were undoubted " tailers." Finally, at 3.30 I rose,,

hooked and landed an exquisitely shaped and beautiful trout of just
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over albs. It came at a red-ant—the fly then on the water in greatest

abundance—with the fierceness of a tiger. On being landed it ejected!

a huge horse-leach about 3 inches long and as black as the proverbial

Sathanas. The old order was resumed until about half-past seven, whem

there was a sudden and rather localised rise. I happened at the moment

it began tO' be within casting distance of the scene of the chief troutish

activity, and in consequence my flies were at once sent over almost the-

first fish that rose. For a short time every fish over which I cast took

the fly and I landed four, and had the rather novel experience (in this

lake) of raising and hooking only very lightly other two. Up tO' this,

point all went well. The fish were not " smutting." Suddenly, how-

ever, they began tO' display this mood and not a single fish that rose^

whether quietly, in which case he merely put his nose up, or noisily, irti

which case he " boiled " like a salmon, would condescend to look at

my flies. I tried " dry fly " and " wet fly," small flies and big, fancy-

flies and, in fact, ran the whole gam^ut of choice, but all were equally

vain. A rise of midges soon made their presence felt and it was these-

pests in conjunction with the previous " tailing " that had obviously-

produced the fastidious mood. Other and previous experiences of a.

similar nature had fallen to- my lot in the same lake and the co-nclusio-n"

appears to- be unavoidable, even if it be not yet wholly justified by a.

sufficient number of instances, that indulgence in a surfeit of animal

food, shrimps, tadpoles and so- forth is, when conjoined with the-

presence of the predisposing agent—^some minute fly—the cause of

" smutting.'' If experience on a lake can be any safe guide to the river

fisher, another and equally necessary conclusion to be drawn is that at

the very beginning of a " smutting " rise and before the immediate cause-

of the rise has had time to- consolidate, as it were, the mood or pre-

judice the taste, trout will readily take ordinary flies of a much larger

size than the pin-point called by the generic name of " the curse."*

My observations of the effect of " bulging " agree in every way with,

the effect produced by " tailing," whether inferred or seen or both, and

* When these pnges were in the press Mr. J. W. Blakey informed me that he once-

killed a smutting grayling with (i) " smuts " in its gullet, and (2) 97 Limnea Peregra in

its stomach. The latter was the only food in the stomach, and very few of the shells were

broken. The fish had indulged in a regular gorge on this food. This grayling took a
Double Palmer. The facts of this case furnish strong confirmatory evidence of the:

general accuracy of the theory.
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though the number of instances I have noted is limited, the effect has

invariably followed the cause.

One is scarcely called upon to prove a negative, but negative evidence

is often the most convincing proof. It is somewhat curious, therefore,

that the angling conditions of the day immediately succeeding the

• one tO' which I have already referred should have provided precisely

the kind of negative evidence desired. It was a bright, hot, calm

day. Little airs were breathed now and then out of the heated still-

ness and with the earliest of these there was a slight, but marked, rise

-of May fly. I began operations when the last fly of the rise was yet

fluttering in the air and when an odd fish was still responding to the

predisposing cause. I was forced to use a rod tO' which my hand was

-a stranger and the one and only fish I succeeded in raising—and I rose

him' the second cast—^was a fish that had just taken the last fly already

Tefened to. He came tO' a sunk May fly of a pattern recommended to

me by Mr. J. W. Blakey, the Editor of the " Angler," who' is an excep-

tionally keen observer of trouH;ish moods, and in consequence adopts

the wise plan of suiting his feathered lures tO' the occasion, as all op-

portunists should do. The fact that this fish came tO' a sunk May fly or

a May fly fished wet clearly showed that had the rise of fly continued,

the trout would probably have begun to " bulge." As a matter of

fact the rise ceased and only an occasional May fly at long and irregular

intervals, burst from the lake and went fluttering over its surface, play-

ing at the very gates of death the old,, old game of many a sun-kissed

day with the grimi overlord and his vassals and retainers, the trout that

lurk below and the gulls that hover above each fatal reach. As surely

.as a fore-doomed May fly rose, as surely it flew, floated and fluttered to

the dark inn. Yet was death wayward.' A fly might win a hundred

yards in safety ; it might traverse only a few yards of the stricken field

before the doom of the deep was meted out. It was a weird, uncanny

sight to watch—^this epitomised picture of the chance and change of

life in the wider world. There is no shadow of the coming event thrown

.across the sunlit path of the May fly. It is sublimely unconscious of

its doom. A cynic would have longed for some one with whom to wager

-on the length of the road to death each occasional May fly would suc-

ceed in traversing; to> an optimist each drama of death would have

.suggested certain problems in Greek Anthology, of death as a sleep
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made welcome 'by faint dreams of the roar of old ocean on a western

beach, of the vanity and nothingness of things

—

a, lapse to pessimism

banished by some idle musings on the true inwardness of nature wor-

ship, of the higher Pantheismi, the cradled slumber of Heliodora on the

bosom of the kindest of all mothers, the Earth, the pro-

mised bliss of the Eleusinian Mysteries and the wondrous frame of

mind that has enabled some men to see the comic side of death and

to smile not in death, but at the idea of the end of thinking being—^the-

utter night that may, and in one aspect, must descend over the horizon

of consciousness when our little life is rounded with a dreamless sleep

or a sleep' in which dreams may come—^the worse of the twO' evils if

Nirvana is heaven, and Shakespeare misinterpreted the coward con-

science.

These reflections were, no doubt, justified by the occasion, but strictly

speaking, they were only magnificent and not angling war. I essayed,

therefore to imitate the May-fly fluttering on and off the lap of death—
now kissing the surface, now floating in peaceful trust, anon sailing up

a few feet into- the gladsome air and finally dropping tO' its doom. As

it is only when the May fly lives, moves, and has its being that it has

any attractiveness for the loch trout, this was high policy. The fish,

it is true, take the fly below the surface as it comes up or, in other words,

" bulge." A very sure sign that they are sO' feeding is an occasional

wild, hurtling, quivering leap from the water that lacks all signs of

playfulness and is sO' instinct with business that it cannot, once seen,

ever be mistaken ; but, as a rule, it is the living and moving May fly that

tem.T>ts the fish to feed. The spent fly, dead and floating a bedraggled

wreck shorn of all life, has no charms for the loch trout faithful to the

traditions of his high born race. A fish of the baser sort, some lank

malignant, may seize such lifeless prey, but the sporting fish holds it

in high scorn as mere garbage, for he is a born hunter and his food

must be the very spoil of his spear and bow.

For an hour or more the drama continued. By high noon the lake

was apparently lifeless. Nature lay asleep in the sun. And her sleep

was long. She slept until the shadows began to creep up in the East

and a red glow flushed up in the West—a glow that was caught by the

hill-tops, that stained the heather a deeper red and was reflected by

the lake until the water by its further shores gleamed violet in the
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.calm, like the smooth surface of a crescent-shaped amethyst. And with

the shadows and the blushing farewell of the day came the rise—^the

xise of fish that had not fed all the day, that had neither " bulged " nor

" tailed," but had slept with nature and responded to her mood. Theirs

was the hunger of a healthy breakfast appetite destined not to be

itempted from its waking meal, by the pin-point delicacies of the evening

ibefore and assuredly unblunted by the grosser fare eaten at irregular

imeal-hours during a running feast that lasted the" livelong day. The

fish, as a matter of fact, rose steadily and regularly and I only ceased

io kill an occasional specimen (one of my captures is figured on page

^4) when darkness and the imperious calls of personal hunger sounded

•the cessation of hostilities.

The only inference which can be drawn from these and similar ex-

periences is that when fish have been " bulging " and " tailing," they

-will either not take at all or will " smiut " if the predisposing cause be

present. In the absence, therefore, of any more satisfying explanation,

"(i), of the "bulging" and "tailing" mood or habit—^for according to

the intensity and frequency both are displayed, " bulging " and " tailing
''

may be either a mood or a habit—and, (2), of the " smutting '' mood or

habit—^under the same reservation—the explanation which I have

•outlined and illustrated may be accepted as based on personally ob-

served facts, while the inference from these facts is the only logical

iind possible inference. That the explanation traces all these moods or

liabits and their retroactive influence the one upon the other to material

agencies and hence to specialised environments, is, it need hardly be

pointed out, the only consistent method of reasoning which the sensa-

tional theory of fish life admits of being employed. It is, for that very

reason, highly probable that it contains if not the whole truth, such a

measure of the truth, that its claim to be a satisfying explanation will

be hard to rebutt.

I have already indicated that trout are excellent barometers, but why

they should be sO' is a question that must be classed amongst the as yet

unanswered and perhaps unanswerable problems. The fact is, however,

of some use to the angler, for it readily accounts for bad days when

conditions are apparently favourable. Most of, indeed all, the weather

rules are subject to exceptions, but for any divergence there is generally

a possible explanation. The very best sport is obtained in the great
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majority of lakes in fine, settled weather, possibly because it sets up a

^certain amount of regularity in the rise of flies and a corresponding

sequence of moods in the trout, while most coming or actual climatic

•changes for the better appear tO' have a subtle influence on the fish and

to predispose them tO' rise apart from any more apparent cause.

There is one climatic condition, namely, the depression before an

.approaching thunderstorm, in which loch trout are thought tO' be un-

•willing to rise. In the general case this may be true; but again we are

^met with the mystery of troutish humour, for within my own experience

I can recall a few very notable exceptions. In Loch Guirm in Islay, in

July, 1896, I could not get a rise until just before a thunderstormi and

during its continuation,, while, after it was over (a period usually fav-

•ourable) the trout would hardly look at the fly. In Loch Dhu, in

^Perthshire, in the spring both of 1888 and 1889, it was during a heavy

thunder-plump, and before and during a thunderstorm^ that I was most

successful; while an angler who- has frequently fished Loch Dochart

-told me that the largest basket which he ever secured in that lake was

killed, for the most part, under similar conditions. The effect of

-thunder on trout depends, so- far as my observation warrants me in

laying down any rules, on the general nature of the weather

-preceding the oiitburst. If it has been warm and fine, or, in other

-words, favourable as a whole for loch fishing, and the trout have acted

in a manner consistent with the weather, then thunder usually puts

them down ; but they will, by way of compensation, rise freely after the

•air has cleared,, and very freely, if it has been an afternoon stormy fol-

lowed by a fine, fresh, exhilarating evening, with a pleasant little

"breeze. In spring, however, when thunder is often preceded by rude

and boisterous weather, a thunderstorm during its various stages will

generally act as an exciting cause and bring fish on the rise, while in

summer and early autumn, if the weather has been cold and stormy, the

.loch angler may find that a thunderstorm if it is the harbinger of good

-weather or the change following on bad, acts as an exciting influence to-

wards making loch trout rise, while on the other hand, when the

thunderstorm is caused by a lengthened period of fine warm weather,

^t has a depressing effect, which will last for a time, dependent eiiher

upon the duration of the sto-rm itself or the quality of the weather which

iis tO' follow it, the bad effect being the more prolonged the worse the

.subsequent weather.
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I have, in these remarks, on a rather speculative subject, confined-

myself for the most part tO' those generalisations which experience has-

suggested. The subject is an almost inexhaustible one and as habits are

in one sense merely long continued moods, or in other weirds, the hum-

ours, in the old sense of that phrase, induced by very special conditions

of environment, I shall be able in the succeeding chapter, on the habits-

of loch trout so far as they affect angling for them, to add something,

perhaps, of a more definite nature, to those somewhat speculative

generalisations already set forth on the moods, or transient, as dis—

tinguished from permanent, habits of trout in lochs.



CHAPTER XX.

The Habits and Habitats of Trout in Lochs.

Habits being the results of general environment as moods are the

products of " specialised " environment it is but natural to find that

the trout of different lochs have different habits which correspond,

more or less approximately, to the differences -in their respective envir-

onments and arise in precisely the same way and from similar causes as

do the varying moods of trout in the same loch.

If we were in a position to invade the secret places of any loch and

could for a week keep an observant eye on its denizens and their food

and methods of securing it we would assuredly be able toi build up a

much more exact history of the habits of trout, so far as these habits

affect the angler than we are at present in a position to do. Much of

the evidence on which our conclusions are based is circumstantial, some

is hypothetical and our reasoning is largely by analogy and by in-

ferring causes from the observation of effects rather than by deducing

'eifects from known causes. It is even difficult, as I have pointed out,

to distinguish a mood or transient habit from a permanent characteristic

in the form of action. Nevertheless the generalisations are not un-

supported by specific instances not only of how habits are acquired,

but of how habits affect what we term " the nature " of the trout as a

sport-yielding fish. Environment being the moulder of habits and a

question of food, and in a lesser degree of " housing " we would expect

trout frequenting a lake like Loch Stennis in Orkney to display very

different habits to the trout of a small upland tarn. Invaded as Loch

Stennis is by the salt wash of the tide, and abounding, as it does, in

all those forms of food that go to the making of great fish, we would

expect to find a race of trout inhabiting its spreading waters of giant

size and quick growth. Nay more. As we know that Stennis is of the blood

of ocean and the bubbling spring, wa would expect to find its trout

possessing some of the characterictics or habits of the salmon when

R
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in the sea and in '.he majority—in fact neariy all—of our large lakes.

We would, in other words expect the trout tO' display a marked partiality

for tlie grosser kinds of food, for there is no question that the sea has

a debasing influence on the feeding habits of fish—a fact that might

point to a semi-ethical foundation for the virtue of abstention displayed

by the salmon in fresh water, if one were seeking a principle of piscine

metaphysics. In any case we would expect to find that the trout of

Stennis were bottom and " animal " feeders and not fish with a marked

. habit of rising to the fly. Experiment would at once verify this ex-

pectation, but would at the same time present us with a fresh, but by no

means insoluble problem. We would find that, though trout over a

certain size, did not, as. a matter of habit, take the fly, yet that up to a

certain size they did take it with an avidity and a constancy varying

with their approximation to or divergence from that size. There is

here an inconsistency more apparent than real, which the facts of the

case on further analysis would help us tO' solve. Environment being the

creator of habits we would naturally, turn to the earlier environment of the

smaller trout of Stennis and in a lesser degree to the difference in their

environment and that of the larger fish in the lake, premising so far as

the latter is concerned, that though fish within the same environment

are de jure commoners of water, de factO' the blessings of envir-

onment fall tO' the strong fin, just as in the world of men and in. all

the animal kingdom they are the spoil of the fittest, whether " fitness
"

springs fro'm brawn and muscle or brain and reason. If, therefore, we

enquired into the early environment we should find that it was not in

Stennis itself but in, its tributary streams that the babyhood if not

childhood of the fly-taking fish was passed. Knowing as we dO' that

the habit of taking the fly can be created and fostered in trout by the

cultivation of a condition of existence prompting and necessitating the

takingi of the fly, it is an easy and an irresistible conclusion that the

fly-taking habit in the smaller Stennis trout is a legacy of their earlier

environment. Nay more, we know, in spite of a peculiar local belief

that the trout of Harray are sickened by salt water very much as the

coarse fish of the Norfolk Broads undoubtedly are,* that the troutish

*The roach which occasionally frequent certain tidal reaches of the Thames in

which the water has, presumably, a flavour of salt, do not appear to be effected by it.

The effect of salt water on coarse fish appears, in fact, to be a matter of custom. In the

case of trout, its effect is hygienic. It never does harm, and is usually beneficial.
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population of Stennis is regularly added to by immigrants from Harray,

-who for some time will continue to display the fly-feeding habit acquired

in their earlier environment. Further in the case both of the natives

•and the immigrants,* their existing environment, whether considered

topographically or merely from the point of view of its distributed bles-

sings, is actually conducive, by the limitation it imposes on the safe

gratification of the appetites it creates by suggestion, and by the neces-

sities to which it gives birth, tO' the growth of the sensational association

of ideas to which the earlier environment gave rise, between a fly and

something good tO' eat.

It is easy lO' see, therefore, why the trout of Stennis until

they attain a certain measure of size and strength are not made citizens

in the right of the richer blessings of the lake^ and co^mmooers that feed

" above the salt," at its richly but unequally spread table. Compelled

therefore, literally vi et armis to seek humbler and safer quarters, the old

habit of their first environment continues to be kept from falling into

desuetude by the necessities of their present conditions of existence.

We have here, therefore, not only an explanation of why trout in all

lakes where bottom feeding is plentiful and surface feeding scarce, do'

not take the fly as a matter of habit, but also an equally satisfactory

solution of tWQi other problems, namely the varying avidity for the fly

shown by the trout of the same lake at different seasons of the year and

,by fish of different sizes during the season when the fish are surface

feeders. The degree of partiality displayed by the fish for the fly,

whether during the whole season or an ascertained period of the season,

will, however, depend upon certain other considerations. The first and

most obvious of these is the proportion which surface food in the form

of flies, in the popular sense, bears tO' subaqueous -food, while obviously

the character of that subaqueous food must largely affect the striking

•of the balance between " rising " and " non-rising " in the angling as

distinguished from the strict sense of the phrase. It is obviously, in

other words, not absolutely necessary that trout should feed on

ephemerids or any other form of winged fly that flies, to secure for the

angler the assurance that he does not offer his imitations in vain. If,

for example,, a loch be people by the corixae in any of their thirty or

* Practically all the Stennis trout may be said to spawn and to be born and bred

in the tributary burns of Harray.
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more forms, some of the trout in the lake, and indeed all the trout ir>

the lake, other things being equal, will feed on them with a steady-

avidity amounting to a confirmed habit bom in the fish through environ,

ment as soon as it is able to master the corixa. Now though the corixa

is a water insect that swims about propelled by its oars, yet it rises

to the surface to bre-athe, and hence must often be seized when near or

actually on the surface by the trout. Moreover a trout is by no means

a fool in the mafter of sensational wisdomj and will probably discover

that when the corixa goes to the surface, it is in its most helpless,* be-

cause most breathless, condition and falls, therefore, at such a time an

easier prey to his vigilant rapacity than when with lungs charged andl

in possession of its second wind it can make a life or death race, if no-

thing of a fight, with a fish beyond the fry stage. It is obvious, there-

fore, that no amount of subaqueous feeding of this nature will make

fish resolutely refuse the fly or develop a habit opposed to the interests

of the fly-fisher.

It is at the same time true that the presence of this sort of food in

great abundance, while it does not create the habit of absolute absten-

tion from surface food in the angling sense, yet tends toi foster the

habit of bottom feeding. In any particular lake in which the condition

of existence just referred to prevails, we will find that its effect upon

the fish in the direction indicated will vary with certain other conditions,

of which not the least important is the topographical condition of

depth. The presence of immense numbers of subaqueous insects of

the corixae family would obviously in a lake abounding in shallows,,

much more in one possessing no deeps, have the very opposite effect

upon the trout of that lake than tO' create in them the non-rising habit.

On the other hand, if the lake consisted, as most reservoirs do, in

deeps and was characterised by the absence of shallows, even the fact

that the corixae rose to the surface, presuming they would thrive in

such a lake would scarcely create the rising habit in the trout to

the same extent as in a shallow lake. Viewed absolutely depth is

we know inimical to the cultivation of the fly-feeding habit if only be-

cause deep waters are not the best homes for water-born insects-

There are, moreover, other conditions which one cannot afford to over-

look. Two of these are the number of bums or rivers falling into a
*The corixa is, of course, most helpless when it breaks an "oar.''
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lake and the abundance of non-fertile shallows that afford shelter, if

they do not afford much food, toi the small fish in the lake, presuming

that we are dealing with a lake holding good fish. Apart from the fact

that the number of tributaries falling intO' a lake materially affect, as

spawning beds and nurseries, the number of its inhabitants, it is clear

that as they never afford under natural conditions the same feeding

as the lake itself, the habits acquired in these tributaries will very largely

influence the habits of the trout when they seek the wider and richer

waters of the lake. In the bums and rivers the trout will assuredly

develop the fly-taking habit and this they will continue tO' display in

the loch in a degree varying with the predisposing excitation of their

sensations. A similar process of reasoning enables us ta arrive at the

conclusion that according tO' the number of poverty-stricken shallows

not frequented by the larger trout of the lake, save when the shadows

fall and the predatory cannibalistic appetite asserts its sway under the

evil influence of the powers of darkness, so will the fly-taking habit be

induced in the trout, tO' be continued as before in accordance with the

duration of the exciting cause.

If this general reasomng be correct—and I think its conclusions are

logical and based on sound premises, we would expect tO' find that lakes

of unequal feeding grounds, of barren shallows and fertile bottoms of

a depth not sufficient to preclude fly-fishing, and into which many or

some streams fall, are generally those in which the trout display the

fly-taking habit and may be 'taken by the fly.

On the other hand we would expect to find, that, apart from^ spawning

and other considerations, lakes of absolutely or approximately equal

quality all over their extent, boasting few or no- barren shallows and fed

by few or nO' tributaries will contain, O'ther things being equal, trout less

disposed to rise tO' the fly than those of the first class of lake.

Loch Leven is an example of the first dass of lake, and amongst

oth«s that occur tO' me 'at the moment of writing Loch Ardnahuidh in

Islay is an example of the second class. The question is clearly an

important one if we are to make the cultivation of enyironment a prob-

lem to be solved by the design of ascertained models of excellence from

the lowest angling standpoint and not one, dependent for its solution,

on a fortuitous combination of circumstances. I pass, however, to

the consideration of certain other conditions which affect the habits of
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loch trout as fish yielding sport to the fly fisher. Beford, however,

enlarging upon these conditions, it appears to me tO' be necessary to

ascertain the ideal at which it is proper to aim. Angling ideals vary,

but all fishermen are at least agreed that the habit of taking the fly

is a necessity tO' sport with the fly ; where they difi'er is in stating the

degree to which that habit should be created, while ^e ultimate stand-

atd of excellence resolves itself into what may fairly be termed a ques-

tion of education'in ,so^ far as it affects the methods, lures and gear to be

employed in the capture of trout by the fly. It is very obvious that

if we could make our lakes by artificial means, whether considered

topo'graphically or in relation to the habits of their denizens or both—
and the latter is the proper position, but little better than large fish

ponds affording a " straight forwai'd " and uniform surface on which

to work a fly, we would reduce angling tO' a mere question of mechanical

skill of no very high order, and would, in fact, secure not anglers' but

duffers' paradises. Natural lakes of this character exist on which the

tyro can kill good, and the skilled angler better, baskets, but it is the

difiicult or what I term* the sporting lakes that give the greatest pleasure

because they not only demand skill of hand, but also necessitate hard

thinking of the most delightful and mind-resting kind for the man whose

brain through all its convolutions of grey matter carries the great burden

of these days of ceaseless activity and competition that sleeps only oo

its feet. I assume, therefore, that the ideal lalce of to-day is the sport-

ing lake; that the ideal lake of the future, when our waters are made

to bear the harvest commensurate with their natural fertility, will be

of the same character; and that the habits of the trout of the lakes on

"the margin of cultivation in the days tO' come will be of less moment

than are those of the fish of the easy lakes of to-day, save as negative

evidence. At the same time as all science—^and loch fishing can when

considered in all its aspects claim a share in the universal heritage of

knowledge—'is co^mplementary, it is scarcely possible tO' ignore the

habits of the fish of any lake, no matter what its character as a home

for trout may be. We must,, therefore, from this consideration, admit

the trout of all lakes as witnesses in the qCiestion of general habits.

Resuming accordingly the general question, under the presumption

leading to this digression, there is the question of cannibalism to be con-

sidered as a habit created by environment, or in other words by the
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existence of conditions predisposing towards it. Now there is a popu-

lar belief,! based to some extent on fact, that only certain trout in any lake

or indeed river, are confirmed and inveterate cannibals and that other

trout in the same lake never display what is erroneously called the

cannibalistic instinct, but is really the cannibalistic habit. The most

common explanation given of the existence in certain lakes of large

fish only is that they are cannibals and eat their fellows and hence

have the field practically left to themselves.

Now, the cannibalistic habit being like all other habits the result

of environment, it is necessary before giving adherence to the above

general proposition to examine the conditions under which the habit is

fiiost likely toi arise as well as the limitations which, on the one hand,

the habit will necessarily by its exercise impose on itself, and, on the

other, will have imposed on its exercise by the topographical and other

conditions of existence in any lake. The popular belief is—and to this

popular belief fish-farmers have given the approval of their experience,

that fish located in a pond or lake where feeding is scarce will attain un-

equal sizes corresponding to their opportunities or tO' that same natural

tendency to be a " big fellow " or a " little chap " displayed far more

frequently by men than animals. These big fellows or big bullies

—

for courtesy is lost on the fish in discussing their night side—'take to

eating their fellows and their size and strength growing' by what it feeds

upon, a sort of oligarchy of the strong fin is set up after a reign of

cannibalistic anarchy and we have the cannibalistic habit.

I would, at this point, draw attention to a very important fact.

This theory, though it is not so stated by its exponents, really rests

on a very solid substratum of indisputable fact, which they take for

granted. I refer to the indubitable truth that all trout are cannibals.

Though this is true, it does not necessarily follow that all trout are

cannibals to the same degree. This brings us back to the point at which

we started, namely the position that the development of the cannibalistic

habit is entirely a question of environment. Nor does the habit satis-

factorily account for the fact that certain lakes appear tO' be entirely

given over to- large trout, to whose presence and inferred cannibalism,

we attribute the absence of small trout, while we presuppose their ex-

istence with delightful inconsequence, by calling the big denizens can-

nibals. This position of approbate and reprobate involves such an
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obvious contradiction in terms, that it is clearly impossible to trace the

absence of small fish in all lakes in which none are taken and very few

are seen merely toi the predatory habits of their fathers, mothers and

other relations.

If, for example, we take a lake of the class tO' which I have frequently

referred, a lake, that is to say, with many tributary burns or sheltering

shallows or both, and by experiment discover that it contains only

large fish, it would be rash to draw the conclusion that the absence of

small fish in the lake itself as distinct from the bums was duei tO' a

ceaseless predatory internecine war waged by the big fish on the small.

Tiout from the egg to the alevin and from the alevin to the fry stage

have many enemies whO' are more natural foes than the giants of their

own race. It is, in fact, not too' much to say that they are born in

danger, cradled in peril, make their first and every succeeding move-

ment before the eyes of ambushed foes and are, in a word, ever " within

the danger " not only of living enemies but of the forces of nature in

all their many forms.

In such a lake, therefore, it would be rash to blame the midnight

prowler on the sheltering shallows for the whole bill of mortality. That

" stark moss trooper '' of the lake may or may not always be the ugly

villain of unconscionable mood that he has been painted ; but even if

be were it is doubtful if his presence in force can always be held ac-

countable for the slaughter of the innocents. To' their other foes, not

le.=s to those who share their environment as tO' those who' pay it oc-

casional, and perhaps regular, predatory visits, may be attributed 'the

long roll of casualties that are never tabulated. If in such a lake we

found that aquatic beetles abounded, especially those of a warlike and

predatory nature, whether in their larval or in their perfect form', we

would be justified in placing on their shoulders with a double curse for

their crushing, the burden of the yellow trout's early doom. These

tyrants of the lake when still resembling rather an animated pair of

hungry pincers than anything less cruel of purpose will lie in ambushed

guile like the stealthy eel and will pounce on fish at all stages of baby-

hood, from the wobbling alevin in his perambulator sac to the fry of an

inch and a half long who' has discovered the sweet savour of life and

the glory of that unfettered dash which is the high top-gallant of piscine

-
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One class of beetles when they come to fly and leave the degenerate

•condition of mere ambushed hunters for the free sweep of an ancient

Scythian or modem Dervish, become as fierce as the winged-serpents

-of Herodotus, the most unconscionable animals in the range of fiction

just as certain female spiders illustrate de facto the true meaning of a

devouring passion, and are the queens of this class of animal in the

domain' of fact. These winged-monsters wage ceaseless war and to them^

in lakes where they abound, as much as to the midnight prowler the

rscarcity of youngsters must be attributed.

The caddis fly in its larval stage is another deadly foe, which appears

to be even a worse enemy to young fish than are the water beetles in their

larval condition, so that its presence in abundance in any lake must be

taken as another certain cause of a high rate of juvenile mortality.

Though the above examples of living dangers are far from exhausting

the list of foes who- lurk, unseen by the casual observer, beneath the

spreading waters of the lake, they are sufficient in themselves to account

for the infant death-rate of any lake without presupposing the canni-

balistic trait in adult fish.

When to their terrors are added those of the corixae tO' very small

,1ish, of leeches,* of eels tO' fish of all sizes, of birds, of temperature and

of gales we have, according to- the circumstances of each case, sufficient

causes of death to account for the absence of small fish even in a lake

of the class referred tO' without faking the cannibalistic habit intO' con-

.-sideration at all. The eel, to take one only of the instruments of

•death, is a far more predatory and cannibalistic fish than any trout that

ever swam. Happily nature has not given the eel the unquestioned

mastery over even very small trout which its lithe activity would suggest

*hat it possesses. Abounding as the eel does in most lochs, his deprada-

tions appear to be for the most part confined tO' trout in the very earliest

and most helpless stages of their existence. I have already noted how

-even congers and large fresh water eels find it no easy matter tO' corner,

kill and devour salmon and grilse and have onljr to add to my observa-

tions on the point the facts of an extremely instructive trout-hunt by

eels which I witnessed in a large pool in an Orcadian bum. The water

* Whether leeches attack small trout is doubtful, but a recent writer in the " Field
"

records the fact that on a Continental river nearly every fish which he killed in a certain

jeach had a leech adhering to its gills. Large trout eat leeches, and I have already

^corded the case of a trout that ejected one after landing.
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was extremely low, and the pool, some fifteen yards long by some sevens

or eight across, was currentless and isolated, there being a mere trickle-

of water entering and leaving it. The small trout were, therefore, pris-

oners and the eels of which there were several appeared to have them at

their mercy. The water of the pool was very clear, and at nO' place more-

than two feet deep, while the day was bright and very favourable foe

observing this lesson in the survival of the fittest. The trout, fish from

an ounce tol 2 J^ ounces in weight, were obviously quite conscious of their

danger and all their movements betokened a wary watchfulness and a

total absence in moments of supreme peril of the influence of that fas-

cination of terror with which snakes are supposed tO' hold birds and

pike make prisoner roach in the bondage of the resigned despair of

assured doom. The eels certainly chose the best places for ambush

that were available, and the patient maliginity of purpose with whichi

they waited was unworthy of a better cause. The trout did not sus-

pend the main business of their existence. They quested for food or-

lay still looking for it. Whether stationary or in motion their eyes

were never shut to the dangers of their position. If they passed close-

enough to the eel's lurking place the latter would deliver a sudden on-

slaught, with a darting motion I could scarcely follow, but which the-

trout could calculate with unfailing accuracy, for by a quicker dart and"

a defter turn they would elude the blow which they could not parry.-

When throwing concealment tO' the winds an' eel in concert with another

eel followed one particular trout from place tO' place until the hunt-

was fairly up, the run was of short duration. I watched -the pool -with

patience for two hours or more, but only once did an eel come near

securing its quarry. This narrow escape of the trout was due, I think,

to my failing tO' keep myself as closely concealed as I had previously-

done, and to the alarm I gave the nearest fish which almost ran into-

the open mouth of an ambushed eel. This experience—^which 1

brought to a termination by catching all the eels—convinced me that the-

trout is not only a very wary, a very watchful and a very plucky fish,

but also that he is quite a match for the eel once he attains a certaini

size and acquires the faculty of independence and the power to- look

after and act for himself. In the lake,, in -which the whereabouts of the-

ambushed eels cannot be sO' well known to- the trout, fish may occasion-

ally fall victims to- eels, but it is a fair assumption, that save when he?
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is deeply engrossed in feeding and his vigilance is, therefore, relaxed, the-

trout keeps such a keen eye on all lurking dangers that the eel can only

secure an occasional triumph. How hand-reared trout would fare is-.

another matter.

To resume, however, the general question of the cannibalistic habit:

and its effect upon the feeding habits of the trout, so far as these affect

the angler directly or indirectly, it may be noted, in terms of the general

premise that environment is the creator of habits, that in deep lakes or

in lakes with a prepondence of deep water over shallows, the trout

both large and small being necessarily compelled to consort more to-

gether than in lakes presenting greater inequalities in depths or more-

numerous and more varied shallows, will naturally tend to develop the-

cannibalistic habit tO' a degree commensurate with this difference in

topographical and sociological environment. The extent, moreover, to

which the habit will be developed must necessarily also depend upon'

the quality and quantity of the food otherwise provided. In such deep'

artificial lakes as the majority of corporation reservoirs, it is obvious that,

the absence of spawning beds must necessarily arrest that propagation

of species which is a sine qua non to the development of the cannibalistic-

habit, while in all lakes the same limitation is imposed upon its display

once the war of extermination has reached a certain period and the

unhappy hunting fields are either devoid of game or objects of the chase

are so rare, that the hunters perforce grow attenuated and are compelled

to seek fresh grounds, if they can make the journey, or perish if they

cannot, where they are unless they develop other traits under the pres-

sure of the necessity of environment and in terms of its limitations.

By the somewhat devious paths that we have tracked through the

mazes of the problem from the observation of the gladiatorial com-

bats fought in the arena of the fish pond between fish and fish, between

fish and beetle, alevin and coiixa, to the combats and chases of the

v.ider battlefields and hunting grounds of nature, we are beginning to.

emerge from the labyrinth of perplexing issues and side issues tO' a-,

somewhat clearer appreciation of the truth underlying the facts which

the consideration of the question has brought to light. The importance

of the. cannibalistic habit tO' the angler is so. obvious that the reason

why it is so- needs only to be stated to be accepted. The habit means;

not only poor fish, but fish that will not rise to the fly and appear to>
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justifiy the use of the minnow. Further it necessarily implies a diminu-

tion in population and finally, in alliance with other foes, the total

extinction of the race. Happily nature has provided her own remedy

for the disease. There is no natural lake in Great Britain whose en-

vironment is such as to necessitate cannibalism save in isolated cases,

which are the result of a fortuitous combination of circumstances of

a, precisely analogous character to those circumstances which convert

a, good sheep dog into- a sheep worrier when once it has tasted of the

Iblood of sheep.

To' illustrate both the rule and the occasional exception it will, there-

fore, be necessary to cite some examples.

It is a well-known fact that the large trout of certain lakes are can-

nibals or, at least, are not in the regular habit of taking the fly though

they occasionally do so. These large trout are in most British lakes

known by the specific name of Salmo< Ferox, while on the Continent

where they occur in greater frequency and in a larger number of lakes,

they are also described as specific fish, though obviously more truly

-varieties of the same fish produced by differences in environment. The

so called bottom-trout of Lake Constance—'the grund-forelle tO' £,ive it

the title distinguishing it from the schweb forelle, or surface feeding

trout, is a notable example, though for our present purpose the Salmo

Marsiglii found in certain mountain lakes in Austria and Bavaria is a

much more instructive fish, not only because of its habits and the great

size- to which it attains, but also because under the name of the Great

Bavarian trout, this oi: a kindred fish is now being bred by some of

•our fish-farmers.* As it reaches an ordinary length of three feet and a

weight of from 20 toi 25lbs., while a large specimen may turn the scale

at from 50 to 65lbs, this trout is evidently a fish that requires a liberal

•diet and is moreove;r the type of fish which for that very reason is

certain to be a cannibal. It is not surprising, therefore, to learn that

when young they frequent the feeding grounds of the roach in the lakes

in which they are fO'Und, and pursue themi until the small fishes seek, as is

their wont, the shelter of shallow water. Nor is it surprising that when
they attain a size of from 25 to 3olbs. fish weighing only frora

J^lb. to 2lbs. will satisfy them. It is interesting to note further that this

* Some fish-farmers sell the Salmo Lacustris, which is, de facto, the same fish.
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large species of trout does not need any great depth of water to wax

big and strong, provided he has plenty of food. Now here we have

obviously a typical cannibal which illustrates the cause of cannibalism

Tather better than he does its commonly accredited effect, if, that is to

say, we presume that the cannibalistic trout has special characteristics

O'l external feature when found either in lakes in which all the fish are

cannibals or in lakes in which the cannibal is the exception, and not the

rule. The latter assumption is, we know, erroneous, while the former

is not necessarily constant and must at the best be a question of degree-

of development of the habit as well as of the age and perhaps the sex,

of the fish.

It is, however, clear in terms of the law of environment and apart

from special circumistances which may modify the opportunities of any-

environment in the caae of certain fish living within its limits, tha.l big.

fish must necessarily require a larger share—" the portion of a man "—of"

the blessings of lan environment than dO' smaller fish. Even if the-

division of the spoil is unequal and favours, as it is certain tO' dO', the-

large fish, it is an unavoidable conclusion that it will not favour the-

big fish to such an extent as not to place him under the necessity of

'

supplementing his portion by preying on his fellows. Food has tO' be

taken vi et armis ; it is not given in the lake save when it is presented,

by the course of events precisely in that fishy form> which means no't,

indeed, the creation, but the cultivation of the cannibalistic habit.

Once acquired, the habit is never lost on the " tasting of blood " prin---

ciple to which I have already more than once referred. Now as it

is a well ascertained fact that fro^m its very earliest days of independent

.

feeding a trout will always seize toi see if it be good tO' eat anything that

.

m'Oves, it is obvious that this trait will not be lessened but enhanced

by the cannabalistic habit, though it is highly probable that larger ob-

jects will alone excite the impulse, a fact which if evolution means any--

thing, may very well be accompanied by a decrease in visual power, suf- •

ficient, apart from all other considerations, tO' account for very large

trout declining to notice a fly. The considerations which I have ad--

.

vanced seem, therefore, on ground of expediency tO' warrant the use of

the minnow in certain lakes. By doing a little harm,, one may there-

by do a great good; since not only will the lake be rid of certain fish

that keep its stock down, but the offspring of these cannibals will be- -
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curtailed in number, while the chance of the lake being largely peopled

with fish with the hereditary defect of their sires will be greatly

. diminished.

That the cannibalistic trait, as an exclusive appetite is too readily

, attributed to the trout of many lakes at all times and to those of some

lakes after a certain period in the season, and that tO' a greater or less

• degree it is a characteristic of all trout are for me commonplaces of

knowledge, which angling' experience has proved Euid observation uf

fish in the ponds of farms has amply verified.
,
On the last position I

have already dilated at some length, but on the other propositions, it

is necessary tO' offer a few observations, as the facts are of singular

importance to the angler. First as to the cannibalistic trait as a char-

.acteristic of all trout, my experiments were made in actual angling dur-

ing a particularly fortunate season when I was able from March tO'

September to spend almost every day on the lakes, save those devoted

to the river and the moor and coverts. I trolled with various sizes of

minnow over both the deeps and shallows of a loch in which the trout

ran from ^Ib. to ilb., but were, as a rule, about 50Z. in weight. I

found that while fish of all sizes took the minnow (and in some cases

there was not much tO' choose between lure and lured), the fish in the

central and deeper portions of the lake, fish, that is to say, of poor

general quality, took it with a greater avidity and boldness than did the

fish either frequenting the shallows or haunting the debatable water

between the two. It naturcdly struck me as a remarkable circumstance

that fish of a very small size should seize sO' large and formidable a

prey as the minnow must necessarily have appeared even to a hungry

fish, but the circumstance was no more remarkable, when one further

considered it, than the fact that vefy small par should seize a salmon

fly or sticklebacks, sO' small that one will continue tO' cast without ob-

servmg their presence on the hook, will take a fly dressed on a No.

10 hook, as they frequently dO' in certain of the Hebridean lakes. My
. experiments when carried out in other lakes had precisely the same

results, and there was no other conclusion possible, but the one which

I drew and which accords with the observation of the feeding habits of

trout in rivers, that even a large fish if it appears to- be disabled, will

tempt a trout not much larger than itself to make a predatory onslaught

on it with a view to' securing a meal. No' doubt the initial onslaught is
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only intended in the case of small fish attacking injured fish nearly as

large as themselves, tO' reduce the wounded fish intO' possession. If

this be SO', it is not the least remarkable fact attending the onslaught

that the attack is generally delivered on what is the usual point of

onslaught in battle between sound fish, to wit, the wrist.

I noted further the instructive fact that on days when there was a

-large rise of natural flies—and on one of the lakes in which my experi-

:ments were conducted there was a phenomenal rise of " March browns "

.nearly every day—the fish either took the minnow with the same avidity

or they resolutely declined tO' take it all. They never took it with

.greater avidity when the cause predisposing them tO' feed was present,

while the days on which it had the effect of making them fly-feeders or

takers of the artificial fly far exceeded in number those days on which

it made no apparent difference at all sO' far as partiality for the minnovv

was concerned. Using the minnow for the purposes of experiment is,

ihowever, a very different thing from' using, it in lochs for the mere pur-

pose of securing a few trout by its means. Before proceeding, there-

fore, to further discuss^ the general queS'tion at issue, it seems desirable

to dismiss its special aspect raised by the mention of trolling and the

-.use of spun lures in lakes.

In the first place the use of the minnow to keep down the cannibals

—

present and to come—^may well be justified on a somewhat wider

-principle than is embodied in Clough's ironical expansion of the Comi-

mandment
"Thou Shalt not kill, but needst not strive

Officiously to keep alive."

;for if ever killing even by immoral as distinguished from illegal means

is justified it is when one wages a war characterised by slaughter grira

and great amongst fish which are not only useless from a sporting point

-of view, but positively dangerous tO' future sport.

Even trolling for such fish is justified, if the angler can take them by

no other means, though here we have a fine example of the accuracy of

that best of proverbs " use does not justify abuse.'' An angler is

-placed in a position of temptation when trolling with the minnow in

.-a loch and is apt like Lucifer " to fally greatly," a phrase which exhausts

temptation as the great relative circumstance which ever forbids codified

j)unishment and is the key note of justice. To' place an angler on a lake
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and to bid him go troll as a moral agent with an ameliorating mission^

is necessarily to tempt him to pursue the same path to power, wherti

he has discovered the assured and easily won successes to which it leads. •

Now as the aim of scientific angling is to reconcile expediency with rnor-

ality, policy with honesty and,, in a word to cultivate a moral utUitariari-

ism, I HKiy here interpolate a few observations on a method of using the

minnow, but little practised in lakes, but which not only in a measure-

saves the situation but is in some lakes even more deadly than the-

time-honoured plan of dragging a spun lure after a boat in precisely the-

same manner as one " whiffs " for lithe or careers before a breeze when

after mackerel with the gear of the professional sea-fisher. In my salad?

days I held more than one lady in high esteem—'when lady anglers were-

scarce, who could pour into my admiring and awe-struck ear the tale-

of a two pounder killed in Loch So and So. I elevated these dames to-

sublime piscatorial heights and wondered with the simplicity of the ever-

amibitious child, if the glorious day would ever dawn, when I too' would

carve my name deep on the temple of angling fame as the hero of a:

two pound fight. When knowledge does come,%isdom does not linger,,

whatever the poet may say to the contrary, and these ladies were-

brought down in most summary and ungallant fasidon from the pin-

nacle of my fancy when I discovered on experiment, first that pike, and'

secondly that trout, even two pounders, could be taken by unwinding:

a ball of string, attaching a blue phantom to the end and dragging the-

whole primitive concern through (he lake. Nor was there any necessity

to retire to- pray like an Homeric hero, to a place " where there was

shelter from the winds and the gods might hear." The " evil doom

"

of one or other of those gods was on the fish and not on their would-be-

slayer. Fortune smiled on my efforts and so easy did the whole pro-

cess appear that not even by the exercise of my inflated juvenile fancy,,

was I able for a single moment to regard myself as a conquering hero.

The hereditary and acquired sporting instinct was too strong within me-

to make any mistake between the water and the wine of loch-angling in

the least degree possible. Shortly after the fall of the ladies and my own
disillusionising, the capture of a great female trout, of how many pounds-^

weight the lapse of time and the absence of living witnesses forbid me to

state, completed the lesson. It fell a dishonoured victim tO' a dead parr"

ruthlessly impaled on a pike hook of sturdy brass sold at the easy rate:
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or one penny. The whole fastened to some stout whipcord and thrown

out into a backwater to work out its evil and salutary destiny.

Henceforth for me the trolling rod was out of joint.*

If, therefore, the loch fisher must use the natural minnow, either in

his character of a legalised executioner or as a sportsman, desirous of

varying his methods or of overcrowing evil fortune after hours of ang-

ling darkness, he should not condescend to the ignoble method of

trolling until at least he has put other plans of attack in operation.

With a Nottingham or a Malloch or Cummins or Hardy reel specially

designed for the purpose of spinning or even with an. ordinary reel used

in the Thames or other " coil " style, it is just as easy to spin in a lake

as it is a river. The last occasion on which I essayed this method,

I killed eight fish in about half-an-hour and killed them with almost as

clear a conscience as if I had been using fly. It was in a difficult loch on

a particularly stiff day during the course of which not a single fish rose.

At the same time the last resource was not put ' in practice on a true

sporting loch

—

a. loch, that is to say, in which the trout are surface feed-

ers and can always be killed by patience and skill and a steady regard

to fish feeding under the boughs and in the shallows. There is here in

gremio a very useful hint to many of those past masters of the art of

spinning, who are found on Trentside and on the banks of the Thames

and other English rivers. If some of the most skilled "spinning" expon-

ents of Nottingham, Newark, and Sheffield would only essay the practic-

ally virgin field, so far as the spinner is concerned, of Scottish and Irish

lakes I feel assured that they would achieve success, revolutionise the

methods in use and work a very desirable moral regeneration, whether

they angled for pike and perch in winter, for trout and " ferox " in

summer, or salmon in spring. It requires neither skill nor fine tackle

to hook and land loch trout when trolling, and even the capture of the

lordly ferox (I preserve the popular distinction for the soke of clear-

ness) is merely a matter of time, of patience, of employing the proper

* I feel certain that Mr. P. D. Malloch of Perth—an angler who has drunk deep of

the blood of giants and is imbued to his finger tips with the sporting cacoethes—must

have felt many a pang of conscientious regret when he was designing that ingenious

contrivance whereby rods may be fixed when trolling to the stern of a. boat. Mr,

Malloch's contrivance is justified by the necessities of Loch Tay—otherwise it is a

diabolical, if not an infernal, machine. How it would have pleased a certain worthy, now
on the other side of the Styx, who trolled Loch Leven with a forest of rods, the while he

sipped an occasional glass of '34 port in luxurious ease !

S
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lure and of putting in practice a certain measure of topographical know-

ledge as to the deeps and shallows of ^ny particular lake. It is true

that trout, salmon, and ferox, even wheh hooked by ti-olling do give

spor^ter a sort, but the method of hooking is so opposed to all the

canons that to dignify it by the name of an art, much more to devote space

to describing it save in words that danrn without even faintly praising,

v/ould be to essay two tasks of equal vanity. The angler with a mis-

sion is, as I have already said, justified in trolling if he cannot otherwise

secure his prey owing to its habits or his own deficiencies. The trout

angler without a mission never is justified in putting this method in

practice. There is open to him the more sporting method of spinning

from the boat as he 'would from the bank, and if my own results—and I

Tarely put it in practice and have but indifferent skill—are a reliable

guide to its deadliness, then he will find that not only is it a better

method on moral but also- on utilitarian and expedient grounds. As the

reconciling of morality and expediency and of honesty with policy is the

aim of all angling, nO' higher or better argument could be advanced in

favour of the method I have indicated as the proper substitute for the

conservative and pernicious plan of trolling, the refuge of the diiifer or

the casual angler who is not a sportsman.

There are, mioreover, certain lakes, and at this point I resume the

general subject, in which the habits of the trout seem tO' invite the

alternate 'utilisation both of fly and minnow, lakes, that is tO' say, in

which up to a certain period of the season, usually with the ist of June

as an extreme limit, the trout do not rise with the same freedom* as

during March, April and May. Of these short-seasoned lochs in local

belief and practice. Lochs Ard and Vennachar are perhaps the examples

best known to the majority of anglers. In any case they are typical of

a certain class of lake, in which the trout take the artificial fly with a

decreasing avidity from ist May to ist June, and on or about the latter

date are said to practically abandon taking it at all by the so-called local

"experts.'' The basis in which this belief rests is the assump-

tion that after a certain date, dependent naturally on the climatic con-

ditions, the trout become bottom feeders and, ex hypothesi of the lure

employed for their capture, namely, the minnow, turn cannibals—after a

sort, tO' use the most expressive phrase quoted by the immortal Bailie.

The local belief sets up a rather rigid exclusivism and the rule of both
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' lochs may be codified in the dictum "The fly is of no use; only a

trolled bait will kill, and of trolled baits the natural minnow is by far

the best.'' .

These two lakes afford, therefore, an instructive object lesson m the

effect of trout habits upon the methods employed in loch-angling, and

Bje of particular interest not only in the matter of the cannibalistic habit

in general but also with regard tO' its special display as a seasonal

characteristic. My experience on both lakes, limited in each case, but

:inore particularly in that of Loch Ard, indicated no increased avidity

for the minnow during the reputed season of cannibalism, ground feed-

ing and " fly " antipathy, but merely a decreased keenness for the fly,

/It no season in Loch Vennachar save on special occasions very marked,

which corresponded in all essentials, mutatis mutandis, with the results

of my previous experiments with the minnow amongst the free rising

trout of certain other lakes whose seasonal characteristics in the matter

of taking the fly were somewhat different and will be shortly noted.

-Possibly the limited number of days on which I observed Loch Ard may

have been specially favourable to fish rising, as there was a large

quantity of " fly " on the water, but in any case, it was made clear that

even allowing for exceptional circumstances, there was no rooted aver-

sion to the fly, but merely a diminution of keenness for it, proportioned

to the greater or less degree of suggestion measured in terms of its

.abundance or scarcity. In Loch Vennachar, on the other hand, I ob-

served precisely the same state of affairs, only the diminished avidity

for the fly was less marked as a constant characteristic than in Loch

Ard. As a matter of fact I killed in Vennachar heavier fish than had ever

before fallen toi my rod in its waters, and rose a fish of such great size

that the startled cry it forced from my undisciplined boatmen made me

miss a very easy chan.ce from a taking fish of the most pronounced type.

In spite, however, of what I observed and have here chronicled, there

was no escaping the fact that the environment of the loch had altered

with the season and had produced a corresponding change in the feed-

ing habits of the fish quite appreciable by the fly fisher.*

* For the purpose of illustrating the principle involved I might, at the least, have

included the adjacent lake, Loch Achray. Area for area, it holds far more fish than

Vennachar, which is a lake sadly in need of stocking and capable of carrying a large head

'Of good fish. In a recent June, I drove past both Loch Achray and Vennachar on a
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Into the causes leading to^ this change it is, perhaps, unnecessary to

inquire, but they were briefly these. The increase in the vegetation had

naturally tended to increase the quantity of purely subaqueous food,;

from tadpoles to the most minute organisms, while the spawning time-

of the pike and the perch in the lake—^the presence of these fish giving;

rise to a special condition of environment—^was contemporaneous with,

that of the minnow and its greatest abundance in the fry and other-

stages of growth. These are circumstances special to- the season andJ

suggest something very different to cannibalism which, in 'the strict,

sense, only arises when a fish devours its own species—as unhappily

-

all fish do. .

I arrived, ' therefore, at the conclusion that it was not.

cannibalism but the abundance of subaqueous food of all kinds,

which, relative to its quantity and the number of flies on the-

surface, altered the character of the fish of these lakes so far as the-

angler was concerned.

The general inference I drew from all the facts as already stated was

.

that cannibalism, as a general trait of all trout, is as much a characteristic

of fly-taking trout as fly-taking is a characteristic of cannibalistic trout,,

and that the cannibalistic habit in trout so far as it affects the angler

is a question of degree and not of kind, dependent for its display on the -

special rather than on the general conditions of environment.

As this is tantamount tO' saying that the feeding habits of trout in-,

lakes do not differ from those in rivers, it is obvious that if we can

justify the use of the parr and eel tail and other lures of that kind in i

such rivers as the Don and Findhom after a certain period in the season,

.

then the use of a spinning lure that is spun and not trolled is equally

justified in certain lakes after, but not before, a full but unfruitful trial..

has been given to the fly. As there is no- condition of weather in which,

trout in lochs cannot be persuaded to rise to the fly, this concession

.

is obviously limited to- that season and to it alone, during which the

special conditions of their environment render the trout of certain lakes .

more of a bottom and less of a surface feeder than during another and

earlier portion of the season. To- kill off the cannibals and thereafter to

very fine calm evening. I noted 50 fish^and they were good fish—rising and steadily -

feeding in Loch Acliray for one I saw on Loch Vennachar. On neither lake, however,

was there any sign of marked antipathy to the natural fly.
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cultivate an environment yielding surface food would be perfectly safe

reforms ; the former must do positive good ; the latter can assuredly do

no harm^ and is likely tO' be beneficial since the tendency to rise or

otherwise is directly dependent upon the relative abundance of surface

and bottom feeding.

I pass now tO' an examination of the question of environment as it

affects the fly-taiing appetite of the trout of lakes which either afford

the same or obviously different conditions of existence, but all of which

.'Eire essentially fly waters. For this purpose I will select Lower Bomish

in South Uist and Loch Coil-a-Bharra in the Crinan district of Argyle as

lakes holding large and stiff trout, while as typical examples of the op-

posite class of lake Lach Yarehouse in Caithness and Loch Lossit in

TLslay may be selected. Taking the last two^ first the difference in en-

vironment and general character and hence in the trout in both these

lakes is sO' small that it may be ignored. As a consequence of this

similiarity of environment, their habits so< far as the angler is concerned

are practically indentical up to a period of the season that may be put

down, on Ein average of years, as the 15th June. Lossit trout owing to

ithe difference in latitude are earlier in condition and take the fly with

such avidity up tO' the date mentioned that a bsket of 100 is by no' means

anything out of the usual. On the other hand after a certain period in

the season, when, that is to say, the vegetation attains a certain growth,

the ^:rout become most confirmed bottom' feeders, though there are no

minnows in the lake and the question of cannibalism does not intrude. In

Yarehouse, on th^ other hand, the growth of vegetation is much later,

and hence the loch fishes right on to the middle or even the end of

September aaad begins, in fact, to be at its best when Lossit is approach-

ing its worst. Now the wise man whO' follows lamb and green peas

North can attain his heart's desire in September and can even in that
'

month enjoy a " crowning dish " of raspberries if not, indeed, of straw-

berries, for the simple reason that the season in the North is late. This

lateness is of some importance to the angler when one considers both

its effect and its cause. As to- the effect, a loch in which the growth

of vegetation is early ceases, as a rule, tO' be a fly water not when the

trout have been put in condition by feasting on flies, but when with the

growth of the vegetation the excess of fly tO' bottom feeding is being

gradually diminished, until the law of demand and supply beginning ta
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operate the supply of both fly and bottom feeding is in excess of the

requirements of the trout in the lake which are now in "high condition

and, therefore, only disposed to feed sparsely and on what is handiest,

though on occasional days displaying a partiality for the fly. We see

precisely the same trait exhibited by river trout when once they are ini

condition and the season advances—a fact which by analogy seems to

point to the common affinity of trout and salmon through their feeding

habits when by an a.ssimilation of the effects of environment they arc

both in the same condition. It is obvious from this consideration that

in lochs situated in early-seasoned districts the angler must be content

with poor results after a certain date which varies, but is ever coin-

cidental with the arising of the conditions already outlined.

It is equally clear that no amount of personal effort can

overcome what is essentially a condition imposed by nature.

It is, in fact, foolish to waste time angling in lakes where the habits

of the trout are so^ clearly seasonal that they can be dogmatically de-

fined. There is, it is true, one possible remedy for this defect, if it be

a defect in a lake, though I am by no means sure that the result of an

extremely interesting experiment I was able to- make a few years ago,

would be attended with the same result in all lakes more or less re-

sembling those under discussion. It was, moreover, an experiment not

always practicable, but as it is eminently instructive in its character as

an example of the general effect upon angling of altering environment

I will give the facts briefly. A certain West Highland loch out of

which a small burn issued and into which several small drains emptied

themselves had no great reputation as a fish-yielding water, though it

enjoyed considerable fame as a fish-holding water. It lay by the road-

side, and in consequence was frequently laid imder the tribute of a cast

and a fish—^generally of some J^lb or so^—^by the passing angler. It

was in part artificial and the trout were stiff. I first tried it at its

normal level from, a boat with no great success. Then through the

kindness of the factor, who made it convenient to order some repairs in

the drains below the lake, the bum was dammed up for a day or two-

and the level of the loch was raised several feet, until, in fact, a full

loch was produced. My first hour or two on the loch yielded some

30 trout, some as heavy as 2j^lbs.—^a size never before approached—
while the fish rose with an avidity at the fly wholly opposed to their
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time-honoured and very clearly established reputation. So' long as the

loch was kept high, soi long did the sport last. It was, in fact, clearly

proved that the loch not only contained very fine fish in great

abundance, but that the raising of its level—a topographical change of

environment had altered their feeding habits to such an extent that

from a " dour " non-fly-taking race they became a quick and lively people

willing to rise with an obsequiousness that from some points of view

marred the pleasure of killing them.

Waiving the question of somewhat hypocritical asceticism, which the

last remark suggests, we have here an extremely interesting practical

application of a truth which is undoubtedly accepted, in theory at least,

by most pisciculturists and practical students of fish. Whether, how-

ever, similar means would produce similar happy"results in all lochs,

much less in short-seasoned lochs, remains as yet to be proved, but

the experiment can at least be tried with perfect safety in all lochs in

which it is possible to put it in force and on whose trout the conditions

of existence impose the habit of ceasing to> take the fly with any keen-

ness after a cer^in period of the year has been reached.

As to Lochs Coil-a-Bharra and Bornish, it cannot be said that the

environments of the two lakes are the same, or that they approximate in

any way, save in so far as the food supply in both lakes is practically un-

limited. They differ, however, both in their topography and in the

nature of the food supply. Coil-a-Bharra is surrounded by woods and

rocks; Bornish lies on the Machar-land without a single tree, save a

monkey-puzzle, nearer its shores than the Isle of Skye. The water of

Coil-a-Bharra is a beautiful tea colour ; that of Bornish though tinged

with brown is an exquisite shade of bright greeny-grey. Bornish has no

deeps,; Coil-a-Bharra has many; the bottom of 'the latter abounds in

great rocks and stones between sandy beds, while the decaying branches

of the trees all round its shores fall into the water, and vegetation, ex-

traneous and growing, is abundant in certain reaches only. As a con-

sequence of its surroundings fly-life and surface food are abundant, while

shrimps, the corixae, and tadpoles abound. There are, however, no

minnows or other small fish. The fly life on Bornish is normal, and

the surface feeding is limited. It abounds, however, in subaqueous life

and sticklebacks are numerous. The consequences of these differences

are peculiar, as the angler on both lakes will find tO' his cost. Bornish
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is fishable all over, and is in consequence an incomparably easier lake

to fish than Coil-a-Bharra, though it is at the same time a fine sporting

water. Its trout through their great activity—a lega.cy of their more

direct descent from the sea-trout—axe extremely difficult to control,

and when in their primest order, which appears to vary with the day

rather than with the season, both extremes excepted, will lead the most

skilful handler of a fish a merry dance and give him not a few anxious

moments before they are finally encreeled. In such a lake trout are

irregular risers and may, in terms of some causes I have never, outside

of the weather conditions, been able tO' formulate, ei'ther rise well or ill

or not at all. Owing to their environment they are, in other words, fish

of most irregular habits in the matter of fly-taking. On the other hand

they take the fly from April tO' September and are in practically the same

condition in the latter half of April as they are in the first half of

September. Another peculiarity—and it is a common characteristic

of all such lakes—is that the fish rise anywhere and have no' apparent

habitat save the habitat of reach, the guide to which in cases when the

eye is not the director must be found by experiment or by local enquiry

in trustworthy quarters. Coil-a-Bharra is by reason of its environment

almost, save in one or two> of its reaches, a " shore " loch. Owing tO' the

abundance of surface food the trout are fly-feeders. Nevertheless they are

not tO' be taken by simply trying for them even in a breeze. In conse-

quence of its configuration a breeze but rarely strikes all portions of the

lake, and hence there are always portions of it calm even in a

strong breeze. The fish, however, if they rarely come on the rise more

than once a day are always represented by feeding fish at some point or

other along its shores. When feeding, fish in a lake of this kind range

Up and down a fixed portion of shore and may be angled for so long

as they are on the feed. Sometimes as when casting over a rising trout

on a dry fly or other stream, it may take the angler from 10 to 20 minutes

to persuade even a feeding fish tO' rise ; but when he does rise, and the

same applies to Bomish trout, business is meant and short rising is un-

common. In lakes of these two' types fish continue to rise the whole

season and the lessons which they teach tO' the angler is very obvious.

On lochs of the Bomish type one never knows, as a rule, when a fish is

going to rise or where a fish may be, and should, therefore, search every

incJi of water, while in lakes of the other class, the proper plan is either
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•to confine one's attention to rising fish or to fish every spot on their

:-shores which appears likely to be the habitat of a fish *

This last observation leads to the question of habitat in lochs,

.both as regards special fish and the fish, in the lake in general.

The rules as to the salmonidse in lakes as a whole, is capable

• of being axiomatically stated as follows:—^Salmon have'both a general

.and a special habitat;- sea-trout have a general but no^ special habitat,

.and loch trout have both a special and a general habitat. The meaning

'Of the phrase "general and special habitat" is that not only do fish

display a special partiality for certain portions of a lake, but that each

-individual fish has a favourite feeding spot, while on the analogy of

fish in rivers, each may have a favourite resting place or lying ground.

When I come to deal with salmon and sea-trout lochs, I shall refer

.again to their habits in the matter of habitat, but in the meantime

confine myself to a few observations on the habits of the loch trout in

this particular. That loch trout have a general habitat or rather general

-habitats, in the sense already indicated is a commonplace of knowledge,

which a very brief experience of any lake soon enables even an angler out

on a loch for the first time to discover. These habitats may or may not

.be obvious to even the experienced eye on certain lochs unless, indeed,

fish be rising, but at the same time the lochs on which the general

iiabitats are invisible to- the eye studying the bottom of the lake are

'Comparatively few. When they are invisible owing to the colour of the

Tvater and the lack of rising fish (trout it should be observed occasionally

rise freely off their usual feeding habitats and in deep water)! 'the angler

must either consult his boatmen, if he has one with him, or he must

<;onsult a chart of the lake, or failing that must test the depth and nature

•of the bottom with his oar and judge of it otherwise by the configura-

tion of the shore. As a rule, however this difficulty does not arise save

in strange and very unfrequented waters, while when it does arise it is

usually easily overcome, especially in comiparatively small lakes. It

seems scarcely necessary, therefore, as the matter is a very simple one,

-when the habitats are visible, to do more than point out that as a rule

feeding fish are found in water varying from 10 feet to a few inches in

* In lakes like Coil-a-Bharra, and in Coil-a-Bharra itself, there are a few reaches in

which fish rise, even in deepish water, and may be seen feeding.

fThis trait is most frequently in evidence during the evening rise.
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depth, both being extreme limits, over either a sandy, grassy or stony

or mixed bottom, while between the shallow and the deep where it

slopes abruptly down is as favourite a place for feeding loch trout to

take up their position as it is for sea-trout. The habitat will vary tO'

some slight extent with the height of the lake, which should, therefore,

be noted, but when every inch of water is searched within certain limits,.

in the manner set forth in a succeeding chapter, 'this position is only

material in so far as it may save some minutes which might be more

profitably employed. Near reeds and off the mouths of bums are good,

places in most lochs, but they are not invariably better than other spots,.,

and, in fact, the latter are sometimes 'of very little value, for the loch.

trput is by no' means dependent for his meals., save' in lakes of rather-

poor feeding, on the chance morsels a poverty-stricken bum may wash

down to swell the bill of fare of the lake. When, however, a bum dis-

charges its superfluous waters near, but not at, a specially excellent

feeding ground or general habitat, it is extremely probable that a few

fish will establish a special feeding and resting habitat at or near its

entrance to the lake, while their watch and ward will occasionally be

shared by unwelcome guests from' the adjacent pasture. When such

guests are present the cha.nces for and against a few fish are about equal-

You m.ay find either a rivalry for the fly that means death tO' fish, or you.

may find the fish in one of those bellicose moods noted in the previous

chapter.

When the burn rises in its last pool tO' the dignity of an ana of

the lake, it is generally a sure hold for fish, but as often as not they

are but poor risers.

It requires the educated " fishy " eye to pick out the special habitat,,

which in the case of bays and reaches cannot, of course, be detected

unless the bottom be visible or rocks and reeds occur. Precisely the

same kind of observation and reasoning from observation as guide the eye-

in a river must guide the angler in keeping a careful eye on such spots

and the process of education is perhaps as unconscious as the training

of the eye to detect fish and judge the depths in flounder-spearing.

In the case of shore lochs a cultivation of this form of opportimism

is as necessary as is the development of the quick eye which can detect

not merely the faintest break, but even the glimmer of a fish below the

surface. The latter faculty may, perhaps, be as natural a gift as the-
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power to see a hare twO' fields off which some keepers with the eyes of

a hawk seero to possesS, but it is very certain, if I may judge from

my own experience, that fish are frequently killed in spots where this-

glimmer has caught the eye. As lo the first mentioned power, it is-

so largely a matter of education and observation that it is easily acquired

by anyone possessed of average intelligence, though some, no doubt:

from wider experience and greater na.tural gifts, possess and. cultivate-

it to a greater extent than others. I call it the " fishy " eye, and when one-

considers that seeing necessitates the use of the brain as well as of the

eye, if the sight is to become a conscious possession and turned to-

profitable account, the phrase may be accepted as defining and covering,

the whole process. Further it may be pointed out that the best school

for training the kind of eye desired to be produced is not the lake, but

the river. The lessons learned on the river are, in fact, the lessons that

should on this as on other points be applied tO' the lake, by the angler

whoi would conjoin the killing of fish with a study of the reason why-

he succeeds in raising, hooking, and landing each particular fish. Fin-

ally with regard tO' the habits of loch trout it may be remembered as a

generalisation that loch trout occasionally roami the lake in an apparently

aimless kind of way and often swim high when changing pastures. The

angler who remembers this rule is too' apt to merely keep his flies trailing

behind the boat on the " off-chance " of killing a fish. Fish so- kUled are

murdered. The ethics of loch fishing demand casting or a suspension of

hostilities. The wise man in a lake will, however, never cease fishing

except to observe some interesting fact worthy of attention, or when his-

physical powers put the ^'eto on his turning a pleasure into- a toil. The

advice of the Scottish laird who advised his son " aye tO' be putting in

a tree, when he had nothing better to- do," on the ground that " they

would aye be growing when he was sleeping,'' is very good advice,

mutatis mutandis, tO' the loch fisher, for even when he is shifting his

quarters he may rise one of those wandering fish known to 'the boatmen,

of certain lakes as " mad 'uns."



CHAPTER XXI.

An Explanation, an Analogy and an Apology.

" Schoolmaster to little boys and tailor to the clouds " is a vicarious

estimate of Milton made by Charles II in a critical mood,* and indicates

even a worse fate than being the prototype of all that is mute and in-

glorious, whatever the proverbial philosopher of the common-place may

urge tO' the contrary in that headline morality, which marks the graves

of mighty thoughts murdered. All whO' essay tO' wax didactic on an

art that necessitates the possession and the use of skUl—^innate or ac-

quired—^tempt the same fate as did " the schoolmaster tO' little boys and

tailor tO' the clouds, which he furnished with suits of black lined with

silver at no other expense than that of sense."

Per contra, one may be more glorified by being mute on those prac-

tical details which no> dogmatic maxims can wholly impart and which

must be supplemented tO' be valuable in use by the lessons of personal

experience and laborious hours in the field of sport where alone the

spurs of mighty men are won.

To make my meaning plain I will draw an analogy between athletic

prowess in general and that particular manifestation of it, which the

.angler displays, whether his skill and endurance be hereditary gifts

-cultivated by practice or acquired powers the result of a persevering and

industrious exercise of the imitative faculty. In doing so I would point

•out that the environment of men gives them precisely the same general

.and sporting character as it gives to fish. The other day a London

tradesman was reminded of the fact that he had never seen, wild flowers

growing by receiving a present of a box of these sweet nestlings of

'.nature. It was alsO' related of a metropolitan parson that, on persuading

one of his parishioners tO' take a country ramble, the latter asked on

seeing a plough lying idle by a hedge row in a field " what that strange

*I say "vicarious," because the criticism is one which Scott puts into the mouth

x)f Charles 11., as one in keeping with his character.
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looking thing was ?" Environment makes the man and the sportsman^

what lie is, and not only imposes limitations on natural powers but

creates aptitudes which are as truly products of environment as are-

the specific differences of the fish with which we have been dealing.

William Wallace and Robert the Bruce, for example, would, without

doubt, have been most excellent forwards had they not been born some-

600 years before their time. Rob Roy, by parity of reasoning, would,

have excelled in goal as an exponent of the Association code, for he had'

arms of such abnormal length that he could garter his hose below the-

knees without stooping ; while there is little doubt, if the non-tnaidenish

quality of his upper limbs prove anything, that the apocryphal Roderick

Dhu would have been the prince of hard and low tacklers, with the grip-

of an octopus and the litheness of an adder. But would they have-

been great cricketers or great anglers ?

As Rob Roy has a descendant of cricket fame in the field, Gregor-

M'Gregor, who possess in his length of arm one of the many physical

qualifications of his ancestor, it is safe to assume that the red-headed.

Highland hero would have been an excellent wicket-keeper, with the-

eye of an eagle, an aptitude for taking balls wide on the leg side and.

possibly three inches of dirk for the trembling umpire whose decisions,

failed toi please the Scottish Robin Hood. Wallace might, as a smiter,,

have placed Bonnor as wholly in the shade as he did the famous Red

Rover of the Channel ; and Bruce might have made the ball corruscate-

with a brilliancy before which Jessop and Thornton would have had

to pale their ineffectual fires. All this is delightfully " a priori " reason-

ing. We can safely assume the iron muscles,- the enduring frames, the-,

keen, educated eye, the wrist of steel, with the suppleness of a Damas-

cus or Andre Ferrara blade, the activity of the mountain cat, the wilL

to- do-, the power to dare, that make for greatness in the world of ath-

letics and spo'it, where the qualities of great men are the qualities of^

great warriors—unless that competent authority, the hero of Waterloo,,

was a poor judge of the merchants, the hewers and carriers in the trade

of war.

This preamble is intended to introduce the great truism that though

. the physical and mental qualities of the athlete and sportsman are thfr-

same in all ages and all climes, the form in which athleticism and sport

as a legacy of war, realizes themselves in time and circum'stances, both irb..
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the individual and in the nation, is wholly dependent upon the latter, in-

-terpreted in the widest sense of which it is capable. The average English-

man of to-day is not the average Englishman of the days of King Richard

Coeur de Lion. Nor from' the point of view of muscularity is he the

equal even of the average Englishman when the good Queen Bess

commanded both bows and bills. But the English athlete, save per-

haps for the quality of enduring each dire inclemency of rough fare

and rougher quarters, is probably the superior of the English bowman

.and yeoman—a finer animal because of superior intelligence and mei'iod.

In the Scotchman and in the Highlander, this general as distinct

from specialised descent from a rude physical robustness is not so

marked. Mentally he long ago lost the last traces of his savage an-

cesliy thanks to certain very provident measures of the Stuarts, and a

• certain natural poverty which compelled the culti\'ation of shrewdness,

th3 making of ends to meet, and a sustained indulgence in the great world

game of " beggar-your-neighbour ;
" but in the losing of what was the

worst part of his hereditary nature he stuck with a highly characteristic

tenacity to its utilitarian strength, and remained on the a-s'erage more of

..a man of brawn and wiry muscle than his Sassenach equal.

In his athletic and sporting development he displayed this same

physical conservatism, conditioned by circumstances over which he had

no control. A great footballer even in the days of " the wisest fool in

Europe;" a great golfer of unassailed supremacy when the links of the

Kingdom of Fife, the Inches of Perth, and the Park of Stirling had

never flashed back the sunlight from a scarlet coat that boasted a

Saxon owner ; a dour, dogged runner when the wheel of time rolled him

on to the running path ; a wrestler fit to hold the ring against the might

of Cumberland ; a yachtsman that beat the Corinthian mariners of

England at their own peculiar game when the mountain breezes from a

thousand Ben-na-Darchs were joyous in the white-winged competing

armadas and a champion in other fields of athletic fame, he never was a

man who could take a bellyful in the ring ; much less has he ever been

—

. and this is more germane tO' the matter—^save in rare and isolated cases,

exceptions that prove the rule, fit tO' compete with the giants of cricket,

the Titans of the green sward, of whom the turfy swell of England's

romantic meadows has bom so plentiful and apparently inexhaustible

,,a crop.
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1

Yet the question can be, and must be, regarded from other points if one

Tbe&t of the sons of England, who have not only been bom but also

.TTiade, conceding a liberal allowance of that adaptability which genera-

tions of cricketing sires must have made an hereditary trait—^a tradi-

. clonal instinct in all English boys worthy of the name who first saw

.the light in districts given over to the worship of the great goddess

'Cricketania. Those whO' have read " Old Eboi's " delightful talks with

•old Yorkshire cricketers, those men whO' literally fought their way to

cricket fame, know well the trait to which I refer. It is bred in the

.bone.*

Yet it can be otherwise regarded, and it must be so regarded if one

would understand why the Scotchman, with all his adaptability for suc-

cess in whatsoever his hand findeth to' do, has never climbed tO' the

^cricket altitudes where are the seats of the mighty wielders and trundlers,

the immortals that live above when at last they sleep below the green

-turf on the far side of the great boundary amidst the crowd of the un-

numbered dead. An Englishman in most districts of England has not

.a, Scotchman's infinite variety of recreative pastimes. The physical

conditions of his country—^its sport-yielding crop, so tO' speak—is more

limited. Cricket topographically, and, in some sense, geographically

•considered, is his natural pastime. It only needed a beginning to

tecome the national game, the game in which nature found her own

compensation, and created that outlet for the physical energy of the

ieisure moments of youth which was bound tO' find expression, when war

ceasing tO' be a trade', peaceful industry, was unable tO' exhaust the full,

.flowing stream of manhood, of manly ambition, that was its best, but

.not its only profitable legacy. Cricket needs a soil on which to flourish,

and is, like all pastimes, most likely to- flourish where nature places on

it the imprimatur of its approval. Let me illustrate the truth of this

• dictum by an appeal tO' what I may term an exaggeration of one aspect

•of the Scottish case. I refer tO' the primitive cricket played in the

Paroe Islands. In those islands of the North men live, and can only

live, on slopes, simply because there is no level ground, and a, meadow

is unknown. Yet they play cricket—after a sort. The bat is a piece of

wood, and the ball is made of two sheep horns. The game is called

*Mr. PuUin's book should be 'read by everyone. I know no work which belter

-.illustrates the true journalistic mean between facts and comment on facts.
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" Sheeps dogs," and was probably a sport of the Vikings, and has not;

advanced since these lusty pirates " caroused in seas of sable beer," andl

sent down over after over with a ramishorn ball tO' a half-naked giant-

wielding a bat as big as a galley's stenm! Such lack of development-

is perfectly natural, not extraordinary. The conditions were all against,

the game, and a Faroe Island team is never likely to visit our shores,,

though, as whale hunters and expert cragsmen, they would give any

English eleven, even with "W.G." at their head, a long start and a.'

beating.

Now, Scotland is not a Faroe Island in any sense of the word. Never-

theless, the physical conditions and general circumstances of Scotland

are " pro tanto " equally against the development of the game of cricket

to the extent to which it has been developed in all save the "least,

cricketing '' counties of England.

Now what is the cause? Some cricketers—^and these the best—are-

born, others are made; Scotchmen have the aptitude for cricket, but

the racial idea is against developing it, if only because, in spite of the-

antiquity of Scottish cricket clubs, most of which are far older thart.

any of its football organisations. Nature has placed barriers in the way,,

and given many compensating joys, firmed by custom intO' prescriptive-

habits, for that unrealised cricketing ambition for which Scotland still

in its heart of hearts yearns, but for the realisation of which it declines-

to scorn other delights and live the necessary laborious hours.

Now what is true of racial characteristics as the result of environ-

ment, not only in the wide arena of life but also in the narrower lists of

sport, is as applicable to angling as it is to cricket, the sport I chose as-

an illustration of how aptitudes are developed by circumstances

until the become hereditary traits. The average English'

angler is bom the heir to a fair domain of placid smooth-sliding rivers

crowned like Mincius " with vocal reels " and of clear limpid waters--

that shed like meek Cephisus a scanty tide.

The Scot

—

' Lowland and Highland far and near "—is, on the other'

hand a son of " the land of the mountain and the flood," born tO' a

heritage of " sweeping vales and foaming floods " and an endless succes-

sion of laJies great and small, of every kind and variety, all holding

trout in greater or less plenty and necessitating a very different racial or

characteristic style of angling than do the rivers of the South, though?
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as has already been pointed out the Scottish loch and the English river

have many features that are common to both. In spite, however, of

these common features, and the increasing custom of stocking ponds,

public and private, and reservoirs with trout that are in many instances

descended from loch trout, and the consequent increase of loch fishing

after a sort in England, it is obvious that English anglers as a whole have

only the same opportunities of developing the loch fishing " idea " as

Scottish cricketers have of perfecting themselves in the essentially

English game of cricket.

Heredity and locality, if the two can be separated, must count for

something in angling as in cricket, sO' that one would naturally expect

the man, born amongst the lakes and sprung from a race of anglers who

have for generations angled in their spreading waters to have not only

more natural skill in fishing them but also an inborn aptitude, a corres^

pondence of spirit to their mood, which will make him a more successful

student of the mysteries of their life and of the art of overmastering

by the angle the fish great and small, wise and simple that people

their deeps and shallows.

Yet without laborious hours of toil that is a pleasure, even this natural

aptitude cannot bear fruition much less that form of fruit which one can

pluck and hand to another as a very apple from the tree of knowledge.

Though cricket was never learned from a book, nevertheless advice from

skilled cricketers dispensed to' all the world in words, is an excellent aid

to practice. It corrects errors in style and imparts new tricks, and

affords to the student of tactics an endless field for the use of his eyes,

the exercise of his cunning and the display of his reasoning powers.

It is, nevertheless, doubtful if any angjer, however great his own

knowledge may be, can impart tO' his fellow anglers useful lessons of

practical value, save those which can be inferred from his observations

of the quarry and it is still more doubtful if mechanical

skill can be imparted by any teacher. Angling is,, however,

less of an exact science than cricket, whose mysteries

lie on the surface—^a positive of attack—a negative of defence that can

be seen, and short of accidents of a chance, be provided against. It is

a game played against an unseen team—a team of moods and without

fixtures. Your opponents are a subtle, a deep, a mysterious race whose

secrets are fenced by an elemental rampart, bristling with difficulties.

T
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All, therefore, of a useful didactic character any writer can hope to im-

part is, in the first place, such facts or what have appeared to himi tO' be

facts, with regard to the habits and moods of the particular fish or fishes

about which he is discoursing; these he must leave to his readers to

appraise by comparing their accuracy or inaccuracy with their own ob-

servations, past and to come,- bona fides being in all cases understood ;

whatever alteration these facts may cause in methods wDl obviously

be pro'portionate tO' the degree of accuracy in his observations as-

certained to exist by the comparative method already re'^erred to. If

this comparison results in the correction of an error in method which

may ab initio have been a prejudice, or based on reasoning from false

premises, the value of the lesson in' facts is obviously considerable, for

it is the result of personal and impersonal experience viewed in relation

to the angler who puts it in practice. In the second place a mere setting

forth of methods, as the applied and practical results of observation,

must be read in the light'of the facts of observation that have preceded

and are the bases on which these methods are founded. It is with this

apology and explanation that I venture to wax didactic in the succeeding

.chapters in which I shall adopt the method of the writer on economics

and take certain hypotheses as granted, which the reader who has had

the patience to follow me so' far can, or should be, in a position to

supply in their proper places. Finally, I would point out that what is

true of cricket and every other department of sport is true of angling,

and, therefore, of loch fishing. Certain anglers are bom, others are

made. The former can hope to make themselves assuredly perfect by

opportunity and practice ; the latter can only expect to attain a certain

measure of skill and are far more dependent upon the lessons of others

than are the born anglers. Nor can one afford tO' overlook the fact

that the born angler is an observer and a student—a man wbo uses at

once his head and his hand—a co-operation of mind and matter which

distinguishes all the great exponents of any pastime.
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How TO Fish a Trout Loch : The Method of Casting.

Angling genius consists in an infinite capacity for taking pains. If,

therefore, in loch fishing with the fly the angler is content tO' follow

the traditional methods, he had better confine himself to that most

simple of all lakes, the lake which readily admits of the old drift method

with the boat broadside to the wind and one angler in the bow and

another in the stern, each in the right of the water lying to the right or

left of an imaginary line drawn at right angles to the centre of the

boat and extending down wind tO' the end of the drift or to- the lee shore.

My theory of lake fishing, even in such a loch as this, and Loch Leven

is its typical representative, is based on the principle that a lake is

merely an overgrown currentless pool, which must be attacked on pre-

cisely the same plan as one would attack a pool in a river. This being

so, you must ask your companion to step ashore. If he refuses to go,

throw him overboard ; if one is going tO' enjoy the freedom of the lake

and unfettered action and to put one's thinking machinery in motion,

one must not be tramelled by the rights of another, but must be absolute

skipper of his own craft, and have no- one to consider but himself. Still

keeping this categorical imperative of the resemblance between lake and

river in view, it is obvious that the streams from, the kintergarten of the

bum to the university of the limpid river—^the meek Cephisus of scanty

sun-dried tide, are the best possible educators for the loch, since they

are better schools for the training of the fishy eye than the lake, with

its greater apparent, but not greater real, uniformity of " spots." The

error intO' which loch fishers of the traditional school fall is thus to treat

the loch as the sea, though the latter by no means wholly deserves, from

a sporting standpoint, tO' be summ^arily dismissed as. the true paradise

of the duffer. At the same time to initiate an angler into the mysteries
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of the craft in a loch, is to introduce him to an apparent uniformity

wholly uneducative to the fishy eye which does not reflect the lessons of

the river. For my own part I was, while still a toddler in the angling

nursery, a burn fisher who paid stolen visits, which cost me dear, to the

river, and for another long period a river fisher pure and simple. The

lessons I learned on burn and river I carried with me tO' the lake and

applied them in every kind of way. A non-adherence to this principle—
the very basis and root idea of successful loch fishing, may possibly ex-

plain why certain clever river fishers—^even men educated in the dry

fly world—^whom I have met on lakes, have signally failed to dO' their

mechanical powers justice, and have reduced their genius by the chalk

stream to the level of the dullest understanding, when standing by the

shores or afloat on the surface of a loch. They have approached loch

fishing—and probably the prejudice is begot of the " purist " mind,

imbued either with the idea that there is nothing to learn or that there

is everything to learn. Both frames of mind are equally fatal tO' suc-

cess. The former begets a confidence that is the father of carelessness

and has resulted in many a rude awakening ; the latter induces a spirit

of dependence on boatmen and natives—a reliance upon the experience

of others that may be, and often is, misplaced, and is assuredly opposed

to the principle which makes for greatness in angling and is the basis of

all success in the art. The loch fisher rmust, therefore, rely upon himself

and supplement his skill acquired on the river by personal observation

on the lake, by the comparison of lake and river and the noting of their

differences, and finally must verify the facts of lake life as stated by

others by ranging them along side of the facts of his own personal ex-

perience.

He will find if he does so, that in straightforward loch fishing, in

drifting, that is to say, over known lies, where fishing water is of

uniform excellence, his success will depend upon the observance

of two general principles, the method in which he works his flies and

the great extent of water he covers and small area of water

he misses.

In a river he would cover every inch of water with the fly and would

fish it slowly and deliberately, an aim he would be helped to achieve by

reason of the fact that he was master of his own motions and the regu-

lator of his advance. Nor would he consider it conducive to sport if he
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had to fish a pool, and at the same time regulate his movements by the

movements of another. This broad fact jwints to two conclusions. It

shows, in the first place, that a man should be alone, and in the second

place, that the drift method is not a satisfying method, unless,, indeed,

one be alone or the wind be very gentle.* Both conditions must, strictly

speaking, be granted before the drift method can be pronounced even

moderately satisfying. It is obvious if one must cover every inch

of water that the proper plan is to have your gillie constantly at the oars

and tO' adopt, when fishing in a breeze a reach or bay known to hold

fish, some method that will secure as nearly as possible the desired

end. Nor is it less material, in this the simplest style of loch fishing,

that one should cover all the water possible on " good " days as on
" bad," for on the former our " bag " will obviously depend upon the

reaping of the full harvest as it will on the latter on neglecting no op-

portunity to pick up the stray straws. Ta secure the desired end is

clearly a question rather of navigation and boat management than of

angling skill, which must necessarily vary with the circumstances of

the case. I refer to the subject in a later chapter when dealing with sea-

trout fishing, and will here content myself with a mere statement of

the principle illustrated by two examples. Let us suppose that the

angler is fishing a bay of the following nature—premising that I am

describing a portion of a certain loch and that the picture is drawn from

life and is not a product of the imagination. The bay in question begins

at a rocky point, of which, for some fifty yards out, fish lie within an

area of which lines drawn from A to B, from C

to F, and back to A would be the limits. If G
be the direction of the wind and I had reached the point

C, having fished the wooded shore as marked, my probable plans of

campaign in a light breeze and a strong breeze respectively, would be

as follows. First in a strong breeze; sifter some careful casts off the

point C, where the boat, being under the shelter of the rocks and trees,

could remain stationary until every inch of water was searched by vary-

ing the length of the cast, I would direct the gillie to place the boa,t

in the position P, with her head in the direction of the arrow marked

* I am aware of the difficulty of obtaining a boat to oneself in Highland lochs in the

height of the season, but the fact no more invalidates my contention than does the fact

-that a crowded hotel may necessitate sleeping on a billiard table with half-a-dozen others

prove such a sleeping place to be a more comfortable couch than a single bed of down.
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Ait, and by holding Her against the wind would cast over every inch of

the water above and to windward of the sunken rocks in the chart.

I would repeat the same operation a little nearer the rocks until every

inch on the other side of the rocks and a little out from them had been

fished, continuing in each case as far as the limit of the line between

B and C and B and A. I should then, after the second crossing, work

down from B to A, keeping the boat's head in the direction marked by

the arrow A2, which would land me off the point, where I would, still

holding the boat against the wind, search all the nooks and crannies-

about A, including the little bay. Next I should work up from A to C
in a series of gentle zigzags, and should, on reaching C again, fish the

point, and work round towards F, where the head of the boat being

kept in the direction of A3 I should work slowly down the reeds,

casting out and in, searching in the latter case not only every inch of

the water adjacent to the reeds, but also- all breaks in themi and each

tiny bay. Finally, I would take the line from' A to D, and would cast

on both sides of the boat, whose head would be kept about two points

of the wind and in the position A 4. In a very light breeze I should

pursue practically the same tactics, with this difference, that as it would

be easier to keep the boat head to the wind and to follow a definite-

course which would divide the water into- layers, I might fish it in straight

sections after exhausting the immediate resources of the sunken rocks.

This somewhat bald description of my method in fishing an actual por-

tion of a lake with which I am familiar may, perhaps, serve to illustrate

the principle which I have been endeavouring to state. I need hardly

point out that ajwrt from covering fax more water than he can do by

drifting pure and simple, the angler by adopting the above plan secures

the enormous advantage of always being to windward of his fish;

strictly speaking, he is sometimes to leeward, but he is always able to

secure the windward berth of a fish because the boat's head is to the wind

—^for example as in position A 4—and hence is ever able to make a;

cool and deliberate second cast over a fish he has risen and missed.

When drifting and fishing with a companion a fish missed is usually a

fish lost, for if the boat be not at once over it, the cast which will tempt

a second rise is usually a hurried and flurried one, unless the other

angler is good enough to suffer a cessation of his casting. In any

case time must be lost tO' secure the position, and with the lapse of
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time and the turmoil of securing the position for a fresh cast, its value;

and the opportunity generally vanish.

Loch fishing in a calm, I regard as a separate branch of the sport and

have so treated it, but loch fishing in a breeze, gentle or strong, along a

shore where the fish lie in some places close in and at others for a

certain distance out from it, falls within the scope of my present subject.

" Shore fishing," in this wide sense, 1 shall have to refer to again when

dealing v/ith sea-trout, but in the meantime, still keeping the principle

of covering as much water as possible in view, it must be clear that a

mere straight drift along a shore dose in or at some little distance out

from it, according to the nature and depth of the water, is an even less

satisfactory niethod than when fishing bays and reaches. With two

anglers in the boat one must suffer, and the inshore rod will kill all the

fish save when water is being traversed in which the fish lie some dis-

tance out from the shore. Even when there is only one angler in the

boat the drift method cannot possibly yield results

fully commensurate with the possibilities—looking at the

question from the utilitarian point of view, while from

the " moral " , standpoint, no angler whO' has but half-

searched water and has not exercised his ingenuity in the widest

sense of the term, can feel wholly satisfied that he has taken the greatest

degree of pleasure out of his pastime and combined recreation with aa

interesting and instructive study of tactics and trout habits. Each likely,

spot on the shore, by stone that rises above or sunken rock that lies

below the surface must be noted and fished with care ; each inch of

likely looking water under a bush or the overhanging boughs of a

tree must be carefully searched, and the "fishy" eye must miss

nothing.

.Once more it is obvious that the problem of covering a maximum

amount of water, resolves itself into one of navigation

or to speak by the card, of mixed navigation and

angling. I will again illustrate the principle by an, ex-

ample once more drawn from the realities of lakeland. The shore in

question is of ' this; character. For some four hundred yards

its steep' sides- are covered with rocks hurled in confusion

to the vv'ater's edge, while from amongst these spring.

many, trees .whose boughs everywhere over-shadow and weep
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and wave over the water. This portion of the shore is only

fishable close in. Then comes a bit of wooded shore with a shingle

beach. This lasts for some distance, and the water opposite it is fish-

able for forty yards out, being some four to six feet or more deep with

splendid feeding ground and shelter. Then comes a mixed variety of

shore, reeds and weeds, and rocks and stones showing above and under

the water, while a small burn finds its way in at one point and here and

there occur sunken roots and masses of fallen branches. In some

places the water is fishable for some 40 yards out ; • in other places only

close in, while the best spots are those affording shelter. Now let us

suppose that a moderate breeze is blowing down the shore and that

the angler is at A about tO' begin operations. Before describing the

plan I should adopt it may be pointed out as the chart shows, that the

direction of the wave will not be quite the same as the direction of the

wind, waves, when the wind blows straight down a loch, always inclining

towards the shore. This fact is of more importance than appears on the

surface, for in fishing the shore, say, from A to- B the direction of the

boat's head must be such as to secure a position that will be about

two points off the course of the resultant arrow placed between the

arrows indicating respectively the directions of the wind and of the wave.

This may be roughly represented by Pi. and the boat will be kept

and worked up the shore as nearly as possible at this angle to it. The

angler will face the wind and use the undercut cast,, working his flies

mostly up against the wind so as tO' keep his line taut. This method

he can, of course, vary as he sees fit and as the course of events justify.

He will leave no corner unfished, however close to the shore and will

pay particular attention tO' every likely looking hold. On reaching

B, he will work right across to E, the line joining E representing the

path of the boat, while he will cast in the direction of the wind sO' as

to cover the water near the line BE and within BEF. He will then

work from E to G, keeping the boat's head tO' the wind and may then

fish the line between G and H in the same way ; next he will take the

Ime H to I, then those from M to I, M to N, N to J, J to O, O to

L, L to K tO' F, finishing by coming inwards a little inside of BF, but

finishing near B. He will then work up from B to C as he did from A
to B. This is the theory of his attack ; obviously, however, he will not

be able to adhere to it in practice with the same minuteness as on
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paper, but in any case he will fish every inch of water. The angling

" averages " are not, fortunately or unfortunately, published every Mon-

day and at the end of each season, like those of cricket. Even if they

-were they would, if viewed apart from 'the circumstances of their making,

.be still more misleading than are cricket figures. All first class cricketers

play on an average of seasons on the same and on the same variety of

-wickets, fiery, baked, slow or fast. But all anglers do' not fish in the

same lochs ; nor when a certain number of anglers fish the same waters

do they always fish them under similar conditions. Nevertheless the

returns extending over a whole season are a pretty safe guide to the

eflScacy of methods, for I prefer to leave the question of personal skill

out of accoimt. If, therefore, the above method of fishing a loch, as a

general plan of campaign, has enabled me to regularly secure better

results than other anglers fishing alone on their own plan, then obviously

when method is opposed tO' method, the method just described is en-

titled to take first place. Further, if fishing alone be a condition pre-

cedent to the success of the above method, and by fishing alone I have

secured better baskets than the aggregate baskets of twO' rods fishing

together, then the onus of proof in favour of my method becomes

overwhelming. If, on taking the results of a whole season, it be found

that the baskets of the angler fishing alone and on the above plan faf

•exceed, on an average being struck, the combined average basket of two

rods fishing together on any other plan, then the method is vindicated

SLud its co'mparative eiEcacy is placed beyond dispute. If a succession

of seasons be taken and their results aggregated and compared, and

the result once more is that the angler pursuing the above plan comes

out a very easy first, then obviously he has solved the problem of the

proper plan on v/hich a loch should be fished. I have already been

under the painful necessity of recording personal figures to prove the

accuracy of this contention by facts which are stubborn chiels and

need not, therefore, do so again. There remains, however, the question

as to how the flies should be worked, but on this I need scarcely con-

descend at any length. The chapters dealing with the " Philosophy of

the Fly" and with the application of that philosophy have already

indicated with sufficient clearness the general principle involved. If

that general principle be kept steadily before the angler, he will naturally

give his flies, first, that movement most natural to the component parts
*
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of his. cast, of which the two (or three) rearmost members are always:

those whose interests must be his primary care, second, such variationi

in motion as may be suggested tO' him by the angling conditions of the-

moment, or may appear calculated to give his "fluttering" ally a

chance to show how trout are killed. On this point it is impossible tO'

offer useful advice without entering intO' a wealth of detail that might

be confusing and would scarcely be profitable. There is but one pointj.

however, which should be noted and to which I have already referred. I

allude to the fact that flies float shorewards under the impulse of wind'

and waves. This fact the angler should occasionally recognise and

endeavour to imi^tate, especially on a stiff and difficult loch or on bad

days. In light breezes it is quite possible to cast up wind, and in all

breezes it is possible tO' make your flies personate the doomed originals,

they copy. As an example of the difference this sometimes makes I

am' compelled to quote one of those personal experiences which I would

fain avoid, but it is such an instructive lesson in the difference in re-

sults achieved by difference in methods and of suiting methods tO' the-

occasion that I cannot refrain from quoting it.

On a pertain loch I had as my companion an angler

Of the older school, who, I daresay, had killed more fish by far in his day

than I had landed at the time when we angled together. He fished,

with a long line and on the traditional plan. But he caught no fish;'

nor did I when I based my plan of campaign on his. I speedily gave-

it up, however, used a short line and started what was a sort of " dap-^

ping," that is to say, I tried to make my flies move exactly as the natural

flies on the water were moving, which an occasional trout was takings

By this means and other little variations I killed 15 fish the first day

and 2 5 the second. His total catch was one. But this faculty of ob-

serving and of drawing inferences appears to be a gift.* It assuredly

adds pleasure to the sport for even when many of the inferences are

erroneous, the pleasure of proving them to be so is in a measure to-

*Ican never forget, in this connection, the strange tale which a famous specialist,:

known all over the world, told me of his first introduction to dry fly and almost to-

angling. In a certain dry fly stream,, which happened to be running in full volume, he-

observed that the trout were taking the flies off certain leaves in the stream. He caught

one of these leaves, passed the hook of a fly resembling the fly which the fish were taking

off them through the leaf, and by this means took some three brace of fish and earned the

reputation, everbody else being " blank," of having used worm ! He had, as a matter-

*of fact, only used his head.
;
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share the thoughts of mighty men in a humble kind of way. It cannot

be doubted, however, that such a faculty once possessed should be

diligently exercised, and if not possessed in any marked degree is well

worth cultivating. Our "pleasures are the serious matters of life om
holiday, and a week of unconscious hard thinking on a loch not only

gives the usual wheels of the brain a rest, but consolidates the whole-

mechanism and strengthens most of all the sources of all power and

successj the faculty to observe, deduce and persevere until, as in anglings

finis coronat opus.*



CHAPTER XXIII.

Raising, Hooking, Playing and Landing.

That prince of panders, Chiffinch, left the world better than he found

it by the altitude of a good phrase, " the moment of projection,'' which

"very happily describes the period in practical angling when a trout gleams

yellow by the fly. From time immemorial this stepping stone tO' the

final crowning mercy of capture has been called a " rise "—a phrase on

which custom has set the imprimatur of its ap'proval, but which, neverthe-

less,, is not in all cases a correct definition of the actual movement of the

fish from the position in which it sights the fly to its locating of itself

near it by one of the most graceful examples of

the poetry of motion in the animal world. The manner of

a loch trout's coming toi the fly very obviously depends

upon a variety of circumstances. Of these the chief are the depth of

the water, the nature of the light, the presence or absence of rival clainie

ants, the distance at which the fish is from the fly at the moment of

sighting the prize, the quick or slow movement, possibly the pattern

of the fly and the depth to- which it is sunk, the character of the bottom,

the colour of the water, the general habit and particular mood as well as

size of the trout, the force of the wind and the size of the wave and the

nature of the loch in general and of the particular spot at which the

fish is tempted for doom;

All these circumstances affect to a greater or less degree the manner

in which a loch trout will thrill the angling heart. It would obviously

involve the drawing of too many nice distinctions and the laborious

condescension upon an excess of bewildering details, tO' attempt to

describe the effect of each and all of these conditions upon the char-

acter of what is termed the rise. Moreover it may be questioned if the

slating of these effects would convey any practical lesson or even in-

formation that cannot be much better learned on the loch—the finest

and most beautiful school in nature.

It is, nevertheless, necessary to point out the effect of some of the

circumstances I have mentioned upon the method in which a loch trout
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takes the fly. I will first illustrate by examples the effect of depth,,

location, and the colour of the water, three circumstances that generally-

operate together in producing the effect referred to. Casting in some-

very clear water about a foot in depth and close by the shore near a

stone surrounded by other and smaller stones, which together appeared:.

to afford a likely habitat for a trout, I observed a fish leave the shelter-

of the largest stone and swim in leisurely, but evidently purposeful

fashion after my tail fly. I at once removed it from " within his danger
"

'

to see what the trout would then do. He became frantic with eagerness,

changed his sober gait for that of a swift-pacing gannet sweeping tO"

catch a lost shoal of herring.' I threw the fly in his neighbourhood, and

the moment he spied it, every fin quivered and after a brief but visible

poise, he swept with the gyrating tremble of a well-aimed torpedo full

on his doom. On another accasion while fishing in some two feet of

water in a discoloured lake I noted the sudden apparition of a ghostly-

thing in the shape of a trout coming up in slow, hesitating fashion at my
tail fly, until, as I judged, it was within a foot of the prize; then it

suddenly changed its slow-pacing, uncertain motion for a movement

of almost incredible velocity. It was, however,' an easy matter to rob

him of his prey, and after a boil and splutter on the top, he began

swimming about in small circles, ranging close and not -wide as

the trout in the clear water had done, looking for his vanished prize.

Presently he sighted it and hung for a moment as if watching it; then^

he practically stalked it, or, at least, approached it stealthily and

sucked it in with great deliberation.

We have here obviously a most instructive example of the effect of

the colour of the loch, the trout's location, and, in a lesser degree, of

the depth of the water, upon the manner in which trout take the fly.

In both cases the fish came slowly at the fly when it was first observed.

-

The reason of this slowness was not, however, the same in both cases.

The trout in the clear shallow water was absolute master of the situation.

He could afford, being alone, to secure his prize at leisure; on the other -

hand, the trout in the discoloured loch had three reasons for not

moving fast ; at first he was doubtful as to whether he had or had not

sighted a prize; when he became assured that he had done so, he

obviously made up his mind that a stealthy advance was best in a

watery fog, while, finally he, too, was a beatus possidens in the fee and .
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usufruct of his habitat, and his supremacy was undisputed. When, the

fly vanished, both behaved in a manner perfectly consistent with the

conditions of the hunt. The distinctions which I have drawn, if some-

what "nice,'' are not 'without practical value. Obviously in the case

.of the first trout, the method of working the fly which would have made-

the assurance of his taking double sure, would in the light of his sub-

.sequent conduct have been to impart just sufficient additional speed to

the motion of 4he fly to- secure the arousing of the keen desire for what

may be lost, the intensity of appetites, noble and ignoble, being in trout

as in men, as often as not conditioned by the ease or o'therwise with

which desire can be gratified.

In the case of the second fish a policy of masterly inactivity was

evidently the most likely to achieve the common end.

I have mentioned these examples amongst many that could have

'

ibeen cited with equal appositeness, not so much by reason of their prac-

tical and direct value as lessons, as by reason of their indirect value as

. examples of the kind of facts the loch fisher must observe and the in-

ferences he must draw fromi them, if he would not only kill fish but also

make sure of extracting the greatest degree of pleasure and of instruction

out of his sport. The last is by nO' means the least important gain,

for the nature of the subject learned, so long as it is not purely

technical, is of much less moment from the educational standpoint, than

is its power to- promote the " insitam vim^" or in ordinary language, to

develop brain muscularity and the power to put the thinking muscles to

their best use. When the brain goes into- training, interest is the best of

.all aids to knowledge and climbing from fact to inference ceases to- be

,a conscious labour.

This aspect of sport is so often overlooked that I offer no apology

for pointing it out, especially as angling, above all sports, affords op-

" portunities for this unconscious training of the mind for fishing in the

great and troubled stream of life, above which frowns a perfect twilight
'

forest of rival rods. And even if one places too high an estimate on

the general as distinct from the special value of such observations and

-deductions, as those cited, one can, at least, claim for the sport which

gave rise tO' them that it rests the -wheels which the serious business

-of life has 'worn or clogged.* Their character, as well as their direct

* la the course of conversation Mr, Forbes .Robertson once told me that he took to

..cycling in London, when specially brain-fagged by the cares of production and study of
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and indirect value, thus not only justify their stating, but warrant me ia

passing to a more general statement as to the nature of the varieties

of ways in which a loch trout takes the fly. I can safely leave the

teaching of the subtleties to the tuition of experience on the lake itself.

Before, however, describing these rises and the way in which they

•should be met, certain preliminary observations on the question of skill

.•seem necessary.

Nothing trains for war, but war, and your master of theory of tactics

must be an opportunist and a student of circumstances. A knowledge

•of habits and moods may be imparted and the faculty of observation

Tnay be cultivated through the inspiration of the observations of others,

but opportunism and the application of even mechanical hints are es-

rsentially the products of practics. If you accept, for example, the

theory of how to hold a golf club when about to drive, you will be forced

-to attempt, inter alia, to keep the grip of your left hand loose and

to avoid letting your thumb lie along the club. But ask Vardon how he

drives, and he will probably tell you that " it came natural tO' him," and

that he does not know whether his left hand is loose or tight ; he simply

"addresses" himself to the ball in a manner natural to the occasion,

and which suits the aptitudes of those forces constituting his physical

;genius and the subtle correspondence of hand and eye. Jessop', Thorn-

ton, arid all natural hitters smite their hardest and truest when in

their best health, and when the occasion suffers them to realise their

peculiar powers—^again due to the correspondence of hand and eye in

producing a resultant force directed by a perfectly unconscious process

of dynamic method. It is even doubtfiil if the best " scientific " bats-

xneri could do' more_than tell you that certain balls should be met on

principle in such and siich a way. The execution as designed is not

wfholly dependent on the excellence of the intention. Stokes and other

long drop kicks' will probably tell you that their greatest individual

iachieyements were diie to the sudden un'premediated and almost wholly

involuntary seizure of an opportunity and the instant answer of a free

•sweeping leg acting..under the dictates of mind and eye to propel by a

perfectly natural and', wholly -unreasoned method the ball O'f battles

some sixty odd yards between' two posts eighteen and a half feet apart,

parts, simply because his mirad got a rest through the necessity of concentrating his

-attention on the guidance of his wheel through the maze of traffic perils. " Palinure's

-.unaltered'mood" ship-wrecked ihat worthy.
, ._
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and over a bar ten feet from the ground. Of shooting, other than with

the rifle, precisely the same holds good, and the best sot is the man
who never consciously' aims and has no method whatsoever, which he

remembers when birds are coming down wind as if all the fiends from

heaven that fell were on their track and had pealed the banner cry of

hell, the proud-swelling, death-dealing whistle of an infernal hawk intO'

whose person the evil souls of a thousand birds of unconscionable mood

had been compressed. Possibly of all sports billiards most nearly ap-

proaches to angling in the blending of the display of opportune skill

with reasoned intention and definite plan. Such, at least, is the im-

pression left on the spectator after watching Roberts make a big break

which show design, but not the slightest trace of hesitancy, in its execu-

tion. What is true of skill, special and general, in all sports, under the ex-

ception noted in the case of billiards, is true of angling, and if in describ-

ing the three commonest varieties of the loch trout rise, I amj forced to

wax didactic in setting forth the corresponding " strikes," my remarks-

must be read in the light of these preliminary observations on the un-

conscious character of the skill, much more a gift of nature than ac-

quired, by the exercise of which they must be met. My theoretical con-

ception of the " strike " so called will, moreover, be stated at the same

time as the varieties of rise, for as the rise and " strike '' correspond in

time and are practically cause and effect, it would be impossible to

describe the " strike '' without also describing the rise that led to it.

The most common rise of the three is when the trout swirls half-in

and half-out of the water, and takes the fly when the swirl is half-com-

pleted. This is the ordinary rise. The proper way to meet it is to

strike when the fish is felt, and never before. When one is fishing hi&

very best and missing few or no fish, his strike is invariably lat&<lelivered

and deliberate. Once wild striking begins, many fish are missed, andl

missing fish " grows by what it feeds upon." The motive power in all

single-handed fly-fishing is confined to the elbow joint, the wrist, the

fingers and the thumb.* The strike is essentially the joint work of the

wrist and thumb. In working the flies the forefinger will rest on the line

and the thumb will lie vertically on the rod ; an increased pressure of

the thumb produces an almost, involuntary and very slight turn of the

*As in skating, cricket, shooting and otiier sports, the " swing " of the body has to

be reckoned with, but to attempt to assign to the body its share in> the "' rythm of
motion " would be to confuse.
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wrist. This tightens the line without any jerk, and produces just the

degree of force necessary to the occasion. Many fish require no strik-

ing, for a fish almost invariably turns on taking a fly—in fact, in the very

act of doing so, and in nearly all cases goes down with its head first and

with its weight pressing down on the barb in such a way as to drive it

home. It will be observed that the theory of the " strike " just stated

appears after a study of the actual movements in angling to express the

" strike " drill through which I unconsciously put myself, or am put by

a rising fish.

This theory differs essentially from that of anglers of much greater

mechanical skill—a circumstance which further explains the reason why I

referred at some length tO' the unconscious exercise of certain powers

on no ascertained or fixed plan by practical exponents of other sports.

It further shows that the best method is either the one which custom "

has firmed into habit, or certain personal characterictics and aptitudes

render proper. Many expert anglers strike from the reel, while others,

whose claims to a position in the front rank cannot be disputed, appear

to " check " the line when striking. Amongst the former is Mr. R. B.

Marston, and amongst the latter is Sir Edward Grey. In stating their

views both these writers are referring to their method of striking when

using the dry fly, but I presume that the fact in nO' way affects the

general principle involved. Mr. Marston bases his practice on the

ground that when you get hung up in casting there is less chance of a

snap following the sudden arrest of the rod when your finger is off the

line and the reel is free to give than when 'the line is de facto fastened

between the reel and first ring by the restraining finger. Though, as

a rule, there is very little cliance of your being hung up when fishmg

a loch, yet it does sometimes happen on lakes with trees growing down

to and overhanging their shore waters, while there is always the chance

in lake fishing of catching on a reed or on a rock—^evil fates that may

be quite as disastrous to the loch fisher as are boughs, grass, tall poppies,

and other natural objects, which are things of beauty at all other times,

to his brother-angler by the riverside. As to the strike proper, the

trout-executioner's coup de grace, Mr. Marston, on precisely similar

dynamic grounds, would have it delivered from the reel. I differ from

him> but only on the ground that it is a matter of use and wont as well

as of temperament Deliberate self-control is, on the last analysis, the

u
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secret underlying successful striking, when it finds expression in an

opportune setting in motion of just the necessary degree of force to meet

the circumstances of the rise. In this aspect, therefore, the strike may

be held to occupy the same position in angling, as the " throw forward "

does in shooting. In other words its rules do not admit of codification,

but only of generalisation on ascertained principles, the chief of which

may be said to be the cultivation of control. The morality of the strike

is thus summed uj> in the categorical imperative " Thou shalt not strike,"

which, when interpreted, means that your intention not to strike must

be honest, whatever your actual practice may be. By adhering to this

general rule of conduct you will cultivate the habit of striking late, and

hence of striking with what may be termed,, by a pleasing licence, un-

consciously deliberate purpose. It is, at least, certain that more loch

trout are hooked than are missed by late striking, while it is equally

certain that more trout are missed by too quick striking than by late

striking, or by not striking at all. That a fish may be missed by not

striking or by delaying the strike, a few self-sacrificing experiments which

I made in the season of iSpSappear to satisfactorily prove. I had some

difficulty in seeming a reach of a loch suitable for the purpose of the

experiments, but at length I found a, beautiful little tree-cradled bay

where the water was perfectly clear and about four feet deep. The

next difficulty was to persuade a trout to rise, while, of course, I had to

trust to chance that the fish would rise in the proper kind of way, would

come, that is, to the fly from a point beyond it and take it down

with him in such a way that I could note what happened. After one or

two failures I, at last, secured just the sort of rise desired. The fish,

apparently one of the normal weight of the trout in the lake (i J^lbs.),

oame deliberately up to the fly, his head being towards it and towards the

beat. He turned as he took the fly and went almost straight down.

The line was nearly taut, and I had the greatest possible difficulty

in keeping the old angling Adam from yielding to the temptation. I

succeeded, however, in restraining this legacy of another bite, with

the result that when the fish had sunk some three <^eet down, he opened

his oracular jaws, shot the fly out with great force,* and presented me

* Trout, sea-trout and salmon seem to put this power in practice with a degree of

rapidity indicated by the order in which I have placed them. Fishing in a West Highland
salmon river, my rod in making a cast came against a tree which prevented the further

working of the fly. At that moment a salmon took it and held on to. He sunk with it
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not only with an exception to the golden rule of the happy mean in

striking which I had endeavoured to cultivate, but alsO' with a very in-

teresting and instructive lesson in the often unsuspected and unnoted

ff.eajis of defence against our guile in which Nature has thought fit tO'

panoply her cold-blooded children. There was no question here as

to how the fish was holding the fly. It had disappeared and his mouth

was closed. Whenever he felt what a very bony and insipid member

•of the insect race he had secured, he rejected it with the same hasty

scorn as the official lobster-measurer throws an undersized crustacean

to the mercy of the deep. As it is only human tO' strike, and such ex-

ceptions as that just noted are as rare a:s the virtue of complete absten-

tion from striking, the only rule of conduct appears to be the one

already laid down. The cultivation of the habit of self-restraint in

striking is absolutely necessary in sea-trout angling in lakes, as I hope

to be able to show when dealing with that branch of loch-fishing so far

as it differs from that now under discussion.

The second com.mon variety of rise may be defined as the '' springing "

rise or the " rolling " rise, the term applied varying with the height to

which the fish ascends in taking the fly. The trout jumps clean out of

the water, and either (i) carries the fly with it in

the jump, or (2) takes it just as the jump is completed and it is re-

entering the water.

The cause of jumping in the first variety of the " springing " rise ap-

pears to be speed begot of greed, while the leap in the

second variety may be due tO' the fact that trout occasionally endeavour

to drown natural flies by comdng down on them. The rises can be

distinguished from one another, for in the second the trout lingers longer

in the air, with a view to steadying its aim. To meet such a rise no

strike is necessary, for the turn, in the first variety, will send the barb

home, and the descending impetus, in the second, will be sufficient to

accomplish the same end. If the angler strikes a fish that has taken

the fly before leaping, he will put a strain on it in the air, with the

usual result, while in the case of a fish that is going to take the fly by

coming down on itj he will simply snatch the fly from it, or, alternatively,

produce the same effect as if he struck far too forcibly. All this is evident,

very slowly and held it => very long time before "spitting" it out. I saw the whole

operation. A trout or sea-trout would have ejected the fly much sooner.
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and experience is constantly verifying it. The " springing " rise is

rarely the method in which heavy fish take the fly, though not only

large brown trout, but also the very heaviest sea-trout occasionally give

the angler a " rolling " rise which is a modified form of the " springing "

rise. When large trout come up in this way, the whole of their bodies

are never out of the water at the same time, though every part of their

body is out of the water in turn during the rise. The rule in this case

is the same as in the first rise of this type, and so far from any strike

being necessary, it is a fatal error in judgment to strike. The third

variety of rise is the rise below the water which is of most frequent oc-

currence in the two extremes of loch-angling conditions—a calm or a

strong breeze. As a rule the best fish rise in this way. Not only is this

SO', but trout which give the angler this kind of rise should never be

missed. They are feeding fish and not merely fish which happening to

see your fly, prove themselves opportunists. I kept a careful note

of the nature of the rises I received from 30 loch trout running from

ij^lbs. to 2j^lbs., which I had observed feeding close in shore, and

for which I angled systematically and purposely after the plan of the

dry fly angler. In every case the rise was so low and quiet that in

some instances only the very slightest bubble indicated the sucking in

of the fly, while in others there was no break whatsoever until the fish

was hooked. Then it was the break of a hooked and not of a rising fish.

This kind of rise requires very careful timing, and a cultivation of the

telepathic sense of arrest transmitted by the sucking in of the fly to

the whole frame and the response of the " striking '' portions of it to

the transmitted order.*

To the successful meeting of all the varieties of rise noted, the same

general rule of self-restraint may be held to apply, but practice can

alone confer the acquired mechanical skill this attitude of mind tends

to create, while it is equally certain that the insita vis of natural angling

ability can onljj be cultivated by education based on the same recognition

of " the psychological." Into what are termed, or may be termed, "wild

* The long-drawn-out rise in a dead calm, when a big fish follows the fly for some
feet, is fully described in the chapter dealing with the same aspect of sea-trouting fishing,

as this chapter covers in the case of loch trout. This present season (1899) I experienced

many examples of it, and extraordinary good fortune in meeting it successfully. As
stated supra I regard the successful meeting of this rise as the most difficult feat in the

whole domain of sport, for it involves the exercise of the maximum of self-restraint and
of mechanical skill.
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rising,'' and " short rising," it is scarcely necessary in the case of loch

trout to enter. No skill can avail the angler if a fish rises wildly and

misses the fly. When fish rise wildly, the wise angler resigns himself

to the inevitable, and does not allow the fact to disturb his equanimity

or ruffle his temper to the vanishing of all that coolness which is of the

very essence of success. " Short rising," in the strict sense, is not so

marked a characteristic of loch trout as of sea-trout. No' doubt many

loch trout " move " to our flies without our observing the fact, just as

many salmon are rendered restless by the passage of a fly and betray their

uneasiness by a movement more or less pronounced.*

In the chapter on " Moods " I have described certain

varieties of the non-feeding rise, while I recur to the subject of short-

rising in dealing with the trait as exemplified by the sea-trout. There

is, however, a rise peculiar to certain waters—the rise of a fish flashing

out of the green mystery of weed and taking the fly, w'hich merely requires

•watching to be successfully met. The fish startles the angler and gen-

erally slackens its pace just before reaching the fly. It is this pause

which is fatal, for the angler is apt not to make allowance for it. If no

fish be struck until felt or seen to take the fly, very few will be missed

and the cultivation of restraint is on the last analysis, and, as already

pointed out, the surest indirect means of ensuring direct success.

Having thus in a more or less satisfactory manner succeeded on paper

in raising and hooking our trout we have still tO' reduce him into real,

as distinguished from' constructive, possession. Here again I am forced

to generalise, to set forth principles of conduct and not rules of action,

at least in circumstances of an ordinary and not a special character. In

•water in which such seen dangers as reeds or such seen or unseen

perils as weeds, do not exist, there is practically nO' drill-book giving the

normal exercise of playing a fish. You can be told how tO' play a

" yorker," if you can get your masters to agree upon what a " yorker " is

;

you can be instructed in the negative art of keeping a rising ball down,

* There are few better situated pools in this country than that just above Hoddom
Bridge, on the Annan, for observing the restlessness, of very varying degree, which the

passage of a fly over the surface occasions amongst sahrion lying in a pool. Some
interesting experiments, illustrative of this trait amongst sea-trout in lochs and ditches,

^re recorded in a later chapter. It may be mentioned that both in the case of salmon

and sea-trout the angler is sublimely unconscious that he has moved a fish at all. As a.

matter of fact, in any river or lake carrying a good head of the mi gratory salmonidse

iish are moved in every pool or on every reach on the very worst of days.
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but the instruction will not give you the skill necessary to meet such

balls in practice any more than our old friend, the advice to hold your

left hand loose will enable you to send a golf ball into the next county.

At the same time there is a much' greater measure of exactitude in these

things than there is in the possible movements of a fish ; the cultivation

as well as the exercise of the delicate art of the vis major, positively or

ftegatively considered, in playing a trout, the knack of yielding and

and standing firm, of appearing to humour, while in reality you lead, of

persuading rather than forcing the direction of the rushes necessary to

exhaustion, and, in a word, the tactics of battle between those mighty

opposites, angling man and hooked fish, necessitate the combination

in the highest degree of the suaviter in modo' with the fortiter in re.

In most sports and in nearly all occupations, from riding to beating

an egg, from billiards to the slicing of orange peel for the " original

"

marmalade, precisely the same sort of combination of lightness of touch

and strength of grip both of mind and body distinguish those that are

born skilful. Nevertheless there are certain principles of conduct which

may almost be called rules when one is playing a loch trout in open

water. The first and by far the most important of these is to play the

fish with the boat, presuming always that he is of suiEcient size, activity

and strength to necessitate skill in playing him at all. The secret of the

successful playing of a fish—apart from the thwarting of his special tricks

of the acrobatic order—^is to keep control over him' ; and tO' keep control

over him' you must be parallel with him. If you

allow him tO' rush away to windward while you

drift to leeward, the likelihood of your bidding a long farewell to any

fish save one that is very, firmly hooked is directly proportionate to the

distance you suffer him tO' put between you. The old rule of playing a

fi-^h tO' windward, while the boat drifts along is a legacy of the mistaken

policy of the loch—^the dual control with apportioned spheres of in-

fluence, but it does not favour the ultimate dissection of the " yellow

corpse " in posse while mutual concessions are in the angling, as in the

diplomatic world, made with a rose in the extended, a birch rod in the

hand held behind the back. A masterful fish will, of course, take the

law into his own hands and compel a suspension of hostilities, and I

recall a case of this kind in which a Yorkshire doctor was dragged about

a loch for the best part of an autumn day, while a London angler in
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the Stern sat like patience on a monument smiling at grief and praying

for that very break which would have cracked the heart of the tyro

being played by his first big fish. I presuppose, however, an angler

fishing alone and having, therefore, only his own interests to regard. On

this hypothesis, it is, of course, with a gillie at the oars, always possible

to follow a fish not slavishly but only so far as is necessary to keep

him parallel with the boat, and as near to it and, therefore, as much

under control as possible. This by no manner of means deprives the

angler of the pleasure of the rush. He enjoys the rush of a salmon

which he follows in a river, but he is very careful not to let the rush

carry the fish beyond control.*

Two other principles of conduct that may be called rules may also

be stated, and they apply to the playing of all fish, whatever be their

size.

These twO' maxims are, that the strain on the fish should be uniform

and steady, while the "jump" should be always anticipated. As to

the former, how much strain to put on is a question of circumstances

;

if the fish have tender mouths and are hooking lightly, the strain should

not be so great as when they are rising boldly and freely and hooking

firmly, though, at the same time, when fish are hooking lightly, it some

times pays in the end tO' get them near the net as quickly as possible,

and a persuasive strain may be risked. This persuasive force is "the

rub." It can only be acquired by experience, and never is properly

acquired unless the angler possess a " gentle hand." To play a lightly-

hooked fish too long is to risk its almost certain loss. As to- the jump,

it is the most dangerous of all methods of effecting an escape put in

practice by the trout. The rule may be stated as absolute that a fish

always gains ground when it jumps. The angler must, therefore, " give "

to the fish as it is in the air and until it re-enters the water, but the

moment it does so, the strain must be at once renewed, for a jump is

usually followed by a headshake which the fish will keep up as it goes

down and which is one of its strongest means of defence.

Not the least interesting fact connected with the playing of loch-trout

is that the trout of different lochs while all putting in practice the

same general plans of escape, yet give preference to one plan over

*Some further and fuller remarks on this playing of the fish with the boat will be
found in the chapter dealing with " Playing Sea-Trout."
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another. In one loch jumping will be the favourite plan ; in lochs of

which this may be predicated, a fierce rush is usually the prelude to the

jump. In another loch deep-boring with the head down and the tail up

conjoined with head-shaking and a striking of the gut with the tail is

the favourite plan. There are no lochsy however, in which one plan

is used to the exclusion of the othres, while the method employed to

escape doom and regain liberty varies in the same loch with the period

of the season, the nature of the day, the character of the reach in

which the fish is hooked, and the part of his person in which the hook

is located.

Feeding fish in the fullest sense, especially if hooked in a calm—and

this applies with greatest force tO' large fish—^almost invariably jump

the moment the hook goes home and the restraining influence is felt^

while fish hooked in deepish water, though' they may give one jump,

are certain to bore deep and indulge in head-shaking and tail-striking.

Pish in dark-coloured lochs do the same,* while fish in clear lochs keep

high and trust tO' surface acrobatics. Heavy well-fed trout in a loch

rich in bottom feeding seek the deeps and put the former plan in

practice ; trout possessing an excessive strain of the imigrant usually dis-

play a tendency to employ the latter method. These are generalisa-

tions drawn from exj>erience. They are not rules that can be formu-

lated nor do they admit of dogmatic statement. In all cases the angler

must expect the unexpected and be prepared tO' meet and master it.

Lastly there is the danger of reeds and of weeds; my remarks on

how to avoid these allies to the fish and aids to a sporting finish I shall

defer until dealing with the playing of sea-trout.

The ultima ratio of loch angling, the landing of the fish should be

accomplished by the angler himself holding the stock of his landing

net under his arm in the mannei' shown in the plate "Landing a Two^

Pounder." Tnat picture is^ however, a little misleading as the

boat should have its head up in the wind, especially, when a large fish

is being landed. The method I put in practice is, however, fuUy

described in the chapter dealing with sea-trout fishing, for it is of more

importance to the angler fishing regularly for large fish than to the

* The trout of the Rowan Tree Loch, near Invarary—the favourite loch of the Duke
of Argyll in his sporting days—afford an exception to this rule. They are the gamest fish

for their size, which I know, and though the waters of the loch are very dark, the trout

jump repeatedly. Other exceptions to the general rule could also be quoted.
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loch trout angler who can rarely hope for rhany captures over 2lbs, in

weight. It may, nevertheless, be pointed out that the style advocated

is as truly the most sporting and the most profitable method the trout

fisher can adopt, as it is the only satisfactory and the only safe system

for the sea-trout angler to follow.

If in playing a fish the angler aims at keeping him under

•control and at anticipating all his movements, and does not suffer

him to run to windward or away at angle of 45 deg. tO' the boat, he will

lose but few fish unless those tall allies, the weeds, come to their aid.

Pinally, if he nets the fish himself to leeward over the stem,

be will find that fewer escape at the supreme moment, not

only because the operation is generally more skillfully and quietly per-

formed, but also by reason of the important fact that the hand holding

the rod is in greater sympathy with the hand holding the net and with

ihe fish—whose final enmeshing is the crowning mercy of angling battle.



CHAPTER XXIV.

Pike and Perch Lochs : Canals as Trout Homes.

Pike and perch do not occupy the same place in the esteem of the

Scottish angler as they do in that of his English brother, and in a.

lesser degree the Irish fisher, but I can scarcely do justice to lakeland

without pointing out how much and how unjustly Scotland, as a land

of lakes teeming with pike and perch, has been neglected. Some years

ago I wrote in the " Field " two articles on this subject one of which

was entitled " Scottish Lochs and Pike," and the other " Primitive-

Pike Fishing."

The first of these articles was, I believe, officially noticed , by the

Scottish Fishery Board, as it contained certain recommendations-

as to the best means of exterminating pike in lochs, and some

rather pointed criticism of the methods actually employed. The

second article was of a semi-humorous character and, as far as I

can remember, drew a touching picture of the essential simplicity

of the Scottish pike in the matter of lures and tackle. I have

copies of neither article, but it is within my recollection that one of

the methods of extermination urged was the use of a hang-net for pike^

in union with the system put in practice by " splash-netters " after sea-

trout in the romantic silence of Highland sea-lochs, when :

'

' Midnight o'er the moonless skies

Her pall of transient death doth spread."

As the matter is one of some iijiportance to those having trout lochs,

infested with pike, I may venture on a description of this poaching and

illegal style of taking sea-trout which can be applied to pike-haunted

reed-beds. Briefly its " modus operandi " is this. Sea trout lie right

on the shore at night—the time of their feeding being the ' mirk ' hour

and the place the extremest shallows—the latter fact accounting for

their rising on lochs right among the breaking waves. The net is shot

round the shore in a semi-circle. Inside the circle the boat moves.
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while the water is splashed with the oars, and the fish driven out tO'

strike the net, their dash being often marked by a phosphorescent glow

and their strike by a similar quiver of fire from the net. Then comes,

the excitement of lifting the latter, a kaleidoscopic mass of dripping,

and shivering lines of light, and the unmeshing of struggling bars of

silver or some lusty five-pounder who wants holding. Queer things get

into the net, some of them by no means pleasant, but these are in-

cidents of the sport and as you are generally poaching, and if you let

your net rest, or land yourself, or draw the net on to the shore, you

must be breaking the law, they are the bitters that go with the sweets

of wrong doing. Now obviously this method if put in practice against

pike would be much more effective than any other style that could be

employed.

The principal object, however, which I had in view in writing the

articles for the " Field " was to advocate the claims of Scottish lakes as

pike and perch waters and to urge upon English anglers the advisability

of aiding the war of extermination by allying their sporting forces with

the cruder and less sporting methods practiced in Scotland for the

capture of pike. The majority of Scottish pike anglers are not lovers

of the sport, neither do they pursue it at the proper season, so that

there lies open to English anglers the rare privilege, in these days of

crowded ways, of pursuing their pastime in what are practically virgin

waters, or waters, at the least, to which no man comes to angle after

the October leaf is sere, much less when it is the sport of "chill

November's surly blast.'' Many English anglers now go to Ireland

expressly for pike fishing. Some at least of the stream that sets West

might with advantage turn Northwards, for between the Tweed and

John o' Groats there are no fewer than io8 lochs which contain pike

in varying abundance, but of uniform excellence. These pike lakes

are distributed all over the country, and are " Lowland and Highland

far and near." All or nearly all are situated amidst scenes of great

natural beauty ; many of them are richly dowered with the gifts of boon

nature. Of these lochs, Loch Lomond, Loch Vennachur, and Loch

Katrine are perhaps the chief, though they are by no means the best

from an angling point of view.* In Wigtonshire there are a fair number
* Curiously enough the last two of these three . lakes yielded not a single pike to a

party who devoted a week to them last Christmas. They tried every means—trimmers,

trolling, hve,-baiting, but Lochs Achray, Vennacha and Katrine refused to yield a fish. The
circumstances were, no doubt, exceptional, and the failure must be taken as unusual.
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of pikeing lochs, some of which contain fish up to 30 lbs., while in

romantic Invernessshire there are many lakes affording as good pike

fishing as can be had in the United Kingdom.* If you desire to angle

for monsters greater far than have ever haunted the midnight couch of

the pike-fisher breathing the Irish air, you can penetrate to the head

waters of the Spey and in a lonely tarn cradled far up in the silence of

the bens, can essay to catch or be caught by a fish of i4olbs. which lurks,

according to local tradition, in its deep abiding places. If you are a

.sporting prophet or would inherit a corner of the mantle ofThomas the

Rhymer there awaits for you the catching of the magic pike of Loch

Usie in Ross-shire, and the extracting from its belly of the legendary white

pebble which will give you the powers of the seer. In the Hebrides

there are only one perch and two pike lochs. The two latter are

very small sheets of water in Islay, one a mere pond, while the only

perch loch is also in the same inland. The perch were introduced by a

former Campbell and take the fly greedily. In Sutherlandshire and in

Caithnessshire the pike is unknown—a fact which may account for the

.excellent trouting the lochs of these counties afford. Loch Leven,

however, famous as it is for trout, can fairly dispute pride of place with

any of the English lakes as a water yielding sport to the pertfh fisher,

while all over Scotland splendid perch fishing may be obtained in lakes

whose names and fame, for this kind of sport and its kindred pastime,

pike fishing, has been dwarfed by the superior charms of the salmon,

trout, and sea-trout lakes and rivers. If the English angler bitought his

experience and tackle to bear on these waters at their proper season,

he would reap, I feel assured, a rich harvest which is now suffered

.to run to seed.

Scottish pike lochs were not thus neglected in the old days. I find,

after a little research, that the earlier tourist-anglers devoted far more

.attention to the splendid pike of the Scottish lochs than their successors

* There is in Kenmure Castle the head and shoulders of a pike said to have weighed
•72 lbs. Of this fish most persons interested in pike have heard, but a story connected
with its capture is not so widely know and is well worth telling. It was killed by the keeper,
who was a great character, of the late Lord Kenmure. His lordship, himself also a bit of

.an eccentric, used to chaff this keeper and taunt him with never catching anything '
' bigger

than a sprat." On the day on which he killed this pike, John, the keeper, staggered into

the drawing-room of Kenmure Castle, with the pike over his shoulder, and flopped the

great beast down on the carpet with the words " There, ye can gang an' catch the next
:sprat yersel'."
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have done. Possibly the pioneers carried with them more of their

English predeliction for all-round sport and were less affected by the

craze called fashion than are the men of to-day. In any case both

Franck and Thornton were keenly alive to the charm of variety in

angling. Both had drunk deep of the strong wine of salmon fishing,

yet neither despised the pike. Indeed they fully recognised that in a

pike loch there were even greater possibilities of monsters beyond the

wildest dreams of ambition than in the salmon and trout rivers or lakes.

The pike, whether deservedly or undeservedly, enjoys an evil reputation

and to this fact as well as to the circumstance that its maximum

growth is unknown, must be attributed the eerie fascination of pike

fishing in waters said to contain fish of fabulous size, incredible age,,

desperate ferocity, unconquerable strength, and diabolical malignity.

Franck does not chronicle his experiences amongst Scottish pike with

any degree of minuteness for a reason which will presently appear, but

there is no doubt that the size of the pike which he encountered

in the Scottish lochs impressed the ex-soldier of Cromwell, for he says :

" but in the lough you shall find him there o'er grown, sometimes to an

amazing bigness." He refers, it is true, to pike " that have measured a

yard and a half " taken out of the Loch of Minever, which I take from

his topographical references to be either Loch Monzievaird or the Lake

Mentieth, but he does not condescend upon particulars. Nor is he

much more explicit when he refers to the fine perch and by implication

to the pike of Lochs Loundy (Lundie) and Pitloil in Furfarshire. The

reason why is obvious to the reader. He encountered by " the fatal

loch of Pitloil " " a large and lusty hare (but they call her a Maukin)

sitting upon a large and gritty stone washing and furbishing her face

with her feet." This hare turns out to be a witch—Franks with great

caution calls her " a mortal demon "—and he loses two dogs and we

lose, something much more important, to wit, all details of the fishing.

Happily, Thornton is more explicit.. That prince of sportsmen pot-

hunters—a class utterly condemned by Franck in the memorable

words " mercenary slaves that murder all they meet with and hunt like

otters to accommodate the paunch "—loves to linger on his experiences

amongst the Scottish pike, fish for which he had an intense admiration.

He confirms what I have said about Loch An-Spey and its monster

pike and declares that he has heard of the capture of a fish of io6 lbs.
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and vouches for one of 40 lbs. His own greatest triumph, and most

thrilling experience as a pike-fisher in Scottish lakes ought, if quoted at

length, to cause quite a fluttter in the English dovecots and send a

•whole host of pike-fishers to the waters of the far North. The great

iriumph was secured in Loch Alva or Alvie in Invernesshire. After

killing a fish of 20 lbs.—whether with rod or trimmer is not stated—the

Colonel found one of his " fox-hounds,'' for such is his name for trim-

mers, missing. He lost the pike on it, a fish of some 20 or 30 lbs. but

liooks another " an absolute wonder," which pulls the boat about the

ilake for an hour and a quarter. He was finally landed, two of the

•servants being sent into the water to assist at the operation. The Col-

onel in his joy " ordered all the signals with the sky-scrapers to be

hoisted, and the whoop re-echoed through the whole range of the

-Grampians." He says that he never saw " so dreadful a forest of teeth

•or tusks " as were in that pike's jaw, gives its length at five feet four

inches from eye to fork, and "estimates " its weight at between 47 and

.48 lbs., his scales and weights not being equal to the task of weighing

liim. "There may," he naively says, "be larger pike, but I. cannot

-credit the accounts of such until I receive more authentic information."

We can afford in these later days to be more generous of our faith,

The Colonel evidently killed, " more suo "* a monster of monsters,

whose descendants to this day cry aloud—through me, their advocate

—

for some angler-warrior of the South, of whose steel they are surely

worthy, to come and meet them in the watery lists of the North.

Another matter which may fairly be claimed to fall within my subject

is the question of fly-fishing in canals. I am not in a position to quote

•statistics but to judge from casual experience the number of canals in

this country which hold trout must be very limited. No doubt there are

few or no canals in some of whose reaches an occasional trout is not to

be found, but on the whole trout are not so common in canals as they

might be, considering the by no means insuperable objections which

may be urged against the stocking of these waterways with trout. The

principal of these objections no doubt is the very considerable poaching

which prevails amongst bargemen. For the most part the water of our

canals is pure enough to carry trout, while as many of them are fished

* Thornton has a habit of varying the -weights of his fish. He call a big perch killed

in Loch Lomond 7 lbs. in one page and 7ilb. in another.
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hy ticket, there is no reason, even when allowance is made for the

higher temptation, why poaching should be more rife amongst the trout

than amongst the coarse fish which are the usual objects of the canal

angler's quest. Apart from poaching, there are many canals which

could carry a fair head of trout, and if our friends the rainbows and

fontinales have ultimately a verdict " for doom " pronounced against

them, our canals would be the very places to stock with the large sur-

plus population of these fish, thrown by reason of their condemnation

on the fish farmer's hands.

Fly fishing in a canal, either with or without a breeze, would be pre-

cisely the same as loch fishing. On canals, moreover, one could more

readily use the dry-fly than on lochs. In the latter the total absence of

any current takes away from dry-fly fishing one of its essentials, for on

still water a fly only floats, it does not float down, and to drag it is to

risk a departure from nature. In a gentle breeze in a, loch, you can

make a dry fly travel with the wind, and to a certain extent can there-

fore imitate a fly being carried on the surface. This method is really

" dapping." In fact in loch fishing, save at the mouths of burns, you

can only use a dry fly by casting it " very dry " beside a rising trout

and letting it float for a second or two motionless. If the trout takes

it, you can catch him with a dry fly, but you do not take him by dry

fly fishing in the strict sense. I have always found a very small wet

fly, fished far and fine and well sunk, far more deadly than the dry-fly

or even a floating May-fly, when that is " up." In a canal it would

however, be more often feasible to fish dry-fly, because there is often

.sufficient current to float it along in a natural kind of way.

If, however, all our canals were like the Crinan Canal in Scotland,

-our failure to stock them with trout would be an angling crime. The

•canal in question is in the matter of water and feeding precisely the

same as an ideal loch. Moreover it abounds in trout of all sizes from

.a few ounces up to 9 and 10 lbs. It is never, however, systematically

fished by any save local professors, who, for the most part, use primitive

gear, and the bait which Adam, as the first gardener, would naturally

have employed. There is a very comfortable inn at Cairnbaan, about

half way up the nine miles of the canal, and I venture to think that if

some patient "Thames trout" or other angler used to being content with

•" laborious hours " spent over the capture of a few big fish, were to put
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up at this inn and conscientiously work the various locks early and late-

with a spinning bait, he would kill some very heavy fish. On the

whole our canals appear to be as worthy of cultivation as our lakes and

reservoirs, and certainly deserve, at the least, this brief notice in a work

devoted to lake-land.



CHAPTER XXV.

Salmon and Sea-Trout Lochs.

There are very few persons who if asked to. name the " Iron Duke's "

father would reply correctly " the first Earl of Momington." Similarly

there are not many persons who^ can answer with any approach to ac-

curacy a question as tO' the number of lochs in Scotland holding sal-

mon and sea-trout. All who' essayed a haphazard answer to such a

question would name a number far in excess of the figures which a

loch census of an accurate kind would furnish. Considering the num-

ber of Scottish lakes that are connected either directly or by tributaries

of a fair size with noted salmon and sea-trout rivers, or that could be

so connected without any very serious difficulties having to be over-

come, there are comparatively few lochs in Scotland affording salmon

and sea-trout fishing to' any kind of lure and still fewer which offer the

fly fisher any reasonable expectation of sport. When, one comes to.

compare, relatively to their land and water area, the number of lochs,

on the islands not only holding salmon and sea-trout, but also giving

assured sport with the fly, with the number on the mainland, it becomes

abundantly clear that the theories advanced in an earlier chapter, first,

as to the reason why salmon do not take the fly in lochs, and secondly,

as to the true home of the sea-trout being the waters of a land of estu-

aries, are capable of being vindicated by an appeal to statistics of a

somewhat different character to those given in the chapter referred to.

As to the first of these theories, there are, it is true, at least three

notable exceptions to the general conclusion anived at that in large

deep lakes salmon seem to revert with a regularity modified by special

conditions of environment, topographical rather than dietary, to their

habits while in the sea—a period of existence during which they are

essentially predatory fish and cannibals in the widest sense of the term.

The three exceptions to which I refer are Lochs Domond, Awe, and

Shiel.* None of these lakes can, however, be described as first class.

* In Lochs Eck and Shiel salmon are usually taken trolling. I advisedly exclude

Loch Eck from consideration.
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salmon waters. It would, moreover, be inaccurate to assert that their

salmon show that almost exclusive partiality for the fly displayed by

the fish of the small Hebridean lakes, while it is at the same time a

most instructive circumstance that in Lochs Lomond and Awe the

salmon captured with the fly are usually taken either with flies that

are somewhat erroneously described as sea-trout flies, or with

lake-trout flies in the popular and catalogued sense of

the phrase. A much more instructive fact, and one

that opens up a wider field for conjecture, is revealed when

one considers the topographical environment of these lakes in the

special aspect of the means of access by which salmon win their way

inlD their spreading waters. All three lakes are connected with the sea

by very short rivers. Of these rivers one at least has a special envir-

onment. It is polluted, and has been polluted by the same cause to

a greater or less degree since Colonel Thornton killed those salmon

chronicled with a sigh of regret for the vanished greatness of the Leven

in the chapter dealing with the " Evolution of Loch Fishing." Franck,

whj visited Loch Lomond, in the time of Cromwell, does not mention

pollution, but opens our eyes to its disastrous effects by thus referring,

in his usual inflated manner, tO' Loch Lomond and its effluent. " The

smiles of the weather prognosticate that we shall reach Dumbarton

in very good time, when we may redress and refit such tackle as shall

serve tO' accommodate both our art and exercise; for near to those

famous and flourishing ports glides a rapid and peremptory river, that

gulphs forth of the bowels of Loemon,* replenished with trout, and,

beyond all measure, of incomparable salmon (if I calculate right) where

we may sport to-day and to-morrow too, provided the season serve to

our purpose." After a disquisition on " such solitary entertainments

as the angler most delights in''—within which, by the way, he includes

"a, multiplicity of boggs," "lofty domineering towers that storm the

air upon two stately elevated pondrous rocks " and " exquisite perspec-

tives " in whose " uniform piermonts " a '' disproportion " cannot be

traced—he succeeds by a reference to " Neptune careering on briny

billows " in getting back to the lake side and matters mundane, or, to

speak by the card, earthly, since worms are his subject. Thereafter

* Franck's spelling of the names of places is as worthy of a housemaid as was the

orthography of Claverhouse, but his topograhical accuracy is wonderful.
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the anglers separate and one using the minnow,, the other the fly, secure

between them some trout " that would make a cockney's teeth stand a-

water and spring a leek,'' and seven salmon, four of which were "newly

tickled tO' death with a fly." As the fly fisher had previously announced

his " purpose to attempt the head of Loemon," it may be assumed thai

ithey were killed in the lake. If so, it is the earliest direct reference

to the killing of a salmon in a loch with the fly that I have been able

to discover and records a feat not often, if ever, accomplished in these

•days—the killing of a salmon from: the shore in the Queen of Scottish

lakes. No particulars are given and there is no' mention of a boat

being used. From these extracts it would appear that not only was

Loch Lomond a very fine salmon and trout lake in the 17th century,

ibut alsO' that the salmon took the minnow and fly indifferently both in.

it and in its connecting river, the Leven—a fact which the evidence of

Colonel Thornton seems tO' corroborate. In any case it is clesir that the

ifish were in the habit of resting in the Leven in the days of Franck

as they rest tO' this day in the Awe, and it is a fair inference fromi this

rfact that the modified avidity with which Loch Lomond salmon take

the fly may be in some degree an hereditary trait due to this old condi-

tion of topographical environment and its resultant habit of " resting."

Moreover it must be observed that both in Loch Awe and in Loch

Lomond the great majority of the salmon caught with the fly are not fish

-that can be proved tO' take up their regular abode in the loch for a

fixed period. In the case of Loch Awe many of the fish take?i with the

-fly are fish on their road to the Orchy, while a considerable jlroportion

•of them are fish that have rested in the Awe; very few if any are fish

-of a fixed lake habitat, special or .general, in the sense already explained.

In Loch Lomond the same rule holds good, save in so. far as it is

' rmodified by the special change in topographical environment due to .

the polluted state of the Leven, which only permits of safe-running

when in a flooded condition and absolutely prohibits any resting in its

-pools, save the rest that merges into the long sleep and a grave on the

riverside. There still remains the special question of the short con-

•nection between the lake and the sea. On the analogy of the Hebridean •

lakes and their connecting estuaries I should be willing to accept this

peculiarity as a circumstance of topographical environment presenting

features sufficient to account for the departure of the salmon of the
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waters in question from the general habits of the salmon in

lakes and to warrant the dictum' that topographical environment

may so modify the habits of the salmon as to assimilate these habits,

in a degree, proportionate to the altered environment, to the habits of

the sea-trout. It may be noted in support of this contention that the

estuaries or tidal lochs into which the superfluous waters of Lochs Awet

and Lomond find their way, are in the one case, a long arm of the sea,

which is almost a salt-water river so fierce and

furious is the rush of its green and swirling tides, while, in the other

case, the effluent finds its way into the long, brackish estuary of

a river once famous amongst the salmon streams of Scotland. In the

former tide-swept arm. of the sea, fjur-winding Loch Etive, the fly-fisher

to this day can secure excellent sport with sea-trout, by using precisely

the same lures in precisely the same manner as obtains in the saltwater

rivers and tidal pools of the Hebrides, while in the latter, though history-

is silent on the jwint, I have nO' doubt that similar sport was obtained'

in the days whose chronicles lie in the dust of old oblivion. Read in

the light of these apparent, rather than real, exceptions tO' the theory of

environment as affecting the taking of the fly by salmon in lochs and'

giving due weight to the absolute, as well as the relative disparity in^

numbers, between, not only the lakes frequented by the migratory sal-

monidse on the mainland, but also those in which they afford sport

to the fly-fisher, and those of the island fulfilling both conditions, the

following figures, for whose general accuracy alone I can vouch, are not

only interesting but instructive. On the mainland the number and ang-

ling character of the lakes frequented by the migratory salmonidse ap-

pear to be as follows :

Salmon only. Salmon and Sea-Trout. Sea-Trout only. Total.,

ist Class, and Class. ist Class. 2nd Class. ist Class, and Class.

7 I
'r 7 24 I 10 63

The lakes of the islands holding migratory salmonidse—^(including, all

the islands from Shetland to Arran) appear to be as follows :

Salmon only. Salmon and Sea-Trout, Sea-Trout only. Total,

ist Class. 2nd Class. ist Class. 2nd Class. ist Class. 2nd Class.
— — 23 16 39 43 121

These figures as given are admittedly not very safe guides. In the

first place I can only guarantee their general accuracy. Absolute ac-
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curacy a special tour of inspection could alone have secured. In the

second place many of the lakes placed in Class II amongst the island

lochs, would occupy a position in Class I amongst the mainland lakes.

In the third place every lake on the islands can, with fairness and

accuracy, be described as a lake not only affording sport to the fly fisher,

but also as one in which the fly is either the only lure possible or in

which it will kill loo fish to- one falling a victim to- any form of spun

lure. On the mainland, on the other hand, very few of the first class

salmon lochs ai-e lochs yielding sport amongst salmon tO' the fly, Lochs

More and Stack being the most prominent fly waters, as Lochs Tay and

Ness are the principal spinning or rather trolling waters. Finally, an

appeal as to class may be made to the statistics of both the mainland

and island waters in 'the case, at least, of sea-trout lakes, or of lakes in

v/hich sea-trout are taken either with the fly or otherwise. These statis-

tics can be either of a personal or impersonal character. First I turn

to my own ledger and find that taking the last 70 " days " -recorded

therein on " island " sea^trout and mixed lochs, I killed entirely with

the fly 836 sea-trout, i,.ii6J4!lbs.^a record I do not think I could have

approached on any series of mainland lakes, though possibly one which

a, more skilled angler could equal, if not beat, on Loch Stack. On any

•of the best sea-trout lochs in the Hebrides, such as Loch Roag and

Voshmid—certainly on the former, it would be by no means impossible

to kill over 2,000 sea-trout with the fly in 70 days, if I am to judge by

the fact that in two days I killed 109, weighing ipilbs. As to im-

personal statistics I find by reference to the Scottish Fishery Board

Report of the season 1890, that the aggregate number of sea-trout

—

how they were taken is not specified—killed by anglers fishing from

ten hotels on the mainland having the right of angling in sea-trout

lochs was just over 400. In the same season the anglers fishing from

the Lochboisdale Hotel, South Uist, killed 1,036 sea-trout weighing

j,ii3|^lbs,* in the open or hotel sea-trout lochs.

Nor are the detailed figures^ for the best of the

lakes less instructive and convincing. One loch alone

jlelded 409 sea-trout weighing 458 J^!
lbs., while another

produced an aggregate capture of 283 fish weighing 356^1bs,',

#0 that the take on the first of these lakes actually beat the aggregate

• See p. 127 infra.
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take from the lochs of ten mainland hotels, and the two together made

any comparison between the relative productivity of mainland and island

waters impossible. If I had been able to obtain the necessary statis-

tics from the other islands for the same season and had aggregated .the

total captures of sea-trout in North Uist, Harris, Mull, the Lews,

Orkney and Shetland, I feel assured that I could have set at least 4,000

fish against the beggarly array of 400 produced by mainland " hotel

"

waters. I apolo|ise to the hotel keepers in the right of such waters.

They have other and compensating advantages in the way of sport to

offer their guests. Moreover the truth is great and must prevail, and

I cannot afford to sacrifice facts necessary to the elucidation of my
subject for fear of giving unintentional offence to any of those best

of' all hosts—'the Highland hosts of to-day, whose defence I re-

cently undertook in the columns of " The Angler."

The intention, which I had in view, in making these preliminary

observations on salmon and sea-trout lochs, must now be plain. I

desired to emphasise several conclusions drawn in a previous chapter.

Those may be briefly summarised as follows, and cannot be overlooked

in any didactic statement based on experience of the best methods of

angling with the fly for sea-trout and salmon in lochs.

(i) The sea-trout is essentially an estuary fish and is found in greatest

abundance in lochs lying in a land of estuaries, and in greatest abund-

ance in such lochs when they are tidal.

(2) As a consequence of this estuary environment, and hence of estuary

roaming, the sea-trout has no special and only a general habitat in

lakes, a trait that varies in its display with the character of the lake,

and is most pronounced in tidal lakes.

(3) The sea-trout being a a'hore feeder in deep estuaries and a ranger

v/ith a tendency to shore feeding in all estuaries, will be found in

very shallow water when feeding in lakes with rocky shores of a

quick descent to deep water,, while in shallow lakes they will be

found all over the lake to an extent varying with the colour and

height of the water and also with the nature of the bottom and

the general topographical peculiarities of the lake.

^(4) Salmon being ocean roamers without a general ocean habitat retain

their ocean feeding habits to a degree corresponding with the size of

the lake, and take the fly, under certain exceptions, with an avidity
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conditioned in its display (i) by the length of their run from the

sea, (2) by the size, depth and general character, topographical and

dietary, of the environment, and (3) by the degree to which special

conditions compel them to approximate their habits to those of the

sea-trout—^conditions found to prevail in certain of the mainland

lakes in which salmon take the fly.

(5) Salman in small lochs, in which the conditions of existence, ap-

proximate those prevailing in the average Highland river

of the smaller class take up, as in such rivers fixed habit-

ats—^a trait which can be proved by the fact that' many instances,

could be quoted of salmon hooked and lost by " breaking," the ang-

ler being caught in precisely the same spot a day or two days or

more afterwards with the lost fly in their mouths. It is, moreover,

an effect of environment which is consistent with the general theory

as to the reason why salmon take the fly in certain lakes and not in

others, and take it in all the island lakes.

A very little consideration will enable the angler to see the import-

ant influence these conclusions must exercise on his method of fly fish-

ing. It is clear that he must fish for both salmon and sea-trout with

the fly in lochs in precisely the same manner and that the habits and

habitats, special and general in the case of the salmon, general in the

case of the sea-trout, will only influence his expectation and not his

manner of using the fly nor the kind of fly nor gear generally which he

will employ. In a mixed loch, a loch, that is to say, containing both

sea-trout and salmon, the angler will, as a rule, raise more sea-trout

than salmon. Hence as a general principle of policy he will best con-

sult his own interests by using sea-trout flies, even in lakes in which

heavy salmon are occasionally taken with the fly. As I hope tO' show

in the succeeding chapters, the " sea-trout fly " need not be a large

fly, nor even of the size usually called " sea-trout size," much less need

the angler use salmon gut, though strongish tackle is permissible even on

moral grounds in very weedy and reedy lakes, untU, at least, the angler

acquires the art of playing heavy fish under difficult conditions and

from and with the boat under all circumstances. In certain localities

the angler will never have very large seantrout to play. In the Lews,

for example, the sea-trout run small. -The fact, however, in no way

affects the general position, and the angler can use when fishing from a
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boat precisely the same kind of rod, the same size of flies, the same

quality of gut and .the same general gear from Loch Lb-mond and all

the lochs East and West of it to^ the most northerly loch of Shetland

Jit up by the rays of the midnight sun. In clear lakes infested by

reeds and weeds—though from my point of view these, add within

limitations, to the sport because increasing the difficulties—^he should

on ethical grounds use rather finer tackle, other things being equal,

than in reedy and weedy lakes in which he is occasionally compelled

to exercise the vis major in rather determined and Philistine fashion.

I may, therefore, summarily dismiss the question of " outfit " for sea-

trout and salmon fishing with the fly in lochs so far as it differs from

that for trout fishing. If the angler is strong enough to use a 12 foot

single-handed rod—^for a single-handed rod is a sine qua non to pro-

ficiency—^that is the proper length of the rod to use. As to- the style

of rod the angler must suit himself, but it is, at least, politic to have a

rod that combines power with lightness, and can not only throw a fly far

and fine, but also hold a heavy fish. Mr. Burrow, of Preston, has just

built me a steel centre built-cane rod of 12 feet, which, though still

a weapon innocent of blood, will, I think, when the hour of battle

comes help me to drink deep of the stem joy-cup of warriors.* If the

angler cannot use a 12 foot single handed rod, then a light thirteen

foot double-handed rod is the next best size, and after that a single

handed 1 1 foot rod. In the one case what he gains in power, he loses

by inability to stick to the casting point and to fish " fine," while in the

other what he gains in fineness and ability to keep on casting, he

loses in power in playing. These are, of course, mere generalisations

and will vary in their display from angler to angler. On the size of

rod tO' be used in shore fishing—a style that robs loch fishing of its

special character, though offering joys of its own by way of compen-

sation—^I do not condescend, for reasons stated in another chapter.

If the angler plays his fish from and with the boat 40 yards

of line are more than ample, save for those emergencies whose facing

and.overcoming are not the least of the charms of angling. The rest

*A very excellent and very cheap rod, suitable in every way for sea-trout fishing in

lochs, is sold by Mr. Miller, of Leeds. It has a whole cane butt, while the other two
pieces are a judicious mi.vture of greenheart and hickory. Heavy salmon have been

landed on a 12 foot rod of this kind. It unites great power with lightness, and came
Vvell out of the tests to which I subjected it.
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•of his outfit will be the same as for loch-trout fishing, the fineness or

otherwise of his tackle being left to his honesty as a sportsman, when

policy does not teach him a lesson which explains the " true inwardness "

of the familiar proverb.

Before proceeding, however, to state the methods I employ in fishing

sea-trout and salmon lakes, it appears tO' me necessary to devote a

further chapter to the description of certain habits of the migratory

salmonidae in lakes which have fallen under my observation, and the

inferences which I have drawn from these facts.



CHAPTER XXVI.

Habits of the Migratory Salmonid^ in Lakes.

The rhapsodist is justified" of the sea-trout. Of all the salmonidse

that frequent the lake he is the " fiery Rupert " \yhose desperate charge;

is of the very essence of warlike activity—whose rush is so fierce, wild

and unexpected that often when one fancies him to be dashing impetu-

ously on a bed of reeds, he appears suddenly away to the right or left

in a strategic position which promises even greater safety to himself and

threatens a long farewell to the angler. To his brilliant activity—for'

that rather than strength, is his leading characteristic—even the lordly

salmon must yield pride of place, while that sober fish, the bull trout,,

even in his prime, can no more be compared with him than can a heavy

cart horse be matched against a race horse. His first rush in a strong;

breeze as he dashes through the waves and makes the line hum like the

bow of Odysseus, when battle was in the air, and the reel scream as if

a demoniac trout were careering through a lake of dreamland, or the

water of fancy that gleams by the couch of the salmon-fever patient,

is the high top-gallant of angling joy. The quick turn and mighty

jump, the dash to right or left or straight charge back on the boat, the-

desperate stand outside the reed-bed, and the last battle wearied efforts,

are themes to which a bard of martial lay could alone do justice. And
in the yielding to fate, there is often a resignation that is as noble as-

his fight—the desperate resignation of those who die with their face to-

the foe in the last stand on some stricken field.

Compared with the fiery chivalry by which the sea-trout proves,

himself a match to rushing Mars, the salmon of most lakes and

certainly of the Hebridean tarns is a mere plodding mercenary

—

his fight that of the unit in a plump of stout spears set in serried

stubbornness to withstand the tide of war. Over the bull trout

no moan need be made. He is a "dour" but never a brilliant

fighter. Those who know the sea-trout best, love and esteem him

most. He is most difficult to hook in a calm, but he is hardest to
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land in a gale and there is no point of view from which he may not be-

regarded as the most sporting fish of the salmon kind.

I have already dwelt at some length on his general habits, which, so far

as they affect the angler, are in all lochs of a peculiarly accommodating

kind, for not only is he a greedy feeder and keen riser under favourable

conditions, but he is also the least easy of all fly-taking fish to tempt

to his doom, when the conditions of that difficult character prevail,

beloved of the sportsman and student offish and their ways. The seaf-

trout thus not only affords sport to the tyro, but also to the expert,

though in his mastering in certain lakes, experience and skill, are

absolutely necessary to success. There is, for example, a certain-

Hebridean loch which teems with large sea-trout and is fenced on aB

its sides with beds of tall reeds, and is crossed towards one end by

another stretch of these rustling allies of fish. In this lake, unless-

favoured by exceptional luck, even the most expert anglers, used to-

killing sea-trout in wider and freer waters, have found their skill and?

experience, gained on those other fields, of no avail in waging this-

special kind of fishy war. Anglers who have slain salmon in hecatombs-

in Tweed and Tay have in this lake been beaten by the first rush of a

fish they could not control save by an exercise of vis major which the

tackle they were compelled to use would not stand. Dry-fly men have

been bewildered by the rush of some giant fish to whose ways they are-

unaccustomed, and have regained their heads only in time to mark a

white splutter gleaming amongst the distant reeds and to see their

broken casts dancing a merry heys in the Hebridean breeze.

How these slings and arrows of misfortune may be avoided, I hope-

in the succeeding chapter to show, but in the meantime as a preparation

for battle, will first note certain habits of the three " friendly foes ''

—

salmon, sea-trout and bull trout, when they make the lake their home.

My statements are based on personal observation, and some of the

habits noted have never, so far as I am aware, been chronicled by

any writer on these interesting fish.

I have already indicated that the sea-trout is essentially an estuary

roamer and not a fish that makes, as the salmon does, long and

indeed marvellous journeys by sea.* This characteristic of the

* Somewhat remarkable proof of a negative kind of the sea-trout being an estuary

flsh is afforded bj' the present condition of the rivers flowing into Loch Fyne. That
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sea-trout, if maintained as a habit after he enters the lake, is one of

considerable importance in practical angling. If, in other words, the

;sea-trout wanders about lochs and can be called a restless, questing

fish within the limits of a certain area, then obviously the angler who

fails to hook a sea-trout when he rises, should not act on the assump-

tion that the fish will remain in or about the spot where he first came

to the fly, even if he allows only an interval of a few minutes to elapse

between the rise and his next cast. Much less should he act on the

-assumption that an hour afterwards he can again cast over the same

-spot^—no matter how apparently localized it is—with any reasonable

expectation of raising the same fish, though without doubt he might

have an equal " chance of a fish " as he had when making the cast that

rose the fish which he failed to hook. I do not here touch on the ad-

visability of at once casting again over a sea-trout that has been missed

—a point to which I refer at a later period—but will confine my re-

marks exclusively to proving that the sea-trout carries with him into the

loch, the same general restlessness that characterises him in the estuary

-and is indeed the leading feature in his eminently active nature.

In the first place, then, this ranging in the lake can be proved by

the experience acquired in actual or " experimental " fishing. I have

frequently risen large sea-trout at a certain, well defined spot, say beside

-a large stone standing out of the water at the side of a point running

out into the lake, but I have never on allowing any appreciable time

to elapse, succeeded in again raising the same fish at the same spot.

"This evidence is perhaps not very convincing but it is only a minor link

in the chain. It may also be urged that it is impossible for an angler

to identify a fish he has risen, save by the locality. The weight that

must be attached to such an argument depends upon the character of

the lake and the experience of the angler. As to the first^ it is obvious

that the experience is of more value in a lake not frequented by

great numbers of large sea-trout than it is in a lake in which large

sea-trout are numerous and rise freely to the fly. As to the second,

it may fairly be claimed for the angler with a very highly trained eye,

.longest of all Scottish sea-lochs is a kind of estuary. It is harried perpetually by nets

trawl and drift. If the habits of sea-trout were the same as those of the salmon, one would
expect both fish to suffer equally. As a matter of fact, the sea-trout has been the principal

victim. He "stays at home," and is caught. The salmon ranges, and more of bis race

escape. In consequence, the Loch Fyne rivers are better salmon than sea-trout streams.
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that he detects differences and focuses the pecularities of fish just

as a shepherd knows each of his sheep by sight, or a cattle dealer can

identify a beast, with singular accuracy, out of a herd he has seen,

only once. But corroborative evidence of another and an analogical

nature is not lacking of the accuracy of the statement, even if it.

rested on no more certain ground than an inference drawn from

experience. The evidence is afforded by the habits of the salmon and

in a lesser degree of the bull trout in this particular respect. With re-

gard to the salmon, I cannot curiously enough, speak from personal

experience save of a negative kind. In other words I have never killed

a salmon in a loch with the fly after first missing and then resting him for-

a sufficient time to prove that he had remained where he originally

rose. Numerous cases have, however, occurred in which anglers have-

raised, hooked, and been broken by salmon in easily identified spots.

To these spots the "broken" anglers have returned an hour, a day, or

even a week after, and have raised, hooked, and killed the fish origin-

ally risen with the fly lost still adorning its jaws. I recall two such

cases on lochs in which I was fishing at the time of the final triumph.-

There is, therefore, no necessity for further specifying the circumstances-

which were as stated. As to the bull trout, I have frequently killed

specimens of this fish in the identical spot in which they have been

originally " raised." The inference is obvious. Both salmon and bull

trout aft proved to frequent the same spot and to have a special

habitat in a lake ; if, therefore, the sea-trout had such a habitat and

were not a restless roamer, he too would be captured under circum-

stances similar to those in which salmon and bull trout are taken,

by returning to and casting over the spot where they were first

seen. As, however, the sea-trout never is so taken, it is clear that

the fish does not take up a special habitat in lakes. The chain of

evidence slowly being forged grows even stronger when one considers

the estuary habits of the sea-trout and the effect those habits have,

not only on its condition, but also on its migrations from and to-

waters, in which through their topographical character, it has-

perfect freedom to exercise what I may term its natural appetites and

instincts. I have already shown that the sea-trout, when living in its-

most natural or best environments, roams out and in of the tidal lochs,,

now taking a trip to the estuary, now returning to the lake. It is this
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fact which accounts not only for certain waters of the kind indicated

.affording sport among fish in perfect condition from February to Nov-

ember, but also for the varied condition of sea-trout actually taken in

the tidal way. I have captured perfectly black sea-trout in the sea in

August, a very clear proof that the fish had descended from the loch

-with the tide in the very same way as he ascended with the tide and

possibly for the very opposite reason. If, therefore, the sea-trout be a

restless fish in his general character, it is scarcely possible, especially in

the absence of proof to the contrary, to avoid the conclusion that he is,

.at the least, a sufficiently restless fish when iri the lake to warrant the

conclusion that he has no habitat. Nor is this the final proof of this

characteristic. The habits of the sea-trout in salt-water rivers are

essentially those of an- opportunist—a nomad who follows his food and

•only establishes himself in a fertile region so long as it bears the kindly

fruits of a soil that needs no tilling. It is true that in such salt-water

rivers giant fish sometimes take their stand facing the green rush of

•ebbing or flowing tide, as motionless and inert as if they were the

-guardians of the promised waters, overflowing with plenty, tha,t lie above

.and below the place of their sentinel watch. This apparent exception

to the rule, for these fish, I frankly admit, appear to maintain such a

j)osition in the salt water river for two or even three days on end with a

most " uncanny " suggestiveness, may, however be explained on two or

three grounds. They are usually sea-trout of the very largest cftiss and

•occupy choice feeding spots in the river which only fish of their size and

.strength could hold. Moreover they rarely invade the loch-like parts

•of the salt-water river, while in the last place—and this reasoning has a

Hibernian and not a Hebridean flavour—I have always suspected that

these so-called sea-trout were either bull-trout or salmon, an occasional

specimen of the latter fish being taken on the coasts of the " exclusive''

;sea-trout islands.

Even if the above facts were not considered to supply proof of

.a sufficient convincing kind, there remains the strongest and

most unassailable evidence of all—the evidence of personal obser-

vation—the conclusive testimony of the eye. On a certain deer

forest, jealously guarded from the stray intruder, lies a small and

semi-artificial lake, which at one end has a clear bright granite

^bottom, interspersed with sandy stretches and with patches of a.
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little green plant growing between the stones. This lake is frequented

by both sea-trout and salmon. Of the latter I never saw a specimen

in the water and presume that they lie at the other and deeper

end. Not so the sea-trout. On a calm, clear, bright day, if I took

up my station at a convenient point for observing, I would gener-

ally be rewarded by the sight of a sea-trout or two crusing about not in

companies and shoals as small trout do in mountain tarns, but in

solitary state. Sometimes the fish appeared to have no special object

in their journey but even in such cases it was instructive. There were

"various little arms in this lake with islands, and in these arms the

bottom was of white sand. I have seen a fish swim up, circle the bay,

going in by one channel and out at the other and so pass upwards and

onwards on his constitutional. At other times I have noted a fish

^hunting the loch, literally quartering the shallows and so manifestly

•questing that the dullest eye could see that he was seeking what he

could devour. There no doubt are periods during which a sea-trout

rests in a lake, as all fish rest and as sea trout lie in a river, but such

fish are not feeding fish, and are not of the same interest to the angler,

since the point I desire to emphasise is that when feeding, the sea-trout

in lochs hunts and quests and does not remain in one spot waiting for

food to turn up.

Nor is the character of the food eaten, or to use angling language,

taken by the three 'migratory salmonidae in lochs where they afford

•assured sport to the fly, less interesting than their habits and methods

of securing it. I know of only one lake, and it is a small and semi-

artificial one, in which salmon will condescend tO' take the worm, but

in this respect the habits of salmon in very small lakes do' not vary

-much more than in very small rivers. In the Sorn, in Islay, for ex-

ample, salmon dO' not take the worm, whereas in the Laggan, the only

other salmon river on the island, they take it with fair avidity. In the

Aray, again, salmon are very partial to the worm, whereas in the Add
•a river with an exceptionally long estuary which finds its way

not intO' Loch Fyne like the Aray, but intO' the Atlantic,

they appear to be wholly indifferent tO' it. In pools below certain lochs

in Harris salmon will take scarcely any lure, much less will they look

at a worm. The habit of taking the wonni is, in fact, of irregular though

xiot wholly indeterminate occurrence; for the few lakes in which the
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salmon are captured by this ignoble lure are usually but little better

than large river pools, and in time of heavy rain have an appreciable

current. The circumstance is not without significance to the angler

because it indicates that in certain lakes, in lakes, that is tO' say,,

in which the salmon rise freely to the fly, the fish throws off in a more-

marked degree than do the salmon entering rivers the habit of taking-

food of gross quality, eaten by the salmon in the sea. The salmon of

these same lochs affording sure sport to the fly fisher are, it must be ob-

served, much more gross feeders than the sea-trout when in the estuaries-

Hebridean salmon—^for as already stated it is in the Hebridean lochs,

that by far the best sport is obtained with the fly—are not infrequently-

taken in the sea on flounder lines—most primitive and coarsest of all'

gear—^baited with that very gross bait, a square or strip of herring..

They are also taken occasionally on a similar bait from pier-heads and

even off the rocks. Sea-trout never are so taken, and when in the-

estuary are killed exclusively with the fly or with some spun lure.

It is obvious, therefore, if salmon, on entering such lochs,,

but rarely take the wormj and change their feeding habits;

in so marked a degree in the matter of quality of food, that small flies-

are much more likely to tempt them to rise than are large. This in-

ference is borne out by the experience of actual angling, and far more-

fish are killed on sea-trout flies than fall victims even to small salmon

flies. Sea-trout again never take the worm in Hebridean lochs and'

tidal pools, though an occasional fish may be taken by this lure when;

heavy rain has sent down the burns in flood into lochs boasting such

tributary streams. This rule is subject to a limited kind of exception:

in lochs connected with the sea by very short rivers or genuine burns.

It is, therefore, not surprising that a good many sea-trout are killed'

in the voes of Shetland at the point of exit of the burns connecting-

these estuaries with the lochs above. In South Uist I made repeated'

experimental trials of the worm, both in the tidal reaches of the How--

more and in the ditch at the head of Loch Roag, and in that con-

necting Lower Kildonan with the sea, but the only fish secured were-

eels and a few flounders. The sea-trout were utterly indifferent to the

worm!, though in the Roag ditch, where feeding was poor, no natural

fly fluttering on the water or purposely placed on it was suffered to go

very far mthout being snapped up. This obvious daintiness on.
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the part of the sea-trout is only what one would expect in a well-fed

fish blessed with a richly endowed environment of easy access, while it

is a simple inference to' trace the known partiality for the worm shown by

sea-trout in rivers to the absence of that very plenty which is the cause

cf the daintiness displayed by sea-trout in tidal pools or

even in tidal lochs in which the feeding, at the worst,

is usually better than in rivers—^at least for fish garrisoned

with fat and stored with energy against the days of compulsory and

economic famine. The angler has certainly every reason to be thank-

ful that the feeding habit of the sea-trout is as I have described, for

it ensures sport, not only with the fly but also with small flies.

Salmon, at least in lakes where they rise to the fly freely, do' not

take the prawn

—

a. trait which is consistent with the greater daintiness

which a lake environment of a particular class induces. Nor do sea-

trout. I have tried prawn where I knew sea-trout were lying in great

abundance, but neither in tidal pools, lakes proper nor ditches—^tidal

and non-tidal—^have I ever succeeded in persuading sea-trout to take the

prawn. At the mouth of burns they were quite indifferent, and all

methods in lakes were equally futile. Last year I essayed trolling the

prawn in Loch Dhu, near Inverary, in the endeavour tO' discover if

the sea-trout and salmon of that semi-tidal lake differed in this respect

from their Hebridean brothers. So far as my experiments went, the

result was the same—^no offers and a complete indifference.

The' " homing " instinct of both salmon and sea-trout frequenting lochs

is as strongly marked as it is in river fish. In the case of salmon running

up rivers of any length to lakes, this is precisely what one would ex-

I)ect, while the question of length of connecting river as affecting the

habit does not arise in the case of sea-trout, for so far as I am aware

there is no gea-trout loch of any note with a long connection to the sea,

while it is clear that the sea-trout being an estuary and not a sea fish

can scarcely fail to return. The trait, however, must be regarded as

a very important factor in the life-history of the salmon even when

viewed as a lake-haunting fish and in spite of the fact that no lake

boasting a lengthy road to "the sea, with the exception of Loch More,

«pntains salmon that rise freely to the fly.

In the case even of sea-trout the "homing" instinct may

become an important trait when the fish has a choice

X
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of lakes all emptying their superfluous waters into the

same estuary, or of lakes forming a chain above an estuary. It is also

possible to conceive of a case in which some change of environment

of a topographical character within the lake itself would drive the

fish away from their original estuary tO' seek a new estuary and a new

connecting lake. As to the first of these possibilities, a rather in-

structive example of the effect of a topographical change of an artificial

kind on the " homing " instinct of sea-trout,* under circumstances unit-

ing the first two of these conditions, came under my observation in one

of the Hebrides. A certain sea-trout loch of unsurpassed excellence

had a fine ditch at the end furthest from the tidal influence. Up this ditch

immense numbers of sea-trout were in the habit of running a certain

distance, and in it they took the fly freely. Some half way between

the ditch and the sea another and smaller ditch ran up to another loch,

which in turn had a bum flowing in at its head. Half way

down the tidal pools another ditch ran up to another chain of lochs.

Now the artificial topographical change in the environment introduced

into the lake was this. A barrier was placed over the mouth of the

favourite ditch which completely stopped the way and prevented the

sea-trout running up it. The consequence was that hundreds of sea-

trout gathered in the part of the loch in the neighbourhood of the

ditch and gradually acquired a restlessness which is frequently displayed

by the migratory salmonidse when delayed in tidal waters against their

will, and is the very antithesis of the nomadic questing habit because

putting a veto on its indulgence. This restlessness—an uneasy discontent

has generally a reflex influence on the " taking " habits of the fish ; nor

was such an effect lacking in the case under notice. The fishing fell

off though the number of fish showed no decrease for some time.

Eventually, however, the fish resented this arbitrary curtailment of

their liberty as nomads of the estuary and lake and many of them either

ra,n up to the loch above with the free burn, or descended intO' the tidal

pools and ascended by the other ditch intO' its connecting loch, the

fishing in which was, in consequence, much improved. The loss would,

of course, have been a serious one had the' three lakes belonged to

different owners. Finally, in reference tO' the "homing" instinct it

*Sonie further remarks on the "homing" instinct will be found in the succeeding-

chapter.
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may be- stated that the sea-trout of these three lakes each adhered with

considerable fidelity to their parent lakes. The importance of this

last reference to the trait is this, that as some lakes are naturally better

adapted for fly-fishing than others, any irregularity or uncertainty of

return to a lake in every way adapted for fly fishing might, in such cases-

as those referred to, very seriously affect the angling to be obtained.

In the bull-trout the " homing " instinct varies in intensity and is of

more imporance, for the bull trout is not a desirable fish and he is better

confined to certain lakes. He often so confines himself by this very

instinct, though curiously enough it will sometimes carry him too far

and lead him in times of flood into situations which forbid a return to

the sea until the abnormal conditions again occur which led him astray.

A bull trout is a more enterprising fish than the sea-trout in the best

and most natural homes of both species, and will penetrate far up the

hill burns to spawn, when the sea-trout will content himself with the-

first available and suitable reach above the loch, or in the loch itself

provided it be not too brackish.* When the autumn rains flash thick m,

the pools and a thousand torrents leap from the mountain's crown and

lakes over-flow, then the bull trout will win his blundering way into

upland tarns, from which, when the waters subside he will find no-

retreat The wandering angler who penetrates to these tarns is some-

times surprised by a mighty swirl at his fly, when raising, hooking andl

landing the pigmy natives of their peat-stained water, and sees, a-? tl:e.

great fish makes his first sullen plunge into the deeps and the rush fires his-

imagination and calls to arms all his arts and wiles, a prospective tnumph

and a great trout added to the mighty dead. Nor will the fond

delusion wholly vanish when the fish, bronze-coloured and dyed with

the hue of his peaty prison, is finally laid on the heather to be admired.

He has fed on the natives and may have retained some external show of

symmetry—all save in the head which grows big and ungainly and does-

not seem to have been made to fit the fish. It is for this reason that

the natives call these fish—as they also call the tuberculosed trout of

decaying lakes—by the name of "big heads." The curious in such

matters may note that precisely the same name is applied to somewhat,

similar fish in Sweden, while in Italy a fish with a big head and a wasted

*A very slight proportion of salt water is fatal to the ova of all tlie salnionida;—a fact

which strengthens the contention that the salmonidse had either a mixed or fresh water-
origin.
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body is known as a Quixote, or wanderer, though the fish thus described

is not the eriox. It is perhaps still more instructive to note that in

one lake in Finland the bull trout is said to have become land-locked,

(there is, however, some doubt as to the specific character of the fish

in this apparently parallel case) and to display the same tendency to

become wandered, while he also deveiopes the " big head."

A short time after capture these fish become slimy and flaccid, while

at all times their flesh is tasteless and insipid. They are best utilized

for baitipg lobster-creels with an apology in Lobsterese pinned to their

broad, square tails. The importance of this characteristic in the bull

trout is of obvious advantage to certain sea-trout lochs whose angling

reputation may be maintained by the fact that once the bull trout

establishes himself in a lake, he adheres tO' that lake, while of all lakes

he prefers those from which he can penetrate intO' the uplands with

that enterprise which is his one and only virtue. It further accounts

for two rather puzzling facts. One occasionally—I might almost say

frequently—^kills bull trout in August differing so markedly in condition

that the only possible explanation is to- be found in the inference sug-

gested by the facts as stated. The poor-conditioned fish are probably

escaped prisoners as they are usually taken after heavy rains.

Corroborative evidence of a circumtsantial nature is not lacking. I

have observed in a certain tidaJ river and loch famous not only for sea-

trout, but also for bull trout, that the latter fish had its " good " and

" bad " seasons. While the sea-trout did not appear to vary in number,

bull trout always seemed to be most numerous when a dry autumn

and hard winter were followed by a fine spring. Conversely, when a

wet autumn and open winter were succeeded by a cold dry spring, the

bull trout showed a marked falling off. At least one rose and saw

rising much fewer specimens of this, the least desirable, of all the

salmonidae. The inference is obvious. The prisoners made captive

by the " tarn-traps " were more numerous in a wet autumn than in a dry

autumn, while if a dry spring succeeded the trapping, the term of in>

prisonment was indefinitely lengthened.

The bull trout's rise is as characteristic as his play. It

is low and sluggish, and the sport he gives is simply that of a strong,

slow fish. It lacks all activity and all purpose. He never takes the

&y very freely.
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Nor, it must be confessed, can the salmon in nlost lochs;

in which he takes the fly be compared with the sea-trout

as a sport-giving fish. He degenerates in condition much more rapidly,,

and as he never, even in tidal lochs, appears to keep himself in condition

by short visits to the sea, he speedily becomes black, or rather coppery

in hue, and in peaty water takes on a greater amount of that mucus,

seen on all salmon long in flesh water, than do fish in rivers."" Person-

ally I prefer one sea-trout to a bag of these salmon, when they have

been '' up " for any length of time. His " homing " instinct, it may be

observed, is the same as in rivers. On this point I may mention that

some years ago Lord Dunmore, in the course of conversation, told me
of an interesting experiment which he made in twO' of the best lochs in.

North Harris, before he sold that famous forest and sporting estate to

the father of Sir Samuel Scott, and carried away the price (;£i 60,000)

in his pocket in bank-notes! My recollection of the

facts is as follows :
—'Thirteen salmon caught either in Loch Vosh-

mid or Loch Scurst were taken from the loch in which they were

caught, and after being duly marked were placed in the other loch.

Before the end of the season some six or seven of the fish were taken,

in the loch in which they had originally been captured and which was

obviously their natal water. Some interesting experiments have lately

been made in Norway as tO' the " homing " instinct of river salmon, and

they seem to establish beyond dispute—'pace an odd Norwegian salmom

being reported as taken in the Tweed—^the mysterious power a salmon

has of finding his native place. The Harris experiment set forth above

seems not only to establish the fact that salmon^loch-bom, loch-reared,,

and loch-frequenting—'have precisely the same power and are charact-

erised by the same habit, but alsoi warrants the inference that Loch

Tay salmon are literally Loch Tay salmon with " peculiarities " in the

matter of lures traceable, as already indicated to their environment.

Finally, in this connection, it may be said that in mixed lochs the

angler may expect most sea-trout where he would look for most brown

trout, that is to say, in shallow, sandy, or stony reaches, while he will

*An occasional exception to this general ruleoccurs.in the case of salmon frequenting-

Loch Dhu (a tidal loch) near Inverary, but, judging frofn its topographical environment,,

this is precisely what I should expect. Such fish must be carefully distinguished fronv

compulsorily delayed "back-enders."
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expect to find most salmon over rocky bottoms with those holes and

lies occupied by salmon in rivers. In the Hebridean lakes salmon lie

in such places, and as a rule they occur where points jut out into the

loch. Where there is no water of this character, salmon are fond of

lying by the reeds and under shelving banks when the water is deep

enough or dark enough to conceal them. The former is likewise an oc-

casional " spot " for a sea-trout, but near reeds it a bad place for the

angler to hook a fish who is at all afraid of his quarry—a feeling, or at

least something akin to which—'let us say, respectful awe mingled with

stem joy, I confess often to have felt, especially when a giant sea-trout

of broad blue back, belly of gleaming white, and sides of flashing silver

is pursuing his meteoric course towards the rusling sanctuary.

Before passing to a brief notice of sea-trout flies,

and setting forth the results of some experiments, it

may not be uninteresting tO' chronicle the fact that so

far as my personal experience of the sea-trout warrants me in

laying down any limit the fish does not seem- to attain a greater size

than lolbs. in those districts which appear to be his natural home. I

have already quoted some statistics* which seem to support this conten-

tion. The largest true sea-trout I have ever killed was a lolbs. fish—

a

" springer " of excellent shape, that fell a victim to a No. 13 fly on a

calm day, and was killed by casting over him where he had risen. On

consulting my ledger, in which I have kept a faithful record of my cap-

tures, to discover the proportionate size of sea-trout in Hebridean

waters, I decided to take as the fairest plan 1,000 sea-trout killed with

the fly on successive occasions. The following was the result

:

lolbs.

Total.

2lbs.
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ary, as distinguished from the average, size of sea-trout is as near as may

be lib., and the chances are that 10 fish, if fairly weighed, will bring

down the scale at from 14 to i81bs.* No doubt in some lochs fish which

are called sea-trout may attain greater weights, but as I have never met

with or seen a true sea-trout exceeding lolbs. in waters which appear vo be

their natural home and certainly exceed all other waters in productivity,

it is scarcely probable that the sea-trout of the natural home will be

beaten in weight by sea-trout in the lochs of other and less " natural

"

districts.

The patterns and size of flies to be used both for sea-trout and

salmon in lochs are obviously matters of some importance as well

as of interest. For my own part, though I have no great love for sal-

mon fishing in lochs with the fly, when angling for sea-trout of a large

size is to be obtained, there does not, apart from this purely personal

but very natural predeliction, appear to be any very pressing necessity

for drawing a very clear line of demarcation between sea-trout and

salmon flies for loch fishing, whether they be regarded from the point

of view of pattern or of size. As tO' size the salmon, as already pointed

out, appears tO' assume the virtue of a dainty abstemiousness when he

enters lakes in which he condescends to rise tO' the fly. This being

so, there is no necessity for using a large fly to tempt him to his doom.

Sometimes, indeed, as in the case of the largest salmon ever killed in

Loch Lomond with the fly, small flies appear, even in lakes whose

tiaditions favour a fly corresponding to their billows in size, to take not

only the best-conditioned but also the heaviest fish. Moreover one

will raise far more sea-trout than salmon in the majority of mixed

lochs, and on an average of days,t hence it is hitih policy to use sea-

trout flies, even in the old sense of the term. Further a rod, line, cast

and fly that will kill a big fresh-run sea-trout will land any salmon that

CA er entered a loch to afford the fly-fisher an opportunity of proving his

skill. Lastly on ethical grounds one must use the smallest flie.s, that

will raise fish, and the finest tackle that will successfully stani or be

*A basket of ii fish will probably contain 10 fish weighing 10 lbs. and one fish

•weighing from 4 lbs. to 8 lbs.

fWhen there is a chain of lochs frequented by sea-trout and salmon, the smallest of

the three or four lakes is usually the best for salmon. The Lacisdale Lochs in Harris

afford an example of this fact, which is quite in accordance with the theory that the

smaller the lake the more freely, as.a rule, do salmon rise to the fly.
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inade by skill to stand the strain of playing and the storm and stress

of battle.

While it is true, that the salmon will take all flies that the sea-trout

"takes, it is certainly not true that the sea-trout will takip—

>

at least with anything like the same avidity—flies that may prove fatal

to the salmon. This leads me to state certain facts—observed in part

by deliberate experinlent, acquired in part in the course of angling ex-

perience. The broad distinction between the salmon and the sea-trout

in the matter of flies appears tO' be this. The salmon, while occasion-

-ally feeding on natural flies, is not in the regular habit of doing so'j

the sea-trout, on the other hand, is in the habit of doing so, though

the trait varies in its intensity as well as in the manner of its display

with the conditions of environment. I have already instanced a case in

which salmon were proved tO' be rising and feeding on small flies in

Si river precisely in the manner the common trout does. I have also'

-cited a case in which sea-trout came to be fed with bread and devoured

pellets of it when thrown tO' them. It was also' stated that the salmon

-in the hole continued tO' lie low and were in no' way excited by this

unexpected advent of extraneous plenty. A somewhat similar indiffer-

rence on the part of the salmon seems to prevail regularly in the loch

under the exceptions . noted. It may, of course, happen as was once

irecorded of Loch Tay salmon that the fish will rise at snowflakes which

they mistake for feathers, by an error similar tO' that into which the

Scythians in the district of Elis are said by Herodotus

to have fallen—a fact, or otherwise, which gives the

.ancient writer an opportunity of pointing out the

singular resemblance snowflakes bear to feathers. It is obvious, there-

iore, if the sea-trout in lochs is a fly-feeder, a fish, that is to say, in

the habit of taking natural flies and the salmon is not, that pattern is of

more moment when sea-trout are being angled for than when sal-

mon are the objects of the chase.

My earliest efforts to discover the favourite natural fly of sea-trout

"were made in a water singularly well adapted for observation and for

experiment. It was a ditch varying in width from ten tO' fifteen yards.

The water was dark and it was very full of sea-trout, of which, when a

strong breeze was rufiling its surface, I had killed over 50 (ten were be-

tween 4 and 5lbs.) the day before making my initial experiments.
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On the day, however, on which I made the experiments

there was no wind, and a strong bright sun was-

shining from' a clear sky. I first tried a fly closely resembling the-

cinnamon fly. As it touched the water a big fish made a huge lounge

at it and missed, while it had barely travelled a foot when another

monster made a similar error in aim. A small fish that may have con-

sidered his chances nil, made a more deliberate rise and secured the

spoil. He had barely incorporated it, when two or three more fish showed^

near where it had been. Now as the fish were refusing or rising short

•to the wet fly, this little experiment, a small thing in itself, had estab-

lished two facts, first, that sea-trout feed on flies, and, secondly, that,

the dry fly may often prove deadly in such ditches—^and they are not of

common, though scarcely of rare occurrence—^when the wet fly fails..

Unfortunately at the time of which I am. writing, some 12 years ago, dry-

fly fishing was in its childhood, or, at least, was an art about which so

little was known in Scotland, save through the angling columns of cer-

tain papers, that I had not such a thing as a floating fly in my possession'

and could not, therefore, make an actual experiment by suffering a fly-

to float over the fish. On my succeeding -visits I was in precisely the-

same position, and as I have not had the chance of fishing any of these

ditches since 1891, the opportunity of testing the dry fly is still to come.

I put in practice, however, a quasi-dry fly style. In other words I tried!

a trick which I had learned in river trouting.* I put on a fly imitating,

as closely as possible the fly at which the fish had risen, cast it dry ow

to the opposite bank or reeds and allowed it to drop off. In this way

f killed some 13 sea-trout, but missed thrice as many. These ditches,

may, therefore, be fished with the dry fly with success and should prove-

most excellent training grounds for the ambitious tyrO' desirous of rising

in the angling world.f Another consequence of the experiment was the

selection of the cinnamon fly as a pattern for a sea-trout fly, while its^

location on the cast as a bob-fly—^to be used on bright and calm

or calm days was also fixed. I next tried a fly resembling an Orange

Stinger, but this was taken with rather less avidity, and it appears oni

* The trick referred to was no doubt the origin of dry fly fishing proper. I was a boy
when I first put it in practice with deadly effect.

fThe facts of this experiment may be quoted with advantage in any argument with a
believer in, or, at least, with an advocate of, the existence of " educated trout."
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my list with a blue or a black body in preference to a pale pink, thought

it may be dressed in all three colours. I also found that the fish rose-

freely to a fly resembling a March Brown, and also' that they took that

fly when fished " dry " in the sense already noted, while a fly resembling

the " Shining Black Silver Horns " was alsO' taken. These flies all figure

in the list given later and are all assured killers, though I have no-

doubt that use has given them an extrinsic yalue in my eyes. After"

all, however, the principal fact that I was establishing, was that sea-

trout in lakes—^for the ditch was simply a narrow arm of the lake—feed

on the natural fly and seem to prefer some flies to others. The latter"

pointrremained to be further verified, first, by a trial of a variety of

flies under similar conditions, and secondly by ej^amining the mouths

and gullets of fish taken in the lake. The former experiment was a.

matter of time, and it was decided in the course of fishing with flies of

various sizes and patterns. The result of this experience was the-

selection of the dozen flies given. As to size it did not take me

long to discover that sea-trout, even in a whole gale, will take small

flies—small, that is to say, relatively to the size usually called sea-trout-

size—'with the same avidity ahd equal accuracy as in a moderate ripple-

or even in a calm. I venture to express the opinion—and am under

the impression that I have already done so in an article in the " Field "

entitled " Small Flies for Sea-trout," which appeared in 1892 or 1893—
that .the greater measure of success attending the anglers in South-

Uist compared with the success achieved by anglers in other districts-

is in some measure due to the use of small flies, whose-

claims both by precept and example I had urged. Sea-trout will, of

course, take a larger fly in a gale than in a gentle breeze, but there is a

limit to their complacency in this direction, and as the use of small

flies combines angling policy with angling honesty, in the sense I have

frequently indicated, it is neither expedient nor virtuous to use flies

larger than No. 9 (on the old scale) while Nos. 10, 11, 12 and 13, Nos.

10 and II being the standard size, appear to be the proper sizes of

hooks to- have the flies dressed on. As to- the fly I found most fre-

quently in the mouths of sea-trout it was, mirabile dictu, the common

house fly in all his unadorned simplicity. How he reached his grave-

was simple enough. It appeared to be in two ways, one of which wouli

be of most frequent occurrence on cold or stormy days and late in:
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the season, while the other was of more or less

Tegular occurrence and varied with the mood of the

fish as prompted by the presence of the flies. It is a well-ascertained

fact that late in the year or on cold days the house fly and the blue

bottle are frequently overcome with the cold and drop on to water or

land, as the case may be. This fact accounts for their presence in the

mouths of the sea-trout. I was for a time puzzled by a peculiar habit

•of the sea-trout which I observed in a certain lake. They would Jump

clean out of the water twice or thrice in quick succession. At first I

-thought that the jump was due to the pursuit of a big fish. The dis-

-covery of the house flies put quite a different construction upon the

jumping, and gave it a reasoned purpose. It generally happens when

one studies fish and their ways that corroboration of the

inference drawn from observed facts is not long lacking. In this in-

stance it was speedily furnished by a singularly instructive fact from

which there was no necessity to deduce anything. The facts were

too clear and plain. One side of the loch was bounded by machar land,

the rest was the heritage of the moor. On this moor great numbers

of heather bees were found'. Towards evening these busy insects, their

•day's work done, were in the habit of winging their honey-laden way over

the lake. They would often fly low and in a breeze, when unfavourable

and necessitating " beating," would tack across the loch about a foot or

•two feet above the surface. Sometimes they gave way and fell in the

lake. In all cases a touch with the rod point would cause them to do

•so. As they fought their way over, the sea-trout would leap out of

-the water at them. Here then the m.ystery of the leaps was fully ex-

plained. The jumping at the bees afforded most ample and satisfying

corroborative proof that the trout I had previously seen jumping were

in pursuit of house flies, objects too small to be noted at any distance.

Just as the bees fdl into the water in a breeze so did the flies, so that

>both in cold and breezy weather, the sea-trout had house fly au naturel,

us a regular item on their menu. Nor did this exhaust the corroborative

evidence forthcoming. An angler to- whom I narrated the facts as set

"forth above told me that he hooked and killed in the loch a sea-trout

-which took his fly when dangling in the air. The trout jumped out of the

Tvater about a foot and a half to seize it. A day or two afterwards while

j)laying a big fish, a small sea-trout made a leap at my "bob" fly.
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but luckily failed to secure it. In the end I tried the " waving in the

wind method " of fly fishing, and succeeded in " jumping '' fish, though,

SO far as I recollect I did not kill any of the ambitious acrobats. As

to the preference of sea-trout for certain colours, apart from the tints-

used in imitating certain flies or water insects, some remarks on this

subject will be found in the chapter dealing with " Loch Fishing in a

Calm.'' I content myself with stating that red, yellow, green and blue-

appear under certain conditions to have a varying degree of attractive-

ness for the fish, in fancy and in imitation flies, red and green being

perhaps more constant favourites than the other two, and the first men-

tioned the chief favourite of all in calm wea'ther. It is, however, with-

diffidence that I submit the following list of flies, because" it is quite-

possible that a very much better one could be prepared. At the same

time they are proved "killers," and as that is the best general,

quality a fly can possess, such patterns as are excluded, may console

them.selves with the reflection that mine is the blissful contentment o£

ignorance of their merits.

" BOB " FLIES.

1. Zulu. As already given.

2. Cinnamon and Gold. As already given.

3. Black and Silver. As already given.

4. Red Ant. As already given.

pink silk tinsel, ribbed with narrow silver; tail, tippets; hackle, red'.

furnace.

pink silk tinsel, ribbed with narrow silver; tail, tippets; hackle, "red

furnace."

6. The " Jumper." This may be dressed in any of the following ways

:

(i) body, green peacock hurl, close; wings, blae; head, brown silk>

hackle, black cock. (2) Wings, very light blea, as fine as possible ;

body, grey silk ribbed with green ; hackle, fine and led all the way

to end of busking; head, brown silk. (3) Wings, coal black, with

two strands of golden pheasant overlapping them ; body, half silver

half green peacock hurl (next head) ; head, brown silk.

7. The Guv'nor. Day and afternoon.

8. The Coachman. Evening fishing.

9. The March Brown.
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TAIL AND SECOND DROPPERS.

10 Teal and Claiet, Teal and Red, Teal and Green—^the last being a

better fly for salmon than for sea-trout.*

It Woodcock and Green. Wings, woodcock; body, emerald green mohair

tinsel narrow oval silver ribbed all the way; tail, tippets, golden

pheasant crest or red worsted; hackle, black cock. Alternative

wings, teal or mallard (white tip), but woodcock is undoubtedly better

than either. There is no more deadly sea-trout fly under ordinary

conditions.

12 Heckum. Peckum. As .already given.

.13. Red Stuart. In all its varieties—^the all red being the best form for

evening fishing, and the red with half silver, half peacock hurl body,

or all silver body for angling in a calm.

14 Woodcock and Red Same as above with a red silk body. This

fly dressed very small is the best fly for " day " fishing in a calm.

15 Woodcock and Blue and Yellow. Wings, woodcock (from, wing

feather) ; body" half-blue (next head) half-yellow mohair, ribbed with

narrow oval silver ; tail, golden pheasant crest or a tippet ; hackle,

black cock.

16 The Yellow Ogre. This is a pure fancy fly, and its "idea" is based

merely on the partiality of sea-trout for a yellow fly. It may be

dressed as follows : wings—^which should be long, thin and entwined

—dark olive yellow, with two or three strands of golden pheasant over

topping them ; hackle, red cock ; body, brown silk ; tail, three tippets.

17 Grouse and Yellow. This is my favourite tail fly. Wings, grouse;

body, dingy yellow, or half-yellow half-red mohair; tail, red worsted,

if yellow body, red ibis if half-red, half-yellow (red next head), tinsel,

narrow oval silver; hackle, red furnace dressed full.

18 Grey Hen and Purple. Wings (mottled), from common grey hen

(farmyard), or fromi grey goose; body, purple mohair; hackle, bright

green (taken well up amongst the wings), tinsel, gold oval finished with

a tip at tail ; tail, red worsted. This will be found a much better fly

than it looks ; it is very unorthodox, but is specially good in brackish

water. Dressed small, the wings should be grey (unmottled) ; body,

*In some rivers the "Teal and Green" and "Teal and Yellow" are regarded
as the best flies for salmon and sea-trout. In the Shira, for example, these are the

"favourite" flies.
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plain purple; hackle, red furnace; tail, yellow worsted—hardly the

same fly, but a variety which is very effective.

The angler may, in addition to the above patters, occasionally find

Jthat salmon flies dressed trout size have very great attractions for the

sea-trout, but it scarcely ever happens in ordinary weather that the fish

show an exclusive preference for these quaint flies over the more ortho-

-dox patterns submitted. In saltwater rivers and in tidal pools, the

same patterns may be used as in lakes, while it is advisable toi have flies

idressed on hooks a size or two larger and to employ stouter gut for

angling in the first of these three varieties of water.



CHAPTER XXVII.

The " Migratory " Madness : Lessons of an Artificial

Sea-Trout Loch.

The world dearly loves the salmon and the sea-trout, and there is a*

fascination about the migratory salmonidas which the common trout

may not match—a fascination partly due to sentiment, partly to the-

genuine merits of the fish, partly to the hold which they have over the-

angling imagination. Lie abed o' night, near a salmon and sea-trout

stream, and listen ' with thrilling expectation to the steady

patter of falling rain, rain which promises a porter-hued water on the

morrow, and you will vision the livelong night gleaming bodies of

silvery white fresh from the mysterious life, the free wandering of the

green tides of ocean, that roll up with heart-throbbing power near your-

fly and burst away with a force that appears irresistible, a speed which

exhausts motion and defies the cold and formal accuracy of figures.-

And if your sleeping place be not in a land of rivers and foaming floods,,

but in a land of lakes invaded by the salt wash of the kindred sea, and

you can see from where you lie the mystery of a high tide creeping up'

in silvered silence beneath a full harvest moon right to the portals of

the loch, your imagination must be vain if you cannot vision below

the burnished sheen of the broad and slowly spreading shield of moon-

lit water, sea-trout in their hundreds swimming for doom intO' the lists

set against the morrow. These are the poetic or imaginative aspects-

of the migratory salmonidse—the pleasures of hope—as the sport they

give is the prose—the joys of realisation—if there be anything prosaic

-

at all in salmon and sea-trout angling.

View it as you will, so masterful is the fascination that all men who-

angle are ambitious to possess salmon and sea-trout waters, and tO'

convert waters not boasting such " game " into waters where they will

abound and "be fruitful and multiply." Sometimes the fascination

becomes madness, madness born of such strong sentimental yearnings-
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for the migratory salmonidae that wise and prudent men will give in their

adherence to the most visionary and reckless schemes for the con-

version of the most unsuitaible of waters to waters that may hold the

world's desire in the form of fish.

There is, for example, a most notable scheme on foot for

the restoration of the very ancient glories of the Thames as a

salmon river—^an ambition so noble and a project so fascinating, when

the fancy is allowed free play, that prudence, knowledge and experience

have been thrown to the winds that vex Greenwich and the Isle of Dogs,

while on grounds of .sentiment alone it has received the cordial ap-

proval and promised aid of men whO' must know how vain is the dream

and Utopian the scheme when subjected to the fierce light of dispas-

sionate criticism and analys;is. How difficult it is to convert even an

unpolluted water not holding migratory salmonidae into- a water of the

same description, only those fully know who have essayed to alter and

improve waters already frequented by such fish. First there is the

mystery of the homing instinct—a trait on which, even as displayed by

the pigeon,* an animal whose life history and habits are ascertained

and ascertainable, experts do not care to dogmatise. It is a fact of

nature to whose mystery Nature holds, and seems likely to hold, the key.

Of this, however, we may feel assured that knowledge and experience

of " home " can alone create the homing " instinct "—a term I use

with the diffidence of little knowledge, and with the humility of one

standing under the shadow of a barrier-problem. If, tlierefore, the

making of a salmon and sea-trout river depends, as it does aild must

depend, on the presence in its future fish of this homing instinct ancj

if, in turn, this homing instinct can only be created and fostered to full

vigour by experience and knowledge of and residence in the river to

be converted or ameliorated, it is obvious that your migratory fish must

* It may be noted in the matter of the homing instinct in pigeons that a " squab" or

young pigeon (or a bird in a stage corresponding to the fry stage in fish) before it has its

feathers, may be taken to any loft and will there develop the homing instinct for that

loft. When it has reached the "squeaker " stage, has its feathers and is able to fly, and

has flown to and from its loft, it is practically impossible, in the majority of cases, to

create a new homing instinct for a fresh loft. Sometimes, it is true, that by long confine-

ment, through mating or through a mere freak of fancy the pigeon loses its homing

Instinct for the old' loft and acquires a new homing instinct for another loft ; but this is

exceptional, and the facts, as already stated, form an accurate generalisation. In any

case, it is possible to attempt the education of a pigeon and impossible to educate fry,

while no comparison between the intelligence of the two animals is possible.
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live from babyhood tO' the smolt stage in the river itself. Reared in

any other environment, the homing instinct cannot be present for

there is no place save the home desired to be the home which can

create it, if the instinct, quoad the water to be ameliorated, is to- have

any utilitarian value. To place smolts bred in strange waters in the

estuary of a river is merely tO' throw yourself on the mercy of chance,

and to violate a natural law which is not only above chance, but will

avenge its yiolation. Secondly, there is the question, of topographical

environment, which may be the artificial ally of the categorical impera-

tive of the law of nature already referred to, and in itself must always

illustrate the equally unavoidable operation of another law of nature not

less truly declaratory of a principle, modified in its different realisations

by the special conditions of each case. It may very well happen, as

those who have tampered with the natural conditions prevailing in

waters frequented by the migratory salmonidse are aware, that any

imposition of fetters or any curtailment of the perfect liberty—the jus

plenum spatiandi, of migrants may be, and often is, resented by those

free children of river, lake, estUary and sea to a degree, and in a man-

ner that mean detriment to the waters and desertion of them as a home

by the fish. I have already cited an instance of this and a study of

t'ie chart " Environment and Migration " will clearly show the lesson

which that case taught. To' convert a water into a salmon and sea-

trout water, an appearance, at least, of perfect liberty to come and go

must be given to the fish, while to secure their coming, the manner

of their going from the water for the first time to the sea must be

that of free natives going on a marine holiday for their health, and not

that of prisoners confined in cells suddenly ushered into the bewilder-

ing freedom of commoners of the world of waters. It is, perhaps, easier

to create new salmon and sea-trout waters than to ameliorate existing sal-

mon and sea-trout waters. But the most difficult task is to restore the

former glories of waters once deserving to be called homes of the

migratory salmonidse, but now fallen from that high estate through the

operation of causes which continue to exist in almost unabated vigour,

or have lost their power for evil in one direction only. In Colonsay

and in Coll, for example, there are no sea-trout and salmon rivers or

lochs, but it might, and probably would, be a comparatively easy matter

to make the latter, provided one gave recognition tO' the natural laws
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governing the migratory salmonidse in carrying out the necessary archi-

tectural, building and stocking operations. Everything would be under

the arbitrary control of the fashioner. He would have only a positive

task to perform; no' reforms to make, no abuses tO' abolish, whether

of pollution or of construction. He would make his lake and its sea

connections and superior spawning streams on approved and certain

plans. The de novo character of all the works would make the task

comparatively simple, while when the stocking period arrived he would

begin with ova placed in the spawning beds, so as to^ secure a per-

centage not only of truly native but of truly natural fish, while he

v/ould supplement these with fry at various stages of growth, placed

in the proper places for wild fry to be. He could then stand and wait

in perfect confidence. He has made a perfect home on natural designs

for his coming, migrants ; he has stocked that home with natural fish

and he has merely assisted nature; he has not defied and run counter

ito her laws.

When one leaves the virgin waters of districts still presenting the

same external features as they did when the world was young and

civilisation had not begun its devastating march, the task of restoring

Tivers and lakes still haunted by the migratory salmonidse to their

former glory, or of re-peopling with such fish waters that have become

totally depopulated, assumes a magnitude which renders it always a

difficult and slow, in some cases an impossible undertaking when regard

is had to the uncertainty of success, the immense expense, the conflict

oi interests and the comparatively incommensurate reward. To take

natural pure rivers, like the Add in Argyleshire, the Barr in Kintyre,

the Lacisdale in South Harris, and dam them up and artificially create

;a lake like Loch Jorsa in Arran, Loch Fincastle in South Harris, and

Loch Dhu near Inverary, lakes formed respectively by the waters of the

Jorsa, the Lacisdale and the Shira being gathered in basins partly

natural, partly artificial, and by so doing to reproduce on a smaller

.scale lakes of a topographical environment similar to lakes like Loch

Awe, Loch Lomond and others of that class, is obviously a very differ-

-ent undertaking to^ restoring rivers like the Thames, the Trent, the

Don and the Deveron, and lakes like one of those mentioned, Loch

Lomond, to their former glory as waters haunted by the migratory

.salmonidse. In virgin waters you are a builder- merely, and if you build
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on the lines dictated by the natural laws governing the migration of

the anadromous salmonidae, you can safely leave to Nature the com-

pletion of the task. When, however, waters have, through causes

which still continue to operate, become either totally depopulated of the

migratory stdmonidse, or depopulated to such an extent as to place

them very low on the scale of such waters, then, before re-stocking is

advisable, or positive amelioration is possible, mariy reforms of a pre-

liminary character have tO' be carried through. Pollution has to be

checked and the process of purification is slow; weekly close times

have to be regulated and prolonged ; cruives, dams and weirs have to

be removed or improved ; net-fishing and poaching have, the former to

be curtailed, the latter extirpated, and many other equally heavy tasks

have to be performed, all of which are essential and mean time and

money. When these are finished only then can the first step in the

direction of positive amelioration be made. Up to this point reform

in its progress would pursue the same paths whether the water to be

restored carried no migratory salmonidae or a sadly diminished head of

these desirable fish. From this point onwards, however, supposing it

were attained, the process of restoration would be pursued on different

lines. In the case of waters already cai'rying migratory salmonidae

Nature could be left to work out the salvation of her children, whereas

in the case of waters devoid of such fish, artificial stocking would be

necessary. An example or two may illustrate the enormous difficulties

which have tO' be overcome before a position admitting of positive

adtion whether on the part of Nature or of man can begin. Loch

Lomond is connected with the sea by a polluted river. To purify that

river would cost thousands of pounds and disturb all manner of pre-

scriptively vested commercial rights. The purification of the Leven,

would, however, when accomplished necessitate the greater task of

purifying the Clyde, if the expense of purifying the Dumbartonshire

stream had to be justified by the results obtained. The Trent affords

another example of the same difficulties and of the conflict of interests

that would necessarily arise. De facto and de jure from Shardlow

downwards the Trent is a navigable river, a commercial highway. The
passage of fish is blocked for comm,ercial purposes; its main waters

and its tributary streams are no longer of pristine purity. The river,

in a word, has ceased to afford a proper topographical environment
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for the needs of salmon. As a consequence Trent salmon are prac-

tically an extinct ra.ce. They are victims of the higher needs of civilisa-

tion. The Thames affords another example of the same process of

deterioration at a later stage. The deterioration is, in, fact, completed,

and the Thames is nO' longer in any sense a fit home for the migratory

salmonidae. It is a new river and its old glories, in this respect, are gone.

To attempt, therefore, to restock such waters is to defy natural laws.

The old conditions of existence must be restored in their entirety before

the migratory salmonidae can find a suitable home and the old glories

once more reign. To' the degree that it is possible to restore the old

conditions to that degree will any attempts to restore those

ancient glories be crowned with success. To place smolts, reared

elsewhere than in the waters which are to be their future homes as adult

fish, in the connecting estuaries of such waters is, as I have already

indicated, a method which can only result in failure, because wholly op-

posed to the facts of nature and the laws of nature declaratory of those

facts. Such an experiment failed dismally in the Trent; it will fail in

the Thames ; it must fail everywhere.* The homing instinct in all

animals is the growth of environment; as such smolts will never have

had any experience of the only environment which could specialise that

instinct, it cannot possibly be awakened in them when, at the expira-

tion of their first ocean sojourn, their nature calls aloud for a fresh

water environment. The special, as distinguished from the racial hab-

its, of fish are almost wholly independent of heredity; and of special

habits the homing instinct in its localised aspect is least of all an

hereditary trait. There is a certain degree of looseness in the way in

w'hich I have expressed this great truth, but a very little consideration

of the life-history of the -migratory salmonidae, and indeed, of the sal-

monidse as a family, will enable any intelligent student to see that so

* Nothing is more remarkable than the uncertainty—I do not care to say ignorance

—

•which seems to prevail as to certain traits of the migratory salmonidae. For example,

only the other day, in giving his evidence, a leading pisciculturist stated that the infallible

distinction between a migratory and anon-migratory "trout" was that the adipose fin

of the former was yellow and of the latter red. As a matter of fact, the adipose fin of the

Galway sea-trout up to 8 or 9 inches is always pink-coloured, while 1 have frequently

observed variations in the colouring of the adipose fins of migratory trout in the Hebrides.

We are woefully ignorant as to the chemistry of colour in fish, whether the colour be
temporary or permanent. In frozen salmon the fins are often yellow. This is due to a
chemical change, and, for ought we know, temperature may be one of the causes ruling

colour in fish.
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called hereditary traits are, as the products of the environment, liable

to change by any alteration in the conditions of existence which pro-

duced them.* Natural laws vary in their realisation according to the

circumstances of their realisation. It is the principle underlying 'the

law which alone remains constant. So-called hereditary traits quickly

vanish under the influence of the unnatural environment of the fish-

pond. Even the homing instinct responds at once to altered conditions,

especially if these conditions are dtered for the better. That the

latter position is justified a very interesting experiment recently' made

in Harris, to which I have already (Foot Note p. 128) referred, seems

most conclusively to prove. ' On the West side of that island there was

a long narrow ditch-like burn- which rose in a very small lake called

South Lacisdale—a lake of only some four acres extent and reputed to

be the smallest natural sq,lmon and sea-trout loch in the world. The

angling area of this small, but famous, salmon tarn is, owing to the pre-

sence of reeds, weeds and shallows, limited to about two acres, and

to that portion of the lake to the right of a line drawn from' the small

isolated bed of reeds lying off the top-shore in the accompanying pic-

ture to a point just inside where the road disappears in the said picture

behind a knoll. The fishable portion is, in fact, the water to the right

of the reeds. Its area is sO' restricted that in the old days and prior to

the experiment under notice being made, the salmon and sea-trout were

crowded to such a degree that they became restless, and save on rare

days, baskets commensurate with the fish-holding reputation of the loch

were extremely rare. The picture of the loch figured gives a very ex-

cellent idea of the appearance which it presents after heavy rain. Both

loch and effluent are flooded. As a consequence of this neither the

reeds which limit the angling area nor the -peculiar configuration of

the pools below the loch in ordinary weather are faithfully depicted.

One of these pools is about 40 feet long by 20 feet in width, and in

*A very fine example of a so-called hereditary trait, which is in reality and in terms

of the law of evolution an environment-born habit or faculty, is afforded by the '

' creeping-

perch " of India. This fish can travel on land, creep up plants and exist for very long

periods out of water. It has developed these special powers— the last is to a certain,

extent not a peculiar possession but one enjoyed by our perch and other fish—through the

necessities of its environment, for in its native home, the ponds in which it lives, are liable

to be dried up. It would be an interesting experiment to breed fish from the two

specimens now at the Zoo, and to note how long a period would elapse before under

altered conditions—including an assured supply of water—these fish began to lose their

special environment-born faculties.
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ordinary weather it is practically a lochan which serves the purpose; of

an overflow meeting-place much affected, like the rest of the ditch, by
the salmon and the largest sea^rout. It will be noted from the picture

that the loch is a considerable distance from the sea and that its topo-

graphical environment is in this as well as in other respects, very differ-

ent from the topographical environments of most of the South Uist

sea-trout lochs. Its connecting link finds its slow and tortuous way
through a long reach of moor to the sea and under the old and original

conditions passed through a natural basin and finally, after a series of

tidal pools amongst sands, at low water made a gentle, and at high

water a fairly impetuous and rock-fretted, re-union with the parent sea.

Whether Lord Dunmore and Mr. Thomas Wilson, his factor, drew the

same inferences from a study of the habits of the migratory salmonidae in

Hebridean waters as I have set forth in the chapter on " Salmon and

Sea-trout Problems," or whether the mere adaptability of the basin

already referred to suggested to them the making of it into an artificial

sea-trout loch, I am not in a position to state. The fact remains, that had

they drawn these s^me inferences and desired to give them practical

effect by constructing a sea-trout lake calculated to relieve the. con-

gestion in South Lacisdale and designed in such a way as to recognise

the laws governing sea-trout and salmon existence, they could scarcely

have conceived, planned ahd made a lake more in accordance with the

lessons of those inferences, or one more declaratory of the facts of

nature. The lake in question is about 10 acres in extent and completely

fills a natural basin, which lacked almost the whole of one side—'the side

next the sea. This defect has been artificially remedied by the con-

struction of the wall at the extreme sea end of the loch. One part of

this wall, which will be easily recognised in the accompanying pictures

of the loch, is about 100 yards long, 20 feet broad at the top and 24

feet at the base, while it varies in height, according to the configura-

tion of the ground, from 12 feet to- 14 feet. It is built, as will be seen

from the plate depicting the point of exit of the superfluous waters of

the lake to the sea, of dry stone boulders. Near the point of exit (for

the breastwork is not continuous, thanks to the presence of natural

barriers) the wall is on the sea side only some 9 feet broad at the base,

tapering to 3 feet at the top, while on the loch side it is 6 feet broad tap.

ering to 2 J^ feet at the top. The centre is packed with a clayey silt

—
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almost equal to clay. At the landward end of the loch the eye will

catch two points of similar configuration. It is in the little bay just

behind the point furthest from the eye that the Lacisdale "river" finds

its way into the loch, while it makes its exit to the sea just where the

barrier meets the natural sea wall at the extreme right hand corner of

the loch looking towards the sea from the landward end. The mode

of exit from and entrance to the loch are clearly shown in another plate.

To the right hand of the exit—and the picture, it may be stated,

represents the exit not only at low tide but after a time of great

drought—part of the breastwork at its lowest point is seen, while to

the left the natural rock barrier is figured. The overflow channel is

about 24 feet broad at present, but is to be enlarged, as a heavy flood

in 1898 went over the breastwork, whose stability stood the severe test

to which it was thereby subjected. How far the loch is tidal—and for

all practical purposes considered in relation to the habits of the sea-

trout it is a tidal loch in the proper and " South Uist " sense of the

phrase—^may be gathered from the following facts. At neap tides the

sea reaches half way up the overflow, a condition which, mutatis

mutandis, precisely corresponds to the average conditions prevailing in

most South Uist lochs under the same presumption of tidal rise.

Ordinary spring tides, again, just reach the top of the overflow, when

the loch is at its normal level and invade it when wet weather is con-

joined with spring tides—a condition which again corresponds with the

state of matters prevailing in South Uist, under the reservation already

noted. At very high tides—whatever be the height of the loch, the

sea rises above the overflow and pours for a few minutes into the loch,

and thus once more affords another " South Uist " condition. At low

water and half tide, the Luskintyre Sands, which lie below the loch, and

through which its superfluous water find their way to the sea, are ex-

posed for about two miles—a condition which corresponds to the con-

ditions prevailing on the Howmore river in South Uist at low tide, ,all

as already described in the chapter desding with the " Salmonidae in

Brackish Water.'' It may be observed that immediately below the over-

flow a very fine pool is being worn in the sands by the rush of

water. This pool is some 100 feet long by three feet deep and is a

most desirable adjunct to the loch, especially in spring, for it is in such

pools that the sea-trout loves at that season to rest and it is in
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ithem that he often affords the best sport, when in a taking mood. In

full flood, it may also be mentioned, the water rushes through the over-

iflow almost up tO' the top edge of the breastwork and pours down on
to the sands, spreading over them to a distance of some 50 yards. The
•overflow has been very judiciously chosen and is formed of a spoon-

shaped hollow in the natural rock. It required a little blasting to com-

plete its natural suitability for the purpose in all states of water. This

was secured by blasting the overflow in such a way as to make one part

•of it—that at the extreme right—^a little lower than the rest. A con-

tinuous flow of water was thus secured as will be seen from the plate,

Tvhich depicts, as already stated, the overflow after an exceptionally long

period of dry weather. The cost of the whole undertaking, I may men-

tion for the benefit of those contemplating a similar work, was about

^200.

Interesting as are the facts of this experiment, the consequences are

doubly so. When the facts were first laid before me, I came at once

to the conclusion that the sea-trout would take up their home in the

artificial loch, while the salmon—and no doubt some of the sea-trout—

-

would continue to- ascend to the pools and the loch above. I came to

ithe further conclusion—^based, be it observed on a study of Hebridean

waters in a state of nature—that the artificial loch would afford sport

amongst sea-trout practically throughout the angling year. Both con-

clusions appear sO' far tO' be justified tO' the very letter. The salmon

are continuing to ascend to the upper loch; the sea-trout are making

the artificial or " tidal " loch their home, while the spring fishing has

ibeen good and promises to be better.

The sighificance of this experiment is overwhelmingly great. Nothing

could show more clearly, not only that the sea-trout is an estuary fish,

but also that the homing instinct differs in its general as distinguished

from its specialised display. Viewed as a whole the homing instinct

•of the migratory salmonidse may be, and indeed is an hereditary trait,

so long, that is to say, as the experience of environment is present and

.remains constant, construed in terms of general environment. In this

.aspect the hommg instinct is merely the general instinct for a fresh

-water environment shown at certain periods in their life by the migratory

^salmonidse—^an instinct due to the imperious necessities of the fish as

an animal bound by the fetters of sensational entity. In its specialised
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aspect a particular water will by the operation of the same subtle, inex-

plicable mnemonic impulse of sensational growth be selected by the-

fish, and that water will always be the water in which it has passed

the earlier portion of its life as a fresh water fish, whose habits during.

that period are conditioned by a fresh water environment, and whose

necessities at a qeirtain stage, make it a migrant to- the sea. In the-

case of the sea-trout—^standing as it does in closer proximity to- the-

common trout in the chain of evolved species than the salmon—the

sea migration is more limited, both as to its distance and duration thani

is the migration of the salmon, whose wanderings are so wide that for

him the boundless ocean is reduced to the dimensions of a field of " four-

plough gates.'' Finally, and for precisely the same reasons the homing'

instinct of the sea-trout is less strongly marked than that of the salmon

within, that is tO' say, the limits of his native environment viewed as a

whole. In a South Uist case I showed how the migration of the-

sea-trout was appreciably altered within the limits referred to by an.

artificial barrier, while in the Harris case a similar result has followed

a topographical change of a different, because ameliorating, character..

The change, moreover, has in no way affected the ho'ming instinct of the

salmon which continue to pursue precisely the same line of migration

and to occupy precisely the same places as they have done, since 'the-

history of the water has been recorded.

The value of the Harris experiment as a general lesson in the habits,

of the migratory salmonidse is immense. He who runs may read it,.

Properly construed it should, when read with the O'ther facts to- which

I have drawn attention, be the death blow of all such visionary

schemes, based on sentiment and opposed to sense, as that now mooted

with regard to the Thames.
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How TO Fish a Salmon or Sea-Trout Loch.

Fishers and well wishers to the game, who have endured the pre-

ceeding pages will not at this period in the subject anticipate any

further disquisition on the habits of the sea-trout in lochs, so far as

these affect the angler. It is necessary, however, toi the proper stating"

of my methods of fishing sea-trout lochs tO' distinguish the different

varieties of lakes into which such sea-trout lochs as I have fished ap-

pear to invite division. The line of demarcation is not always very

sharply defined, some lochs presenting features common tO' the two main

classes of sea-trout lochs and, therefore, necessitating a triparite division.

The division ignores the question of colour, but on the whole the

" shore " lochs are usually darker in colour and more peat-stained than

th;^ fishable " all over " lochs, to invent an ugly but expressive phrase.

Ignoring, therefore, this consideraition sea-trout and salmon lochs,

divide themselves naturally intO'

(i) "Shore" lochs, lochs, that is to say, in which the taking fish lie

right amongst the waves as they break in foam amongst the rocks

and stones with which the shallows are- usually plentifully supplied.

(2) Shallow lochs of almost uniform depth in which the sea-trout are

found all over the loch, but in which they are also taken close in

shore.

(3) Lochs presenting both these features and having deeps and shal-

lows as well as lying grounds near the shore.

The first two varieties of loch are of most frequent occurrence in the

Hebrides, where, as a rule, the '' shore " loch is a larger lake than the

" all over " loch. The third variety in the usual type of sea-trout and

salmon loch found on the mainland.

The proper method tO' adopt in fishing a " shore " loch has already

been foreshadowed in the chapter dealing with the fishing of a trout

loch. It may, therefore be briefly stated with the explanation, that it

is the method which I have found most effective in a strong breeze—
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the '' climatic " condition in which such lochs generally yield most fish,

^nd in one aspect, therefore, most sport.

Manifestly in a shore loch, if there be twO' anglers, the inshore rod

•would always have the better chance, if the " drifting down the shore "

method were adopted ; while the leading rod would, by parity of reason-

ing be in the better position, if the " working up-wind " style be

favoured. In such a loch, therefore, if in no other, there should be

•only one angler in the boat. Let us suppose that the shore in its

general line lies north-west, and that the wind is blowing with consider-

able force from that direction. There will then be a fair wave all along

the shore, which will tend inwards towards the shore and break all

along its length. Starting at the extreme end of the shore, the head of

the boat should be kept about three to four points off the wind, and

the gillie pull slowly up against it. The angler will then seat himself,

on the board running across the boat with his face and body towards

the wind, and will cast inwards with a short line, not more than twenty

feet in length. As he is casting against the wind tO' some extent, he

must make use of the underhand cast, a kind of cut, which will sweep

his flies as low as possible, both rod and line being almost horizontal.

The fingers in making it will be uppermost, but the moment his flies,

reach the water the wrist should be turned (the back of the hand will

then be uppermost) so as tO' keep the line taut. The point of the rod

will then be worked in towards the boat, never being elevated above 45

degs. and often less, accordii^g to the force of the wind. The object of

all this is to keep the line from bellying, and to

work the flies up and across the general direction of the wave.

The following rough diagram may illustrate

niy meaning :
—^A is the direction of the wind,

B of the wave (which has always a tendency ".. ^ /

towards the shore), C is the direction in which s"^,_ n\ ^'^^nV'

the boat's head should be, D is the angler, Ei \\ \

and E2 is the rod, and L the line, while M is "^

the direction which the flies should take, gen- \
erally speaking, in their course through the

water. The angler should cast as frequently as

possible; indeed he will find that quick and frequent casting is neces-

sitated by the adoption of this method. Every inch of water where, in
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this class of lakes, a feeding fish may be, is searched ; rod and line are

always under the angler's control; while, in the event of a fish missing,

the angler, being always to leeward of the fish, can cast over him again.

As, however, no wind in any loch can blow along every shore, another

method must be adopted to suit other circumstances; but such methods
are only variations of the above, and all rest on the same general prin-

ciple—cover as much water as possible. If, for example, the wind be
blowing right on to or at right angles with a shore, the head of the

boat should be kept slightly up in the wind, so as tO' diminish the

leeway, as in the diagram, A being the direc-

tion of the wind, and B the direction in which

the boat's head should be kept. The angler

will, in this case, fish with his face towards the

. stem, and cast inwards. He should vary as-

much as possible his method of working the

flies, now sinking them, now keeping them high,,

now across the wave, now more with it, as may appear necessary ; but

he should never lose sight of two principles—cover as much water as

possible by frequent casting, and never allow either your line or your

vigilance to slacken.

As in a trout loch, so in a sea-trout loch a keen eye should be kept

on likely spots, which include in shore lochs the mouths of bums, all

stony points and particular rocks, and speaking generally, the line of

water between the points of small bays if, that is tO' say, the configura-

tion suggests two shelves or ledges or rock that run towards one an-

other across such a bay—a not infrequent formation found in many

lochs.

In the second class of loch it is, of course, possible tO' fish " two in a

boat "with far greater chance of success than in a shore loch, and that,,

too, without adopting the " drift " method which leaves the loch half-

fished ; but here, again, I must advocate the solitary method, because

the angler has tO' study himself only, and can, therefore, use his head..

The proper method to adopt in " fishable-all-over " lochs is to work

them' zigzag, up-wind, with the boat's head about four points off

the wind's eye. The accompanying rough plan of what is certainly, for

its size, the best " open " or " hotel " sea-trout loch in Scotland may serve-

to illustrate my meaning. In this loch the main body of the fish roam
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in the irregular four-sided figure which, would be formed by joining the

points A, B, C, and D, between A and C being the choicest line on

an average of years. Starting from D, the dotted line would represent the

probable coarse of the boat,* while the arrow heads represent, roughly

speaking, the direction in which its head would point; for instance,

"between G and H the head of the boat would be off the shore while the

boat was going past the point. The object is to secure as slow a pas-

sage as possible, so that all the water may be carefully searched. The

angler would, in this case, cast towards tlie shore, using the common

form of cast; from D tO' E, on the other hand, the low cut already

noticed would be the most paying plan. Of course, the direction in

which the boat moves can be varied as the angler pleases, but in all

cases he will find that he obtains far more rises by zig-zagging the boat

about the loch, always keeping it sufficiently far up in the wind to

necessitate the constant use of the oars, than by any succession of drifts

before it, whether he uses an anchor or stone to stay its progress or not

—

•

a method which is as clumsy as it is superfluous. The varying of his

position, as he sits on the board, and the kind of cast, ordinary,

switch, undercut, etc., tO' adopt to suit the circumstances, are matters

of detail, which will readily suggest themselves in actual fishing. In

a breeze of wind I usually fish such lochs with a short line, and, though

I may cast in the ordinary way, almost invariably work the flies in the

manner described in treating of the underhand cut in fishing " shore

lochs " up-wind. The line is kept under better control—a fact of great

importance when a fish rises.

*The loch figured is Lower Kildonan, South Uist.
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1

In lakes of mixed character and large extent both methods may be

•employed, while it is a better policy to confine one's efforts to banks

and points where fish are known to be, than tO' wander or drift over

miles of water good, bad, and indifferent. Having found a good bay

in which there are fish, the angler should thoroughly search it, working

the main portion of it in the manner advised in connection with

"" fishable-all-over-lochs," and the reeds and shores, according to their

-line relatively to the wind, in the manner described when treating of

" shore " lochs. Let us take a typical example. In Loch Lomond

you may fish round some famous point for salmon and sea-trout and

_get no rises, though you carefully search all the water twenty times.

The twenty-first may be fruitful both of rises and fish. I have had

cause more than once on Loch Lomond tO' regret having abandoned

some known hold of salmon just five minutes too soon. Precisely the

same holds good with regard tO' all large lochs on which it is very easy

to be on the wrong spot at the right time, not so much by the irony of

.angling fate as by lack of method.
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Raising, Hooking, Playing and Landing Sea-Trout.

Like their brethren of the mere, the cooimon loch trout, sea-trout rise-

in a variety of ways of which the three most common are: (i) the rise

below the water
; (2) the ordinary rise when the trout swirls round the-

fly, half in and half out of the water ; and (3) the " jumping rise," when

the trout springs clean out of the water, or nearly so, and either (a^

takes the fly as it (the trout) leaves the water, or (b) takes it as it re-

enters the water.

" The rise below the water '' is common even on stormy days, and'

must be met by refraining from striking. In the case of heavy fisb

the rise proper, if it comes at all, is usually preceded by a wave against

the wave, very easily noticed when the eye becomes trained. The fish,

though below and never above the water, is often seen, and this adds-

another difiiculty to the situation. The fish must be allowed to take

a good hold, and the fly be worked as though no fish were visible. The-

angler will feel a kind of nibbling at his fly, and eventually a steady pull

;

then is the time to strike firmly, but quietly. Easy in theory, this is

very difficult in practice, and that man of iron nerves is yet to be bom
who can meet with cool, unwearied patience and invariable success-

this or indeed any other kind of rise.

The temptation tO' strike is almost irresistible, and self-restraint is

even more necessary to success than in striking brown trout. For ex-

ample, you have been fishing for an hour with unremitting zeal, and no

rise has rewarded, no capture crowned, your eff'orts, when suddenly

from the shallows by some rocky point something long and gleaming

shows with jaws agape for your fly. You are startled into a quick

strike, and the disgusted fish sinks to rise no more for an indefinite

time. Had you continued to move your flies and not been startled

into an impatient and ill-timed strike, you would have been enjoying

a gloriously crowded ten minutes—one of those periods which make
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an angler's life worth living—instead of vainly attempting to pose before

your gillie as a moral instructor in the philosophical method of meeting

and meekly bearing with unmurmuring patience " the slings and arrows

of outrageous fortune.'' This superlative zeal is, however, a fault of

nature, which experience cannot wholly eradicate.*

Another peculiarity about the sea-trout rise—which applies with equal

force to salmon—^it that the angler must discriminate from the char-

acter of the rise between the advisibility, on the one hand, of immedi-

ately casting over the fish again, and, on the other, resting it for a little.

As the sea-trout has no habitat, when one has decided on a rest, it

should be of short duration. There may be no fish to cast over if

you rest him too long. A salmon, on the other hand, having a habitat may
be tried for with some reasonable hope of success, even tifter a long

rest. In the case of small sea-trout the angler need not hesitate. He
cannot lose or gain much in any case, and the smaller sea-trout are

usually most accommodating in giving the angler a second chance. If

the fish be a 41b. or 51b. fish he should, however, exercise some judg-

ment. It is little or no' use casting again over a thoroughly wild fish

unless one can detect an unusual amount of eagerness to take in the

rise. There is, apart from the one infallible guide which I shall shortly

mention, a subtle distinction between the " wild playful " and the " wild

taking " rise, which is not easily described. The only feature I have

noticed as distinguishing the one fro'm the other is, in the case of the

playful, a movement from near tO' away from the fly with ah upward

tendency of the head, as if the fish were more interesting in the scenic

surroundings of the fly than in the fly itself ; while in the case of the

''wild taking" the movement is from " afar towards " the fly, with a down-

ward on the fly tendency of the head, as if, conversely, nature's beauties

had no charm compared with the edible qualities of one of Nature's

most evanescent children. The distinction is somewhat subtle when

read in cold print, but in practical fishing, it appeals to the angler as

being rather more than merely specious, for the greed is manifest in the

one case and the indifference equally clear in the other.

The one infallible guide, however, which can at once enable the

angler to discriminate between a taking and non-takjng rise, whether

*A big sea-trout when missed is, if he rises again, very apt to come short just as a

salmon will. He "bells" up below the fly. Lack of energy and "lowness" are the

leading characteristics of this second rise.
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wild or quiet, slow or quick, tempestuously eager, or calmly deliberate,

is the mouth. I know of nothing so capable of being dogmatically laid

down in angling as the rule, that if a sea-trput comes with jaws agape

at your fly he is a taiing fish ; whereas it is equally certain that if his

mouth be shut, however active he may seem, however eager he may

appear to be, the rise is not a taking one, but a " short " rise, which may,

however, under certain circumstances be converted into a taking rise.

Of course, whether a fish rising with his mouth open will come again

or not depends upon other circumstances, but that the rise was "meant?'

there is not the slightest ground for doubting. If the fish has risen

high out of the water, with his head towards the angler, the chances

are that he will 'not come again. He seems to see something that

alarms him, the " ignotum'' which plays sO' prominent a part in fish life;

but if, on the other hand, the movement be parallel to the boat, then

by parity of reasoning, the probability is that the fish will once more

gladden your heart by rising. If then the rise betray genuine eagerness,

it is better, as a rule, to try again at once, and in any case the safer plan,

apart from the question of habitat, is not tO' let more than a few min-

utes elapse between 'the first rise and your attempt to produce a second

" offer." These conclusions are, I need hardly say, inferences drawn

froin observed cases, a record being kept of the nature of each rise

and the result of attempts at securing a second or even a third offer.

I cite two only of many cases. I rose close by the shore to a " Zulu " as

" bob fly '' a sea-trout of about slbs. He came clean out of the water

in a graceful curve intending to take the fly as he went down. The

curve of his rise was away from the boat. I struck him when I should

not have struck at all. He rose a second time the curve of his rise,

also clean out of the water, being parallel with the boat. The third

ti;ne he came up towards the boat. He declined to rise again. This

last rise would, of course, have proved nothing, because it would scarcely

have been reasonable tO' expect a fish to keep on rising in this acrobatic

style to suit my purpose. The first two rises were, however, instructive.

Shortly after raising this fish I rose another which came up very slowly

and must have seen the boat. He rose with his head towards it. In

any case nothing would tempt him to come again. After observing, as

stated, a number of similar rises to the first, being followed by a

similar effect and of similar rises to the second rise being followed by a
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similar consequence, .the conclusions as already stated were arrived at in

the usual manner. The rise peculiar to calm days I describe in its proper

place, but the question of short rising may here be discussed and dis-

missed. It has ,long been a questio vexata. The reason of this is not

very fax tO' seek. It is found in the fact that one is too apt, on days

when rises jure frequent, " hookings " rare, and captures still rarer, to

blame one's own want of skill rather than the caprice of the fish, to

place the inaccuracy on the wrong shoulders, and generally tO' rouse a

siorm of indignation against oneself as the true cause of misfortunes

which in reality have their source in the uncaptured, not in the would-

be capturer. The matter may be summed up thus. Sea-trout assuredly

do rise short, and this short rising does most undoubtedly rouse any-

thing but benignant feelings ; hence annoyance displaces skill, and the

misfortune of short rising " grows by what it feeds upon."

The short rise is difficult to describe. That you do not feel the fish

is not an accurate description. In many cases you not only feel, but

also foul-hook the fish, the explanation being that it touches your gut

in its " roll "—^the question of hooking or not hooking depending on

its proximity or otherwise to your fly, and the angle of the hook or the

position of it relative to the body of the fish.

In fact, the short rise is indescribable because of its very variety. At

one time it is a lazy low swirl, with little or no life, with a hanging

dubious tendency as though the fish had just enough vitality to ener-

gise a rise without having sufficient strength of mind to come to a

decision one way or the other; while at another its appearance is full

of life that is too sportive to imply even a danger of death—a sort of

Waltonian vita non janua mortis. It is a difficult matter to explain, so

let me call in the surest guide in such matters—experience. It certainly

will not lighten all the dark ways of troutish' caprice,' but it ought at

least to help us to elucidate in some degree the mystery.

I take three days of a certain season vividly impressed on my memory.

On the first I killed forty-seven sea-trout, but the rises I had were so

numerous that I cannot pretend to estimate them.. Now, what was the

nature of the day ? Occasionally I had a steady curl, but never a good

Tareeze, and every now and then almost a calm, while the rain descended

-with imtiring energy in solid sheets. Every variety of the " short " rise

-was exemplified that day, but by far the most common form it assumed

was the low, lazy swirl.
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I blamed the weather for the short rising; it was dull, heavy, and

depressing, and the fish were manifestly affected by it.

The second day was precisely similar. I had many rises and killed

a few fish in the morning, while similar climatic conditions to those of

the first day prevailed ; durin_g an hour or so, however, in the afternoon,

when the mist lifted, and the breeze came away steady, the sport was

glorious. I had fifty-seven sea-trout, but quite one half of them were

killed during the hour of so when the mist lifted, for when it came

down the short rising began again.

On the third day very different conditions prevailed. I was not fish-

ing nearly such good water; but still the sea-trout were large and

plentiful. The weather was bright and warm, with a nice little steady

breeze, which caused a good curl
;

yet something ailed the day. In

one short drift I counted twenty-five moves fro'm the bottom ; but only

one fish (3^1bs.) took the fly. I could see in the clear light each fish

as he came to the fly, and could note every movement. The fish seemed

to rise out of nothingness in a dim shadowy way; then their bodies

became clearer and more sharply defined, though still retaining the

spectral look they had at first presented. Their movement was slow

and staWly, almost ghost-like. There was almost no break in the

water, only a gentle undulating movement from the rise, though occa-

sionally a fish would suddenly energise a swirl. A fish doing so never

rose twice. The slow rising fish did, however, and it seemed almost

as if each fish had made up its mind to display so much energy and no

more, but whether that energy was expended in one rise or in two

seemed a matter of no moment.*

The explanation of the so-called short-rising on the third day is not,

I think, far to seek. The light was exceptional and it is highly prob-

able that had it not been so, quite two thirds of the fish I saw would

have escaped my observation. A fly we know makes a salmon uneasy

when it goes over him and there is no reason why a sea-trout as a fly-

taking fish should not move further than a SEilmon often does without

being noticed. Why they should move thus far and no further is a

matter of mood, and the fish is as clearly entitled to its moods as is the

angler.

As to salmon rises. A salmon, as a rule, rises in the same way as a.

* Some of the fish just left the bottom and came up a foot or so.
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large sea-trout, that is tO' say, it rises low and slow. Its rise must, there-

fore, be met with a correspondingly late-delivered strike, if indeed any-

thing more than a mere tightening of the line be necessary.

Once hooked the playing of both fish will vary with thf loch and the

place in the loch where the fish is hooked. In a " free " loch, or in

an open part of a reed-girt loch the initial movements of a sea-trout may
vary, whereas as a rule a salmon acts in very much the same manner

in all cases. He will give you some sluggish rushes varied by boring,

but in no case will his movements necessitate a different line of action

than will those of the sea-trout. I confine, myself, therefore, to the

latter as the more difficult and dangerous fish to. handle.

In the first place if lightly hooked a sea-trout will often not run at

all, but will simply lash on the. surface of the water and escape at

once. If, however, he is well-hooked or hooked in a place that reminds

him of the fact that he is hooked, or as soon as he realises the strange

new position in which he finds himself, a fresh-run fish makes a strong

sweeping burst, usually ending in a leap. This is not invariably the

case, however. Sometimes the fish commences his struggles for freedom

by making an angry and astonished plunge to the bottom. This is

followed by a slow grating sort of movement, then a gradual gathering

of way, suddenly accelerated into a wild and furious rush, ending with

a spring or a series of wild lashes on the top of the water. Whether the

fish leaps clean out of the water or merely lashes it, the angler should

regulate with great care the amount of strain he then puts on the fish.

The proper amount varies with circumstances and can be lefimed only

by experience, for the delicate exercise of vis major is no book-acquired

art.

Care must be taken never to let the fish away at an angle, or to get too

far. As he bursts away (and the natural tendency of the fish

is to get away as far as possible, and into reeds if there be any

near) follow him with the boat, and endeavour to keep abreast of

him. A fish is always least likely to escape when he is parallel with the

angler ; at nO' time is he so^ likely to escape as when he runs out at an

angle of 45degs. or thereby with the stem. The explanation may be

that the gillie pauses and grows interested in the rush, neglects his oars,

the fish jumps, the boat drifts- a little, and the strain is too great just

at the dangerous moment and the " hold gives." This explains, how-
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ever, the danger of the " windward " rush only, for it is quite as fatal

when made to leeward, though the danger then consists not in a too

tight but in too slack a line.

Follow the fish, therefore, with the boat, and endeavour to keep it

parallel with the boat. If he bursts at the dangerous angle above

noticed, a strong stroke with the oar on the side opposite to the fish

and a few rapid strokes with both oars will restore the status quo ante

of safety. A good and willing boatman is thus quite as essential to

success as skill on the part of the angler.*

The first burst (usually a mad and irrational rush, save when the

fish is hooked near reeds) and its perils being surmounted a quieter

period ensues. The fish's efforts to be free assume a cooler and more

rational form. He moves more slowly, as a rule, and only now and then

gives a little savage swirl on the top. Now is the time to begin to make

him work for his dying. By turning him constantly, by making him,

with a gently persuasive exercise of force pursue now this direction

and now that he becomes exhausted, hope vanishes, and the anger

of despair follows.

It is now that the angler begins to feel those peculiar jerks which are

far from pleasant and intensely suggestive of near escape. These jerks

are, as a rule, caused by the fish shaking its head in savage despair—

a

very moving sight to see when a gallant fish is foredone with the sore

striving of a stricken field. The fish also gets his head down and his

tail up and strikes the gut with the latter. If the water be clear and

the fish visible, the angler can, by the exercise of a little skill, avoid

the tail, and steer the gut clear.

The supreme moment of the fight is now approaching and victory

* It is scarcely necessary for me at this period to state that I totally disagree with the

opinion expressed by Sir Herbert Maxwell, M. P. , in the "Outlook," that the proper

way to fish n loch is from the shore. No one can appreciate more highly than myself

the pleasure of a fish's "rush from shallow to deep," but neither on moral nor on
expedient grounds can the loch-fisher be expected to place himself voluntarily in a position

he would not voluntarily occupy in a river— a position of inability to follow his fish On
a single-handed rod with a limited supply of line a big fish cannot be followed from the

shore nor can his rush be safely checked on light tackle; If Sir Herbert Maxwell (or any

other angler) considers the boat to be the "Duffer's refuge," a big sea-trout hooked in

Lower Kildoran, South Uist, would soon undeceive him. It is a lake of many lessons.

The using of a big rod and strong tackle may make shore-fishing for large fish possible,

but it is only in a very strong breeze that it pays, while, in any case, such a method robs

loch-trouting of its special "character."
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is within your grasp. With the landing net lying to your hand—and
the proper way to hold it has already been explained, coax the now en-

feebled fish round to windward, and work the boat stem first towards

him as he lies partially inert. You thus present less surface of the

boat towards the fish, if he should make a find effort and endeavour to

burst under the boat, a common trick of heavy sea-trout. The net

should be placed quietly under him and the fish allowed to slide into it

;

it should not be jerked towards arjd under him, for then he may be

alarmed, and a last struggle may mean his loss. On calmer days it is

advisable to bring the fish to leeward and let the stern come slowly

down on him, the gillie standing by the oars in readiness to pull for-

ward should occasion arise, but care must be taken in any case not to

let the shadow of the boat fall on the fish, for it may alarm him.

I have up tO' this point avoided any specific mention of

the " circular system " of playing a fish from a boat,

but it may be explained, first, that the art consists

in " bluffing " the fish intO' a belief that he is having his own way and,

second, in heading him off -on each rush and working him slowly

round in a circle with a long radius. This is, however, an art which

the angler must necessarily reason out for himself. I may say, how-

ever, that unless it is acquired very few fish of any size will be landed

in reedy lakes.

It is necessary, however, to> add some observations on

the general line of action with regard to both reeds and weeds which

always have been and always will be, to a greater or less extent, as the

angler is accustomed to them or otherwise, troublesome and dangerous

to the loch fisher. Reeds are far more dangerous and fatal to the

angler than weeds, and this for two reasons—the angler must at all

costs keep a fish out of reeds, and so' put a heavy strain and risk his

tackle; while a fish once amongst strong reeds, has nine chances in

his favour to one against him, provided the angler does not act promptly.

On the other hand, a fish may with comparative impunity be allowed

to enter a bed of bottom weeds, and there is nO' imperative necessity for

the exercise of a dangerous amount of vis major to keep him out of it.

Some lochs are quite free from these pests, if it is fair so to describe

features which add to the difficulties and dangers of playing a fish. A
trout " embunched " in weeds soon tires itself, and if the angler merely
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keeps the strain steady, and attempts no sudden jerks, etc., he will in

the: majority of cases land his fish safely. When he thinks the fish has

had time enough he should order the boat to be rowed sufficiently far

from ithe fish to enable him to bring his rod parallel with the water.*

Putting on a gradual strain, he should pull evenly and strongly—as

strongly as he thinks his tackle will admit of. Weeds are weakest

vertically, and he thus has a vertical pull artificially produced. If this

even steady pull, with the rod parallel with the water, does not shortly

bring the fish up, foredone and embedded in weeds, the angler may

either rest assured that the fish is gone or he must clear the weeds away

with the oar or an iron-shod pole (carried for the purpose), or else get

broken; but in nine cases out of ten the method is completely success-

ful and the fish secured, if fairly well hooked initially. Even very large

sea-trout can be suffered thus tO' " embunch ' themselves, and may be

finally captured after doing so.

I have dwelt at serine length upon the weed question, because niore

fish are lost in weeds than should be lost. Whether trout ever hold on

vreeds with their teeth I am not prepared to^ say, but if they do they must

be very foolish fish, for to go clean through and out at the other side is a

much better plan of escape. In Loch Lomond, Loch Leven, and many

Scottish lochs of the larger class, the angler need hardly trouble himself

about fish getting into weeds, but in the Hebrides^—particularly the

Outer Hebrides—^and, speaking generally, in the majority of small lochs,

he will find them, a practical obstacle.

Reeds are in quite a different position. They are seen dangers, which

is so far an advantage, but they are just as much more fatal as they

are more apparent. In confined lochs—especially in sea-trout lochs

with reeds—it is a confirmed habit of large fish to lie just beside the

beds of reeds, while those which lie out and are raised and hooked

in the open invariably endeavour tO' rush into the reeds, or to work

their way near to them. When a fish rises close by a bed of reeds, the

best policy is tO' humour him, and to coax him, if possible, away from

them in the manner already outlined. If he be a wild fish and makes

* While these pages were in the Press, I observed in an editorial note in the " Fishing

Gazette," that a somewhat similar plan was recommended by the late Francis Francis.,

The coincidence is instructive, and I am pleased, but not surprised, to note that I

have such an authority on my side. Any angler, of ordinary intelligence, should soon
make the discovery for himself. I was a very young angler when experience taught

me " the trick."
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a fierce rush in amongst them, the whole performance is so rapid that

you have no time tO' stop him'. More than once I have seen a large fish

make such a wild rush and get one of my flies fast in the reeds. So

astonished have such fish been at the sudden check that they have lain

•quite quiet, or nearly so, on the surface, and by prompt, but quiet action,

I have had the net under them. I have never, however, secured a

heavier fish than one of 51b. after reeds have been entered, and since

1887, can only recall five occasions on which fish have reached this

;sanctuary. On three of these occasions I secured the fish (slb., 4j^lb.,

and 4.%\h.), while on both the other occasions the fish escaped with the

ifly. This plan of letting the fish have its own way, or nearly so, once

it is amongst the reeds, and then going quietly down on him with the

net ready for quick but deliberate use^ may s-ucceed, if c^efully

executed, on three occasions out of five. In any view it is the angler's

only chance. Should you get into a fish, however, which begins quie"ly,

you may succeed in coaxing him gently along outside the reeds for a

bit, endeavouring at the same time to get the boat quietly intO' them.

If vou succeed in doing sD without raising his latent ire, you may then

put on the strain. The fish will probably rush outwards ; if so let him

have a good rush, but follow him as fast as you can lest he turn and

come towards you and the reeds. Once you have him safely away from

the reeds, play him in the manner already described. A fish hooked

out in the clear water away from the reeds and making a mad rush for

them must of course be checked. It is quite impossible tO' suddenly

check the rush of that gamest and most active of all fish, a fresh-run

41b. sea-trout (by far the most awkward of his tribe tO' tackle) ; but as

the rush is really a mad rush, and more or less blind in its purpose, it

can be done gradually. When a sufficient quantity of line has been

run out consistent with safety, and the chance of renewing control (and

the more line is out the easier it is to stop the rush), the rod must be

brought slowly over the left shoulder and the butt moved away from

the body. This can be done principally by the left hand, while the

right is ready tO' wind in. This is the proper way to check a rush, and

what is of more importance, when the fish has got near reeds, it will turn

him in the right direction, and make him move in a line at an angle of

about 45 degs. to the line of his original rush.

I confess frankly that this didactic tone is forced upon me by the
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necessities of the situation. It is necessary to> the completeness at

which I have endeavoured to aim in treating the subject. My methods,

may lack purpose. Possibly there are other and better methods.

I can at least claim for them that they are the results of lessons learned

on the field of battle, and may, therefore, illustrate the truism that

nothing trains for -war save war.*

* It savours strongly of the egotistical to say that by playing big sea-trout in th&

manner described^ I have been lortunate enough to be broken only five times in my
angling career, and only once in the open. In vindicating the efficacy of methods, one:

6, however, forced to quote the facts of personal experience.



CHAPTER XXX.

Loch Fishing in a Calm.

The " sugh of a boding wind " may be the only music which can con-

sole the salmon angler standing by some West Highland river drinking

in the bitter poison of dwindled waters and longing for the rain that is

to flash in the whirling pools of his chosen Simois. His position may,

indeed, be one of hopeless despair so long as the wind sits and the sky

is hard. With the streams at the heads of pools reduced tO' mere shal-

lows, purling over the scai'cely hidden stones and the " lies " and hold-

ing spots covered with a foot of clear water that boasts no current, and

the deeper pools simply stagnant dubs in which the fish obstinately sulk

and show no desire to feed and very little to play, the river which might

seem, with a brown spate rolling down, alive with fish and full of life,

is a dull and sullen Cocytus—^a river of angling woe—a Dead Sea over

which no fly can float with the expectation that is the life of angling

success—^a smooth-sliding Mincius whose reeds can but pipe despair,

whose rocks are not harder than its irresponsive mood—a Lethe, whose

tide is fatal to the happy memories of the past, kills all the zeal of

effort for the present and obliterates all hopes for the future. If you

search the history of despairing moods, on earth at least, since even

Dantes Infernos owe something to the play of fearful fancy on the un-

known, you will scarcely find a situation that will match that of the

salmon angler under the conditions outlined. Yet just as life holds

few pictures, whose colours are all borrowed from the pessimistic pallet

that revels in the sombre hues of its night-side, so even under such,

hopeless conditions the salmon angler can still find consolation in Nature

as one of her children, and in the larger air as a commoner of inalienable

rights in her heritage. He, may not, perhaps, with the beggared'

bohemianism of Burns be able to make music which will console his.

frustrated hopes out of the babbling of a river reduced to the dimen-
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sions of a brook, but there is an inspiring optimism in the clear out-

line of a hill even against the cold blue of a non-angling sky, and a

whole world of wondrously soothing' hope in the music of even an

autumnal east wind piping a dirge that is only sad when "angling"

thinking makes it so amongst the rustling reeds of a " riseless " pool.

Yet to be quite frank these consolations come with the aftermath of

thoughts by the fireside when the hills are seen through the mists of

an evening pipe, and the music of the reeds waits upon the digestion

of a dinner that has inspired. By the riverside the cold east wind, the

hard sky, the rufHed unyielding surface of the pools unbroken by the

rise of a single fish, the hopyelessness that is a rival element of air and

water, and is almost the only constituent of the atmosphere of your

little angling world bounded by the single stream of your present ambi-

tion—these seem to make, in all the strength of an infernal unity of

impatient suffering and sickened hope, that " monopoly of hell " sung of

by the poet held in bondage of despair. Perhaps if we could glide

back down the long ascent of time, up which the lingering train

of laborious years have toiled, " grey with the eld " of immemorial cen-

turies, we might find a stream' in which the first angler cast his line

with success under such grievous conditions, and the remote ancestors

of our present salmon rose tO' a fly dressed with the feathers of a ptero^

dactyl, the fur of the mastodon, and ribbed with primeval silver. A
priori angling, however, neither fills the basket nor lifts the heart bowed

down, and the splendid triumphs of the quasi-historical fancy in the

virgin waters of the comparatively new-created world, if magnificent to

dream about, offer but poor compensation for the disturbance of mind

caused by the sad realities of a day whose crowded evil is sufficient not

only for itself but for a whole calender of days that are angling dies

irae.

The angler situated as I have described has truly some reason for

allowing the iron to enter his soul and for turning to nature for those

compensations of Cocytus that make it not a river of woe, but a river of

joy even in its most unyielding mood. There is, however, nO' parallel

to his case in loch fishing, though scarcely an article is penned on the

subject which does not chronicle the falling away of the breeze as putting

an end to the possibility of sport, justifying the cessation of effort and

affording a substantial reason for an indulgence during the sleep of the
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winds in a glorious dream with the head pillowed on the very lap of

nature.*

Procul esti profani, but surely angling man can choose another hour

for his day dreams, than that which will tax his greatest skill and make-

the conditions of the fight favour the fish. In the loch angler's dic-

tionary there are no such words as " hopeless condition," though there

may be and indeed are conditions under which the killing of good fish,

is a matter of such extreme difficulty that one triumph won against

desperate odds gives greater pleasure than a series of victories cheaply

won, and, therefore, lightly esteemed. " Sport," that word which bids-

all definition defiance, may no doubt be personal to the individual from

the point of view of enjoyment, but what constitutes successful and

satisfying sport depends upon the ciroumstances and conditions under

which the sport is obtained. The youthful angler who wanders rod

in hand amidst the dark hill-fed bums of the north, or the brooks of

southern localities, or penetrates on slaughter bent to some remote-^

hill tarn cradled away up in the silence of the hills, is content with,

the capture of the small and accommodating fish that haunt the stream,

or lake of his fancy. His standard of comfort in angling is not a high,

one, and so long as he is contented he has his sport. Good sport to

hini is a bag of these small fish. So' too^ there are men who will sit or-

stand by canal banks hour after hour,' day after day, almost season

after season, and catch nothing but gudgeon and occasional small roach.

To them the capture of a little eel is an event, the death of a half-pound-

roach brings joy untold,- and the landing of a bream or chub is ecstasy..

Those who have breathed what one might term the rarer atmosphere of

the angling world woujd say that these men do not know what sport

means, but in this they would err, for they would regard and define sport

in terms of their standard of comfort in angling, and deny to these-

humbler brethren of the angle a similar right to measure sport fromi

the personal point of view.

Good sport, however, from the impersonal aspect, may be said to

depend upon the quality of the water fished, and the conditions under

-

* The earliest advice on this point in angling literature, is put by Franck into the

mouth of Aquilla standing by the shores of Loch Lomond. " But this pace I perceive

won't carry on my design, nor are complaints proper engines or suitable instruments to

surprize fish." " How pitifully it looks," continues the contemporary of Cromwell, "for

the angler to lie puling, whilst fish, like allegators are pulUng all in pieces, let any-

man judg that's destinated to be undone."
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which it is fished. A basket with which we would be more than

pleased in some waters would afford us but meagre satisfaction in

• others; while what we would esteem good sport under unfavourable,

or what we consider unfavourable (and here the personal again intrudes)

conditions of weather and water, would be regarded as the very opposite

if the conditions of weather and' water were all that

• could be desired. Sup'pose one sets forth to fish

. some carefully preserved sea-trout loch teeming with

fish that are but little disturbed, and in which 301b. to 501b. of sea-

trout can reasonably be expected on a good or even a fair fishing day,

.and we return with a poor 2olbs., are we satisfied with our sport?

Assuredly not, because our anticipations have not been even approxi-

.mately realised. Let us take it from the other point of view. Perhaps

the very day before we set forth to fish some " hotel " loch with hopes

• of a few sea-trout, and have returned with 2olb. of these fish. Which

. day has given most sport ? Most certainly the day on the second water,

because anticipation has been more than realised. If any angler sub-

: mits himself to a process of self-analysis, he will find this to be true

—

that good. sport is directly proportioned to the more or less approximate

: realisation of the anticipations of it which the fame and nature of the

water fished have warranted him in forming. Sport is thus not only

.dependent upon the number of the slain, but also upon the number to be

slain and their willingness tO' be slaughtered operating through our

fancy and upon the difficulties to be overcome. One trout killed under

unfavourable conditions of weather and water is worth half a dozen

willing victims that spring almost obsequious tO' the fly.

And SO' is it with the loch-fisher who sees in a calm not the hour for

• dreaming but the hour of his prospective triumph—^not an excuse for

idleness, but the spur of ambition that will urge him on to greater,

higher, more purposeful and reasoned exertion. This ''purposeful and

reasoned " exertion is justified by more considerations than the were

desire tO' overcome difficulties and secure a greater measure of sport in

the overcoming. The habits of the quarry are, in the first place, not

such as impose a barrier on the use of the fly as a lure for its capture

;

nor, in the second place, is it impossible to place that lure in such a way

before the fish that he will not see in it something to alarm him which

-will change desire to dread. In a river the wet fly fisher would not by rea-
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son of the scanty tide or the stillness of pools, unkissed by even a zephyr,

iiang rod and line in idle trophy until the amber floods came as allies

to his skill or the ripple by the reed gave to his martial fly the uniform

<if nature and concealed the dagger beneath. What is true of the wet

ily angler is doubly true of the dry fly exponent who would welcome

.those very conditions which the average loch fisher hails not only as the

hai'bingers of his season of despair, but also as a reasonable excuse for

Iiours of idleness, during which he can pray to Saint Antonio for a cap-

ful of wind and keep his ears open for the first sounds of the prologue

to the omen coming on. Yet so far from a calm loch being water in

-which an angler may cast his flies with less hope than in a river, a loch

is the very water one might design, if the object desired were the

production of a water in which sport was at all times possible, and

angling under no conditions was hopeless.

I was educated in the older faith ; the faith that sits by the shores

'of old romance, when it is imaginative and has the root of the matter,

and anathematizes the breezes that do not blow, when it is prosaic,

and matter of fact and treats angling as a business. I was told that to fish

in calm, still water was as vain a task as that of Simple Simon angling in

hiS pail,, and I accepted the traditional faith, until experience proved it

not only a weak-kneed belief without moral basis, but also a poor

policy on those very grounds of selfish expediency on which it was sup-

posed to rest. I first awoke to the light on the river. Fishing one July

day in a dwindled river and under a cloudless sky, I killed a few biit not

many trout in a long still reach that was practically a loch in so far as

iihere was nO' current in it and it was artificially dammed. Wherever I

saw a feeding fish or wherever I thought a fish might be—and I am writ-

ing of a day that joined the past 21 years ago—^I dropped my fly as

lightly and as gently as I could. I met with my reward, not merely in

the form of fish, but in the form of a lesson, whose value I immediately

tested on a neighbouring mill-pond. It stood the test of that experience

.and was entered on the tablets. Some years elapsed before it was utilised

in practice owing to the drift of angling circumstance, but the day came,

when I remembered it and first vindiated to the complete satisfaction

of a sceptic the possibility of securing not merely an occasional fish,

.but even a large basket on a loch innocent of ripple from shore to shore.

Jn an hour and a half I killed by casting over, as it happened, rising
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fish, 28 sea-trout weighing 361bs. From that time forward the words,

"hopeless condition" were erased from my dictionary of loch fishing:

phrases.

Fate is sometimes kind to the sceptic who finds it easier to doubt than

to examine, and convinces him in spite of himself that certain things are

possible which he deems to be impossible. A genial example of the-

doubter, some short time after my faith had been firmly established,

made a chance cast on the glassy surface of a laJce which is the most

hopeless sea-trout loch in a dead calm in which I ever angled. He
rose, hooked, and killed the largest sea-trout that ever fell to his rod.

He never, so fax as I am aware followed up this chance lesson or studied

the subject with a view to discovering the theory underl)qng it and

of evolving a system in terms of the principles thus discovered. Fortune

favoured experiment in my case, as I happened to have permission, to

fish certain most admirable sea-trout lochs, in which there were so' many

fish, and in which one could kill such good baskets that the variety a

calm afforded was not only a welcome relief from the monotony of

constant and, on the whole, easUy won Victories over the trout, but also

necessitated the devising of methods for their capture and hence of

studying the problem in all its aspects. When fish were on the move,,

whether at flies on the water 01 merely for some occult reason, one

naturally succeeded in tempting a greater number to their doom than

when the lake appeared tenantless save for the occasional leap and

sounding splash of some mighty specimen. On the first occasion oni

which I set myself to a study of the problem a high tide was conjoined

with a low loch, and the majority of the fish were therefore not only

fresh from the rich tables of the deep, but had located themselves some

distance from the shore, near which the water had become rather shal-

low and clear. They were rising freely as sea-trout will when fresh-run

into a loch. I commenced operations purposely with the tackle and"

flies I would have used in a strong breeze—tackle, that is tO' say, whose

strength was proportioned to the size of the fish and the conditions of a;

fair fight. I soon discovered that many of the fish came short in the

various ways already described. I, therefore, put on finer tackle but

retained the same size of flies. I then found that all the fish which

appeared likely takers from their rise, could by the exercise of care and

a little ingenuity be made to take, and that the percentage of fish hooked!
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to fish moved markedly increased. I had thus established as a first

principle that as in a river so in a lake the fineness of one's tackle, on

mere grounds of expediency and leaving ethical considerations out of

acrount, must vary with the degree of ease with which it may be made
visible to the trour. I then tried smalller flies, but did not find

that the number of fish killed appreciably increased, sO' long, that is to

say, as ihey kept rising, and I cast over them' with a long line, allowed

my flies to sink and drew them towards me with an even motion. I,

therefore, came to the conclusion that the mere size of the fly had less

to do with success than the fineness of the gut. As it so happened

the conclusion in the matter of flies was indeterminate for the flies I

used even in a gale were relatively small to the flies which the fish miglit

have taken in a good fishing breeze. I, therefore, tried them with larger

flies on the same gut and at once they betrayed an appreciation of the

difference in the size of the lure and a corresponding difiidence in it as

something alarming them they knew not why. A return to the original

gut and the "large " flies did not, indeed, put an end to my sport, but it

caused a relative decrease in the casualty roll. The question of edu-

cation could not possibly arise in this loch. The fish were migratory

and had come straight from the sea, yet they were just as easily alarmed

by an improper size of fly as the so called " educated trout " are said to

be by an improper colour in an imitation only to be detected under the

magnifying glass.*

It was clear, however, that there were certain limitations in the

matter of tackle and flies. Flies beyond a certain size

and gut beyond a certain thickness could not be employed

with any hope of success, and the angler using them

was really in the hopeless position in which tradition had placed him,

and in which he, in terms of that tradition, believed himself to be.

These points being settled, the rest of my self-imposed task was easy.

The fixing of the extreme limits of both fly and gut was a mere matter

of calculation, and I found Nos. ii and 12 (on the old scale) small

enough on grounds of expediency—though often using No. 13 of choice

0)1 moral grounds, whilst I used the finest gut that met all the require-

ments of the situation, gut, that is to say, with which one could deliver

* Mr. Smurthwaite accounts for short rising on this singular ground in an admirable

essay on the subject of colour in flies in the cheap edition of Mr. Halford's " Dry Fly

Fishing."

2 A
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a light cast and which hit the golden mean between expediency and

morality. So' far as the mere playing of a fish was concerned, I soon

discovered that it was possible to use finer gut in a calm than in a

breeze, for the boat was more easily worked and responded more quickly

to a movement of the oars, while the fish was in no' way aided by that

bellying of the line frequent after a rush in a breeze or by the roll of

the wave when travelling high. Lastly his movements actual and

threatened could be more easily judged and anticipated. The great

difiiculty was the persuading of the fish to take; but once that was

Accomplished the crowning mercy of capture, if longer delayed, was cer-

tainly more easily accomplished.

The pattern of fly, if of less moment than its size and the fineness of

the gut was, however, a factor in success which could not be overlooked.

After trying various flies possessed of some " characteristic colour,'' I

came to the conclusion that a small " Woodcock and Red " was the best

fly for sea-trout in a calm during the heat and brightness of the day and

that a small " Red Stuart," was the best evening fly. When fish were

rising with any degree pf freedom, it was, of course, a comparatively

easy matter to cast the fly across their rise, sink it well and draw it

evenly and gently through the water. The art consisted in timing the

strike. In the case of " rising " fish, this was moderately easy, though

in some instances when a fish came somewhat short" and hesitated in

the manner already described, it was a matter of considerable difficulty

to increase the motion without causing him alarm. It was when fish

were not rising that the process of persuading them to " take " became

an extremely difficult and trying operation. The process itself differed

with the lake and was much simpler, though far less effective in shore

lochs where the fish lay near rOcks ' than in lochs in which they lay in

the open. In the former the only plan that was feasible was to cast a

long, light line on to the rocks and suffer the fly to slip off them on to

the water, or alternatively, to cast a long line in such a way that the fly

lighted just by the rocks. The fish for which one was angling when

using this method were feeding fish. In consequence the rise was not

delayed and was either immediate, in which case it took the form of a

mere bubble and suck, or occurred before the fly had travelled very far,

in which case one might or might not see a slight wave, but would as-

suredly feel a tightening of the line. This is the simplest form which
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loch fishing in a calm assumes. Nevertheless, it is very pretty fishing

anj obviously necessitates considerable mechanical skill, and the exer-

cise of not a little patience for one may search a good deal of water

without reward, and with but little encouragement. The third method

-which one may have to adopt in fishing for sea-trout in a calm, when

the fish are not rising, is by far the most difficult of all, and it was only

after trying a variety of ways and giving the problem some very serious

consideration that I at last evolved a plan of campaign, which, when

put in practice yielded not a few good baskets and many large fish,

under conditions which were as nearly hopeless, not only as conditions

can appear to be, but also' as they actually are when any other method

as employed. It is true that an occasional large se^-trout even in a

loch in which they lie in the open is killed in a dead calm and under

;a bright sun and clear sky by promiscuous casting on the ordinary .plan.

That is not the point at issue. What is desired is a method which will

;secure not one, but many fish under these conditions. Anglers without

:a coward conscience, whO' trail the flies behind the boat know that by

this means trout can be killed in the most glassy of calms, and those

who have essayed the same method in sea-trouit lochs know that

it is often as effective in such waters as in trout lakes. It was this

fact which gave me the first clue tO' the solution of the problem. That

•clue once gained, the rest was easy and the method stood revealed. I

•ordered my gillie tO' keep the boat moving steadily but very slowl}

ahead. I then cast a long line as lightly as possible tO' a point to the

Tight of the stem, allowed my flies to sink and then aided by the way on

the boat worked them- evenly and gently round until they were almost

parallel with the stern. This, of course, requires merely mechanical

.skill, but the first fish I rose soon showed me that the method was not

only an effective and sporting means of raising fish, but also that in

nine cases out of ten the rise secured was the most difficult of all rises

obtained in lochs to time. Nay more. After experiencing several such

rises I came tO' the unavoidable conclusion that I was face to face with

.a mechanical difficulty which by reason of the intrusion of the

psychological was the most difficult to overcome in the whole realm: of

practical sport.

The most brilliant of one-handed catches low down in the slips, the

iilling of a woodcock flashing like a sheet of brown lightning down a
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corrie when the season nears its end, the shot at an oblique angle that

nearly bursts the net and leaves the toe as a ball breaks from the can-

non, these and similar feats have an element of the unsconscious in

their masterly doing; and even the hooking of a trout taken after a

successful stalk off clear sand under the scanty tide of a sun-dried, sun-

kissed river is little more than a mere tightening of the line, for the

fish hooks himself. The raising is everything ; the hooking is practic-

ally nothing ; it is an ensured consequence of the rise. In the case of

big sea-trout angled for as above, the opposite obtains. The rise is

nothing; the hooking is everything, for this is what usually happens.

The fish will come tO' the fly out of nothingness, and will follow it in

precisely the same way as a dace follows the fly. The effect, however,

!•> very different and it is at this point that the psychological intrudes.

Even a " specimen " dace will scarcely set the angler's heart thumping

against his ribs, as if the fate of empires depended upon his maintaining

a resolute calm—a tenacity of reasoned purpose not to be shaken from

its seat though the tail of Leviathan himself should show in wide-

spreading majesty by his fly. And if you would be a man of blood, you

must first be a man of iron. The fish you have persuaded to rise from

the vasty deep of your hopes is not a taking fish in the strict sense

of the phrase. He is a fish who may take provided nothing occurs to

alarm him and you can keep your head cool and your hand steady,

waiting for the lure to operate on his appetite and create the taking

mood by its suggestive presence. Moreover you must be sufficiently

collected to be able to judge perhaps intuitively and by a sort of personal

telepathy, which is a gift, the proper moment to give a slightly increased

way to the fly with a view not only to avoiding too close an inspection

but also to creating that desire for things whose value is only ap-

preciated when they arejost, common alike to men and fish. All that

I have described takes only a second to happen, but the second is so

crowded that a whole life of angling seems compressed into a single

beat of the pulse. Any relaxation of vigilance, however temporary, the

least yielding to natural impulse, the display, in a word, of the slightest

knowledge of his presence, will startle the fish; he will cease to

dimple after your fly and with an alarmed boil below the surface similar

to that made by a fish which having risen once, comes again but comes
short, he will vanish into the brown mystery of the lake from' whence
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he came. I am not describing with such minuteness of detail what is

imaginary or remembered only through the joys of the " haec olims "

as fancy paints them, on the canvas of life. I am describing what has

actually been my experience, on many occasions, what was my experi-

ence on the very last occasion on which I put this method in practice.

After a quiet day on a certain loch the keeper chanced

to meet me on its shores in the act of taking down my
rod. The lake was a glassy calm; every rock and stone, each hill

and crofter's wigwam on its banks had its double in the mirror. Not

a rise broke its surface from shore to shore, though now and then

some great sea-trout would leap fromi the water and come down with

a splash; the only other sounds that broke the hush in which nature

slept was the roar of the Atlantic on a western beach and the rattle of

an occasional cart on the public road coming on the ear as a displeasing

discord amidst the solemn music of the iireless sea. It was the beau

ideal of a day not only inviting but justifying an indulgence in the dolce

far niente, the smoking of the pipe of peace amongst the rocks. I had

ceased fishing not because I had failed to kill fish, but because my
time was limited. The keeper made some remark upon the impossi-

bility of killing fish on such a day in such a loch, and we fell, as

men will, into an argument. At length, having failed to persuade

him that his contention was wrong, I determined tO' give ocular proof,

which he could scarcely combat. Within a quarter of an hour I suc-

ceeded, as luck would have it, in securing a dimpling offer from, a good

fish, and keeping cool and collected, hooked and duly landed him, a

trout of close on slbs. Elated by this success I tried again and by the

irony of fate a giant of his race gave me the same sort of rise as the

first—the rise that I have described. I was, however, unequal to. the

occssion. I misjudged the fish ;
" a little shaking of mine elbow " and

he disappeared with the usual boil. Ten minutes afterwards on the

scene of my failure, he sprang from the water in derision and sent

wavelets to lap with laughter, which mocked my misery, the furthest -

shore.

To attempt to catch sea-trout in a loch in a calm is thus not to essay

the impossible, but only the difficult, terms that are, as in the widor

sphere of life, too often confounded with one another by the angler..

As a mechanical art, the skill and perseverance necessary to success
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vary with the lake and the angling conditions of the day. When fish

are rising, it is comparatively easy to hook them ; in a shore loch light

casting is the only essential if one ignores all qualities that are not

special to the occasion; when, however, fish are not rising, have to

be persuaded to rise and come, as they usually do, in the way described,

the difficulty of hooking them is admittedly so great and the skill re-

quired so much a matter of temperament and of determination to culti-

vate an artificial kind of indifference, that very few anglers can acquire

it even after they have drunk deep of the strong wine of angling. It

is this personal aspect of the last of these three methods which makes

it less efficacious in some lochs than in others, even if one ignores the

fact that in some lochs, however skilfully done, the method is not so

productive of fish as in others. In a lake in which moderate baskets are

the rule and big fish the exception, the difficulty of self-control naturally

increases with the greatness of the occasion, and on precisely the same

principle underlying the fact that an angler not used to hooking big fish

will be too nervously anxious when one is thus risen, to keep methodically

cool and display the masterly inactivity necessary to success. Nor are two

of these methods, for we can ignore the third which, ex hypothesi, pre-

supposes rising fish, equally efficacious in all lochs even when the

personal aspect does not intrude. Such lochs as yield poor sport even

in a breeze can scarcely be expected to change their character in a

calm, and as even the best of lochs yield proportionately fewer fish

under " unfavourable " or, at least difficult, conditions than when the

conditions are favourable and comparatively easy, it is possible that on

some lakes the putting of these methods in practice may be labour in

vain. There can, however, from a sporting point of view be no' doubt

that fish killed under such conditions give more pleasure, and, on the

last analysis, "better sport" than hecatombs silaughtered' when the

angling wind sits fair. On the same principle a single sea-trout killed

in an indifferent loch is the greatest triumph of all—a. fact which war-

rants no man in lying "puling" even when the fish are not in the?

alligator mood referred to by Franck.

The art of fishing in a calm for loch trout is not quite similar in all

its aspects. In the first place loch trout, as we have already seen, are

somewhat different in their habits to sea-trout. For example, in a

shore loch a trout will either be found feeding in his special habitat
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or ranging up and down a bit of shore near his habitat. In the former
case he should be angled for just as one would angle for a river trout. If
he .is .feeding and rising one would put a fly over him in a river, and it

is in such a. case that the dry fly may with advantage be used in a loch,

if, that is to say the angler desires to introduce a little variety into his

irethods. The " dry fly " is not necessary, however, unless the fish be^

feeding on a particular fly, as noted in the chapter on " Moods." If he
is, a " floating fly " imitating the insect of his meal may alone tempt
him to his doom.. In the second case, when a fish is ranging and feed-

ing, I have found no fly more effective than the "Red and Teal."

Fished far and fine, and cast, if possible, across the probable line of

his march—which may often be judged by the wave he makes as he
moves to and fro, this fly will pe(rsuade him to rise if any fly can do so.

His capture may occupy a long time, but so long as he is feeding there

is hope. Sometimes the fish is clearly visible. You can follow his

ghostly outline and can, therefore, judge his position with greater

accuracy. When this is so, loch fishing becomes to all intents and
purposes the same as river fishing, save that you are not compelled to

conceal yourself and need only keep still.' When no fish are rising,

then as in the sea-trout lake you have to adopt the plan of casting in

likely places and of searching the shore water—a system which every

wet fly fisher and a few dry fly men adopt on a river. When fishing in

the open water the plan utilized in the sea-trout loch, when fish are not

rising need not be rigidly adhered to, but it is equally efiicacious and loch

trout are not nearly so difficult to hook as sea-trout. As a rule they

rise slowly and take quietly and below the water a mere bubble marking

the rise. There is generally nothing exceptional in the rise, and ordin-

ary rules apply for the difficulties to' be overcome are of an ordinary

character. Sometimes, however, the opposite obtains and loch trout of

a large size will rise in precisely the same long-drawn-out style as do

big sea-trout. In fact the accuracy of the generalisation as stated may

be said to depend upon the size of the fish. In lakes holding com-

paratively small trout the long-drawn-out rise is practically unknown;

in lakes holding large fish it is fairly common. In my list of noted

cases occur examples of days on which 50 per cent, of the trout killed

have so risen, while cases in which the ratio has been 33 per cent are

fairly common. As a rule the cause producing this effect is individual
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to the fish ; it is rarely the product of a mood displayed universally

by all the trout which are raised. It is no doubt akin to " smutting"

in character and is certainly the rise of a not over keen or specially

hungry fish. That it has a purely sensational origin, wh&ther in the

individual fish or in the conditions or both, is in any case absolutely

ceflEiin.

Fine tackle is, of course, essential, while the patterns of

flies need not, save under the exceptional condition of a special pre-'

disposing cause, differ from those employed in a breeze with success.

For my own part, though rejoicing as all anglers do in killing large

baskets, I confess that I have derived more pleasure from loch fishing

in a calm than from loch fishing under the most so-called favourable

conditions. On a bright calm day with nature looking her loveliest,

there is an infinite restfulness, different from the rough work by the

stream, in casting far and fine under the trees or by the rocks and in

studying with the zeal of interest the life of lakeland while the world

sleeps.
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CHAPTER XXXI.

On "Sporting" Lochs and Kindred Waters.

Each in his own dubj we are all " kindly tenants " of the same great

Xing. The rights of citizenship are not of the chalk-stream nor the

canal nor the salmon river nor the upland tarn nor even the wide sea,

but wherever a rod gleams and a fish swims, and the Great Brother-

hood boasts a single commoner of the larger air, coming salt or fresh on

the lips amidst the weary spaces of life, the Great Charter writ on

many waters grants equality and liberty conditioned only by a love of

" all things* both great and small " and a due observance of the golden

rule of all honest men and honest sportsmen, that the law of the game

is the art of the '' good and fair," tO' live honestly, injure no man and

render to each fish and all fishers their due.

I may, therefore, in this broad spirit of toleration throw special

pleading to the winds. Whether, therefore, the purist is right or wrong

in claiming for his trout a meaure of that same brain muscularity which

Shakespeare and Socrates possessed only in a higher degree, he is

Justified in maintaining that the ordinary loch trout is more easily killed

under normal conditions than is the trout of the river, especially that

acutely sensitive, and reputedly suspicious dweller in the cleEir and lim-

pid chalk-streams of the south, whose sentinel-watch for the tit-bits of

Nature's fly-spread table is held in spots that bid seen danger defiance,

and challenge the ambushed guile of his circumventor.

Nevertheless, it is as just, as true that there are lochs and lochs, as

it is that there are rivers and rivers. In some of

tiie larger lakes, such as Loch Lomond, the ''chuck and chance

it" method is, no doubt, characteristic of the mode of angling, for it

takes no great wind to send big waves rolling over the surface of their

spreading waters, and all, therefore, the angler can do is to fish patiently
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and not miss the chances that come his way in his too great haste to be-

" into " a rising fish. Who, however, dares to say that in some reed-

begirt and weed-hampered loch of the Hebrides no skill is required in.

handling on light tackle and a single-handed rod some mammoth sea-

trout, rejoicing in his ocean-strength and superabundant activity, bor-

rowed from the salt wash of estuary life and the rich tables of the kindly-

deep? In a gale his wild rushes require a mastery of the vis major to

control ; in a calm his long-drawn out rise is difficult to time, and what-

ever way he be regarded, his killing and his undoing are essentially-

sporting.

Moreover, amongst the many lakes of this country there occur some-

waters which even the ultra dry fly man would appreciate because they

would tax his skill, perhaps exhaust his patience—a dubious quality in>

the angler who angles only where a feeding fish is—^and are not to be-

conquered and robbed of their spoil without a combined attack of those-

best allies, cunning and strength—^the mental power to conceive a plan:

of, action and the physical power to put it in force.

Take a typical water of this kind in Southern ArgyleshirS to which

I have frequently referred. It is a lovely lake that lies embosomed in

hills whose rocky and wood-clad sides rise steep from its margin and

throughout whose whole length the branches weep and wave over the.

shore waters. Far under the boughs where the broken sunlight streams

and the flies dance in countless thousands, and swirl in those endless

mazes of giddy purpose that the ephemerid alone can match, the great

trout love to lurk. Sunken rocks and deep abiding places are every-:

where to be found in its waters of swift descent from, shallow to deep,

and it is only for the most part in these feeding places of narrow con-

fines that trout are to be taken at all. As a consequence, feeding fish

alone rise to the fly, save on those rare days when a big move is on,

and all the many fish in the lake seem bent on surface feeding. Once

a month—perhaps once in an angling life^time, so far as the individual

is concerned—the fish will depart from their immemorial custom and

rise like the common herd of their fellows, the greedy trout of some-

upland tarn, whose optimistic appetite sees good and fears naught ir>

everything that carries feather, fur and tinsel.

The " duffer " in this lake will cast, as a rule, in vain, though some-

times he will stumble across one of fortune's many paths and be sur-
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prised by a swirling rise that will set his heart beating. A master of

the. arts of such a loch is worth watching. He prefers a calm still day,

when the wind sits in the west and gentle airs just dimple here and

there the lake. Gusty days with squalls from. " 'a the airts " are his

abomination, for he wants to cast far and clean and not tO' have his line

caught in middle air by a wayward and sudden blast just as his flie».

are speeding fair with- a graceful swirl to light in glistening softness

where a bubble denotes a feeding fish, close by the rocks and far under

the boughs, where sunshine and shadow are francifully fretted beyond

the power of imitation.

Place a lover of such a- lake twenty-five yards from the shore just,

opposite the feeding ground of a lusty fish that keeps watch and ward

over its chosen domain, and ranges up and down with ceaseless vigil-

ance, now sucking in a fly, now giving a m'erry little dash as though

challenging intrusion from his fellows, and he is happy. Gradually

lengthening his line and making it perform all manner of graceful

gyrations, he will at length send the fly on its way tO' fall with graceful,

quivering sweep that leaves no ripple tO' mark its lighting just in front

of where the trout will be in the course of his stately faring to' and frO',

There is a bubble merely, the line grows taut, the rod bends, and the-

battle has quietly begun to be noisily continued as the reel sings and

the fish at the close of a humming rush throws himself clean from the-

water, his yellow sides gleaming in the sunshine. The combat is an

Homeric one. The fish is not, perhaps, a monster. As a rule he is

only a fish of 2 to 2j4lh&., but he has fed on rich and dainty fare, and'

the aristocratic blood in his shapely person only yields in death. He
fights then as becomes his gentle race to do or die; and he fights-

under fair conditions, for the gut is fine, the rod light, the supply of

line limited, and on all hands lurk those allies, the great, tall, strong:

reeds, amidst which he played hide and seek in his fishy infancy, or.

dashed for safety from some giant cannibal of his race, forgetful of its-

lofty traditions. Soon, however, the end comes. High courage and

well-nurtured strength can do no more. His rush grows feebler, and

finally broad-gleaming in the glory of a well-won death, he sinks within

the fatal meshes of the eager net Such a fish is worth killing, such an

experience is worth waiting for. It is sport in the best and highest

sense of the word.
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On fine gut—and this is an essential to successful raising—a hard or

unskilful angler would when a fish rose find it by no means easy to time

the quiet, perhaps, long-drawn-out rise^ and there would be every risk of a

too sharp and hard strike sending Master Trout away to ruminate on the

deceitfulness of man with a strand hanging from his mouth. If he over-

•came this initial difficulty and tyro and trout were linked in that sweet-

est of unions between fish and man of which sporting gear in rod, line

and cast are the outward and visible symbols, even then the lusty two-

pounder would lead him an anxious dance, if in one of his wild evolu-

tions he did not succeed in jumping free from the noxious curb or

dashing into the friendly deeps or boring down until some lusty ally in

the person of a stout and friendly reed came to his aid and enabled

him to taste once more his old freedom as a commoner of water.

The day may come and often does come, when the conditions alter.

Such a day fell to my lot on a recent occasion and its joys, if not quite

the same, were equally great. Overhead lazy-pacing white clouds moved

with the languorous speed that becomes summer skies in the pride of

June; a fine, gentle west wind came sighing off the Atlantic, and rid

itself of the salt sea on its wings by kissing into countless laughter the

sunlit waters of the lake; the Mayflies, keenly alive to seizing the day

were everywhere bursting from the surface and sailing away in the

fluttering fulness of a life that is all sunshine and knows nothing of

those gates of death, the jaws that lurk below the water and the beaks

that gape_ in the air; thousands of smaller flies were on the wing, and

above and beyond all as a sign of hope the trout were rising here, there

and everywhere with a flopping persistency that argued keen-set appetites

and a heavy basket for the homeward bound angler.

For an hour these conditions may prevail on such red letter days and

during that hour the skilful reaper will reap his harvest—as well he

may—^with a clear conscience if he fishes fair and " plays the game."

So, too, when a South-wester arises and goes roaring down the loch,

churning its waters into foam-crested waves, the tyro may regain his

paradise in the kindly curl of surge and yeast and

the trout pass to a dishonoured doom. On such a day in such a

loch the true coarse fisher may issue forth with a light heart and re-

turn with a heavy creel. He may mount salmon gut and he may adorn

it with largish flies. He may cast anyhow and strike as hard and bear
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as hard on his rising and hooked fish as he will, for death to trout even

in such a loch sometimes rides on the wings of a south-westerly gale.

Then I resign the paradise to those who think that under such condi-

tions with no difficulties tO' be overcome it retains its paradisaic character.

I do so, however, with one proviso. Even under such favourable con-

ditions the basket of the skilled angler will far outweigh that of the

unskilled. The latter may kill fish in the storm, when he failed in the

calm or the light air ; the former will kill more fish in a gale than he

did in the still water, but their capture will not afford him nearly the

same satisfaction. The reason for this is not far to seek ; on the last

analysis, sport, whether amongst fin, fur, or feather, does not consist,

in the number slain, but in the difficulties overcome, so' that two' trout

killed after the exercise of cunning and skill and actually beguiled to.

their doom are worth a thousand willing and obsequious victims, just,

as one carefully stalked and circumvented wild goose may outweigh in

sporting value a hundred fast-travelling " rocketers " that have come oih

straight, to be killed clean and true, or a perfect hecatomb of driven

grouse that have taken every dip in the course of a low-pitched and fast-

winged flight towards the fatal butts.*

It is clearly not on such days that the sporting loch of this type-

reaches its ideal. That is attained from the point of view of pure ang--

ling when only an occasional fish is killed under a bright sun and nature-

sleeps and all her children respect the solemn hush lest they disturb,

the slumber of the Great Mother. The supreme hour may come with

the evening, and with it the reward of laborious hours so crowded with

interest that the toil has been a pleasure. The evening rise on such a

lake on a calm June night, with only the sound of feeding fish swirling-

in madness or sucking in with assurance and many a satisfied tail-flop,

the great moth-like things that evening brings to flutter at .the gates of

death, is a source of joy untold, when far and fine is the rule and each

fish is fairly and specially angled for in the knowledge that the harvest

was sown by the reaper with laborious care when the sun was high and

is the meet reward of virtue. If there be high treason to scientific ang-

* I trust I may escape the charge of hypocritical ascetism to which this may lay me

open. It is not the shooting of, but the getting of a shot at, the wild goose which places

the killing of that bird above the killing of " rocketers " and of low-flying grouse, birds',

which, with the exception of a late woodcock in a February corrie, afford the most difficult

and most sporting of shots.
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.ling in such sport as this, a blunt axe and a big block by the nearest

chalk stream be my doom

!

Away in the further West, where the Hebrides "forget

i:he main " and the weird moors seem still in the grey of evening to- be

the home of Picts of j>attering feet sounding with fleshlike eeriness in

-the silence, and the great Kelpie, fabled dweller in all lakes dangerous

to the lily^hunting child, may rise tO' greet you with his roar, lie lakes

that may fairly claim a place amongst the '' sporting " waters—flakes

-whose brown-trout if scarcely sO' hard to beguile,, nevertheless are harder

to play and kill than even the trout of the ideal sporting loch.

Nor do sea-trout and mixed lochs fail to divide themselves naturally

-into "sporting" and less "sporting" waters. Loch Lomond, Loch Maree,

Loch Shiel and large lakes cannot when the wind sits fair and the

Tvaves roar shorewards be called sporting lochs in the true sense of

the phrase, for a sporting loch is either one in which fish are difficult

to raise or one in which, if easy to raise, they are extremely difficult tO'

play and land on " sporting " tackle owing to the presence of weeds

and reeds and their own strength.

The last consideration is the rub, and though in the great lakes the

fish have few allies, anij the killing and landing of heavy fish is only a

.matter of time and assuredly a feat demanding less skill and cunning than

in the confined reed-girt waters of the small lochs of the west, yet even

the great lakes may beco^me sporting waters when the wind falls. Nay
-more. When it still ruffians it and speaks aloud, if, scorning the

-temptation to use great flies, stout gut, and a rod fit to enter the

lists against Leviathan, the angler adheres to the golden rule of sporting

morality and uses only such gear as his conscience tells him gives his

^juarry " law " and removes the reproach of the " big battalions," they

must entgr the sacred circle.

The true " sporting " loch, however, is the lake that is always " sport-

ing," the lake that in a gale of wind does not suffei- the conscientious

angler to depart from his virtue; and that is so beset with seen and
unseen allies of the fish that even the strongest tackle is of no avail

unless aided by the cool head and the steady, skilful hand. In such a
lake a single combat with one big fish is worth a hundred battles with
foes met in open water, for there is just as much difference between
the conditions of the two contests as there is between a fight, man
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against man and a general melee, or between waging .guerilla warfare in

.a country of fastnesses and the conversion of the plain of Omdurman

jnto a stricken field by a hail of lead. Nor do such lochs lose, but

gain in sporting character when the wind falls and the fish are more

leasily " played " to their doom. Another and greater difficulty takes

tthe vacant place and the raising and hooking of fish becomes the

istandard by which the character of the loch is judged. Moreover, even

if the wind has fallen, our tackle must be proportionately finer in the

calm than in the kindly curl, so that whether the wind blows high or no

zephyr shakes the reeds, such lochs retain their " sporting " character

and are ever within the pale.

For their mastery there is 'no worse school than the lake of wide-

.spreading free-waters. I remember watching a master of the free lake

ifishing one of these reed-girt sporting waters. He had killed a few

ifish of a decent size and was in the very highest feather and yearning

tfor the blood of a giant. Presently the giant gratified his desire. He
jose some twenty yards to leeward of a bed of reeds and some forty

yards to windward of another bed. I saw the white gleam of his rise

:and caught just a glimpse of the steely blue of his back ; I saw the

fourteen foot rod bend—the free water angler affects such weapons—and

:heard the scream of the reel, but the sound had scarcely reached my

•ears when the fish was in the furthest reed bed. There was a white

l)oil, a faint sound as of an angry man, and the boat came towards where

I was sitting, an interested spectator. Presently the discomfitted ang-

ler, whiter far as to the gills than the fish he had lost, came ashore and

:acknowledged in the most " sporting " fashion that he was a mere tyro

in the art of angling for such fish in such water, finishing up his modestly

-expressed excuses for his defeat with the unassailable dictum: that " he

had never seen such a fish and did not know what loch fishing meant

until he felt his own helplessness before that rush for the reeds." In

the " open water " loch he might not have encountered such a fish, and

if he had done so, he could have survived the rush. Three other equally

convincing experiences are recalled by this episode in the life of a sea-

trout ia a sporting loch. The first brings back to me a more glorious

fishing evening than my recollection can parallel. A soft and balmy

-wind from the wesfrufHed irito' an even, gentle ripple the waters of the

I'ikey overhead a grey dome, without a covert threat of rain, stretched
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from horizon to horizon ; above and beyond these signs of promise, the

sea-trout seemed to have gone mad, and only giants were on the war

path. They were rising everywhere. Out on the loch were two ang-

lers, dry fly men both, and the harvest was about to be reaped. One

of them was a parson. Presently through the evening air came the

sharp scream of a reel, then silence, broken after a second by an un-

canonical exclamation. And so for the rest of the evening I could tell

which angler had risen, struck and been broken by a big fish from the

superior theological flavour of the mild expletives, sent like Colonel

Everard's " one and only " across the water, when the parson did not let

" I dare not " wait upon " I shall." The second experience was afforded

by a confident slayer of Tay salmon, who acknowledged defeat like a

man, sind the third by two anglers who' had waded knee-deep in slaughter

in the Tweed and who left the lake and the island in disgust, threaten-

ing to return and take dire vengeance with 19 feet rods and tackle ta

correspond.

Let me pass, however, from the tales of woe to the more joyful

chronicles of the sporting lakes.

In the districts where lie the true sporting lochs calm succeeds storm».

and storm comes sweeping into the hush of calm with a rapidity that

gives infinite variety. Amongst the many days of chance and change

graven on the tablets of the " haec olims," four stand out with a vivid-

ness to which time is forced to be gentle. On the first the wind

" rufiianed it " to such purpose " by land and sea " that the waters of a

small reed-girt lake were white with the fury of racing waves. To keep

the boat from flying before the gale was all my gillie could do. To-

make headway was at some periods impossible, at others, and even in

the lulls, a matter of the utmost difficulty. Yet, strange to say, the

few fish that rose, and they were all large sea-trout, came up from the

churn of the yellow loch at a small red fly. One great fish rose with

majestic calm clean across a wave in whose roll he essayed to come-

down on the fly, but which swept it from him as a Cape pigeon is-

rolled on the crest of a Horn sea. One battle with a fish of 5lbs. wa&

as exciting a combat as the heart of angling man could desire and was-

worth " ten years of peaceful life." He came up -with a high rolling

rise when the gale was at its fiercest, and dashed when he felt the steel

and the strain straight up to windward, where it was impossible to fol-
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low him, travelling high through the waves towards the sanctuary of

the bending reeds rustling in the gale. Luckily he

hung for a moment or two, restrained by the butt and

finally came across and down wind, and I was able tO' get on terms

with him at the expense of not a few brown seas. When at length I

got parallel with him', he was led a merry circling dance down and across

wind and though,the reeds were never far away the strain was so steady

and my gillie guided the boat with such skill on the " circular sailing
"

plan, that the fish was fairly outwitted and finally died a sporting death

in the very centre of the lake. The final moment was the very crisis in

his fate for to attempt tO' hold the boat when he was foredone to wind-

ward was tO' risk dragging, and to land him to leeward was tO' run the

equal peril of a sudden squall that might blow us on to the top of him.

He was, therefore, landed with the boat broadside to the wind, just tO'

leeward of the stern. The fight recalled another experience on a similar

day on a more open, but still a sporting lake, when on a nine foot rod

carrying twenty yards of line I allowed myself the glorious luxury of

following through a mile of water a fresh-run sea-trout of 6 J^lbs., which

charitably rushed down wind. These memories crowd thick, yet each

is a separate picture deep-graven in the tablets. Vivid and clear, they

grow not old and on them ever falls the " memorial gleam." But let

the full tale tell why " forgetfulness cannot lay them to sleep." The

next morning the fury of the gale increased and I fished for half-an-hour

from the rocks in a " shore " loch, killing a 61b. sea-trout with such ease

on a 14ft. rod, that the expeiience was sufficient to make me abjure for

ever and a day such a weapon, as unworthy of the chivalrous contest of

such lakes. Nevertheless had I not continued to use the same rod for

half-an-hour in the evening, I would have missed one of those thrilling

experiences, born of the mystery of the lake. Darkness was creep-

ing over the weird land and away under the shadows of the bens it

was already almost night; the loch itself was wra^t in gloom and across

its vexed surface spindrift was flying thick, when I made a chance cast—

>

again with that fatal fly of red—close by a rock. I saw nothing and felt

only the electric shock of seizure. Then suddenly my rod bent, and the

reel screamed as a fish with a speed to which the circumstances lent an

uncanny velocity sped away into the lake. Spurting high through the-

waves, without a fin showing, his " phit phit " came to the ear of my
2B
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fancy through the howling of the gale, as he rushed away into the hurly

burly of the gloom just as night closed over the storm-tost waters and

a fiercer blast, as if saluting the hooking of the demon trout, came roaring

up the glen below and swept with the fury of concentrated venom over

moor and lake, speaking with a voice that found a thousand muttering

echoes amongst the hills. It was weird, eerie, awe-inspiring—one of

those crowded minutes of glorious life in which one drinks deep not

only of the joy of angling but of the mystery of a thousand fables born

of the grey moors and the lone waters, the silence that may soothe or

madden, steep in sleepy content or terrify intO' hysterical fear of the

unknown; haunting the last kingdomi left by the onward march. My
line, a black curve for a few yards, was soon lost in the gloom. My
gillie oppressed by the weirdness of the situation arid yet not wholly

oblivious to the utilitarian glory that would be his, were the fish finally

led to the net for doom, invoked at one moment all the saints in Gaelic,

the next cursed all the devils in English, and with one breath bade me

be careful, and with the next implored me to check the wild career of

the demon fish. But I said never a word. It is not every day, much

less ev6ry night, that ideals are realised and the lake gives of its

mystery with so free a hand, and with that bountiful measure eyes

gazing into the blackness of its depth have often visioned. Look upon

the picture. One hundred yards or more away and still urging on his

mad career ^through the impenetrable gloom was a fish, great surely

beyond the dreams of waking ambition, the very demon trout said to

haunt every lake and once every century doomed tO' seize a fly and give

to one of the enemies of his race the sport of a magic fish before, un-

seen, he vanishes into the mystery from whence he came, once more

resumes his watch and ward by the treasure houses of the undiscover-

able, and gains a second immortality in an angler's tale. But even the

rush of such a demon fish of fancy or reality must have an end. And

the end of the rush of this fish came. A few seconds only had elapsed

from his hooking, when I ventured to check his career artd, strange to

say, he turned, turned and came back, not with the fury that had char-

acterised his going, but with a slow, a stately, a deliberate motion that

was almost more weird and uncanny. Yard after yard of line was

slowly reeled in. Nearer and nearer he came and thinner and thinner

grew the thread of the spell. The gillie silent, alert, obedient as a
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soldier in the crisis of a battle, the supreme moment when the tide of

war turns, stands at the bum mouth on a rocky point, myself on its

further bank. But still the demon does not show. Presently he is

within ten yards—five—three—above the net and the red fly flashes its

danger signal from the expiring wave of a broad tail, above a brown

wrist, and comes away as the fish sinks in thelnet. The spell is broken.

A close finish, truly, and a marvellous realisation of an ideal, for the

relaxation of the strain was sufficient to at once release the hook, whose

hold in the skin above the tail had been of the slighest. And what

of the demon, this child of the mystery of the lake, that Should never

have been caught, but left to adorn a tale told over the fifth tumbler

when the lights wax low and mortals sleep and spectres rise and the dead

alone are wakeful ? The jSrose of his mystery told only a tale of 5 |4^1bs.,

but he should never have been weighed in any scale, and have escaped

to find no' record in black and white, in pounds and ounces ; his only

chronicle should have been a legend of the loch.

Next morning a strange change had come over the

scene. The gale had died, as all gales die, and nature

slept tO' the soothing music of a gentle breeze and the

lapping of wavelets amongst the rocks. The sun " lit up the mom,'' and

in the light of garish day, the loch was once more merely a Highland

lake, yielding of its spoil with a frankness that was commonplace. The

hour of the demon trout and the mystery of the lake were gone. On the

fourth day I was again afloat on the reed-girt lake, and in its " drumlie "

waters one could read the only traces of the gale. Scarcely a ripple stirred

from shore to shore, and the water lay in unbroken calm save for an

occasional baby zephyr that would kiss the surface with its sun-warmed

lips. The sun blazed from a cloudless sky. All day I cast over rising

fish, killing only three and all day the silence would be broken by the

sound of leaping fish which gave promise of sport when the shadows

came and with them the evening rise. It is long delayed, but presently

when the west is still blushing with the last kiss of the sun and just as

the shy young moon peeps over the shoulder of a hoary ben and sends

a long shaft of quivering silver across the lake, the first gleam of a

rising fish greets from the water the silver signal from the sky. A long

light cast, a steady movement of the flies, and a fish is dimpling, dimpling

after the red fly and finally takes it with a wavy dash and I am playing
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a lusty five pounder in the pale and uncertain light of a silvered loch.

He is fresh from the salt wash and his strength is immense, while turn

him as I may, I cannot escape the myriad moons that dance everywhere

on the lake and always across and between the fish and myself. Here,

there, everywhere always striving for the sanctuary of the weeds that

fish leads me. His jump in which he rivals in silvery splendour the

beams of the moon caught and reflected from his gleaming sides, the

glistening spume of his recoil in. the calm water form a picture on

which memory lingers. But at length he succumbs and joins the

immortals that have died, as all good fish must hope to die, in fair

fight " with their feet to the foe." Before we finally abandon the loch,

six more fish of smaller size join him in death, and who- can say that

ten fish thus taken do not vindicate the claim of the sporting loch to

a place in the waters of the angling paradise, judged from every point

of view, and even by the standard of the stem and captious " moralist " ?

And what of the other kindred sporting lakes or waters that partake of

the character of lakes? Amongst them—^after their own sort—even

the " ditches " may claim a place, provided the golden rule of proportion

in tackle be observed, while there is no opposing the claim of the salt

water river to rank amongst the chosen few. Consider only the variety

of its fish, the opportunities it affords of diversified sport. Occasional

salmon sail in majesty up and down its waters in quest of a change from

the diet of the estuary proper and the open sea. Sea-trout abound,

and nowhere do they attain higher weights. Wandered yellow and

brown trout with their kindred ally, the slob or tidal trout, haunt

its waters in varying number. Grey mullet, most shy and difficult to

tempt of all sea-fish to their undoing by the angler's guile, invade its

channel ; lythe, saithe, and cod are regular denizens, while in its

stiller portions flounders flit their uncanny way over such sandy patches

as the weeds have spared, and of crustacean and minute forms of salt-

water life there is no end. Angling for sea-trout with the fly in such

a river is as nerve-thrilling sport as any mortal can hope to enjoy. The
gleam of a salmon near the fly in the dark waters of the Findhom or the

Awe, the electric thrill of a new-hooked fish, the first plunge in the

dubious strife, rank high amongst the emotions of spoit, but they must

yield pride of place to the dash of a sea-trout amongst the green and

swirling depths of a salt-water river with all its attendant dangers of
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trailing weeds and perils of waving tangle. With his' ocean-fed

strength unimpaired, his activity still that of a trained athlete, cham-

pion sprinter of the salt ways, and his acrobatic agility as restless as

the sea itself, he will urge his mad career without pause at such a desper-

ate pace, throw himself with such sudden force from the water in a suc-

cession of bewildering leaps, that almost before the sound of the first

has reached your ears, he has ended another rush and turned another

summersault. The last you see of him as he vanishes for ever is either

the white boil which is his scornful farewell or the momentary vision of

a bright and dripping form, gleaming silver above the blue, as full

fifty yards from where you stand amazed, your spirit overcrowed,

your admiration aglow, your ambition rivalling your regret in intensity,

he leaps from the surge and thunder of the waters and is once more free

of the isea.

What then is the true criterion, the standard that admits

each and all of these waters within the sphere of the " sporting," the

moral order of field and moor and loch and river? Only one answer can

be returned to such a question, and it has already been indicated.

The criterion is that the "greater the difficulties to be overcome, the

greater is the victory and the higher on the sporting scale rises the water

conquered.

Waters and days which tax and exhaust skill and ingenuity are always

on the last analysis the best waters and the best angling days. I have

had days on sea-trout and other lochs when a steady breeze curled the

water all day, when clear skies, save for fleecy clouds, and a bracing

atmosphere gave the best promise of sport, and when the fish, responding

to the conditions, rose with an almost montonous persistency which

reduced angling to the mechanical art of casting, striking, playing and

landing, fish after fish coming obsequious to the doom of steel and

feather. It is true that on such days the quick eye acting in unison

with the ready hand enables the angler of experienced skill to basket

three fish for every one creeled by the tyro or by the impatient. But

the higher lesson is lost m the treading of the smooth and easy path

to success. No demand is made upon the store of optimistic energy,

the unwearied, though but ill-rewarded patience, which rise superior

to the frowns of immediate fortune, and by the inspiration of effort

and the consciousness that success has been merited, though not com-
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manded, teach the most useful of the lessons of angling to all warriors

in the battle of life, that " Nil Desperandum " is the best blazon for

those who toil on the sunless side of the great and thorny hedge.

THE END
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